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IMINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
FIRST SITTING
Monday,20th May 1985
ORDERSOF THE DAY
l. Opening of the thirty-first ordinary session of the
Assembly.
2. Examination of credentials.
3. Election of the President of the Assembly.
4. Address by the President of the Assembly.
5. Election of six Vice-Presidents of the Assembly.
1. Opening of the session
In accordance with Article lll (a) of the Char-
ter and Rules 2 and 5 of the Rules of Procedure,
the Provisional President declared open the
thirty-first ordinary session of the Assembly of
WEU.
2. Attendance register
The names of the representatives and substi-
tutes who signed the register of attendance are
given in the appendix.
i, Address by the Proyisioaal President
The Provisional President addressed the
Assembly.
4. Examination of credentials
In accordance with Rule 6 (l) of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly took note of the letter
from the President of the Parliamentary Assem-
bly of the Council of Europe informing the
Assembly that the credentials of the representa-
tives and substitutes listed in Notice No. I had
been ratified by that Assembly with the excep-
tion of Mr. Horacelg substitute member for the
Federal Republic of Germany.
6. Adoption of the draft order of business for the fint part of
the thirty-first ordinary session (Doc. 1005).
7. Nomination of members to committees.
8. Action by the hesidential Committee (Presentation of
and debate on the report of the Presidential Commiuee
and vote on the molion for an order on the budga ofthe
Assembly, Docs. l0l7 and 1015 and amendment).
In accordanc€ with Rule 6 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure and subject to subsequent ratification
by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe, the Assembly unanimously ratified the
credentials of the above.
5. Eloction of the President of the Assembly
Only one candidate was proposed for the post
of President, namely Mr. Caro.
The Assembly decided unanimously not to
have a secret ballot but to elect the President by
acclamation.
Mr. Caro was elected President by acclama-
tion.
At the invitation of the Provisional President,
Mr. Caro took the Chair.
6. Address by the Presidcnt of the Assembly
The President addressed the Assembly.
7. Elcction of six Yice-Presidents of thc Assembly
Six candidates had been proposed for six posts
of Vice-President, namely Sir Frederic Bennett,MM. Blaauw, De Decker, Ferrari Aggradi,
Goerens and Reddemann.
MII\UTES OF PROCEEDINGS
The sitting was opened at 3 p.m. with Lord Hughes, Provisional President, in the Chair.
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MINUTES FIRST SITTING
The Assembly decided not to have a secret
ballot but to elect the Vice-Presidents by accla-
mation.
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Sir Frederic Bennett,
MM. Reddemann, Blaauw, De Decker and
Goerens were elected Vice-Presidents by accla-
mation.
8. Adoption of the draft order of business
for thefirst pan of the session
(Du.1005)
The President proposed the adoption of the
draft order of business for the first part of the
session.
Speakers; MM. Pignion and Schulte; (points
of order): Sir Frederic Bennett, MM. Blaauw,
Spies von Btillesheim, Dreyfus-Schmidt and
Stoffelen.
The draft order of business for the first part of
the session was amended and adopted.
Speakers (points of order): Dr. Miller and Mr.
Milani.
9. Nomination of members to committees
In accordance with Rules 39 (6) and 42 bis of
the Rules of Procedure, the Assembly ratified
the membership of the six committees as
follows:
l. Cor*lunrer oN DerrNce QumrIoNs eNp Anuarvrzxrs (27 seats)
MM.
Fed. Rep. of Germany: MM.
Italy: MM.
Belgium:
France:
Luxembourg:
Netherlands:
United Kingdom:
Members
Bonnel
Dejardin
Steverlynck
Bourges
Galley
Huyghues des Etages
Natiez
Pignion
Ertl
Gerstl
Kittelmann
Lemmrich
Scheer
Alberini
Amadei
Giust
Pecchioli
Sarti
Konen
van den Bergh
Blaauw
de Kwaadsteniet
Brown
Cox
Anthony Grant
Dudley Smith
Stokes
Alternates
MM. De Decker
Van der Elst
Noerens
MM. Matraja
Jung
Baumel
Wirth
Verdon
MM. Rumpf
Klejdzinski
l*rzet
Glos
Gansel
MM. Milani
Cifarelli
Palumbo
Antoni
Rauti
Mr. Goerens
MM. de Vries
van Tets
Aarts
Dr. Miller
MM. Edwards
Ross
Lord Newall
Mr. Wilkinson
MM.
Mr.
MM.
MM.
Sir
Sir
Mr.
2. GeNeRAL Arrens Couurrrer (27 seats)
MM. Bogaerts MM. Van der ElstLagneau P6criauxMichel De Bondt
l3
Belgium:
MINUTES FIRST SITTING
France:
Fed. Rep. of Germany:
haly:
Luxembourg:
Naherlands:
United Kingdom:
Belgium:
France:
Fed. Rep. of Germany:
Italy:
Luxembourg:
Naherlands:
United Kingdom:
Members
MM. Berrier
Koehl
Iagorce
Prouvost
Ruet
MM. Ahrens
Muller
Reddemann
Rumpf
Mrs. Kelly
MM. Bianco
Martino
Masciadri
Spitella
Vecchietti
Mr. Burger
MM. van der Sanden
de Vries
van der Werff
Sir Frederic Bennett
MM. Hardy
Hill
Johnston
Iord Reay
Alternates
MM. Baumel
Dreyfus-Schmidt
Mayoud
Grussenmeyer
Wilquin
MM. Haase
Kittelmann
B6hm
Ertl
Horacek
MM. Cavaliere
Teodori
Frasca
Amadei
Rubbi
Mr. Konen
Mrs. van der Werf-Terpstra
MM. Tummers
Blaauw
Mrs. Knight
lnrd Hughes
Sir John Biggs-Davison
MM. Millan
Atkinson
3. Corraurrrrs oN Scrrr.rrmc, TEcrr.ror,ocrcnr nNp Arnosence QursnoNs (21 seats)
Mr. Adriaensens
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
MM. Bassinet
Fou116
Souvet
Valleix
MM. B6hm
l*ttzer
Schmidt
Spies von Bullesheim
MM. Colajanni
Fiandrotti
Mezzapesa
Rizzi
Mr. Hengel
MM. Aarts
Worrell
Mr. Garrett
Sir Paul Hawkins
MM. McGuire
Wilkinson
t4
MM. Biefoot
De Bondt
MM. Iagorce
Croze
Barthe
Galley
MM. Muller
Schwarz
Klejdzinski
Stavenhagen
MM. Gianotti
Masciadri
Cavaliere
Sarti
Mr. Linster
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers
Mr. Tummers
MM. Parry
Hill
Sir John Osborn
Mr. Ward
MINUTES FIRSTSITTING
Members Alternates
4. Corvnvrrmsr oN Bupcrreny fuTAtru AND AoMNrsrn c,TroN (2 I seats)
Belgium:
France:
Fed. Rep. of Germany:
Italy:
Luxembourg:
Netherlands:
United Kingdom:
Belgium:
France:
Fed. Rep. of Gumany:
Italy:
Luxembourg:
Naherlands:
United Kingdom:
MM. Adriaensens
Biefnot
MM. Beix
Bohl
Jeambrun
Oehler
MM. Enders
Haase
Schmitz
Ziercr
MM. Ferrari Aggradi
Foschi
Pollidoro
Rauti
Mr. Linster
MM. van Tets
de Vries
MM. Freeson
Morris
Sir Dudley Smith
Mr. Stokes
MM. Steverlynck
Bogaerts
MM. Dhaille
Rossinot
Delehedde
Ruet
MM. Brichner
Ahrens
Hornhues
Lemmrich
MM. Accili
Giust
Alberini
Mitterdorfer
Mrs. Hennicot-Schoepges
Mr. van den Bergh
Mrs. van der Werf-Terpstra
MM. Woodall
Johnston
Sir Geoffrey Finsbery
Sir Paul Hawkins
5. Cormrrrrr oN Rurrs or Pnocrounr lrrp Pnrvrrecrs ( 21 seats)
MM. Michel
P6criaux
MM. Delehedde
Koehl
Vial-Massat
Wilquin
MM. Antretter
Schulte
Spies von Biillesheim
Unland
MM. Antoni
Gorla
Lapenta
Marchio
Mrs. Hennicot-Schoepges
MM. Eysink
van der Werff
MM. Coleman
Corrie
Sir Geoftey Finsberg
Mr. Woodall
l5
MM. Lagneau
De Decker
MM. S6n0s
Beix
Bohl
Prouvost
MM. B[chner
Schnlidt
Jiger
Wulff
MM. Fiandrotti
Sinesio
Bonalumi
Palumbo
Mr. Burger
MM. van dBr Sanden
Stoffdlen
MM. Jessel
Cox
Earl ofKiunoull
Mr. Edwards
MINUTES FIRST SITTING
Members
6. Cor*rurrree ron ReleuoNs wrrH PnnLrnlrsNrs (14 seats)
Alternates
Belgium:
France:
Fed. Rep. of Germany:
Italy:
Luxembourg:
Netherlands:
(tnited Kingdom:
MM. Bonnel
Noerens
MM. Mercier
56nds
MM. Enders
Hackel
MM. Cavaliere
Frasca
Mr. Goerens
Mrs. Hennicot-Schoepges
Mr. Stoffelen
Mrs. van der Werf-
Terpstra
Dr. Miller
Mrs. Knight
10. Action by the Presidential Committee
(Prcseatatbn olatd dcfute oa th. rcport olrhe
Prcsidential Committee and vote oa thc motioafor
at der oa tha budga olthe Assembly,
Docs. 1017 and l0l5 and anendmaat)
The report of the Presidential Committee was
presented by Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Vice-President
of the Assembly.
The debate was opened.
Speakers: Sir Dudley Smith, Sir John Page,
MM. Wilkinson, Murphy and Cavaliere.
The debate was closed.
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Vice-President of the
Assembly, replied to the speakers.
The Assembly took note of the report of the
Presidential Committee.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the
motion for an order.
An amendment (No. l) was tabled by Mr. Fer-
rari Aggradi.
Mr. Dejardin
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
MM. Verdon
Jung
MM. Antretter
Glos
Mr. Giust
Mrs. Francese
MM. Hengel
Linster
Mr. Eysink
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers
Mr. Coleman
Sir John Page
l. Redraft the motion for an order proper as
follows:
" To invite the Council, in the light of the
above, to give favourable consideration to the
proposals the Assembly is soon to make for
improving its conditions of work. "
The amendment was agreed to.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the
amended motion for an order.
The amended motion for an order was agreed
to. (This order will be published as No. 59) 
'.
11. Date, time and 
"r#iir;f the day of the next
The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.
The next sitting was fixed for Tuesday,
2lst May, at l0 a.m.
The sitting was closed at 5.15 p.m.
L See page 18.
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APPENDIX FIRST SITTING
APPENDIX
Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendance r:
Belgium
MM. De Bondt (Adiaensens)
Bogaerts
P4criaux (Dejardin)
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
France
MM. Bassinet
Beix
Berrier
Caro
Fourr6
Lagorce
Pignion
Valleix
Dreyfus-Schmidt
(Wilquin)
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Gansel(Ahrens)
Bohm
Enders
Gerstl
Hornhues
Mrs. Kelly
Belgium
MM. De Decker
Michel
Noerens
France
MM. Baumel
Bourges
Jeambrun
Jung
MM. Kittelmann
Mfiller
Reddemann
Rumpf
Schulte
Spies von Brillesheim
Unland
Lemmrich (Zierer)
Netherlands
MM. Aarts
van den Bergh
Blaauw
de Kuaadsteniet
Stoffelen
van dq Sanden (Mrs. van
der lVerf-Terpstra)
Mrs. den Ouden-Deckers
(van der Werff)
United Kingdom
Sir Frederic Bennett
Mr. Parry (Cox)
Sir Geoffrey Finsberg
MIN{. Murphy (Sir Anthony
Italy
MM. Bianco
Cavaliere
Cifarelli
Ferrari Aggradi
Foschi (Fiandrotti)
Milterdorfer (Frasca)
Giust
Mezzapesa
Milani
Rauti
Sarti
Sinesio
Vecchietti
Sir
Mr.
Iord
MM.
Mrs.
Mr.
Dr.
Sir
Sir
Lord
Sir
Mr.
Grant)
Brown (Hardy)
Paul Hawkins
HiI
Hughes
Jessel
Johnston
Knight
Garrett (McGuire)
Miller
John Osborn
John Page
Reay
Dudley Smith
Wilkinson
The following representatives apologised for their absence :
Luxembourg
Mr. Linster(Hengel)
MM. Mayoud
Ruet
56nds
Vial-Massat
Wirth
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Antretter
Haase
Neumann
Schwarz
Italy
MM. Amadei
Antoni
Gianotti
Pecchioli
Rubbi
Luxembourg
MM. Burger
Goerens
l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in
brackets.
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TEXT ADOPTED FIRST SITTING
ORDER 59
on the budget of the Assembly for thefinancial year 1985
The Assembly,
(i) Considering it essential that its needs be considered in the context of the revision of the budget of
the whole organisation ;(it) Taking account of the urgency of the problems facing the Assembly and the time necessary for
the work of the Committee on Budgetary Affairs and Administration;
(iii) Noting that the measures which need to be taken cannot be long delayed,
Dlnecrs rHp Fnrsngrvnar Colrrrarrrer
To invite the Council, in the light of the above, to give favourable consideration to the proposals
the Assembly is soon to make for improving its conditions of work.
l8
SECOND SITTING
Tuesday,2lst May l9t5
ORDERSOFTHE DAY
l. East-West relations ten years after the Helsinki final act(Presentation of and debate on the report of the General
Afairs Committee and vote on the drafi recommendation,
Doc. l0l3 and amendments).
2. Cyprus and European security (Presentation ofand debate
on lhe report of the General Afairs Committee and vote on
the drafi recommendation,Doc. 1008 and amendments).
3. Military use of computers 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council (Presentation of and debate on the
report of the Committee on Scientitic, Technological and
Aerospace @testions and vote on the draft recommenda-
tion, Doo 1007).
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
The sitting wcts opened at 10 a.m. with Mr. Blaauw, Vice-President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
1. Adoption of the minutes
The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.
2. Attendance rcgister
The names of representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given
in the appendix.
j. Organisation of the work of the Assembly and
of its committees
The President gave notice ofa proposal by the
Bureau regarding the organisation of the work of
the Assembly and of its committees.
Speakers: Mr. de Vries, Sir Dudley Smith,
Mr. Cifarelli, Mr. de Vries;(point of order): Mr.
Jessel.
4. East-West relations ten yaars after the
Helsinkifinal act
_ 
(Presentatioa ofand debate on the report olthc
General Allairs Committeq Doc. 1013 aad amindments)
The report of the General Affairs Committee
was presented by Mr. Haase, Rapporteur.
The debate was opened.
Speakers: MM. Bianco, Atkinson, Cifarelli,
Gianotti, Muller, Lagorce, Iord Reay and Sir
Frederic Bennett.
Mr. Reddemann, Vice-President of the Assem-
bly, took the Chair.
Speakers: MM. Hill, Cavaliere, de Vries, Kit-
telmann and Johnston.
The debate was closed.
Mr. Haase, Rapporteur, and Mr. Michel,
Chairman of the committee, replied to the
speakers.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.
An amendment (No. 2) was tabled by Mr.
Lagorce:
2. After paragraph (viii) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, add a new paragraph:
" Considering that WEU's action should allow
the CSCE process to be strpngthened and in
particular the views of the European pillar of
the alliance to be heard at the Stockholm
conference on disarmament in Europe; ".
Speaker.'Mr. Lagorce.
The amendment was agreed to.
An amendment (No. 4) was tabled by Sir Fre-
deric Bennett and Lord Reay :
4. In the draft recommendation proper, at the
end of paragraph 2(d), add " with immediate
application to Afghanistan ".
l9
MINUTES SECOND SITTING
Speakers: Lord Reay; (points of order): I Consideration of the draft recommendation
MM. de Vries and Hardy. I was adjourned.
5. Date, time and orders of the day of the next
sitting
The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.
The next sitting was fixed for the same day at
3 p.m.
The sitting was closed at 12.45 p.m.
20
APPENDIX SECONDSITTING
APPENDIX
Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendance I :
Belgium
MM. De Bondr (Adriaensens)
Bogaerts
De Decker
P0criaux (Dejardin)
Michel
Steverlynck (Noerens)
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
France
MM. Beix
Berrier
Fourr6
Jung
Lagorce
Pignion
S6n0s
Valleix
Natiez (Wilquin)
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Ahrens
Antretter
B6hm
Enders
Gerstl
Haase
Mrs. Kelly
MM. Kittelmann
Mtller
France
MM. Bassinet
Baumel
Bourges
Jeambrun
Mayoud
MM. Neumann
Reddemann
Rumpf
Schulte
Hackel (Schwarz)
Spies von Brillesheim
Unland
Lemmrich(Ziercr)
Italy
MM. Amadei
Bianco
Cavaliere
Cifarelli
Ferrari Aggradi
Martino (Fiandrotti)
Gianotti
Giust
Mezzapesa
Milani
Rauti
Rubbi
Sarti
Sinesio
Vecchietti
Luxembourg
MM. Konen(Burger)
Goerens
Hengel
Netherlands
MM. Aarts
de Vries (van den Bergh)
Blaauw
de Kwaadsteniet
Stoffelen
van der Sanden (Mn. van
der Werf-Terpstra)
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers (van
der Werff)
United Kingdom
Sir Frederic Bennett
Mr. Cox
Sir Geoffrey Finsberg
MM. Atkinsqn (Sir Anthony
Grant)
Hardy
Paul Hawkins
Hill
Hughes
Morris (Jessel)
Johnston
Knlght
Millan (McGuire)
Miller
Murphy
(Sir John Osborn)
Sir
Mr.
Lord
MM.
Mrs.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
The following representatives apologised for their absence :
MM. Ruet
Vial-Massat
Wirth
Federal Republic of Germany
Mr. Hornhues
Sir John Page
Lord Reay
Sir Dudley Smith
I-ard Newal/ (Wilkinson)
Italy
MM. Antoni
Frasca
Pecchioli
l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of thd latter being given in
brackets.
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THIRD SITTING
Tuesday, 21st May 1985
ORDERSOF THE DAY
l. East-West relations ten years after the Helsinki final act
(Resumed vote on the drafi recommendation, Doc. l0l3
and amendments).
2. Address by Baroness Young Minister of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom.
3. Cyprus and European security (Presentation of and debate
on the repon of the Genual Afairs Committee and vote on
the drafi recommendation, Dor,. 1008 and amend-
ments).
4. Military use of computers - reply to the thirtieth
annual report of the Council (Presentation of and debate
on the report of the Committee on Scientilic, Technologi-
cal and Aerospace Suestions and vote on the drafi
recommendation, Doc 1@7 and amendment).
5. Revision and interpretation of the Rules of Procedure -
Terms of reference of the Committee for Relations with
Parliaments (Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges and
vote on the draft resolution, Doc. 1020).
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
The sitting was opened at 3 p.m. with Mr. Caro, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
1. Adoption of the minates
The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.
2, Attendance register
The names of representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given
in the appendix.
Speakers (points of order) : Mr. Atkinson and
Mrs. Knight.
3. East-West relations ten years after
the Helsinkifinal oct
(Resumed votc oa the dralt recomnundation,
Doc. 101i and amenhnents)
The Assembly resumed consideration of
Amendment 4 tabled by Sir Frederic Bennett
and Lord Reay.
Speakers: l.ord Reay and Mr. Haase.
The amendment was agreed to.
Amendments (Nos. I and 3) were tabled by
Lord Reay and Mr. Lagorce respectively:
l. At the end of paragraph 4 of the draft recom-
mendation proper, add:
" while bearing in mind that any reaffirmation
of the non-use of force should be accompanied
by an ageed confirmation of the need to res-
pect human rights. "
3. At the end of paragraph 4 of the draft recom-
mendation proper, add:
'while preparing and implementing specific
mutual measures of confidence and confir-
ming by common agreement the need to res-
pect human rights. "
Speakers: Lord Reay, MM. Iagorce and
Haase.
Amendments I and 3 were consolidated and
agreed to.
Speaker (explanation of vote): Mr. Cifarelli.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the
amended draft recommendation.
The amended draft recommendation was
agreed to. (This recommendation will be pub-
lished as No. 417) t.
4. Address by Baroness Young, Minister of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs
of the United Kingdom
Baroness Young, Minister of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs of the United King-
dom, addressed the Assembly.
Baroness Young replied to questions put by
Sir Dudley Smith, MM. Pignion, Cifarelli, de
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Vries, Wilkinson, Lord Reay, Sir Geoffrey Fins-
berg, MM. Gianotti, Hardy, Scheer, De Decker
and Rubbi.
5. Cyprus and European security
(Presentation of aad debate on thc report
olthe Geaerul Allain Committee and vote
oa the drafi recommcadation,
Doc. 1008 and ametdments)
The report of the General Affairs Committee
was presented by Sir Frederic Bennett, Rappor-
teur.
The debate was opened.
Speakers; Sir Geoffrey Finsberg, Mr. Lagorce,
Sir Dudley Smith, MM. Hardy, Cavaliere,
Rubbi, Cox, Corrie and Michel.
The debate was closed.
Sir Frederic Bennett, Rapporteur, replied to
the speakers.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.
An amendment (No. 2) was tabled by Mr.
Rubbi:
2. ln paragraph (i) of the preamble to the draft
recommendation, leave out * to the maintenance
of the cohesion of the Atlantic Alliance in the
Eastern Mediterranean " and insert " to the
country's sovereignty and the security of the
Eastern Mediterranean and of Europe ".
Speakers; Mr. Rubbi, Sir Geoffrey Finsberg
and Sir Frederic Bennett.
The amendment was negatived.
An amendment (No. 1) was tabled by
Mr. Cavaliere:
l. Redraft paragraph (iii) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation as follows:
" Considering that the conclusions drawn by
the Secretary-General of the United Nations
from the negotiations held between 1977 and
1984 are the best possible basis for the restora-
tion of national unity in Cyprus;".
Speakers; MM. Cavaliere, Corrie, Sir Frederic
Bennett, MM. Cavaliere and Michel.
The amendment was negatived.
An amendment (No. 3) was tabled by Mr.
Rubbi:
3. In paragraph (iiil of the preamble to the draft
recommendation, leave out " the restoration of
peace in Cyprus " and insert * re-establishing the
integrity and independence of a neutral, non-
aligned Cyprus ".
Speakers: Mr. Rubbi, Sir Geoffrey Finsberg
and Sir Frederic Bennett.
The amendment was negatived.
An amendment (No. 5) was tabled by MM.
Beix and Pignion:
5. In the draft recommendation proper, leave
out " the Greek, Turkish and both Cypriot
authorities " and insert " the parties concerned'.
Speakcrs; Mr. Pignion, Sir Geoffrey Finsberg,
Sir Frederic Bennett and Mr. Pignion.
The amendment was negatived.
An amendment (No. 4) was tabled by
Mr. Rubbi:
4. Redraft paragraph (iv) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation as follows:
" (ivl Wishing the two Cypriot communities to
pursue their negotiations in spite of the initial
setback, ".
Speakers; MM. Rubbi, Corrie and Sir Frede-
ric Bennett.
The amendment was negatived.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the draft
recommendation.
The draft recommendatiom was agreed to.(This recommendation will be published as
No.418)'.
Speaker (explanation of vote): Mr. Rubbi.
The President welcomed Mr. Inan, observer
from Turkey.
Speaker.'Mr. Inan.
6. Revision and interpretation
of the Rulos of Procedure - Terms
of reference of the Committeefor Relations
with Parliamqtts
(Presentatioa of the repoa of'the Commiuea
on Rulr,s of Procedurc and Prlvllegas, Du. 1020)
The report of the Committee on Rules of
Procedure and Privileges was presented by
Mr. Jessel, Rapporteur.
7. Date, time and ordcrs of the day
of the n*t sitting
The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.
The next sitting was fixed for Wednesday,
Z2ndMay, at 9.30 a.m.
The sitting was closed at 6.25 p.m.
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APPENDIX
Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendance t :
Belgium
MM. De Bondt (Adiaensens)
Bogaerts
De Decker
Phcriaux (Dejardin)
Michel
Steverlynck (Noerens)
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
France
MM. Verdon (Fourr6)
I-agorce
Pignion
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Ahrens
Bohm
Enders
Gerstl
Haase
Mrs. Kelly
MM. Kittelmann
Mtiller
Reddemann
Rumpf
France
MM. Bassinet
Baumel
Beix
Berrier
Bourges
Jeambrun
MM. Schulte
Hackel (Schwarz)
Spies von Brillesheim
Unland
Netherlands
MM. Aarts
de Vries (van den Bergh)
Blaauw
de Kwaadsteniet
Stoffelen
van der Sanden (Mrs.
van der Werf-Terpstra)
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers (van
der Werff)
United Kingdom
Sir Frederic Bennett
Mr. Cox
Sir Geoftey Finsberg
MM. Atkinson (Sir Anthony
Grant)
Hardy
Stokes (Sir Paul
Hawkins)
Corrie (Hill)
Lord Hughes
MM. Jessel
Johnston
Mrs. Knight
Mr. Brown(McGuire)
Dr. Miller
Mr. Murphy (Sir John
Osborn)
Sir John Page
Lord Reay
Sir Dudley Smith
Mr. Wilkinson
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Antretter
Hornhues
Neumann
Zierer
Italy
MM. Antoni
Frasca
Pecchioli
Italy
MM. Amadei
Bianco
Cavaliere
Cifarelli
Ferrari Aggradi
Martino (Fiandrotti)
Gianotti
Giust
Mezzapesa
Milani
Rauti
Rubbi
Sarti
Sinesio
Vecchietti
The following representatives apologised for their absence :
Luxembourg
MM. Konen(Burger)
Goerens
Hengel
MM. Jung
Mayoud
Ruet
S6n0s
Valleix
Vial-Massat
Wilquin
Wirth
l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given
brackets.
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RECOMMENDATION 4U
on East-West relations
ten yaars after the Helsinki final act
The Assembly,
(i) Considering that close co-operation between the American and European members of the
Atlantic Alliance is the basis of Western European security and the maintenance of peace ;
(ii) Considering that Western Europe's security means protecting it against local or global attacks ;
(iii) Considering that in many cases in Eastern Europe human rights have not beentrespected and that
this has not facilitated efforts for peace ;(iv) Welcoming the meeting between the United States and the Soviet Union with a view to reaching
agtreements to terminate the armaments race ;(v) Considering that the development of exchanges between East and West is likely to contribute to
the reduction of tension;
(vi) Considering that the final act of the conference on security and co-operation in Europe, signed in
Helsinki on lst August 1975, is the essential charter for the reduction of tension in Europe, but that the
principles it defines are still far from being applied everywhere, particularly where human rights are
concerned;
(viil Considering that the tenth anniversary of the Helsinki final act provides an opportunity to
review its effectiveness as a contribution to peaceful coexistence in Europe ;
(viii) Considering that WEU's rdle is to take the necessary steps to make the voice of the European
pillar of the alliance heard on matters relating to security, as specified in the Rome Declaration ;
(ix) Considering that WEU's action should allow the CSCE process to be strengthened and in
particular the views of the European pillar of the alliance to be heard at the Stockholm conference on
disarmament in Europe;
(x) Considering that a dialogue with members of the United States Congress is essential for the
information and deliberations of members of the WEU Assembly on matters of this kind,
Recouurr.ros rnlr rnr CoUNCIL
l. Regularly examine the state of all negotiations on disarmament and the limitation of armaments
with a view inter alia to achieving through joint action :
(a) ageement with the eastern countries to specifu the implications of the principles set out in
the final act of the Helsinki conference ;
(b) more confidence-building measures, particularly through the presence ofobservers at military
man6uvres, in the context of the negotiations now being held in Stockholm ;
(c) the definition of a joint position on matters discussed by the United States and the Soviet' Union at the Geneva conference with a view to agreement on the conditions for limiting the
armaments race;
2. Make use of the tenth anniversary of the Helsinki conference to obtain confirmation by all the
signatory powers of their determination to apply effectively all the principles contained in the final act,
particularly those relating to:
(a) respect for human rights ;
(b) the inviolability of frontiers ;
(c) the territorial integrity of states;
(d) non-interference in the internal affairs of another state with immediate application
to Afghanistan;
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(e) equali$ of treatment between nations and their right to self-determination ;
(/) co-operation between states ;
G) the establishment of confidence-building measures;
In the appropriate forums, actively promote :
(a) the development of trade between eastern and western countries ;
(b) the adaptation of Cocom,practice and lists to an increase in trade which does not jeopardise
the West's security;
(c) in ageement with the United States, the participation of Europe in space research of a
scientific nature;
(d) agreement between Western and Eastern European countries on improving protection of the
environment;
4. On the occasion of the renewal of the Warsaw Pact, seek agreement between the Atlantic Alliance
and WEU countries on the one hand and the Warsaw Pact countries on the other in order to define the
principle of non-recourse to the threat or use of force as set out in the Helsinki final act, while preparing
and implementilg specific mutual measures of confidence and bearing in mind that any reaffirmation
of the non-use of force should be accompanied by an agreed confirmation of the need to respect human
rights.
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RECOMMENDATION 4T8
oil Cyprus and Earopean sacarity
The Assembly,
(i) Considering that the situation in Cyprus is a serious threat to the maintenanco of the cohesion of
the Atlantic Alliance in the Eastern Mediterranean;
(ii) Considering that the association of the Republic of Cyprus with the European Community, its
participation in the Council of Europe and that of Greece and Turkey in the Atlantic Alliance give the-
member countries of WEU the right and duty to do their utmost to promote the establishment of
lasting peace on the island ;(iii) Considering that the conclusions drawn by the Secretary-General of the United Nations from the
inter+ommunity negotiations held between 1977 and 1984 are the best possible basis for the
restoration of peace in Cyprus;
(iv) Welcoming the decision taken by the two Cypriot communities to pursue their negotiations in
spite of the initial setback,
Recorraunros rrnr rnn CoLJNCIL
Express its support for the proposals by the Secretary-General of the United Nations and use all
the influence it ma, have with the Greek, Turkish and both Cypriot authorities to promote the
conclusion of a final agreement on this basis.
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FOURTH SITTING
Wednesday, 22nd May 1985
ORDERS OF THE DAY
f . Military use of computers 
- reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council (Presentuion of and debate on the
repon of the Committee on Scientific, Technological and
Aerospace Questions and vote on the drafi recommenda-
tion,Doc. 1007 and amendment).
2. New outlook for WEU 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council (Presentation of and debate on the
1. Adoption of the minutes
The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.
2. Attendance registet
The names of representatives and substitutes
who signed the register of attendance are given
in the appendix.
i. Organisation of the worft of the Assembly and
of its committees
(Motionfor aa odu in impbnuatation ola
proposal by the Bureau, De. 1021)
The President announced that a motion for an
order on the organisation of the work of the
Assembly and of its committees in implemen-
tation of a proposal of the Bureau had been
tabled.
The motion for an order was agreed to. (This
order will be published as No. 60)t.
4. Situation in l*banon
(Motioafor a reomnetfutioa with
a requcst lor urgeat proccdtry Doc. I02J)
The President announced that a motion for a
recommendation on the situation in Lebanon
had been tabled by Mr. Martino and others with
a request for urgent procedure.
report of the General Afairs Committee, Doc. l0l2 and
amendments).
3. Application of the Brussels Treaty 
- 
reply to the
thirtieth annual report of the Council (Presentation of
and debate on the report of the Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments, Doc. l0l9 and amendments).
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
The sitting was opened at 9.30 a.m. with Mr. Caro, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
In accordance with Rule 43 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure this would be put to the Assembly
after the vote on the draft recommendation on
the military use of computers.
5, Iran-Iraq war
( M ot io a lor a reo mnuadat ion,
Doc, 1022)
The President announced that a motion for a
recommendation on the Iran-Iraq war had been
tabled by Mr. Hardy and others.
In accordance with Rule 28 (4) of the Rules of
Procedure, the question of including the motion
in the register was put to the Assembly.
The Assembly agreed to include the motion in
the register.
Speaker (point of order): Dr. Miller.
6. Military use of computers 
- 
reply to the
thirtieth annual rcInrt of the Council
(Praentation olaad debate on tlu rcport olthc Committcc
oa Sciontiftc, Tcchmlogical ard Aemqncc Quations aad wtc
on the drufi rccomnunfutioq Doc. 1007 and amcnhncat)
The report of the Committee on Scientific,
Technological and Aerospace Questions waspresented by Mr. Fourr6, Rapporteur.
The debate was opened.
Speakers.' Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers, MM.
Milani, Rauti and Hill.
The debate was closed.l. See page 31.
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Mr. Fourr6, Rapporteur, and Mr. Wilkinson,
Vice-Chairman of the committee, replied to the
speakers.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.
An amendment (No. l) was tabled by
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers :
l. In paragraph 2 of the draft recommen-
dation proper, leave out " Standing Armaments
Committee " and insert " the Agency for the
development of co-operation in the field of
armaments ".
Speakers: Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers and Mr.
Wilkinson.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the
amended draft recommendation.
The amended draft recommendation was
agreed to. (This recommendation will be
published as No. 419)t.
Speakers (points of order): Sir Frederic
Bennett, MM. Spies von Bullesheim, Milani,
Pignion, Milani, Stoffelen, Iord Hughes, Mr.
Cavaliere and Sir Dudley Smith.
7. Situation in l*banon
(Motioalor a reommenfution with a
requat lor urgent Noccdurg Doc, 1023)
In accordance with Rule 43 (3) of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly proceeded to consider
the request for uryent procedure on the motion
for a recommendation on the situation in
Lebanon.
Speakers: MM. Martino and Michel.
The request for urgent procedure was agreed
to and the draft recommendation was referred to
the General Affairs Committee.
8. New outlookfor WEU - reply to the
thirtieth annaal repofi of the Council
Application of the Brassels Tteaty - reply to the
thirtieth annual report ofthe Council
(Prcsentation of aad joint dcboe oa thc reports
olthe Gaural Atlain Commltte atd of the
Committee on Deferce Questioat atd Armorrrcnts,
Docs. 1012 and anerdments and 1019 and amendments)
The report of the General Affairs Committee
was presented by Mr. van der Sanden, Rappor-
teur.
Mn Ferrari Aggadi, Vice-President of the
Assembly, took the Chair.
The report of the Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments was presented by Mr.
Scheer, Rapporteur.
The joint debate was opened.
Speakers: Mrs. Kelly, MM. Wilkinson,
Mtiller, Bianco, Vecchietti and Moreira (Obser-
ver from Portugal).
The joint debate was adjourned.
9, Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting
The orders of the day for the next sitting were
agreed to.
The next sitting was fixed for the same day at
3 p.m.
The sitting was closed at 1.10 p.m.
l. See page 32.
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APPENDIX
Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendancer :
Belgium
MM. Bogaerts
De Decker
Michel
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
France
MM. Berrier
Fourr6
Jung
lagorce
Pignion
S6n0s
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Ahrens
Antretter
Enders
Gerstl
Mrs. Kelly
MM. Kittelmann
Muller
Belgium
MM. Adriaensens
Dejardin
Noerens
France
MM. Bassinet
Baumel
Beix
Bourges
Jeambrun
Mayoud
MM. Schmidl (Neumann)
Rumpf
Schulte
Spies von Bfillesheim
Unland
Italy
MM. Bianco
Cavaliere
Ferrari Aggradi
Manino (Fiandrotti)
Gianotti
Giust
Mezzapesa
Milani
Rauti
Sarti
Sinesio
Vecchietti
Luxembourg
MM. Linster(Goerens)
Hengel
MM. Ruet
Valleix
Vial-Massat
Wilquin
Wirth
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Bohm
Haase
Hornhues
Reddemann
Schwarz
Zierer
Netherlands
MM. Aarts
Tummers (van den
Bergh)
Blaauw
de Kwaadsteniet
Stoffelen
van der Sanden (Mrs.
van der Werf-Terpstra)
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkcrs (van
der Werff)
United Kingdom
Sir Frederic Bennett
MM. Brown(Cox)
Atkinson (Sir Anthony
Grant)
Hardy
Sir Paul Hawkins
Mr. Hill
Lord Hughes
MM. Johnston
Corrie (Mrs. Knight)
Millan (McGuire)
Dr. Miller
Lord Reay
Sir Dudley Smith
Mr. Wilkinson
Italy
MM. Amadei
Antoni
Cifarelli
Frasca
Pecchioli
Rubbi
Luxembourg
Mr. Burger
United Kingdom
Sir Geoftey Finsberg
Mr. Jessel
Sir John Osborn
Sir John Page
The following representatives apologised for their absence :
1. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in
brackets.
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ORDER 60
on the otgonisation of the work of the Assembly
and of its committeu
The Assembly,
(i) Having noted the proposal by the Bureau communicated at the beginning of the morning sitting
on 21st May 1985 ;(ii) Recallilg its commitment to the reinvigoration of WEU and particularly its recent agreement to
the report on action by the Presidential Committee ;(iii) Concerned to improve the efficiency of its operations, so as to ensure that committee reports are
available for a reasonable period before the Assembly comes to debate them, and that the order of
business agreed by the Presidential Committee should not normally need serious adjustment at the first
sitting of the Assembly,
INsrnucrs rns PnrspsNrnr. CouuIrrEe
To consider and discuss with the chairmen of the permanent committees the organisation of a
mini-session of committee meetings to be held before the December part-session, irt sufficient time to
allow reports to be circulated two weeks before the Assembly first sits.
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RECOMMENDATION 419
on the military use of compaters -
reply to the thirtieth annaal report of the Council
The Assembly,
(i) Aware of the preponderant importance of computers for the defence of the western world,
whether they are incorporated in weapons systems or used for command, control, communications and
intelligence;
(ii) Considering the importance of military computers which have been prime movers for the
development of civil computer industries for the last twenty years ;(iii) Considering also that, since the failure of Unidata 
- 
Philips, Siemens and CII 
- 
Western Europe
has had no common co-ordinated policy and is only now starting the Esprit programme which co'rrers
no military use;
(iv) Considering the United States and Japanese challenge in the world computer market and
Western Europe's backwardness that involves serious drawbacks owing to excessive dependency on the
United States and Japan and which, on the one hand, requires a common European policy and, on the
other hand, co-operative action with American and eventually Japanese firms ;(v) Considering the extremely fast development of computer technology ;(vt) Considering the need to face up to this phenomenon and, to this end, instructing its Committee
on Scientific, Technological and Aerospace Questions to prepare a supplementary report on this
important question in order to keep the Assembly informed of the evolution of the situation in the
economic, technological and military sectors,
Recouuer.ros fft tr rHr CouNcrL
l. Urge the membergovernments to stimulate and co-ordinate research and development of basic
technologies for manufacturing very-high-speed integrated circuits and provide the funds necessary to
encourage the industries concerned ;
2. Draw up a common policy in a Western European framework based on a co-ordinated strategy to
be worked out by the Agency for the development of co-operation in the field of armaments for the
military applications of computer systems ;
3. Prepare the ground for the next generation of military computers in weapon systems which will
be interchangeable and interoperational between units of European forces assigned for the common
defence;
4. Promote a single European market for military computers, and particularly supercomputers,
which will stimulate the civil market;
5. Advocate a common computer language to facilitate the interoperability of all systems used by
the armed forces of Western Europe;
6. Call for the standardisation of computer components such as very-high-speed integrated circuits;
7. Reflect on the impact on European computer industries due to the research and development to
be undertaken in connection with the American strategic defence initiative and European-American
co-operation on the space station.
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FIFTH SITTING
Wednesday, 22nd May 1985
ORDERS OF THE DAY
l. Thirtieth annual report of the Council (Presenlation by
Mr. Genscher, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Chairman-in-OJJice of the Council,
Doc. 1006).
2. New outlook for WEU 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council ; Application of the Brussels Treaty
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual report of the Council
1. Adoption of the minutes
The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.
2. Attendance register
The names of representatives and substi-
tutes who signed the register of attendance are
given in the appendix.
i. Thirtieth annaal repofi of the Council
(Presentation by Mr. Genschu, Ministerfor Forcign Alfairc
of thc Fedcral Republic of Gennany, Chairmaa-in-Otlice
ofthe Council, Doc. 1006)
The report of the Council to the Assembly
was presented by Mr. Genscher, Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of
Germany, Chairman-in-Oflice of the Council.
Mr. Genscher replied to questions put by
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers, MM. van Tets, Spies
von Bullesheim, Sir Frederic Bennett, Mrs.
Kelly, MM. Lagorce, Pignion, Blaauw, Sir Geof-
frey Finsberg, Lord Reay, MM. Ferrari Aggradi,
Gianotti, Milani, Sir Dudley Smith, MM.
Enders, Hill and de Vries.
The sitting was suspended at 4.55 p.m. and
resumed at 5.15 p.m.
(Resumed joint debate on the reports ofthe General Allars
Committee and of the Committee on Defence Questions
and Armaments and votes on the draft recommendations
and drafi order, Docs. 1012 and arnendments and l0l9
and amendments).
3. Withdrawal of a report from the agenda (Motion for an
order tabled by Dr. Miller and others, Doc. 1021).
4. New outlookfor WEa - reply to the
thirtieth annaal report of the Council
Application of the Brussels Truty - reply to the
thir-tieth annual report of the Council
(Resumed joiat debate oa thc rcports of the
General Allain Committee and of the
Committee oa Defence Questions and Amoments
aad votes on the draft rccomneadatioas and drufi ordcr,
Docs, 1012 and amendments and 1019 and amendments)
The joint debate was resumed.
Speakers; Sir Frederic Bennett, MM. Hardy,
Antretter, Blaauw, Sir Geoffrey Finsberg (point
of order), MM. Mezzapesa, Tummers and
Verdon.
The joint debate was closed.
Mr. Pignion, Chairman, and Mr. Scheer,
Rapporteur of the Committee on Defence Ques-
tions and Armaments, and Mr. van der Sanden,
Rapporteur of the General Affairs Committee,
replied to the speakers.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the
draft recommendation on the new outlook for
WEU 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual report of the
Council, Document l0l2 and amendments.
Amendments (Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6) were
tabled by MM. De Decker, Blaauw and Wilkin-
son:
3. After paragraph (iii) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert trtre following new
paragraph:
" (iv/ Noting that the United States invitation
to the European states to take part in the
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
The sitting was opened at 3 p.m. with Mn Caro, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
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research programme relating to the strategic
defence initiative is raising many questions in
Europe; ".
4. After paragraph (iii) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert the following new
paragraph:
'(v,) Stressing that Europe must make every
effort to ensure its technological independence
whilst safeguarding its strategic interests ; ".
5. After paragraph (iii) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert the following new
paragraph:
* (vy' Stressing that only by collaborating in the
research stage of the SDI can Europe influence
this progra.mme whilst ensuring that account
is taken of the specifically European aspects
and requirements of its security;".
6. After paragraph (iii) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert the following new
paragraph:
" (vil,) Stressing that it is essential for the Euro-
pean states to respond collectively as a poli-
tical entity to the American SDI proposals ; ".
Speakers: MM. Blaauw and van der San-
den.
Amendment 3 was agreed to.
Amendments 4, 5 and 6 were negatived.
An amendment (No. l) was tabled by
Mr. Cavaliere:
l. In paragraph I of the draft recommendation
proper, after " collective " insert " and positive ".
The amendment was not spoken to.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Amendments (Nos. 7 and 8) were tabled by
MM. De Decker, Blaauw and Wilkinson:
7. After paragraph I of the draft recommenda-
tion proper, insert the following new paragraph :
' 2. Make every effort to protect Europe's stra-
tegic interests while maintaining its technolo-
gical independence, in particular by deve-
loping a European space defence programme
in conjunction with the SDI;".
8. After paragraph I of the draft recommenda-
tion proper, insert the following new paragraph :
" 3. In co-operation with the United States
Government, study every aspect of the conse-
quences for Europe's security of the
deployment of an SDI system; ".
Speakers: MM. Blaauw and van der Sanden.
Amendments 7 and 8 were negatived.
An amendment (No. 9) was tabled by
Mr. Verdon:
9. Leave out paragraph 7 of the draft recom-
mendation proper and insert :
'7. Consider Portugal becoming a member
of WEU once the latter has effectively
embarked upon the process of revitalisa-
tion. "
The amendment was not spoken to.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the
amended draft recommendation.
The amended draft recommendation was
agreed to unanimously. (This recommendation
will be published as No. 420) t.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the
draft order on the new outlook for WEU 
- 
reply
to the thirtieth annual report of the Council,
Document 1012 and amendment.
An amendment (No. 2) was tabled by
Mr. Blaauw:
2. In the draft order, leave out paragraph 3 and
insert :
* Reqursts
The Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments, the General Affairs Committee
and the Committee on Scientific, Technologi-
cal and Aerospace Questions to consider
inviting observers from this delegation to
attend their meetings. "
Speakers: MM. Blaauw and van der San-
den.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the
amended draft order.
The amended draft order was agreed to.
(This order will be published as No. 6l) 2.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the
draft recommendation on the application of the
Brussels Treaty 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council, Document l0l9 and
amendments.
Amendments (Nos. l, 2, 3 and 4) were
tabled by Mr. Verdon:
l. In paragraph 2 of the draft recommendation
proper,leave out from'attaching " to the end of
the paragraph, and insert :
" underlining the importance the Council atta-
ches to respect of commitments under existing
l. See page 37.
2. See page 39.
t
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>
bilateral treaties and endorsing the determina-
tion of the countries participating in the CSCE
to bring about an East-West rapprochement in
the long term so that the WEU member coun-
tries adopt a co-ordinated reaction to : ".
2. I-eave out paragraph 2(a) of the draft recom-
mendation proper and insert :
" (a) Prcsident Reagan's strategic defence ini-
tiative in response to the invitation from
Mr. Weinberger, Secretary of Defence, to
take 
. 
part, 
. 
while confirm-ing that the
growing importance of technology
should lead to Europe's own capability
being strengthened, with a view to crea-
ting a European technological commu-
nity;".
3. Leave out paragraph 2(c) of the draft
recommendation proper.
4. Leave out paragraph 2(d) of the draft
recommendation proper.
Speakers; MM. Verdon and Scheer.
Amendment I was negatived.
Speakers: MM. Scheer and Verdon (point
oforder).
Amendment 2 was negatived.
Speaker; Mr. Scheer.
Amendment 3 was negatived.
Speaker; Mr. Scheer.
Amendment 4 was negatived.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the
draft recommendation.
The draft recommendation was agreed to.(This recommendation will be published as
No.421)t.
Speaker; Mr. Pignion.
5. Withdrawal of a reponlrom the agenda
(Motiot for an oder tablcd by
Dr. Millar and others, Doc. 7021)
In accordance with Rule 30 of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly proceeded to consider
the motion for an order tabled by Dr. Miller and
others.
The motion for an order was moved by
Mr. Brown.
Speakers: Sir Geoffrey Finsberg; (points of
order): MM. Brown, Hardy, Woodall and Sir
Geoffrey Finsberg.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the
motion for an order.
The motion for an order was agreed to.(This order will be published as No. 62) t.
6. Situation in Labanon
(Praentation olthc rcport of
the General Affain Committee
atd vote on tha dmft rwmmcadation,
Doc.1025)
The report of the General Affairs Committee
was presented by Mr. Martino, Rapporteur.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the
draft recommendation.
The draft recommendation was agreed to
unanimously. (This recommendation will be
published as No. 422)2.
7. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sining
The orders of the day
were agreed to.
The next sitting was
23rd May, at l0 a.m.
for the next sitting
fixed for Thursday,
The sitting was closed at 7.20 p.m.
l. See page 41.
2. Seepage42.
l. Seepage40.
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APPENDIX
Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendance I :
Belgium
MM. Bogaerts
Michel
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
France
MM. Bassinet
Souvet (Bourges)
Verdon (Jeambrun)
Iagorce
Pignion
Valleix
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Ahrens
Antretter
Enders
Gerstl
Schmidt (Haase)
Scheer (Hornhues)
Mrs. Kelly
Belgium
MM. Adriaensens
De Decker
Dejardin
Noerens
France
MM. Baumel
Beix
Berrier
Fou116
Jung
Mayoud
Ruet
S6n0s
The following representatives apologised for their absence :
MM. Kittelmann
Neumann
Rumpf
Schulte
Mrs Fischer(Schwarz)
MM. Spies von Bullesheim
Unland
Italy
MM. Cavaliere
Ferrari Aggradi
Martino (Fiandrotti)
Gianotti
Giust
Mezzapesa
Rauti
Sarti
Sinesio
Luxembourg
MM. Linster(Goerens)
Hengel
MM. Vial-Massat
Wilquin
Wirth
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Bdhm
Mriller
Reddemann
Zierer
Italy
MM. Amadei
Antoni
Bianco
Netherlands
MM. Eysink(Aarts)
Tummers (van den
Bergh)
Blaauw
de Kwaadsteniet
Stoffelen
van der Sanden (Mrs.
van der Werf-Terpstra)
van Tets (van der Werf|
United Kingdom
Sir
MM.
Dr.
Lord
Sir
Mr.
Frederic Bennett
Brown (Cox)
Geoffrey Finsberg
Corrie (Sir Anthony
Grant)
Hardy
Paul Hawkins
Hill
Woodall (Lord Hughes)
Parry (McGuire)
Miller
Reay
Dudley Smith
Wilkinson
MM. Cifarelli
Frasca
Milani
Pecchioli
Rubbi
Vecchietti
Luxembourg
Mr. Burger
United Kingdom
MM. Jessel
Johnston
Mrs. Knight
Sir John Osborn
Sir John Page
Sir
Mr.
Sir
MM.
l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in
brackets.
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RECOMMENDATION 420
on the new oatlookfor WEU -
reply to the thirtieth annual report of the Council
The Assembly,
(i) Taking cognisance of the thirtieth annual report of the Council, the Rome Declaration of 27th
October 1984 and the Bonn communiqul of ZSrd.April 1985 ;(ii) Noting that the information the Council has thus given to the Assembly regarding its activities is
incomplete and inadequate ;(ii, Noting that the activities organised by the presidency of the Council have been developed signifi-
cantly, that the treaty makes it incumbent on the Council to inform the Assembly but that present pro-
cedure is inadequate;
(iv) Noting that the United States invitation to the European states to take part in the research pro-
gramme relating to the strategic defence initiative is raising many questions in Europe ;(v) Underlining that the Assembly's activities make a major contribution to the cohesion of the
European peoples for their joint security and therefore help to deter destabilising operations against the
western defence system ;(vi) Recalling that the Assembly can play the r6le assigned to it in the Rome Declaration only if it has
precise information and satisfactory co-operation from the Council, the material means it needs for its
work and if it remains totally independent from the Council, particularly when involving public
opinion;
(viil Welcoming the initiative taken by the Committee for Relations with Parliamonts for making the
consequences of the reactivation of WEU better known in the parliaments of member countries ;
(viii). Recalling that only the national delegations are in a position to give this work the necessary
continuity;
(tx) Welcoming the fact that the Council for its part has decided to inform the public about its activi-
ties but recalling that the Assembly alone is responsible for information about its bwn work ;(x) Welcoming the endeavours to reactivate WEU because they promise to provide a forum for
European countries to discuss among themselves matters affecting their own security and defence ;(xt) Welcoming the decisions taken by the Council to support the efforts of the United States to reach
lgrgerye_nt with the Soviet Union on the limitation of armaments, to pursue its own efforts to give theUnited States a co-ordinated answer from the seven governments on the strategic defence initiative and
to stress the importance it attaches to respect for commitments set out in the treaties in force ;(xii) Recalling-that Portrrgal's application for membership of WEU is in complete conformity with the
ioint interest of the Western European countries and the guidelines decided by WEU in ihe Rome
Declaration,
Recol"rr{eNDs rnqr rHe CorrNCrL
l. Continue its work until it obtains a collective answer from the seven governments to the
American invitation to take part in the United States research programme relating to the strategic
defence initiative;
2. Ensure the full participation of the Chairman-in-Oflice of the Council throughout the
parliamentary debate on the Assembly's reply to the annual report of the Council so that he may, in
particular, make known his opinion on the report of the General Affairs Committee examined by the
Assembly;
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3. Submit to the Assembly a report by the Chairman-in-Oflice of the Council on the activities of the
presidency at the same time as the report on the organisation adopted by the Permanent Council ;
4. Ensure that the Assembly is effectively informed of all joint activities by the Seven, including
meetings of Ministers of Defence and meetings organised by the presidency of the Council ;
5. Inform the public and press about its own activities ;
6. Define without delay the attributions of the three agencies which it has decided to set up, parti-
cularly so as to allow the Assembly to act accordingly ;
7. Take a favourable decision as soon as possible on Portugal's application for membership of WEU
in application of Article IX of the modified Brussels Treaty.
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ORDER6T
on the new oatlooklor WEU -
rcply to the thiniefi annual report of the Council
The Assembly,
Anxious to show its support for Portugal's application for membership of WEU,
INsrnucrs ns Pnnspevr
- 
1. To invite the Portuguese Parliament to send its delegation to the Parliamantary Assembly of the7 Council of Europe to the Assembly of WEU as observers;
2. To have this delegation attend all plenary sessions ;
Reeursrs
The Committee on Defence Questions and Armaments, the General Affairs Committee and the
Committee on Scientific, Technological and Aerospace Questions to consider inviting observers from
this delegation to attend their meetings.
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RECOMMENDATION 421
on the opplication of the Brussels Treaty -
reply to the thiniefi annual rcport of the Council
The Assembly,
(i) Welcoming the recent steps taken by the Council to implement the Assembly's demand that
WEU should be adapted to meet the requirements of the 1980s;
(ii) Expressing its appreciation of the successfully completed work of the Agency for the Control of
Armaments over the last thirty years, which has contributed to the present solidarity of Europe ;
(iii) Welcoming in particular the Rome Declaration of 27th October 1984 providing for all aspects of
European security to be discussed in the WEU Council and for the ministerial organs of WEU to be
reorganised to provide institutions, available to the Council and to the Assembly, to study these
questions ;
(iv) Welcoming the references in the communique of the Bonn ministerial meeting of the Council on
22nd and 23rd April which show that Ministers discussed questions of European security,
disarmament, armaments co-operation and research and the creation of a technological community
within the European Communities;
(v) Welcoming in particular the emphasis placed in the communiqu6 on the need for " agreements
aimed at ending the arms race on earth and preventing an anns race in space " and the importance
attached " to respect for existing treaty obligations " ;
(vi) Welcoming the establishment of the three agencies for security questions as evidence of the
Council's determination to continue active study of all the foregoing questions ;
(vii) Calling for the provisions of the Rome Declaration to be fully and continuously implemented,
RecouueNos rHAT rnr CouNcrr-
l. Keep under continuous study at permanent and ministerial level all major problems affecting
European security;
2. In particular continue to keep under continuous review all outstanding East-West anns control
and disarmament questions, attaching equal importance to those negotiated in a multilateral and in a
bilateral framework, with a view to reaching a common position on :
(a,) President Reagan's strategic defence initiative and a reply to Secretary Weinberger's
invitation for allied participation, in order to prevent an anns race in outer space and ensure
respect for existing treaty obligations ;
(b) the treaty to ban chemical weapons being negotiated in the forty-nation Conference on
Disarmament in Geneva;
(c) General Secretary Gorbachev's declaration of a six-month unilateral freeze on the
deployment of Soviet nuclear missiles in Europe ;
(d) a comprehensive nuclear test ban and the reported Soviet offer to accept a moratorium on
all nuclear testing from the fortieth anniversary of the Hiroshima bomb ;
3. Entrust the new WEU agencies for security questions with the tasks identified in the report of
the Committee on Defence Questions and Armaments, including an urgent study of the cost of the jointproduction by Western Europe Union of observation satellites to provide independent intelligence
relevant to arms control and security ;
4. Subject to reciprocity by Warsaw Pact countries, declare the levels of forces, and in the
future the levels of nuclear weapons, stationed on the territory of all WEU countries, as a
contribution to confi dence-building measures ;
5. Make material provision to ensure that the new agencies for security questions will be
able to provide more fully effective assistance to Assembly committees than the international
secretaritt of the Standini Armaments Committee has bein in a position to provide in tfre
past ;
6. Make adequate budgetary provision to enable all WEU organs to carry out their respec-
tive tasks.
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ORDER62
on the withdrawal ofa report from the agenda
The Assembly,
(t) Regretting that the vote in the Committee on Defence Questions.and Armaments will defer
consideration of Mr. van den Bergh's report on emerying technology and military strategy, dealing inter
alia with the strategic defence initiative, since this decision denies to the Assembly an early opportunity
of discussing matiers of great importance and prevents the only European assembly specifically
empowered by treaty to disiuss defence and security issues from fulfilling its obligation ;
(i, Betieving that the decision calls in question the meaningful reactivation of the organisation,
INsrnuc, s rne Courralrrre oN DrreNcr QuEsrIoNs nNp Anu,lMexrs
To report on this subject without fail to the second part of the thirty-first session.
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RECOMMENDATION 422
on the situation in l*banon
The Assembly,
Greatly disturbed by the situation in Lebanon, which is disrupted by internal warfare
accompanied by killing, bloodshed and genocide,
RecoruueNps rnar rnr Councr
1. Call upon its Chairman-in-Office and all member governments to use all the means at
their disposal to help to restore peace by acting directly, as well as in the framework of inter-
national organisations likely to exert an influence in favour ofpeace ;
2. Instruct its Chairman-in-Office to make a solemn appeal to the Government of Lebanon and all
the internal parties concerned and to the governments of neighbouring countries to respect human
rights for all Lebanese, whatever their race or creed ;
3. Urge the United Nations to undertake immediately an examination of the situation in
kbanon with a view to promoting a transitional solution guaranteeing the population against
a resumption of the massacres;
4. Ask all member countries of Western European Union to associate themselves with
these steps.
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Thursday,23rd May 1985
ORDERSOFTHEDAY
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
The sitting was opened at 10 a.m. with Sir Frederic Bennett, Vice-President of the Assembly,
in the Chair.
1. Revision and interpretation of the Rules of Procedure 
-
Terms of reference of the Committee for Relations with
Parliaments (Debate on the report of the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges and vote on the draft
resolution, Doc. 1020).
2. State of European security 
- 
the central region (Presenta-
tion of and debate on the report of the Committee on
1. Adoption of the minutes
The minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting were agreed to.
2. Attendance register
The names of representatives and substi-
tutes who signed the register of attendance are
given in the appendix.
i. Revision atd interpretation of the Rules
of Procedure - Terms of reference of
the Committeefor Relations with Parliaments
(Debate on the report of the Committee
on Rules olProcedurc aad Privilcges
and vote on the drafi resolution, Doc, 1020)
The debate was opened.
Speaker: Mrs. Knight.
The debate was closed.
Mr. Schulte, Chairman of the committee,
replied to the speaker.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the
draft resolution.
The draft resolution was agreed to. (This
resolution will be published as No. 70) r.
Defence Questions and Armaments and vote on the draft
recommendation, Doc. I 0l 8 and amendment).
3. Activities of the Committee for Relations with Parlia-
ments 
- 
parliamentary debates on the evolution of WEU
(Presentation of and debate on the report of the Committee
for Relations with Parliamenls, Doc. l0l0).
4, State of European security 
- 
the central region
(Presentation olthe reprt olthe
Committee oa Deleace Quations and Amtments
and vote on the draft recommendation,
Doc. 1018 and anuadmeat)
The report of the Comrnittee on Defence
Questions and Armaments was presented by Dr.
Miller, Rapporteur.
Speaker; Mr. Pignion, Chairman of the com-
mittee.
The Assembly proceeded to consider the draft
recommendation.
An amendment (No. l) was tabled by
Mr. Verdon:
l. Leave out paragraph 3 of the draft recom-
mendation proper.
Speakers; Mr. Pignion and Dr. Miller.
The amendment was negatived.
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the draft
recommendation.
The draft recommendation was agreed to.(This recommendation will be published as
No.423)'.
5. Activities of the Committeefor Relations
with Parliaments - parliamentary debates on the
evolution of WEU
(Praeatation ofand dabate on the report ofthe
Commideefor Relatioas with Parlbments, Doc, 1010)
The report of the Committee for Relations
with Parliaments was presented by Mr. Giust,
Rapporteur.
l. Seepage46.
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The debate was opened.
Speaker: Mr. Eysink.
The debate was closed.
Mrs. Knight, Chairman of the committee,
replied to the speaker.
The Assembly took note of the report of the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments.
6. Institutional connection of the Assembly with
other orguns of WEU
(Motioa for an ordcr tablcd by Mr. Spies von Btllcshcim
and othcn, Doc. 1026)
In accordance with Rule 30 of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly proceeded to consider
the motion for an order tabled by Mr. Spies von
B0llesheim and others.
The motion for an order was moved by
Mr. Eysink.
Speakers: MM. Ferrari Aggradi and Rauti(point of order).
The Assembly proceeded to vote on the draft
order.
The draft order was agreed to. (This order
will be published as No. 63)'.
7. Adjournment of the session
The President adjourned the thirty-first ordi-
nary session of the Assembly.
The sitting was closed at 11.25 a.m.
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APPENDIX
Names of representatives or substitutes who signed the register of attendance I :
Belgium
Mr. Bogaerts
France
Mr. Pignion
Federal Republic of Germany
Italy
MM. Ferrari Aggradi
Giust
Rauti
Sarti
Sinesio
Luxembourg
Mr. Hengel
Netherlands
M.M. Eysink(Aarts)
de Vries (van den Bergh)
Blaauw
de Kwaadsteniet
MM. Stoffelen
van der Sanden (Mrs.
van der Werf-Terpstra)
United Kingdom
Sir Frederic Bennett
Mr. Cox
Sir Geoffrey Finsberg
Mr. Woodall
Sir Paul Hawkins
Lord Hughes
Mrs. Knight
Mr. Brown(McGuire)
Dr. Miller
Lord Reay
Sir Dudley Smith
Mr. Wilkinson
MM.
Mrs.
MM.
Ahrens
Enders
Kelly
Reddemann
Rumpf
Schulte
Mrs Fischer(Schwarz)
MM. Spies von Brillesheim
Unland
The following representatives apologised for their absence :
Belgium
MM. Adriaensens
De Decker
Dejardin
Michel
Noerens
Mrs. Staels-Dompas
France
MM. Bassinet
Baumel
Beix
Berrier
Bourges
Fourr6
Jeambrun
Jung
Iagorce
Mayoud
Ruet
S6n0s
Valleix
Vial-Massat
Wilquin
Wirth
Federal Republic of Germany
MM. Antretter
B6hm
Gerstl
Haase
Hornhues
Kittelmann
Mriller
Neumann
Zierer
Italy
MM. Amadei
Antoni
Bianco
Cavaliere
Cifarelli
Fiandrotti
Frasca
Gianotti
Mezzapesa
Milani
MM. Pecchioli
Rubbi
Vecchietti
Luxembourg
MM. Burger
Goerens
Netherlands
Mr. van der Werff
United Kingdom
Sir Anthony Grant
MM. HiII
Jessel
Johnston
Sir John Osborn
Sir John Page
l. The names of substitutes replacing representatives absent are printed in italics, the names of the latter being given in
brackets.
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RESOLUTION 70
on the amendment of Rulc 42 bis to enlarge the competence of
the Committee for Relations with Parliaments
The Assembly,
DecrpEs
To amend Rule 42 bli of the Rules of Procedure as follows :
l. Tille
kave out " Committee for Relations with Parliaments " and insert " Committee for Parliamen-
tary and Public Relations ".
2. Paragraphs 3 and 4
Leave out paragraphs 3 and 4 and insert:
" 3. The committee shall:
(a) select from the texts adopted by the Assembly those which, in its opinion, should be
debated in national parliaments ;
(b) make all necessary arrangements with a view to bringing the work of the Assembly to the
attention of national parliaments and inviting them to follow it up; and
(c) make all necessary proposals with a view to bringing the work of the Assembly to the
attention of the public and the press in member countries. "
3. Paragraph 5
kave out * It " and insert " In the exercise of its functions under paragraphs 3(a) and, 3(b), the
committee ".
4. Paragraph6
At the end add " including any draft orders or resolutions ".
5. Renumber the paragraphs accordingly.
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RECOMMENDATION 423
on the state of Earopean s*urity - the central region
The Assembly,
O Noting that the long-standing Warsaw Pact superiority in numbers of men, tanks, guns and
aircraft in the central region has not diminished ;(iil Aware however that with the improved defence effort made by most NATO countries in the last
five years more modern equipment is now reaching NATO forces which still enjoy some qualitative
advantages in training and equipment ;(iiil Stressing that the European countries provide some 80 to 90% of the ready forces and equipment
in place in Europe ;(iv) Welcoming the important contribution to allied defence made by the French conventional forces
stationed in Germany and in France which in the event of hostilities, should the French President so
decide, could be placed under the operational control of NATO commanders ;
(v) Noting that a referendum on continued Spanish membership of NATO is expected to be held in
March 1986;
(vil Recognising that the stationing of over 400,000 allied troops on the territory of the Federal
Republic of Germany represents a considerable social burden borne by that country in the interests of
allied defence ;
(viil Recalling that considerable further improvement in the effectiveness of the allied defence effort
can be made at no additional cost through standardisation and interoperability of equipment, and that
logistic arrangements are still in need of improvement,
RecorrarvreNos rHAT THE CouNcr
Urge in the North Atlantic Council:
l. That a renewed effort be made to establish a genuine European defence industry with a view to
improving standardisation and interoperability ;
2. That advantage be taken of any opportunities to reposition forces stationed in Germany to
alleviate the present unsatisfactory deployment ;
3. That published NATO force comparisons take account of French and Spanish forces ;
4. That Spain be requested to assign to SACEUR a modern mobile force of at le4st one division as
an early reserve for the central region, and that Spain be asked to respond to the NATO annual review
questionnaire as is the custom of all other NATO countries.
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ORDER 63
on the institutional connection of the Assembly
with other organs of WEU
The Assembly,
Endeavouring a closer co-ordination of the defence policies of its member states,
IxsrRucrs rrs Pnrspevrru Counrrmr
To ask the competent committee for the preparation of a report on the possibilities, conditions
and consequences of a closer institutional connection of the Assembly with other organs of WEU. The
report should consider also the following possibilities :
(a,) responsibility of the Secretary-General of WEU also with respect to the Assembly ;
(D/ re-sponsibility of the different expert secretariats for both the Assembly and the other organs
of WEU;
(c) one single budget for all WEU organs including the Assembly ;
(d) centralisation of all WEU organs in one place;
(e) considerution of all other possibilities suitable further to promote the cause of WEU.
This report should restrict itself to a presentation of the factual conditions and legal
possibilities as a basis for the necessary political follow-up and an eventual decision by the
competent bodies according to the Brussels Treaty.
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OFFICIAL REPORT OF DEBATES
FIRST SITTING
Monday, 20th May 1985
Suma,cRv
l. Opening of the session.
2. Attendance register.
3. Address by the Provisional President.
4. Examination of credentials.
5. Election of the President of the Assembly.
6. Address by the President of the Assembly.
7. Election of six Vice-Presidents of the Assembly.
8. Adoption ofthe draft order ofbusiness for the first parr
ofthe session (Doc. 1005).
l. Opening of the session
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The sitting is open.
In accordance with Article III (a) of the
Charter and Rules 2, 5 and 17 of the Rules of
Procedure, I declare open the thirty-first ordi-
nary session of the Assembly of Western Euro-
pean Union.
2. Attendance register
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The names of the sub.
stitutes attending this sitting which have been
notified to the President will be published with
the list of representatives appended to the
minutes of proceedings r.
3. Address by the Provisional President
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
We have been so accus-
tomed to seeing my British colleague, Mr.
Edwards, in the Chair at this stage that I almost
feel that I am trespassing on his territory by
being here. I do not propose, therefore, to
trespass further by making the sort of speech
which we are so accustomed to hearing from Mr.
Speakers: Mr. Pignion, Mr. Schulte; (poins of order): Sir
Frederic Bennett, Mr. Blaauw, Mr. Spies von Brilles-
heim, Mr. Dreyfus-Schmidt, Mr. Stotrelen, Dr. Miller,
Mr. Milani.
9. Nomination of members to committees.
10. Action by the Presidential Committee (Presentation of
and debate on the report of the Presidential Committee
and vote on the motion for an order on the budget of the
Assembly, Docs. l0l7 and 1015 and amendment).
Speakers: Mr. Ferrari Aggradi (Vice-President), Sir
Dudley Smith, Sir John Page, Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Mur-
phy, Mr. Cavaliere, Mr. Ferrari Aggradi (Vice-President).
I l. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.
The sitting was opened at 3 p.m. with Lord Hughes, Provisional President, in the Chair.
Edwards and to which we enjoy listening. That
being said, there is a grcat deal of formal
material that I have been unable to avoid.
4. Examination of credentials
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The next order of the day
is the examination of credentials.
The list of representatives and substitutes
attending the thirty-first ordinary session of the
Assembly of Western European Union has been
published in Notice No. l.
In accordance with Rule 6(l) of the Rules of
Procedure, all these credentials were ratified by
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe and are attested by a statement of ratifi-
cation which has been addressed to the Presi-
dent, with the exception of Mr. Horacek, a sub-
stitute in the Delegation of the Federal Republic
of Germany, who has been nominated since the
conclusion of the meeting of the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe.
It is now for the Assembly to ratiff his
credentials in accordance with Rule 6(2) of the
Rules of Procedure.
The nomination is in proper form. No objec-
tion has been raised.l. See page 17.
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T he P r e s i d ent (c o nt i nued)
If the Assembly is unanimous, we may
proceed to ratification without prior referral to a
credentials committee.
Is there any opposition?...
The credentials of Mr. Horacek are ratified by
the Assembly, subject to subsequent ratification
by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe.
May I take the opportunity, as the oldest
member present, of welcoming our colleagues
and looking forward to their contribution to our
work?
5. Election of the President of the Assembly
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The next order of the day
is the election of the President of the Assembly.
Under Rules 7(2), l0(2) and 10(10), only a
representative, who may not be a member of his
national government, iloy stand as a candidate
for the office of President, and his candidature
must be sponsored by three or more representa-
tives.
I have received only one nomination, that of
Mr. Caro.
The nomination has been properly made and
is in the form prescribed by the rules.
If there is no objection, I may declare
Mr. Caro elected by acclamation in accordance
with Rule l0(4).
Is there any opposition to the sole nominee?...
I believe the Assembly is unanimous.
I proclaim Mr. Caro President of the Assem-
bly of Western European Union. I congratulate
him and invite him to take the Chair.
(Mr. Caro then took the Chair)
6. Address by the President of the Assembly
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Members
of the Permanent Council, Secretary-General,
l,adies and Gentlemen and colleagues, my first
duty in opening the first part of the thirty-first
session of our Assembly is to thank our Provi-
sional President, Lord Hughes, for his kindness
and, above all, his assiduous participation in the
work of our Assembly. I am most grateful,
Lord Hughes, and hope you will be able to
continue working with us together with our
friend Bob Edwards whom we did not have the
pleasure of seeing amongst us at the opening of
this session.
My next duty is to thank you very warmly, my
dear colleagues, for the confidence you have
again shown in me. This confidence was not
automatic after a year in office because circum-
stances forced me to take the initiative in a
number of areas far exceeding the measures my
predecessors had to take, particularly in regard
to the Assembly's relations with the Council.
Decisions adopted by the Council in the past
year under the general heading of the reactiv-
ation of WEU forced your President to embark
upon new courses with no material possibility of
consulting the Presidential Committee or, a
fortiori, the Assembly beforehand. I therefore
had to explain to the Council and, in particular,
to Mr. Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Vice-Chancellor
of the Federal Republic, who was Chairman-in-
Oflice throughout the year, our Assembly's
views on the reactivation of WEU on the basis
of recommendations adopted by you over the
last thirty years. This task was greatly facili-
tated first by your work at the extraordinary
session in Rome last October and at our last
session in Paris in December and then by the
assistance constantly afforded me by the Presi-
dential Committee which took very prompt
action in following up the order presented on
behalf of the General Affairs Committee by Lord
Reay at the last session and in setting up a
committee for liaison with the Council.
I realise that some of you may find this new
procedure somewhat unsatisfactory since it is
diflicult for a parliamentary assembly to delegate
powers and rights, particularly the essential right
to be informed. That is why the Presidential
Committee asked one of its most eminent
members, Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, a Vice-President,
to present a report to you on its activities. It
was difficult to do more in view of the fact that
the Council did not wish, and in any case was
unable, to have the entire Assernbly as a partner
in a dialogue which it wished to remain confi-
dential. We respected its view, whatever reser-
vations we may have had, and I can but consider
my re-election today as an overall endorsement
of the position adopted by the Presidential
Committee and myself. I therefore wish to
thank you very sincerely for this demonstration
of confidence which will enhance the Assembly's
authority in the pursuit of its dialogue with the
Council.
Naturally, the reactivation of WEU will
remain central to our work during the present
session, particularly as it is closely linked with
highly topical matters.
As you know, the WEU Council decided at its
ministerial meeting on 22rrd and 23rd April to
do its utmost to co-ordinate thre response of our
seven countries to the United States President's
proposal to involve them in the research pro-
grammes grouped under the general heading of
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strategic defence initiative. I consider this to be
a major decision for, at a time when the world is
tackling the problems of the post-nuclear era,
WEU is emerging as the only European organis-
ation capable of addressing the implications for
European security of this extremely important
qualitative leap forward.
It is no secret for anyone that the nuclear issue
has been a problem for our organisation over the
thirty years ofits existence and has been largely
responsible for diverting government activity
away from WEU and that governments have
turned towards collective defence in the frame-
work of NATO or else towards national defence
with each country remaining its own master.
Nuclear matters have been a major obstacle for
WEU. In spite of the differences, albeit tempo-
rary, which it is stirring up among our leaders,
the advent of the post-nuclear era may be the
basis for a reactivation of WEU which is not just
the rejuvenation ofa few technical bodies but a
first step along a really new path. The post-
nuclear era is now the present and future of
WEU even if we do not emerge from the nuclear
era for many years to come.
Once again the United States has presented
Europe with a challenge that it can and must
overcome if it wishes to exist. Just as in 1954
WEU was born of an American challenge which
forced Europe to spend four years looking for a
way to find its place in a western defence system
so as to benefit from the American nuclear
guarantee, it must now find a new way to meet a
challenge which is at one and the same time
technological, military and political, i.e. the
challenge of President Reagan's strategic defence
initiative.
It may be hoped that the decision taken in
Bonn on 23rd April to allow each country
enough time to review its technological capabil-
ities before jointly examining what answer each
of them will give to the American proposal is notjust a way of putting off a difficult decision
which has to be taken but the first step towards
developing a European technological community
which our seven governments very naturally
wished to place in the context of the Commun-
ities and towards the preparation of a European
concept of Europe's security and defence in the
post-nuclear era.
By deciding at its meeting in Paris in June
1984 that Ministers of Defence should play an
effective part in meetings of the WEU Council,
the latter gave itself the means of tackling these
problems. At the same time, it showed that it
intended to secure its own place in the European
union in the process of formation. Thanks to
the presence of these ministers, the WEU
Council will not be a seven-power extension of
ten- and soon twelve-power political consult-
ations but will be the nucleus of European
co-operation on security and defence matters.
This in no way prevents NATO remaining the
political and military organisation for defending
Europe with an army in which the United States
and Canada have a prominent place. Since,
according to the Rome Declaration, WEU is to
be the European pillar of the alliance, this
implies a role in preparing decisions prior to
meetings of the North Atlantic Council. The
WEU Council will clearly have to adapt its
methods of work to this new requirement. But
for this our seven governments will have to
show that they are truly convinced of the
need to use the procedure afforded by WEU for
Europe to speak with one and the same voice.
Consideration of the three areas in which the
Council intends to make use of specialised
agencies shows that all three depend mainly on
the Ministers of Defence, although negotiations
on disarmament are handled by the Ministers
for Foreign Affairs. The purpose is therefore to
give concrete shape to the decisions taken in
Rome by arranging, under the general respons-
ibility of the European heads of state or of
government, for the Ministers of Defence and
their representatives to occupy their due place in
the WEU Council and in its dependent organs.
The report which our colleague, Mr. van der
Sanden, is to present on Wednesday on behalf of
the General Affairs Committee offers new and
interesting proposals in this connection.
But we all know that there is a great distance
between Assembly proposals and Council deci-
sions and that the main strength of our Assem-
bly stems less from what we adopt here than
from the action we are able to take when follow-
ing up those decisions in the context of our work
in the national parliaments. I therefore un-
reservedly welcome the initiatives taken by our
Committee for Relations with Parliaments, and
in particular its Chairman, Mrs. Knight, to make
WEU's activities better known in the parlia-
ments of member countries. Nearly all these
parliaments now receive a national report on our
sesslons.
However, WEU is not only an assembly,
whose powers are extremely limited as we know
too well, but also and above all a council. It is
therefore to the acti\rities of the Council that the
attention of our countries' parliaments needs to
be drawn and in this connection I wish to
emphasise the importance of the initiative taken
by Vice-Chancellor Genscher in reporting to the
Bundestag on the Council's activities and
holding a debate on the report. I should also
note that the decisions taken in Bonn were
debated in both houses of the British Parlia-
ment. Our seven governments must report,
each in its own parliament, on the positions they
have adopted in the WEU Council and members
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of our Assembly must use the time spent
examining these reports to voice, in the national
parliamentary context, the views which we
express in the WEU context. Ensuring that this
is done is a matter for our Committee for
Relations with Parliaments.
I have been given the impression that our
governments, just when they were at last
following up the views expressed by the Assem-
bly, were rather disappointed or even bitter, that
there was little response to their initiatives in the
parliaments and, a fortiori, among public opi-
nion in their countries. If our Assembly is to
remain credible, it is obviously essential for it
to support government action whenever it consi-
ders this possible but above all it must make
known its own views on these initiatives, in
particular by taking the floor in the parliaments
of member states.
Indeed, we are able to exercise powers that the
modified Brussels Treaty does not give us. We
have already done so to a certain extent 
-
witness the reactivation of WEU 
- 
by addressing
ourselves to public opinion and to the press
which both informs and represents that public
opinion. The fact that the Council has at last
declared itself willing to adopt a policy of
openness, frankness and informativeness can in
no way be detrimental to the Assembly's
influence. On the contrary, informing the
public of the Council's activities lends a new
interest to our debates for, in this respect as in so
many others, there is close solidarity between
the WEU Assembly and Council. Only when
the reactivation of WEU becomes a reality for
public opinion will it really become a fact and
the efforts of all concerned by this reactivation
must now be combined to this end.
But it is mainly the specific content of the
Council's work that is capable of drawing the
public's attention to its activities. Its views will
be heard when it effectively deals with matters of
interest to the public, in other words when its
agendas systematically cover topical questions.
Experience has often shown that the Assem-
bly's speed of decision and adaptability to new
situations have largely contributed to the interest
of its work and to the response its debates have
received. The most encouraging sign of the will
shared by the seven member countries to form a
true European pillar of the Atlantic Alliance is
the fact that the Council has started examining,
among Europeans, the implications of current
negotiations on disarmament and, probably still
more, the answers the seven member countries
will be grving to President Reagan's invitation to
take part in his great strategic defence initiative.
The verdict of public opinion and, first and
foremost, of the Assembly regarding a reactiv-
ation that has been announced but not yet really
carried into effect, will depend on the outcome
ofthese decisions.
There is still a long way to go and it is not just
a matter of drafting communiqu6s after meetings
of the Permanent Council. It is a far-reaching
undertaking and it is gratiffing to record that the
new Secretary-General of WEU, Mr. Alfred
Cahen, has shown that he is resolved to work to
that end even before taking up his duties. He
should understand that if our Assembly has
often asked the ministers to appoint a poftician
to head the Secretariat-General, it was for the
specific purpose of making the Council better
able to take initiatives in regard to its own
activities and to public opinion. If he really
intends to persevere in this direction, he will be
able to rely on the Assembly's support in the
knowledge that the latter, in its absolute freedom
as a parliamentary body, must be able to exer-
cise effective supervision over its executive.
That does not mean that we have no regrets
over the retirement of the present Secretary-
General, Mr. Edouard Longerstaey 
- 
to whom I
would again like to pay a personal tribute. He
took up this post at a time when the Council's
inertia was making relations between the two
sides of WEU very diffrcult and, not without
success, he has spent much time and care 
- 
for
which I would give him every credit 
- 
improving
these relations. We can assure him that al-
though the Assembly has often criticised the
absence of initiative on the part of the Council it
has always known that he was the first to sufler
from this situation. It has appreciated his great
ability in maintaining a dialogue between the
Council and the Assembly in spite of the many
difficulties and it is gratified that his term of
office is culminating in a major step forward
towards the common aim which, for both the
Secretary-General and the Assembly, is the
reactivation of Western European Union as a
whole. (Applause)
In conclusion, I would like to recall the prin-
cipal difliculty facing the Assembly itself - its
budget. Whether we like it or not, it is a fact
that the mere announcement of reactivation of
WEU has already increased very considerably
the burden on its secretariat, which has to meet
an increasingly large number of calls from other
quarters. There are many more meetings with
the Council. The more open policy towards
European countries not members of WEU and
other international assemblies entails new forms
of expenditure which the meagre budget so far
allotted to us no longer allows us to meet.
Finally, as we all know, the response to the
reactivation of WEU has forced us to take
unpleasant and costly, but unfonunately essen-
tial, security measures. I shall not dwell on this
painful subject. Our colleague, Sir Dudley
Smith, Chairman of the Comrtrittee on Budget-
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ary Affairs and Administration will be making
this the subject of his address. But I have to
stress that, from the standpoint of the Assembly,
the problem has now become critical and that, if
a solution is not found to this situation very
quickly, it will be unable to play its r6le in a
reactivated WEU.
It remains for me to urge very strongly that
the name of our organisation be changed to give
public opinion a clearer notion of what we
are. Our responsibility being Europe's security,
we need to have a title and an identity which
says so and shows clearly that Europe's security
as seen by Europeans justifies our activities.
Our task is to debate security in European terms
and it is essential that everyone be aware of this.
Thank you, Iadies and Gentlemen. We will
now go on to the other orders ofthe day.
7. Election of six Yice-Presidents
of the Assembly
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is the election of six Vice-
Presidents of the Assembly.
Rule 7(2) of the Rules of Procedure lays down
that substitutes may not be elected to the Bureau
of the Assembly.
In addition, Rule l0 of the Rules of Procedure
states that no representative may stand as a
candidate for the oflice of Vice-President unless
a proposal for his candidature has been spon-
sored in writing by three or more represen-
tatives and representatives who are members of
governments may not be members of the
Bureau.
The nominations have been submitted in the
prescribed form.
The candidates are, in alphabetical order,
Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Blaauw, Mr. De
Decker, Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Mr. Goerens and
Mr. Reddemann.
If there are no objections, I propose that the
Vice-Presidents be elected by acclamation.
Is there any objection?...
I note that the Assembly is unanimous.
I therefore declare Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Sir
Frederic Bennett, Mr. Reddemann, Mr. Blaauw,
Mr. De Decker and Mr. Goerens elected as Vice-
Presidents of the Assembly, and congratulate
them.
8. Adoption of the draft order of business
for the first part of the session
(Doc.1005)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is the adoption of the draft
order ofbusiness for the first part ofthe session.
The draft order of business is contained in
Document 1005 dated 10th May 1985.
However we have to abide by the Rules of
Procedure and the decisions taken by the
Presidential Committee earlier this year which
were issued in the form of a memorandum
approved by the Presidential Committee. They
lay down that documents must be deposited at
least a fortnight in advance if they are to be
validly discussed by the Assembly. They then
have to be referred in good time to the
Council, with which we have to co-operate and
to which we must also allow time to form its
views. I note that some documents have not
yet been distributed. These are reports by the
Committee on Defence Questions and Arma-
ments and the Committee on Rules of Procedure
and Privileges.
I call the Chairman of the Committee on
Defence Questions and Armaments to put the
viewpoint of that committee.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, I shall refrain from any personaljudgrnents. This morning, the Committee on
Defence Questions and Armaments decided not
to include in the proceedings of this session the
draft report on emerying technology and military
strategy submitted by Mr. van den Bergh. The
committee requested that it should be postponed
to a later session.
With regard to the reports by Mr. Scheer and
Dr. Miller, these and their recommendations
were adopted by the Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Schulte, Chairman of the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges, to give that
committee's views.
Mr. SCHULTE (Federal Republic of Ger-
many) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, ladies
and Gentlemen, the Committee on Rules of
Procedure and Privileges sat this morning and
reached the conclusion that the reports by
Mr. Spies von Brillesheim, Mr. Eysink and
Mr. Unland could not be taken this session and
would have to be postponed until the next
plenary session. However, we request that a
debate be held and a vote taken on Mr. Jessel's
report on Thursday morning.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Sir
Frederic Bennett.
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-
On a point of order, Mr. President. I have no
quarrel with the decisions that have been
announced to you but I hope that we shall not
be put in this position again at the end of
November when we meet here. As you have
said, it is a fact that the Presidential Committee
reached a nearly unanimous agreement that
reports that were not approved with fourteen
days' prior notice to the Assembly should not be
discussed.
It is fortunate, from my point of view, that
today I do not have to approach the question in
terms of any political consideration, because I
have no quarrel with the statements made by
those whose reports have not received the
fourteen days' notice. However, Mr. President,I stress to you - with, I think, the support of
almost everyone present 
- 
that, if we are to have
a rule that reports must be adopted fourteen
days before a session, everyone here should be
put on notice that, irrespective of party political
considerations, that rule will be applied rigor-
ously in the future, for otherwise there will be
difliculties with the interpretation of the rule.
Therefore, Mr. President, I ask you to ensure
that by the time we meet here in November the
rule that was passed by the Presidential Commit-
tee will have been endorsed by the Committee
on Rules of Procedure, so that none of
us will be put in the position of having to take
exception to a report presented at the very last
minute.
In Bonn, Mr. President, you and I were among
those who urged our ministers that they should
pay us the courtesy of giving us some notice of
what they intended to say, and we reciprocated
by saying that we would give them the same
courtesy. It is not fair to have reports presented
to us for approval only twenty-four hours or less
before they are put before the Assembly. The
next time we meet, if any of us takes exception
to a report, from whatever source it comes, ifit has not received the agreed fourteen days'
notice, then, without argument, it should not be
discussed by the Assembly. I say that with
equal force to my own conservative colleagues
and to anyone else. We must not have
rules that can be bent because any particular
political party may be upset.
Therefore, Mr. President, I ask you, in your
reply to my point of order, to assure us that,
although we have been lenient on this occasion,in future, if we pass a rule, it will be
adhered to, irrespective of the committee that it
may offend. If the agreed fourteen days' notice
has not been given, the report should not be
adopted.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Blaauw.
Mr. BLAAUW (Netherlands). 
- 
Notwithstan-
ding what Sir Frederic Bennett said about
applyrng the rules, which I support, I should like
to say something on behalf of the Liberal Group
about Mr. van den Bergh's report. The report
has been lengthily discussed in committee but
not by all the members of the committee. It
has been decided, as a result, that the report is
not fully qualified to be the subject of discussion
in the plenary session of the Assembly.
We have also to deplore that, because of our
rules, we are now unable to discuss the huge
problems arising from the strategic defence
initiative. As we all know, some attention
was given to the subject at the ministerial
session in Bonn. At the end of that consider-
ation, it was felt that more time was needed
before taking a decision. It is deplorable that,
four weeks later, we should have to decide that
we also cannot discuss the issue. How and why
that happened are questions 6pen for discussion
in the corridors. Every individual has his own
perceptions of how that discussion went.
Is it possible that some time this ureek on
some subject we can have an open debate about
the European answer to the question posed and
the challenge made by the United States
regarding a common thought about an allied
strategy and answer to strategic options such as
mass mutually-assured destruction or, probably,
mutually-assured defence? I deplore that we
cannot properly talk about this subject. Is
there any way in which we can?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Spies von Bullesheim.
Mr. SPIES von BULLESHEIM (Federal Repu-
blic of Germany) (Trunslation). 
- 
Mr. President,
I-adies and Gentlemen, in principle I go along
with Sir Frederic Bennett's argument but I
would point out that there is nothing in our
Rules of Procedure sylng in so many words that
we may not consider an item on the agenda
unless the documents have been tabled fourteen
days before. Nor do I think that we should
alter our Rules of Procedure in that sense. This
Assembly is free 
- 
and should remain free 
- 
to
decide what its agenda shall be. It should so
decide on a case-by-case basis. Ifa problem to
be considered is particularly difficult and parti-
cularly contentious and if new aspects have
arisen, then the Assembly has good grounds, to
my mind, to postpone an item of business
because of the non-availabitity of the docu-
ments, but if a problem is simple and not
contentious and if no new problems have arisen
and the committee has reachpd agreement then
we should have the freedom to discuss the
particular item of business even if the docu-
ments have not been tabled fourteen days
before.
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Today, for example, in the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges, we deferred
discussion of the reports by Mr. Eysink, myself
and Mr. Unland with everyone's agreement
because ofthe presence ofone ofthese grounds 
-
contentiousness, new aspects or diffrculty. The
same, to my mind, applies to the report by
Mr. van den Bergh. I would like to recommend
that the Assembly should not impose unne-
c€ssary restrictions on itself by means of new
rules of procedure, just because of this agenda,
for which many reports are not available. It
should always be free to decide at the start of
each session which items it is going to deal with
and which it is not. The discussion of Mr. van
den Bergh's report 
- 
here I agree with Sir
Frederic Bennett 
- 
should be put off, as should
that of the reports by Mr. Unland, myself and
Mr. Eysink, at least if the Assembly agrees with
the decision reached by the committee concer-
ned.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Dreyfus-Schmidt.
Mr. DREYFUS-SCHMIDT (France) (Trans-
lation). 
- 
Sir Frederic Bennett asked to speak on
a point of order but he referred to the Rules of
Procedure, asking that they be observed and
that, therefore, a report of which we had no
knowledge a fortnight ago should not be
discussed. The Rules of Procedure lay down
that we have two or five minutes speaking time
on a point of order but Sir Frederic Bennett
spoke for ten. That proves that breaking the
rules is quite acceptable when it is in a good
cause, as he has just demonstrated.
I support the previous speaker and believe
there is no point in wasting time. Let us wait
for the report to be issued; when we have it we
will be able to decide, in all sovereignty, whether
we can discuss it or not.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Stoffelen.
Mr. STOFFELEN (Naherlands). 
- 
I want to
follow the same point of order as Sir Frederic
Bennett. I should make it clear that we all
know 
- 
and please confirm, Mr. President 
- 
that
we do not have a rule stating that documents
should be presented at least fourteen days in
advance of the session or otherwise the Assem-
bly will not be able to discuss them. In my
view, there is no such rule. The authority for
changing the rule is neither the Presidential
Committee nor the Committee on Rules of
Procedure but only this Assembly.
Apparently, the majority on the Committee on
Defence Questions and Armaments, for purelypolitical reasons, made a decision that can only
cause problems for all members. I have discus-
sed the wisdom of changing the rules. No one
can understand why the Assembly, the only
body that has the competence to discuss defence
matters, should have this problem. This is vital
politically. What we are about to do now,
unless the majority decides otherwise, is to
diminish the credibility of the Assembly. It is
ridiculous that, after the meeting of the Council
of Ministers, with the promise to see whether a
common position could be formulated, this
representative body of the people of Western
Europe should not be willing to have a discus-
sion on the matter. The only way that we can
have a discussion is to debate the report. Every
member is free to vote down the draft recom-
mendation or to adopt or amend it.
I sincerely hope that the Assembly will not
change the rules in such a way as to make our
position as a parliament any weaker than it is
now.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I note that
five members of the Assembly wish to speak but
we cannot go on with this discussion on pro-
cedure. I am sorry, Ladies and Gentlemen, but
we have to adopt the draft order of business for
this session. If we want to add any items to the
order of business this can be done by way of the
urgent procedure; the other problems raised are
the province of the Committee on Rules of
Procedure. The presidency will, for its part,
ensure that deadlines for the presentation of
documents are observed without imposing a
" guillotine " rule. This may involve reorganis-
ing the work of the committees so that they can
produce their reports without losing sight of
time constraints.
In reply to Mr. Blaauw, it seems to me, that as
things are, the only opportunity for this debate
on the strategic defence initiative would be on
Wednesday when the order of business calls for
the presentation of Mr. van der Sanden's report
and the address by the Chairman-in-Office,
Mr. Genscher.
In view of the decisions taken by the commit-
tees, I propose that the Assembly approve the
order of business as set out with the following
amendments: deletion on Tuesday of the report
tabled by Mr. van den Bergh on behalf of the
Committee on Defence Questions and Arma-
ments on emerying technology and military
strategy; because of the late presentation of the
document, postponement, to Thursday morning,
as the first order of the day, of the report
of the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments on the state of European security 
-
the central region, tabled by Dr. Miller, origin-
ally listed for Tuesday afternoon; on Wednes-
day, retention of the report tabled by Mr. Scheer
on behalf of the Committee on Defence Ques-
tions and Armaments on the reply to the Coun-
cil; on Thursday, deletion of the reports of the
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Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privi-
leges, except that by Mr. Jessel.
Are there any objections to this new order of
business ?...
The draft order of business, with these amend-
ments, is adopted.
I call Dr. Miller on a point of order.
Dr. MILLER (United Kingdom). - I should
like to raise a different point of order. Is it in
order for the General Affairs Committee to go to
the United States on a fact-finding mission asso-
ciated with the strategic defence initiative when
the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments has appointed a rapporteur to do
that? Was it made clear to the Presidential
Committee that Mr. van den Bergh, the Rappor-
teur, had been to the United States to find out
the facts about the strategic defence initia-
tive? If that was not made clear to the commit-
tee, would the Presidential Committee's decision
have been different, and would permission to
travel to the United States and expend a large
amount of money have been denied?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Milani.
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). - Mr.
President, a point of order to say that I do not
agree with your proposal, because it means in
substance omitting Mr. van den Bergh's report
from the order ofbusiness and retaining another
item, also included in the order of business,
namely the report presented by Mr. Fourr6 on
behalf of the Committee on Scientilic, Technolo-
gical and Aerospace Questions.
In my view such an order of business has little
sense because the military use of European
computers can only be discussed if the general
problems considered in Mr. van den Bergh's
report are discussed first. If that report is not
taken there is little point in keeping the other
one on the agenda. As the subject is the deve-
lopment of technologies which even if they are
military are also civilian and therefore to be
applied in the civilian sector, I consider that
Europe is refusing to discuss the question and is
prepared to trail behind the United States.
I repeat, Mr. President, that your. proposal
means removing an important and decisive item
from the order of business. It is a complete
contradiction to retain it in the form you have
suggested.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - You may
be perfectly right, Mr. Milani, but the Assembly
has so decided in the light of the situation in
which it is placed and for which, as a plenary
assembly, it is in no way responsible. It is a
question of organising our work.
I have noted the comment made by Dr. Miller
and I can assure him that the question that
concerns him will be considered, both as to its
substance and its financial implications, at the
meeting of the Presidential Committee on
Thursday. The fact remains that we have to co-
ordinate our activities as best we can.
I now propose that we take the next order of
the day and bring this discussion on procedure
to a close. I apologise to members who would
have liked to speak.
9, Nomination of members to committees
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order of the day is the nomination of members
to committees.
The candidates for the five permanent com-
mittees and the Committee for Relations with
Parliaments have been published in an Annex to
Notice No. l, which has been distributed.
In accordance with Rule 39(6) and Rule 42 bis
these nominations are submitted to the
Assembly.
Are there any objections?...
The nominations are agreed to.
10. Action by the Presidential Committee
(Presentatioa olaad debate on the rcport olthe
Presidential Committee and vote oa the motion for
an order on the budget ofthe Assembly,
Docs. 1017 aad 1015 and amendmeat)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order ofthe day is the presentation ofand debate
on the report on action by the Presidential Com-
mittee and vote on the motion for an order on
the budget of the Assembly, Documents l0l7
and 1015 and amendment.
I call the Vice-President and Rapporteur, Mr.
Ferrari Aggradi.
Mr. FERRARI AGGRADI (Italy) (Transla-
tion). 
- 
Mr. President, Ladiqs and Gentlemen,
for the first time, a report is being presented to
the Assembly on the activities of the Presidential
Committee. This innovation deserves some
explanation.
We all believe the Assembly must not only be
informed but also heard. As the parliamentary
body of the Western European Union political
organisation, it is indeed essential for it to be
able to express its options based on a general
strategic view and propose courses of action to
the governments. It will thus be able to make a
particularly important contribution to the reacti-
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vation of Western European Union since this
gises highly complex and far-reaching problems
for the governments.
In a period of intensive activity, however, the
Assembly cannot confine itself to communicat-ing recommendations and criticism to the
Council twice a year. It must be associated in
its own manner with the Council's deliberations
and, where appropriate, its decisions. This is
the spirit in which the Assembly in Order 58
instructed the Presidential Committee at the last
session:
" To establish permanent liaison arrangements
with the Council or its presidency and to see
that the Assembly is enabled to bring to a
successful conclusion its mission in working
out a new and more important rOle for
WEU. "
To be able to carry out this mission, which is
not merely one of supervision but also of encou-
ragement, the Assembly needs to be organised,
like the Council, in such a way as to be able to
exercise its duties continuously. This is indeed
the rdle of the Presidential Committee which,
under Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure, must
" take all such measures as it considers necessary
for the activities of the Assembly to be properly
carried on ".
While endeavouring to give more political
substance to the dialogue with the Council, the
Presidential Committee is trying to give the
Assembly the means it needs to conduct its work
effectively. The Committee's action has
already produced positive political results. It is
to be hoped that the same will be true in budget-
ary matters.
I would like to recall that since the ministe-
rial meeting in Paris on l2th June of last year,
Western European Union has entered a period
of reactivation and restructuration, the Council
having at last followed up the recommendations
so often formulated by the Assembly.
It is above all essential for the Assembly to be
directly associated with the examination-of the
reform of Western European Union. This is
essential, and to provide food for thought priorto the Rome meeting, the President of the
Assembly therefore transmitted a memorandum
to the Council setting out his views on the r6le
of WEU in the establishment of a Europeanpillar of the alliance and as an instrumeni for
harmonising views on defence matters.
In this context, the Presidential Committee
took part in a meeting with the Council at the
close of the Rome ministerial meeting and
convened an extraordinary session of the Assem-
bly to start an immediate dialogue on the results
of the Council's work and on the future of our
organisation. This session was possible thanksto the Chairman-in-Oflice of the Council,
Mr. Genscher, who agreed, in spite of many
difliculties, to present the Council's conclusionj.
The Ministers for Foreign Affairs and Defence of
Italy, by answering questions and remarks made
by members of the Assembly, allowed a parti-
cularly searching study to be made of the results
obtained at the Rome meeting.
This extraordinary session had been prepared
by a meeting at Gymnich on 9th October 1984
between the Chairman-in-Oflice of the Council
and a liaison group appointed by the presiden-
tial Committee composed of the members of the
Bureau of the Assembly and representatives of
political groups not represented in the Bureau so
that all shades of opinion in the Assembly were
represented. A similar meeting was held on
19th November 1984 in preparation for the
December session at which the Assembly drew
conclusions concerning the reactivati-on ofWEU. On this occasion, the Assembly, in
Order 58, instructed the Presidential Committee
to institutionalise and legalise the liaison group,
which had been set up more or less on a triii
basis. By approving the memorandum on the
Assembly's methods of worlg the Presidential
Committee defined the membership and terms
of reference of the Committee for Relations with
the Council which henceforth has the status of a
subcommittee of the Presidential Committee, to
which it will report.
This new body had hardly been set up before
having to tackle a new problem: the time fixedfor the ministerial meeting of the Council
coincided with the spring session of the Assem-
bly of the Council of Europe. This year, there-
fore, it has not been possible to organise the
traditional meetings with the Presidential Com-
mittee, Committee on Defence Questions andArmaments and General Affairs Committee.
The Committee for Relations with the Council
thus seemed to be the most appropriate instru-
ment for consultations with the Council in
exceptional circumstances.
The President of the Assembly had prepared
this meeting by discussing with the Chairman-
in-Office of the Council the main topics on
which we consider an attempt should be made to
harmonise European positions.
The agenda of the meeting of the Committeefor Relations with the Council covered theprincipal subjects of concern to the Assembly.
Particular mention was made of problems relat-ing to the strategic defence initiative and
Europe's possible response to the United States,
the French proposal for co-operation in advan-
ced technology, the various problems connected
with the future of the organisation, its enlarge-
ment and external reactions to its reactivation,
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particularly in the United States. It will be for
members of the Assembly to question the
Chairman-in-Offrce of the Council about the
positions adopted at the Bonn meeting. t
would simply say here that the answers received
to our questions are not yet very specific, but
this is perhaps not so much a lack of trust in us
on the part of the Council as an indication of the
rather tenuous nature ofthe conclusions reached
by the ministers.
It must be recognised that we are still far from
a decision on the fundamental problem of stra-
tegic defence. We do not really understand
whether and to what extent all the states are in
favour of it or not ; we have no very clear view
of what strategic defence really represents, nor
what it will cost. No agreement has been
reached on the participation of European states
and we do not know whether they are to parti-
cipate on a collective or individual basis.
These problems should be taken as an invi-
tation to continue our efforts to induce the
Council to forge ahead with its task of harmonis-
ing the views of members on the questions
which are crucial for Europe's security. The
Assembly should therefore express the wish, and
the Presidential Committee should ask the
Chairman-in-Oflice of the Council, that a further
meeting be organised with the Committee for
Relations with the Council to prepare for the
next meeting in Rome in November. The
Council should be further encouraged, after
completing its restructuration work, to make
meaningful progress towards union and to assign
tasks to the ministerial organs commensurate
with the problems encountered.
At the Bonn meeting, it was not possible for
the committees to hold a meeting with the
Council. The obstacles which arose last April
should not, however, recur this autumn. The
committees concerned should decide how they
wish their participation in the meeting with the
ministers to be organised so that constructive
work can be done and we can explain our ideas
and make our contribution.
The Assembly's work on defence matters and
the dialogue with the Council are set in a
European and Atlantic context. The Presi-
dential Committee therefore considered it neces-
sary to associate other parliamentary bodies with
the Assembly's deliberations in an appropriate
manner. According to an already well-estab-
lished tradition, observers from the parlia-
ments of member countries of the alliance have
been invited, at their request, to attend our
debates. They should be thanked for their
interest in our work. We are particularly happy
to welcome a delegation from Portugal since that
country has applied to join our organisation and
a draft resolution to that end has been presented
by the General Affairs Committee. Denmark,
Norway and Turkey have also asked to be repre-
sented by parliamentary observers. I would
add that following a talk between the President
of our Assembly and the President of the
European Parliament the principle of an ex-
change of observers between our Defence
Committee and a subcommittee of the Commit-
tee on Political Affairs of the European Parlia-
ment has been agreed upon and a start has been
made with implementing it.
Relations with other parliaments are a
complex matter because of the different position
of each of the parliamentary bodies concerned
which must be taken into account. All these
points should therefore be studidd in detail in
the light of experience and the conclusions of the
study submitted to the Assembly in a future
report, in order to have clear, well-considered
and uniform ideas on the future line to be taken
on the question.
I conclude this part of my report with a
mention of the financial irpplications of the
Assembly's political ambitions. To carry out its
tasks, the Assembly needs the assistance of a
specially qualified, duly equipped, secretariat
and the assistance of experts from the agencies
of the Council of Ministers. [t should also have
the resources needed for orgahising its meetings,journeys by committees and public relations.
We are confident that the Council will adopt a
favourable attitude towards our requirements.
Statutorily, the Presidential Committee and
the Committee on Budgetary Affairs and
Administration work together in establishing the
Assembly's budget. It had been agreed with the
latter committee that a minimum, interim draft
budget would be presented at the session last
December. However, this budget, which sim-
ply renewed the previous one, left out-standing
the question of adapting the Assembly's means
to the tasks assigned to it in the context
of the reactivation of WEU. At the beginning
of the year, the Committee on Budgetary Affairs
and Administration underlined the need to
reconsider the means available to the Assembly
and planned to request an increase in budgetary
appropriations.
The Presidential Committee was informed of
the wish expressed by the Committee on Budget-
ary Affairs and decided to submit a motion for
an order to the Assembly instructing it to
impress upon the Council the urgency of the
measures and decisions to be taken for the
Assembly to carry out its work in an appropriate
manner in less precarious conditions. I there-
fore hope, and I support the request, that it will
be possible to bring home the truly disturbing
position of the Assembly, whose budgetary prob-
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lems differ substantially from those of the
Council.
The new structures of the ministerial organs
were defined on 23rd April 1985 and specific
tasks should be assigned to them in the near
future. The financial implications of reforming
WEU must be stressed. Due to a reduction in
the duties of the Agency for the Control of
Armaments, resources are available for new
tasks without any increase in the organisation's
overall budget.
I apologise, l,adies and Gentlemen, but I think
this important aspect needs to be emphasised.
The Assembly for its part has increased its
actiyities without changing the number of its
staff or its duties. Like the Council organs, it
will have to re-examine its budget. It would
indeed be paradoxical to consider that only the
Assembly's tasks remain unaffected by the
reactivation of WEU. In the Rome Declar-
ation, the Council itself recognised that the
Assembly is called upon to play a decisive role.
But the Assembly's action is hindered by the
inadequacy of its secretariat for the tasks incum-
bent upon it and by the reduction, which must
be stressed, in real terms of its operating budget.
In Rome, the governments decided by com-
mon agreement to give their support to the
Assembly. The Assembly is in fact encounter-
ing growing difficulties and is liable to have to
reduce its activities because of the reduction inits financial resources. Its staff is working
harder and harder but is finding it increasingly
difficult to fulfil the tasks entrusted to it.
At this point I have to explain what may
appear to be a technical point but is reallypolitical. The Council laid down the principle
of * zero growth ", but the way it has been
applied has led to a considerable reduction in
resources in real terms: first, for several years,
the level of inflation has been higher than
expected; second, the cost ofseryices and equip-
ment has increased more than the average rate
of inflation; third, the incidence of the cost of
pensions on the budget has increased sharply,
thus reducing resources available for running the
organisation; fourth, over the years, the cumula-
tive eflect of these reductions has considerably
reduced the funds available to the Assembly.
A particularly troublesome aspect of the
matter, which seems to correspond to no
rational reasoning, stems from the desire to
impose on the Assembly from outside the way it
should use the resources allocated to it and,
further, to interfere in the use of means available
and the choice of equipment which it considers
it should procure. It is out of the question that,
when we decide something should !s lsrrght,
someone should decide that we should buy
something else. I believe that the Assembly
should have at least that degree of autonomy.
For all these reasons, the Assembly is forced tolimit projects which it considers politically
essential. This year the General Affairs Com-
mittee's visit to the United States has had to be
shortened and its complete cancellation was
even considered, with psychological consequen-
ces that are easy to imagine. The Assembly has
even found it impossible to apply its own Rules
of Procedure which provide that speeches in
committee may be made in the official languages
of member states. In these circumstances, I do
not think that the Assembly can carry out pro-jects to which it attaches importance and which
it proposes to cost very carefully; but it would
be a great pity if such important projects could
not be carried out when relatively modest sums
are involved. I have been able to follow the
work of the Permanent Council, I know its com-
mitment to that work and I am confident that
agreement will be reached in the near future.
The Assembly's dialogue with the Council will
be even more productive if the Council is more
active politically. The Presidential Committee
for its part will continue to foster its ambition
and its determination to act. We consider that
after fixing the principles for the reactivation of
WEU in Rome last year and the necessary sup-
porting structure in Bonn this year, the Council
can and will make full use of the vast possi-
bilities of the organisation at its meeting in
Rome next autumn.
WEU, which is a vital part of Europe's
identity, is not a military organisation but it is
incumbent upon it to bring about the political
conditions for asserting a European personality
in the various bodies contributing to Europe's
security and, to this end, to harmonise views
and co-ordinate efforts. The parliamentary
Assembly intends to give the Council its full
support in this fundamental task and expects the
Council to give it the means, including the
necessary funds, to pursue fruitful co-operation
with it.
In this spirit, the Presidential Committee
submits to the Assembly the motion for an orderin Document 1015, instructing it to draw the
Council's attention to the problems just men-
tioned and, in the light of the views set out
above, to ask it to give favourable consideration
to the proposals the Assembly is soon to make
for improving its conditions of work.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you
very much, Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, for the trouble
you have taken in presenting to the Assembly
the report on the activities of the Presidential
Committee.
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As you will appreciate, Ladies and Gentlemen,
this is a very full report. I feel therefore that a
document of this kind needs to be presented at
each of our sessions, given the fields of respon-
sibility of our presidential body which are now
turning into a fairly wide-ranging and heavy
workload.
I call Sir Dudley Smith, Chairman of the
Committee on Budgetary Aflairs and Adminis-
tration.
Sir Dudley SMITH (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
No
one who has listened to the wide-ranging review
presented by Mr. Ferrari Aggradi could be in any
doubt that the Assembly faces many complex
and diflicult decisions. The tasks facing the
Assembly are formidable and the difficulties
ranged against us are considerable. With his
diplomatic language and his experience in states-
manship, Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, to use an Ameri-
can colloquialism, pitched his speech fairly
low. For that reason, it was that much more
effective in stressing to the Assembly the posi-
tion in which we now find ourselves and the
very great diffrculties that will face us in the
months and years to come unless something is
done.
The declaration at the Rome Assembly
charged us with the task of playing our part in
reactivating WEU. We accepted that willingly
because, like many other people, we felt that
WEU had been slumbering in recent years. As
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi reminded us, at the begin-
ning of the year the Committee on Budgetary
Affairs and Administration, of which I have the
honour to be Chairman, underlined the need to
reconsider the means available to the Assembly,
and requested that there should be an increase in
budgetary appropriations. Mr. Ferrari Aggradi
has reminded us that there was, in effect, a fairly
stoical response to the efforts that were made as
a result of the Rome Declaration.
In your presidential address, Mr. President,
you told us that the situation was critical, and
that is the right word for it. I know that
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, who was charged with
reviewing the activities of the Presidential
Committee, has, as always, taken his duties very
seriously and has been extremely worried. He
has had many conversations with me about the
position of the WEU Assembly, given the state
of our finances. I am not ashamed to say that
a large number of governments of member coun-
tries seem to be ranged against us in this respect,
with perhaps the noble exception of Mr. Ferrari
Aggradi's own country, which seems to be a little
more understanding than the others. But I shall
not be selective or try to indicate which coun-
tries are in favour and which are against. As he
makes very clear in his report, which bears
detailed study, the Assembly has for its part
increased its activities without increasing the
number of its staff, so it will have to re-examine
its budget. Indeed, he says that it would be
paradoxical to consider that only the Assembly's
task remains unaffected by the recommendation.
He reminds us that in the Rome Declaration the
Council itself recognised that the Assembly is
called upon to play a guiding r6le.
I should like to make two or three brief points
which I hope and believe are pertinent 
- 
and I
speak as a politician who has been in the
business for twenty-three years. We are the
only assembly in the whole of free democratic
Western Europe whose elected representatives
are in a position to discuss defence. The
European Parliament cannot discuss defence;
the Council of Europe cannot discuss defence.
Apart from WEU, no body that I know 
- 
other
than national parliaments 
- 
can discuss defence.
But we can.
In our various ways, whether we are commu-
nists, extreme right-wingers, or whatever, we are
the elected representatives ofthe people.
We are sent here by our governments to repre-
sent not only our own countries but - I have
always thought of us as being some kind of
collective will - the people of Europe who
believe in defence and who believe that it is very
important that we should be able to push
forward our admittedly diverse views, our own
political interpretations of what is going on.
Nonetheless, on behalf of the people of Europe,
we are here to represent our feelings about
defence and the need in the latter part of the
twentieth century for the defence of Western
Europe against whatever threat may be posed
against it.
As a British politician and member of this
Assembly and temporarily as the transient 
- 
we
are all transients 
- 
Chairman of the Committee
on Budgetary Affairs and Administration, I view
the current position with great anxiety. I would
tell the offrcials and the ambassadors who are
here today 
- 
because, I hope, they will inform
the ministers who make up the Council of
Ministers - that we are the elected represen-
tatives of the people. The other arms of WEU
are not elected; they are appoirnted. They make
the decisions; they are part o[ the bureaucracy.
Bureaucracies are much danrned, and some-
times they deserve to be so tlamned. We can
operate without them, but they cannot operate
without the elected representatives of the
people. If we allow them to do so, we eschew
the whole basis of what we stand for. Right or
wrong, efficient or inefficient, unless we have
elected representatives who can put forward the
ideas so necessary to a European understanding,
we are nothing and we shall slide into the same
kind of abyss as some of those whom we
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deplore. The Council of Ministers needs
reminding that its members are elected by their
own parliaments and governments. They are
representatives of the people, but perhaps they
may be a little more out of touch than we are on
matters like this.
I say to the offrcials and to the representatives
of the Council of Ministers who are present:
abolish us if you will, but please do it soon; if
you do not want us, get rid of us, tell us there is
no place for an Assembly, and at least we shall
know where we are; tell us that we can go, but
do not starve us to death so that gradually we
become more impotent and less effective until
we fade into the sunset with only the bureau-
cracy left to run the organs of WEU; it is your
prerogative to dispossess us if you want to do so,
but, ifyou do, you do so at your peril.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Sir Dudley Smith, and the committee of which
you are Chairman for your support.
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi is speaking to a motion
for an order, following on his report. It is the
intention of the Presidential Committee to hold
discussions and to maintain extremely close
relations with the Council so that preparations
for the important financial year ahead of us can
be made on an agreed basis.
I call Sir John Page.
Sir John PAGE (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I am
moved by the idea of watching my old friend
Dudley Smith riding off into the sunset like a
cowboy. However, I am sure that when dawn
breaks he will be seen on a new charger coming
back to the attack.
I congratulate our Rapporteur, Mr. Ferrari
Aggradi, on his excellent report. He lived up to
an Englishman's idea of his name. A Ferrari is
well designed, well researched and exciting. So
was Mr. Ferrari Aggradi's speech today. Push-
ing it a little, Aggradi sounds as though it may
have something to do with agriculture. Today,
that good farmer has sown the seed for the future
of WEU. I hope that this innovation of a
report from the Presidential Committee will
come at the beginning of our sessions on future
occasions. I think that it is an extremely valu-
able innovation.
The Council of Ministers has given us new
duties to perform. Like the housewife who has
been given new responsibilities by her husband
in connection with entertaining for his business
and who must be given the housekeeping money
to do it, I make much the same kind of plea
here. I support the motion on which we shall
be voting. In the words of Winston Churchill 
-
or, if not, President Roosevelt 
- 
grve us the tools
and we will finish the job.
In your speech, Mr. President, you said that it
was important that the work of our union should
be better known in parliaments and by the
public in Europe and elsewhere. I agree. I
think that our press officer, almost single
handed, does a marvellous job in presenting the
work that we do. I do not worry greatly if the
work of WEU is not mentioned every day in the
newspapers. I believe that the North Atlantic
Assembly spends ten or fifteen times as much as
we do on public and press relations, but there is
very little mention 
- 
at any rate, in the British
papers 
- 
of the North Atlantic Assembly. It is
important that our work should be known by the
specialist organisations for defence within our
own countries and parliaments. That is why we
need not worry about not hitting the front
pages. All we have to care about is that the
specialists in our different countries know about
our work.
One of the ways of improving the work of our
union was the creation of the liaison gxoup, now
called the Committee for Relations with the
Council. I am a little worried that we need a
committee to improve our relations with the
Council. It is rather like a married couple need-
ing to have a marriage guidance counsellor
always living in the spare bedroom. It may be
necessary for us to do this, but there is a
danger. If we have a subcommittee of the
Presidential Committee, there is a danger of
creating an 6lite within an 6lite. The old
private soldier, like myself, slogging it out day
after day at the front line will not know what this
essential inner committee of the chiefs of staff
will be deciding at headquarters miles behind the
line.
I believe that there is a way of getting over this
problem. It may be that the Committee for
Relations with Parliaments has already trans-
mitted this suggestion to the Presidential Com-
mittee. The task of the Chairman of the Com-
mittee for Relations with Parliaments should be
to report to the committee what activities have
taken place. That is important and valuable.It is only through that committee that we can
press the right decisions to go to our par-
liaments.
No speech nowadays is complete without the
inclusion of a Chinese proverb. The Chinese
proverb that I choose for today is that every
beautiful flower needs the support of green
leaves. The beautiful flowers with which we in
WEU are concerned are European defence and
security. Let us see that WEU is the strong
green leaf to support it in its work.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Wilkinson.
Mr. WILKINSON (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I shall
not follow my friend and colleague, Sir John
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Page, down his flowery path, nor can I imitate
his graphic language, but I should like to bring
home a few home truths towards the end of this
important debate. The first thing that must be
said is that our organisation will be only as good
as the people who serve it. There are three
aspects of that. The first is that our Assembly
must try to attract more of the younger members
of parliament. There are few political bodies
that give a young member of parliament the
opportunity to learn the trade of foreign affairs
and defence policy.
A rapporteur of this Assembly has an incom-
parable opportunity to do research with the
assistance of a qualified clerk, to interview
ministers of defence, to meet leading oflicials in
national defence ministries and to obtain an
overall view of the Western European defence
scene. Likewise, the work of the secretariat of
our Assembly should be highly regarded. We
are extremely fortunate in having a number of
well-qualified and experienced clerks and other
officials. There again, we need an infusion of
new and expert specialists. We need people
who have up-to-date experience in industrial
affairs, the armed services and current diploma-
tic work who comprehend how the latest techni-
cal developments affect strategy.
Iast but not least, we need ministers on our
Council who regard the work of WEU as not just
another chore but an important means of forying
greater European identity in western defence.
The thinking of WEU at all levels has become
ossified. By themselves the countries of West-
ern Europe count for nothing in defence. Fron-
tiers are close to one another. It is easy to cross
from one country to another in a jet aeroplane in
a matter of minutes, and the formulation of
national defence can be seen only in a trans-
national and international context. The work
of our Assembly has become more important
than ever since our American friends have
become increasingly worried by our apparent
lack of commitment to the joint security of
Western Europe.
The degree to which we can successfully
reviviff this organisation will be seen as a
touchstone of our genuine commitment to Euro-
pean defence. If we are to make it an active,
forward-looking and vigorous body, it must be
the kind of body that non-members will seek tojoin. I hope that we shall be able positively to
accede to Portugal's request to join. If WEU
means business, I see no reason why we should
not be in the business of attracting new
members. Likewise, it is important that we
extend every facility not just to the Portuguese
observers during this interim period but to our
Norwegian, Danish and Turkish friends.
If we mean business, we must provide funds
for us to do the job. Sir Dudley Smith made a
forthright speech. He has correctly commented
that there does not yet seem to be a willingness
to provide the means necessary for this Assem-
bly to fulfil its expanded responsibilities. If the
responsibilities are not expanded, the organisa-
tion will gradually wither and die.
Let us take two aspects. Mr. Ferrari Aggradi
referred to one ofthem in his excellent report 
-
the visit to the United States of the General
Affairs Committee. It is a visit of the utmost
importance. We have been proclaiming abroad
how, after the Rome meeting last October, we
were a new organisation with more exciting
objectives and with a purpose that was endorsed
by our governments. If we can go to the United
States with a budget so paltry that we can afford
a mere three- or four-day excursion, and only to
Washington, that does not gi've the impression
of being an up and coming organisation at the
heart of European defence.
The Committee on Scientific, Technological
and Aerospace Questions is due to go to Canada
in the autumn. I am glad about that, because it
is important that we discuss with our Canadian
friends, for example, what our respective atti-
tudes to the strategic defence initiative should
be. We have been inhibited because we shall
not have the translation facilities that we
normally have. Those matters may appear to
be details, but they are symptomatic of an offi-
cial attitude that is not good enough. I know
that you, Mr. President, in your opening
remarks and everyone who has contributed to
the debate have sought to bring home the
genuine commitment that we in this Assembly
have to this organisation.
I hope that our Council, which started with
good intentions, can build up some positive
successes. It was unfortunate that the Bonn
meeting of the Council coincided with the
Council of Europe spring session. I know that
that difliculty was overcome to some extent by
allowing us helicopter facilities and so on. The
spring session of the Council of Europe could
have been foreseen. That sort ofdouble book-
ing should not happen again. I hope that we
shall be able to plan the meetings of our Council
to prevent that sort of problem.
Since March 1983 we have had ample warning
of the importance of the strategic defence
initiative for the alliance's strategy and for the
future of western deterrence. The two reports
that I had the honour to pres,ent last year were
endorsed and passed by substantial majorities in
this Assembly. There is no doubt that the
American administration is completely commit-
ted to the strategic defence initiative. IfEurope
does not present a joint approach to that impor-
tant aspect of our overall security, our American
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friends will have every reason to be impatient
with us.
I am pleased with the modest progress that we
made at Bonn, but, my goodness, it was
modest ! There is no area in which strategy is
more comprehensive and transnational than in
the implications of military space technology for
western defence. It is an issue on which this
Assembly has been pre-eminent in trying to
achieve ajoint European position as it has been
with questions of standardisation and inter-
operability in armaments.
We have everything to play for. We must
reviviff our work here by appointing new and
more expert people to the secretariat of the
Assembly. We must have an infusion of new
blood in the national delegations and a more
positive approach from the Council. Above all,it must be the kind of body that the non-
members in Western Europe who belong to
NATO should ultimately seek to join. If that is
the case, we shall have done our work well.
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi has set us off on the right
road with a useful and constructive report. I
applaud the modest progress that the Council
has made so far. I want to help it, as we all do,
in its important work, but it will be difficult for
us to do so if we are starved of the necessary
resources.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
As a
preface, I add my voice to the call in the Presi-
dent's address for a new name for WEU that
better describes our task in relation to defence
and security. A revised and better r6le for the
Assembly means that the Assembly itself deser-
ves a revised and better title, which should go
hand in hand with the proposals to be put
forward for improving the conditions of work.
I support the motion on the basis that the
work of the Assembly must now be viewed in
the light of the Rome Declaration and the
concept of WEU as the European pillar of the
North Atlantic Alliance. This leads to the
conclusion that for the organisation to be
effective it must consider further the areas about
which it should deliberate and the resources that
it should have available.
In the light of the renewal of the Warsaw Pact,
it is clearly imperative for us all to preserve at
minimum a balance of power and at maximum
an irreversible lead in matters of security. But,
regrettably, it must be recognised that such
objectives may fail, and the preparation of the
civilian population would then be vital.
All member states of WEU must beware of the
consequences of left-wing local authorities 
-
unfortunately, I have one in my constituency 
-
that refuse to make adequate preparations.
These councils should be thoroughly ashamed
that, as a result of their misguided attempts to
make political demonstrations to the Soviet
bloc, their own citizens are left the more
rrulnerable. That is surely a subject to which a
rerritalised WEU should be able to address itself,
and that in itself is a reason to support the
motion before us.
Citizens' lives could be jeopardised, because
civil defence would be essential should there be
a nuclear war, conventional warfare, or, indeed,
a natural disaster or a major accident. The
advent ofthe nuclear deterrent has proved to be
exactly what the term implies 
- 
a deterrent.
Since the last world war, conflicts have been
carried on without such weapons. All such
conflicts are tragsc, but it is surely incumbent
upon us to reduce tragedy to the minimum.
The governments of Western Europe rightly seek
true multilateral disarmament, and we must
ensure peace through security. Civil defence is
part ofthat approach.
It is worth remembering that nuclear protec-
tion covers the possibility of a nuclear war
involving Western Europe and defence against
accidents in nuclear installations, terrorist attack
with nuclear devices, and fallout from large-
scale or more limited wars between other
countries fought elsewhere. All these possibil-
ities threaten life, freedom and prosperity.
They also threaten property.
Left-wing gimmickry in declaring nuclear-free
zones will do nothing to prevent the awesome
consequences such as those to which I have
referred; nor can it achieve a certainty of
freedom from attack. The key to survival is
preparation. The community's well-being is
such that necessary protection should be pro-
vided in the event of any form of warfare or
disaster. That well-being should not be dis-
regarded by a policy of doing as little as possible.
To deny the maximum number of the popul-
ation the opportunity to survive because of a
belief that services such as civil defence encour-
age nuclear attack must surely be wrong. Civil
defence is about saving lives, not destroying
them. All countries, neutral as well as aligned,
that accept humanitarian principles have proper
civil defence organisations. Past studies by
WEU have given evidence enough that for a
council to take as little action as possible for
defence against nuclear attack is both irres-
ponsible and an example of a local authority
failing its people. It is to be hoped that, as a
consequence of this debate, WEU will regard
civil defence as another aspect of co-operation
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that the organisation can do much to promote.
Support for the motion would assist WEU in
that important task.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Cavaliere.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
-Mr. President, the introduction of the practice
of presenting a report on the activities of the
Presidential Committee is an excellent innova-
tion and I am sure that it will be most
successful. I would at once add that Mr. Ferrari
Aggradi, who has submitted the first such report,
has acquitted himself of his task in a masterly
and effective manner. He has given us a very
detailed account of the activities of the Presiden-
tial Committee, has considered what our tasks
should be and has indicated the most appro-
priate ways of achieving more effective collabor-
ation between the Assembly and the Council, so
that each plays its r6le in WEU in accordance
with the Brussels Treaty. He also makes special
mention, repeating what has been said on other
occasions, of the difliculties which the Assembly
encounters in carrying out its duties. Sir
Dudley Smith caused some excitement by
questioning the representatives of the Permanent
Council and through them the Council of
Ministers; in a very insistent and convincing
manner he did what I have perhaps done too
impetuously and less effectively on other
occasrons.
But the problem is how do the members of the
secretariat understand the functions of the
Assembly? If they think that it has important
functions and is essential, they should abandon
their tendency to ignore its needs. Without the
Assembly, WEU has no reason to exist, just as
the democracies cannot exist without their
national parliaments and governments cannot
carry out their functions, so that the whole
system falls. If this is accepted as true for a
democracy, attitudes to the Assembly must
change.
In present circumstances, it is no use harbour-
ing illusions; we cannot do our work. You can
restructure the Agency, the other organs and the
secretariats but if you ignore the Assembly and
do not give it the consideration it deserves,
WEU will never be reactivated, but is fated to
die.
Ladies and Gentlemen, may I say, with some
pride, that the reason all this has not happened
and that WEU is not dead, is not to be found in
the efforts of the Council of Ministers, of other
assemblies or of the secretariats but in those of
the Assembly which has shown the will, has
believed, has worked and has kept the organis-
ation alive.
I consider that the time has now come for the
governments to take account of all this and for
the Council of Ministers to take account of the
Assembly's needs. No progress can be made
with the reactivation of WEU with a ridiculous
budget. It must be possible to ensure that the
committees can do their work and make appro-
priate and necessary visits. They must be given
the means they need in order to present their
reports. They must also have the staff they
need in order to do the work I have described.
This is the only way in which WEU can be
reactivated. I say this quite simply and in all
modesty but I believe that the conditions are at
last right for all of us to do our duty; the
Assembly has always done so and is prepared to
continue doing so soundly and effectively. Let
the Council of Ministers and the governments
follow suit. In this way we shall be able to
satisfr the inevitably ever-increasing needs.
It should be mentioned, Mr. President, that
many other countries have believed and believein our activities. Portugal, for example, has
asked to be allowed to send a representative to
attend meetings of the Assembly. I believe that
such contacts with the WEU member countries
are to be welcomed, because they respond to the
needs ofEuropean defence and security in these
days of ever-growing difliculty.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
No one else
is down to speak.
Does anyone else wish to speak?...
I call Mr. Ferrari Aggradi to reply to speakers.
Mr. FERRARI AGGRADI (Italy) (Trans-
lation). 
- 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,I should like to begin by thanking speakers for
their kind words which I think are due to all
members of the Presidential Committee for their
unstinting efforts.
I take this opportunity to pay tribute to you,
Mr. President, as the driving force behind this
work and to express my person&l appreciation of
the great wisdom of Sir Dudley Smith, who is
the Chairman of the committee of which I am a
member. He has not only made some very
apposite remarks, which I endorse, but he has
done so in most enthusiastic terms, which is a
quite exceptional occurrence as compared with
his normally very reserved behaviour but proves
how serious he is about these pfoblems.
It has rarely happened to me, as it has today,
to say how much I agree with what I have
heard. I look upon what has been said as
complementing what I was trying to say more
briefly; it goes further and adds ideas following
the same line on the same aspects of the great
problem of making better use of our Assembly in
order to collaborate actively with the Council in
working together, in fulfilment of our political
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responsibilities with a view to co-ordinating
efforts to identifu problems and bring positions
closer together.
The political inference I draw from this is that
there is no criticism of the constitution of this
important body or of its work. The congratu-
lations we have received 
- 
the " we " is not royal
but is used to include in my thoughts all the
members of the Presidential Committee and of
the Committee for Relations with the Council -
should act as a spur to continue the work along
the same lines and with the same commitment,
in the awareness that what lies ahead is not easy
and demands a high sense of responsibility and a
firm political will.
In the report, I referred to the strategy we plan
to follow, to the r6le we intend to play and to the
important problems to be faced; and I said that
we must equip ourselves to do all that. For this
purpose, our methods of work are fundamental
but the means are also necessary. It would be
inappropriate to say that we want only material
resources; there are other more important things,
and we must in practical terms put ourselves
into a position where we can do what is neces-
sary for leading parliamentarians to make their
maximum contribution.
Furthermore, I have reason to believe that the
parliamentarians sent here by their national par-
liaments are without doubt the best qualified.
We must help them to make the yital contri-
bution which has been stated in clear terms and
forms the basis of our commitment.
To this end we have tabled the following
motion for an order:
" The Assembly,
(r) Considering it essential that its needs be
considered in the context of the revision
of the budget of the whole organisation;
(ii) Taking account of the urgency of the
problems facing the Assembly and the time
necessary for the work of the Committee on
Budgetary Affairs and Administration;
(iil) Noting that the measures which need to
be taken cannot be long delayed,
Drnecrs rne Pnesprvrnr Coutramrs
To submit these comments to the Council. "
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, for the care you have taken
in presenting this report which is admittedly
rather complex because of the great variety of
subjects dealt with.
I propose that the Assembly take note of the
report of the Presidential Committee presented
by Mr. Ferrari Aggradi.
Are there any objections?...
The Assembly takes note of the report.
The Presidential Committee has tabled a
motion for an order.
I have received an amendment, Amend-
ment 1, tabled by Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, to this
motion for an order, as follows:
l. Redraft the motion for an order proper as
follows:
* To invite the Council, in the light of the
above, to give favourable consideration to the
proposals the Assembly is soon to make for
improving its conditions of work. "
I call Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Vice-President of
the Assembly.
Mr. FERRARI AGGRADI (Italy) (Trans-
lation). 
- 
Mr. President, may I, in order to make
the text easier to understand, replace " com-
ments to the Council " with the following word-
ing: " To invite the Council in the light of the
above to give favourable consideration to the
proposals the Assembly is soon to make for
improving its conditions of work. "
If we do this we are not making general
declarations but are retaining the right to go
further into the matter and to resubmit it with
greater authority.
Mr. President, even if all this modifies the
proposal substantially, I think that this wording
is effective and I would like to recommend that
it be approved.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment?...
I now put Amendment l, tabled by Mr. Fer-
rari Aggradi, to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The amendment is agreed to.
We shall now vote on the amended motion for
an order.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The amended motionfor an order is adoptedt.
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11. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I propose
that the Assembly hold its next public sitting
tomorrow morning, Tuesday, 2lst May, at
10 a.m. with the following orders of the day:
1. East-West relations ten years after the
Helsinki final act (Presentation of and
debate on the report of the General Affairs
Committee and vote on the draft recom-
mendation, Document l0l3 and amend-
ments).
2. Cyprus and European security (Presen-
tation of and debate on the report of the
General Aflairs Committee and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document 1008
and amendments).
3. Military use of computers 
- 
reply to the
thirtieth annual report of the Council
(Presentation ofand debate on the report of
the Committee on Scientific, Technological
and Aerospace Questions and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document 1007).
Are there any objections?...
The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.
Does anyone wish to speak?...
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 5.15 p.m.)
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SECOND SITTING
Tuesday,2lst May 1985
Sutrluery
1. Adoption of the minutes.
2. Attendance register.
3. Organisation of the work of the Assembly and of its
committees.
Speakers: Mr. de Vries, Sir Dudley Smith, Mr. Cifarelli,
Mr. de Vries ; (point of order): Mr. Jessel.
4. East-West relations ten years after the Helsinki final act
1. Adoption of the minutes
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
In accordance with Rule
2l of the Rules of Procedure, the minutes of
proceedings of the previous sitting have been
distributed.
Are there any comments?...
The minutes are agreed to.
2. Attendance register
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The names of the substi-
tutes attending this sitting which have been noti-
fied to the President will be published with the
list of representatives appended to the minutes
ofproceedingsr.
3. Organisation of the work of the Assembly
and of its committees
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Following discussions in
the Bureau this morning, I wish to make a pro-
posal to the Assembly about the organisation of
(Presentation of and debate on the report of the General
Afairs Committee, Doc. l0l3 and amendments).
Speakers: Mr. Haase (Rapponeur), Mr. Bianco,
Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Cifarelli, Mr. Gianotti, Mr. Muller,
Mr. lagorce, Lord Reay, Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Hill,
Mr. Cavaliere, Mr. de Vries, Mr. Kittelmann, Mr. John-
ston, Mr. IJaase (Rapporteur), Mr. Michel (Chairman of
the committee), Mr. [agorce, Iord Reay; (points of
order): Mr. de Vries, Mr. Hardy.
5. Date, time and orders ofthe day ofthe next sitting.
its work and that of its committees. Our agree-
ment yesterday to the report of Mr. Ferrari
Aggradi shows how concerned the Assembly is
about the efficiency of its operations as a contri-
bution towards the reinvigoration of WEU.
Most of us would agf,ee that there would be a
significant improvement if committee reports
were available for a reasonable period prior to
the Assembly debating them and session agendas
agreed to by the Presidential Committee did not
need adjustment at our first sitting. It has been
proposed, pending consideration of formal
changes in the rules by the Committee on Rules
of Procedure and Privileges and the Assembly,
that we should now agree to hold a mini-session
of committees before our December part-session
with sufficient time to allow reports to be dispat-
ched two weeks before the Assembly meets.
We shall need to discuss precise details, but it is
tentatively proposed that the meetings be held in
the week beginning 4th November and that they
take place in London.
If the Assembly agrees in principle, it will be
for the Presidential Committee to discuss the
details with the chairmen of the permanent
committees. Is the Assembly content with the
proposal that a committee mini-session should
precede our December session?
I call Mr. de Vries.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands). 
- 
At first sight
this seems an attractive proposal, but would it
not be wise to have it in writing so that it can be
discussed after consultation among representa-
tives?
The sitting was opened at 10 a.m. wilh Mr. Blaauw, Vice-President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. See page 21.
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The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Sir Dudley Smith.
Sir Dudley SMITH (United Kingdom). 
-
That proposition is new, Mr. President, in as
much as I heard rumours about it only a little
while ago. I hope that we shall have an oppor-
tunity to go into the budgetary implications
before a final decision is made.
As representatives know, their member
governments pay their fares when they go to
Paris or, indeed, anywhere else, and the staff
costs are reasonably minimal, apart from the
supporting costs when we have an assembly such
as this. I just wonder what the cost will be if we
have to transport a fair number of WEU staffto
London along with the other ancillary services,
compared with the cost if such a mini-session
were held in Paris. I do not want to be a spoil-
sport, but at the moment there are extreme pres-
sures on our budget. Until we get that sorted
out and, as I tried to explain in my speech
yesterday, until we get some kind of extra and
sensible support from the Council of Ministers,
it behoves us to be very rigid about transporting
members of this establishment around and
about, as that immediately adds cost to WEU's
bill.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I appreciate the anxiety
of the Chairman of the Committee on Budgetary
Affairs and Administration. His ideas will be
taken into account in the discussions in the
Presidential Committee if this proposal goes
through.
I call Mr. Cifarelli.
Mr. CIFARELLI (Italy) (Translation). 
-
Mr. President, I am fully aware of the financial
and budgetary needs. I recognise that we must
always pay attention to this aspect of deci-
sions. I must add, however, that as between a
committee meeting in one or other of the places
possible for meetings of Assembly committees,
and a mini-session in London, I feel that the
political arguments favour the latter course of a
meeting in London.
For historical but undoubtedly illogical
reasons, we have the strange situation that we
are a parliament meeting in one place while the
more important body, in this case the Council of
Ministers, meets in London. This situation
could be resolved in part at least by holding a
meeting of the committee and, therefore, a mini-
session in London.
One last word. I would add that basically we
are following Mohammed's principle. When
Mohammed asked the mountain to come to him
the historical solution was that Mohammed
went to the mountain.
Thank you, Mr. President.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The idea behind the
proposal to have the grouped meeting of
committees in London is that many committees
need contact with the permanent representatives
of the Council. Unfortunately, the Council still
sits in London. The proposed number of
committee meetings should not be in excess of
the usual number, and the idea is that they
should be grouped so that there will always be a
quorum. That would avoid the problem that
reports that are properly debated are not voted
on simply because a quorum does not exist.
Mr. de Vries requires an answer from
me. What I have said to the Assembly will be
circulated, and everyone will then be able to
consider the proposal. After thinking about it,
a proper in-depth discussion can then take place
in the Presidential Committee.
I call Mr. de Vries.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands). 
- 
I think that it
would be reasonable to circulbte this proposal
and perhaps have a debate tomorrow or on
Thursday morning so that we can consider all
the implications of the proposal and then
decide. I do not say that it is an unattractive
proposition. It is an attractive idea but it has
implications.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
We shall follow your
advice, Mr. de Vries, and find a place on the
agenda to discuss it when the document has been
circulated. Does anyone else wish to speak on
this subject? If not,I propose...
Mr. JESSEL (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
On a point
of order Mr. President. May I refer to my
report, which is due for debate on Thursday
morning, from the Committee on Rules of
Procedure and Privileges concerning the terms
of reference and powers of the Committee for
Relations with Parliaments. Unfortunately 
- 
I
knew about this only halfan hour ago 
- 
there is
to be a funeral on Thursday morning which I
feel obliged to attend. It is the funeral of the
general who was the head of the main institutionin my constituency 
- 
Hampton Court royal
palace. I feel that I cannot do other than attend.
I therefore approached the President of the
Assembly outside the hemicycle ten minutes ago
and asked him whether, in these special circum-
stances, he would be willing to sanction an
alteration of the time of Thursday's debate. He
said that, provided you were willing, he would
be prepared so to sanction it, and I would have
to return to London tomorrow. I therefore
hope, Mr. President, that you will be able to
find a slot for this debate some time this
afternoon.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I was already intending
to propose that we should try to finish our busi-
ness this afternoon at 6 p.m. sharp, but on your
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proposal, Mr. Jessel, I shall contact the President
and see whether we can find somewhere in the
agenda a possibility of acceding to your request
so that you will be free to leave the session
earlier.
4. Eost-West rehtiotts ten years after
the Helsinkifinal act
(Presentatbn ofand dcbate on the report
olthe Genorul Alfairs Committu,
Doc. 1013 and amendmcnts)
The PRESIDENT. - The orders of the day
now provide for the presentation of and debate
on the report of the General Affairs Committee
on East-West relations ten years after the Hel-
sinki final act, Document 1013 and amendments.
I call the Rapporteur, Mr. Haase.
Mr. HAASE (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, I-adies and
Gentlemen, I should like to make a few
comments on the report before you without
going into it in any depth. But I will begin by
sayrng that in my opinion the public should be
reminded of three matters which induced the
Assembly to express its views on so important a
subject in public: first, the Rome Declaration,
which gives the Assembly a far greater r6le,
second, the tenth anniversary of the Helsinki
final act on lst August and, third, the extension
of the Warsaw Pact. If the world is to be kept
in economic, social and military balance, the
West needs, first, an inner cohesion among the
European allies and, second, a close rela-
tionship with the United States based on mutual
trust. It needs a common strategy - [ repeat, a
common strategy 
- 
to counter Soviet expansio-
nism; it needs a coherent concept for its own
continued economic development. Western
Europe's solidarity with the United States in
recent years has been very successful particularly
in the context of efforts within the CSCE frame-
work.
What objectives should we now be pursuing
with this recommendation? In the political
sphere we should above all try to ensure respect
for human rights. I have stated my opinion on
this subject in detail in paragraphs 5, 78, 85 and
87, but there are two more specific comments I
wish to make. The obstacles the Soviet Union
places in the path of Soviet Jews wanting to emi-
grate must be seen as a serious infringement of
Basket III of the CSCE final act. The same is
true of other would-be emigrant groups, such as
ethnic Germans in Eastern European countries.
The Soviet Union and the Polish Government
must be made to understand that we shall
always regard the treatment of Polish trade
unionists, priests and Catholics as a touchstone
of progress towards respect for human rights in
compliance with the CSCE final act.
I have no wish to conceal the positive aspects,
such as the trial of the murderers of Father
Popieluszko and easier travel for Hungarians,
Czechs, Poles and, soon I hope, citizens of the
German Democratic Republic. Without the
CSCE even this limited progress would not have
been possible.
Another crucial area of the political aspect of
this report is the equality and self-determination
of the peoples including the Germans. I say
this as a social democratic member of parlia-
ment in view of the debate on amendments to
the provisions contained in the preamble to the
German basic law. I believe it is still true to
say that all nations have the right to decide how
they want to live in future and whether they
want to live together. This is a very important
provision of the Helsinki final act, and we
should recall it distinctly.
WEU should also express its views clearly on
the economic sphere. I believe the provisions
of the treaty allow this and it would contribute
both to d6tente and to better understanding
between the nations.
I feel the Europeans must insist on increased
trade between the blocs. This is a political
question, in which the European view should be
made clear to our American friends and allies as
well. Another important point that I want to
re-emphasise is that, as it says in the recom-
mendation, agreement should be reached with
the United States on the participation of Europe
in space research of a scientific nature. I would
add that this is not necessarily a statement on
the SDI. But I should like to begin with a point
that has become particularly clear to me in the
last two weeks. As a German social democrat I
appeal to the French not to be distrustful or
annoyed because of political misunderstandings
that may arise in this connection. What Ger-
man parliamentarians want above all else is
European co-operation. The wording I have
used in the recommendation is designed to
indicate the political priority of this area of
research. In other words, this is a European
priority. Of course, it needs to be itemised and
expanded, but that is not the task of the report,
though I think this is the place to point it out.
Another comment on annaments co-operation
with the United States. The need to strengthen
the western alliance will entail co-operation in
armaments policy between the United States and
Western Europe, which means a division of
labour between the United States and Western
Europe in the manufacture of armaments to
meet the ag$egate requirements of the alliance.
The alliance will also have to establish a
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system of joint research and development for
purely defensive weapons systems, both in the
conventional sphere - intelligent missiles, for
example 
- 
and in the sphere of research. From
the outset the political goal must be to create
systems to safeguard Europe against both limi-
ted, regional and nuclear attack with the
umbrella which the United States holds over
Europe.
In view of its mandate to encourage dis-
armament, WEU should participate in this
debate. During its visit to America the General
Affairs Committee should have further talks and
gather information on this specific aspect so that
we can make our position clear to our American
friends too.
The protection of the environment seems to
me to be a new area for exchanges between the
eastern bloc and the western part of Europe. It
is a subject of the utmost impofiance to us all,
and this would be a good opportunity for co-
operation and the continuation of the CSCE.
In the area of security, what is needed is a
more accurate definition of non-aggression, and
here, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are on the
offensive. It is not enough to say that we have
a ruling in the United Nations charter: until
these provisions are defined in detail, we shall
never know whether East and West mean the
same thing. We should also remind the eastern
bloc again and again that the policy of detente
will not become credible in western eyes unless
we are sure of agreement on the definition of
non-aggressron.
To conclude, I should like to mention yet
another aspect of the reinforcement of the Euro-
pean part of the alliance. With specific refer-
ence to Article V of the WEU treaty, we should
invite France to reorganise its conventional
forces for the purposes of forward defence in
Europe. Again as a German member of parlia-
ment, I believe this could be done with a French
officer as supreme commander. This can only
be a passing reference, of course, as regards the
report, but it would be a good way of achieving a
balance of the treaties between East and West
and would ampli& the European pillar. I feel
there should be specific discussion ofthis subject
by the Assembly in the near future. A balance
between the blocs and an easier understanding in
areas not covered by the Helsinki frnal act will
not be achieved unless the balance is also streng-
thened by European solidarity.
I will close by reverting to the idea of greater
security for our peoples. The reduction of ten-
sion would then become a decisive criterion for
further developments in Europe. We all know
that the CSCE has not yet been a major break-
through, but it has had positive effects which are
described in the report, and I believe we are all
aware of them. Many people, particularly in
Eastern Europe, are full of hope. After the
CSCE final act was signed committees were set
up in the eastern bloc to ensure respect for
human rights and promote dOtente among the
nations, and the West too is conscious that there
is no alternative to the poliicy of d6tente. I
believe this to be the crucial standpoint for the
Assembly: there is no alternative to a policy of
d6tente that seeks to make peace in Europe more
secure. That, I-adies and Gentlemen, is what
we should be working for.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. Bianco.
Mr. BIANCO (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Pre-
sident, Ladies and Gentlemen, we must be gra-
teful to Mr. Haase for his full and important
report, which I think I can largely endorse. It
covers the whole problem facing us today, ten
years after the signature of the Helsinki final
act. I shall therefore confine myself to a few
brief comments.
After the final act was signed ten years ago,
what was referred to as the Helsinki spirit spread
throughout the world. Great hopes were born
and it was believed that one phase of East-West
relations had come to an end and that, after
signature of the final act, a xrew era of closer,
positive relations could begrn, guaranteeing
world peace for many years ahead.
Unfortunately, after this lenglh of time, we
have to acknowledge that we are faced by two
parallel developments: on the one hand, for
example, East-West relations have continued to
experience ups and downs while, on the other,
these ten years have been manked by acute ten-
sion. But if history is to teach us anything, I
believe that the main emphasis should be laid on
the positive aspects of relations which have run
into some difficulties, as at Belggade, but have
also had positive moments as at Madrid. This
shows that the spirit which reigned when the
Helsinki final act was signed must somehow be
maintained in our countries, The conviction
that negotiations with the eastern countries must
be continued untiringly should be stressed over
and over again. Politicians, in their parlia-
ments and in international organisations such as
the WEU Assembly, must inoist on the need to
maintain relations, not in a purely unilateral,
pacifist spirit, as in the case of some political
groups, but from a realistic standpoint, taking
into account the problems of western security,
the problem ofthe balance offorces and, in any
case, the need to look to the future, bearing in
mind at atl times the possibility of reaching
agreement and not seeking to block the scientific
and technological progtress which some countries
are achieving.
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I should like, however, to stress one specific
point; as the Rapporteur indicates, the Helsinki
final act makes no provision for sanctions. It is
in practice an agreement which can only make
progress in a climate of positive international
relations. It is diflicult to imagine sanctions
being taken against any country. In order to
exert a positive influence, however, continuous
attention must be paid to the frequent clear
violations of human rights and to other un-
resolved issues.
Too often it happens in the western countries
that problems treated as urgent because they are
at an acute stage 
- 
I am thinking of Afghanistan,
for example 
- are later forgotten by the mass
media and the politicians. But we should keep
these questions in mind until they are resolved
or have moved towards a peaceful solution; they
should be the subject of constant attention, but
all this should not, as the report proposes,
prevent the maintenance of relations and the
continuation of negotiations at all levels.
Today, there are both hopes and fears sur-
rounding East-West relations. We know that
negotiations with a country like the Soviet
Union are not easy and that they cannot be
carried forward purely on the basis of surrender
but must be conducted in realistic terms. In
my country, when we ratified the treaty for the
deployment of Pershing and cruise missiles, in
response to the SS-20s, it was believed that this
would make the chances of peace more remote.
On the contrary, we saw, after a few months,
that this decision had helped the resumption of
negotiations, and had provided a basis for reflec-
tion and for the re-establishment of relations. I
do not think it can be denied that the resump-
tion of the Geneva negotiations has also been
spurred on by the decisions taken by the western
countries for restoring the balance of forces. Of
necessity, there are differences of psychology.Put one of the points highlighted by the
Helsinki final act was the development of econo-
mic and cultural relations. I think that, from
this standpoint, the western countries, the WEU
countries, have perhaps not done much. There
are strategic, political and commercial problems
where security is involved but I think that Italy,
for example, did well not to accept the call io
stop further deliveries of methane and, therefore,
completion of the gas pipeline, although proper
concern should be shown on such points as over-
dependence on Russian energy.
I think that the development by some coun-
tries of economic contacts and trade, together
with the expansion of cultural relations, is an
important move which should be backed.
From this standpoint, the countries couldjointly pursue an active policy not only towards
the Soviet Union but also towards each of the
eastern countries. We should for example, find
out what political line the new Soviet leaders are
taking. The appointment of the new secretary
gives the eastern countries space and room to
manceuvre in the attempt to keep open the dia-
logue between the eastern and western coun-
tries. I do not think, therefore, that a strictly
rigid condition can be maintained. I do noi
think that Honecker can be banned for ever
from having active relations with the western
countries.
The visit by the President of the German
Democratic Republic to Italy seems to me to be
evidence of the resumption of some kind of
initiative. This is important; we must explore
fully the possibility of econorhic and commercial
relations with those countries.
Finally, Mr. President, the countries meeting
in the WEU Assembly have a positive word to
say. And this word will be even more positive
if the various countries co-ordinate their policies
and ifthey speak together, even ifthey act sepa-
rately. In my opinion, the shift towards indivi-
dualism and nationalism cannot continue. If
the nationalism of any country is to produce
results it should, in my view, be channelled into
a European spirit. In too many cases state-
ments by politicians reported in the press can
nurture over-nationalistic policies. Frequently,
the policies of some countries are concerned
more with party interests than with consolid-
ating the situation I have mentioned.
It would certainly be more fruitful, important
and positive for Europe as a whole if the Council
of Ministers and the Assembly could find com-
mon ground for uniting the separate policies and
for advancing a single Western European policy,
exploring and maintaining the Helsinki spirit to
the full. And the Helsinki spirit is the spirit of
freedom, the spirit of human rights and of free
trade on a large scale. This I believe is the
policy which should be pursued.
In this context, I think that the report before
us is a positive contribution.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I draw the attention of
all speakers to the fact that we should like to
finish at 6 p.m. today. If we have lengthy
speeches, although they are full and worthwhile,
we shall not finish this subject by 6 p.m.
I call Mr. Atkinson.
Mr. ATKINSON (United Kingdom). 
- 
I wish
to congratulate the Rapporteur on the wide
scope of his report and its recommendations. I
want, however, to concentrate upon what I
regard as the inadequacy of the report's second
recommendation. After ten years, it is not
enough to use the occasion ofthe tenth anniver-
sary of the signing of the Helsinki frnal act to
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seek confirmation by all the signatory powers of
their determination effectively to apply all the
principles contained in that act.
Opportunities for embracing confirmation
have occurred in every review conference since
the final act was signed 
- 
Belgrade in 1978 and
Madrid between 1980 and 1982. On each occa-
sion the Soviet Union and its allies have
proved to be unaccountable and evasive about
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It is
not good enough to allow ourselves to be lulled
by the undoubted charms of Mr. and Mrs.
Gorbachev whose image creation in the western
media is fast rivalling that of Hollywood and,
indeed, of Dallas.
As a member of the Politburo, Mr. Gorbachev
must accept collective responsibility for the most
serious clampdown on human rights in his coun-
try since Stalin. It appears to be continuing as
ruthlessly following his elevation to the leader-
ship, notwithstanding the modest increase in the
issuing of exit visas last month to Jewish
refuseniks. I accept that any new leader will
have new ambitions for his people and that he
must be given the benefit of time to change the
existing policy of repressing all known opposi-
tion. No, ten years after the Helsinki act we
must seek to strengthen it and to put more pres-
sure on the signatory states to implement it.
As you may know, Mr. President, the kgal
Affairs Committee of the Council of Europe,
supported by the Committee for Relations with
Parliaments, suggested that the time had now
come for the terms of the final act to be legally
binding upon the states that signed it as other
international treaties are legally enforced by
international law. By elevating the terms of the
Helsinki act in that way certain action follows,
such as the establishment of machinery to inves-
tigate violations. That is an initiative for which
many of us have called for many years.
I hope that such a suggestion will be consi-
dered by the current meeting of the experts on
human rights taking place in Ottawa. It would
be given more impetus if the WEU Assembly
could commit itself to it in principle today.
I am sorry that parliamentary duties at West-
minster yesterday prevented me from being able
to attend the Assembly to table an appropriate
amendment for debate today. I should be
pleased to hear the Rapporteur's comments on
the suggestion that the Helsinki final act should
now be legally binding on its members before I
can support recommendations which, in my
view, represent a missed opportunity.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. Cifarelli.
Mr. CIFARELLI (Italy) (Translation). 
-
Mr. President, I should first like to offer the
Rapporteur more than conventional thanks
because his report is full, well-argued and
balanced and avoids the danger of a discussion
of past history. Italian lawyers say in praete-
ritum non vivitur. It is not enough merely to
discuss the past which belongs to the historians;
we have to make political assessments.
In preparing to speak in this important debate
on behalf of my political associates, I gave most
attention to the draft recommendation on the
proposals before us. I canno! however, state a
position without first stressing that, in this recol-
lection of the drafting of the Helsinki final act,
one basic point has to be highlighted. I am
referring to the fact that the original idea, dear to
Moscow, of reaching agreement between all the
European countries was 
- 
rightly 
- 
opposed and
successfully opposed, in the form given to the
Helsinki final act in which the United States and
Canada participated both originally and in sub-
sequent developments. That is, the attempt to
lump together the European countries, almost all
very weak in face ofthe colossal strength ofthe
Soviet superpower, was successfully met 
- 
and
this is the result of the long peace since the
second world war and of the maintenance of
peace 
- 
by a solution involving the full participa-
tion of the United States and Canada in the final
act. This is a point we must never forget
because peace is built upon it; it must continue
to be borne in mind.
I have to say, however, that these hopes were
badly dashed very quickly. We remember
Afghanistan, Poland, Sakharov, who is still a pri-
soner in exile 
- 
we do not know where. We
remember the Jews who cannot get out of the
Soviet Union and who, when they ask to do so,
are persecuted, deprived of work and of all
opportunities to worship. At the same time,
however, we must remember that great hopes
were reposed in the Helsinki final act, translated
into terms which could be presented as rights.
And when we regret 
- 
as we certainly do 
- 
that
sanctions cannot be applied in respect of the
Helsinki final act, we must not forget that in
history, as in life, the fact of having signed a
treaty is already a benchmark of great political
value. Disappointment at Belgrade and at
Madrid, but we must accept that the act in ques-
tion must above all be seen in terms of the
future. I shall try to give my views on these
problems, first stressing and supporting the Rap-
porteur's suggestion to seek and speci$ more
measures designed to restore confidence between
the states taking part in the conference. Let us
remember that this was one the aims of the
Helsinki proposal and then of the drafting of the
Helsinki final act; by accepting the countries as
they emerged from the second world war, with
their frontiers 
- 
disputed and only endured in
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many cases 
- 
all we Europeans were seeking to
make a fresh start, to provide the basis for sub-
sequent confidence and to ensure that every
military manceuvre could not be interpreted as
they all have been interpreted, correctly, in the
case of the man@uvres around Poland and even
on Polish territory when Solidarity became the
main problem.
To speci$, as the Rapporteur suggests, that
provision should be made for the presence of
more observers in order to increase confidence
between the different countries means turning
again to something which is in fact the leitmotiv
of every attempt to establish balanced and
controlled disarmament 
- 
and control is a most
important and significant terrn. I also support
the proposal that we Europeans should work out
a joint position for the Geneva conference. The
inference is that there can be no disagreement;
but the fact that there is no dissenting voice does
not mean that agreement can be reached
quickly. I will not repeat what Mr. Bianco said
in his total rejection of selfish nationalism. Let
the words be said by the representative of a poli-
tical doctrine based on the assertion of national
unity; on this point the German and Italian
members understand each other very well,
because they both represent countries brought
into being during the l9th century under the
inspiration of national liberty. We know the
great harm that nationalism can cause, we know
that respect for national rights, when it degener-
ates into nationalism and becomes Deutschland
uber alles, makes it very diflicult to work
anything out; but it must be done. I therefore
agree with Mr. Bianco on this point.
Turning to paragraph 3, I can accept sub-
paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) but regarding sub-
paragraph (c) I note that the Rapporteur here
gives an acceptable form of words: the participa-
tion of Europe, in agreement with the United
States, in space research of a scientific nature.
We must all agree, unless we are mad and want
to reduce Europe to a society of shepherds, left
behind by history and a society not in the fore-
front of scientific progress and missing all the
opportunities offered in all areas, including
defence. A state which does not defend itself is
a non-state. I should like to say, in passing,
that the economic picture of Europe over the last
ten years, as painted in the report, is one of its
significant features; but we must not adopt a
position of scandalised opposition to the various
needs. Those who know understand that it is
not only the United States which is considering
and working for this research; at major scientific
meetings I have listened to Soviet and American
scientists, for example, the summer meetings at
Erice. The subject under discussion was " You
are engaged in this research and have not
achieved any results ". The reply was * You are
engaged in research based on a premise you
cannot establish in practice ". These are facts
for the scientists; what concerns us politicians,
who speak for the democracies, is that we cannot
adopt a captious and unconstructive attitude.
" Get thee behind me Satan; we must not talk
about such things ". Nothing of the kind: there
is a scientific aspect and Europe must be pre-
sent. Let us remember that in forecasts con-
cerning the growth of the most highly industria-
lised countries in the world, Europe as a whole is
not even to be considered as compared with
Japan and the United States. We should be
particularly concerned to remember that pro-
gress also means economic Etrowth, civilian
involvement and political development.
I agree with Lord Reay's amendment to para-
graph 4 but I believe that we are faced with one
of those formulations in which we should ask is
it an ideological illusion or a guideline to advo-
cate the inclusion in documents, including the
modified Brussels Treaty, on which this Assem-
bly is founded, the section relating to non-
recourse to threat as embodied in the Helsinki
final act? Does this mean repeating something
already subscribed to by all the states which
took part in the Helsinki conference? Shall we
succeed or not? The Assembly should not lack
the courage to propose and insist.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. Gianotti.
Mr. GIANOTTI (Italy) (Translation). 
-
Mr. President, I^adies and Gentlemen, we
appreciate Mr. Haase's report and the draft
recommendation. The latter starts, however,
with the assertion that the Atlantic Alliance bet-
ween Europeans and Americans is the basis of
European security and peace.
In our view, there is a more general prior
issue: what is fundamental for Europe 
- 
both
East and West 
- 
is the improvement of East-
West relations. If as stated in other parts of the
report, there is no d6tente, Europe's fate is
greater subordination on one side and division
on the other. Furthermore, the arms race 
- 
and
events over the last ten years have amply
demonstrated this 
- 
hardens the internal r6gimes
of the East European countries. And, lastly, we
continue to believe that Europe does not end at
the frontiers between the two blocs and that it is
essential to adapt our own attitudes to this idea.
We feel that if this is not taken as the starting
point, the only way to achieve the security of
Western Europe is by increasing armaments.
We also feel that if we do not start from the
general idea that dOtente is essential for Europe,
the proposal in paragraph I (c) for the definition
of a joint position on matters discussed by the
United States and the Soviet Union at the
Geneva conference may prove a foolish hope.
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The Helsinki final act, of which we are cele-
brating the tenth anniversary, declares that
respect for human rights and freedom is essen-
tial. We can only reiterate that this is true.
Paragraph 9 ofthe report states that factors such
as those relating to security and human rights
cannot be bargained against concessions in other
directions 
- 
in economic matters, for example.
This seems to me to be a correct but abstract
statement. It is true that the negotiations must
not be a matter of mere bargaining but it must
be understood that they require better relations
between the parties round all the tables, as
otherwise it will be difficult to establish the cli-
mate of confidence which we call for; in other
words the various negotiating groups can help
each other and prevent hitches. It is also essen-
tial that each side should abandon all precondi-
tions.
Paragraph (iii) of the recommendation should
also mention that the same thing has happened
and is happening in Turkey.
Paragraph 3 (c) speaks ofEuropean participa-
tion, in agreement with the United States, in
space research of a scientific nature. This is a
reference to the strategic defence initiative. I
have one reservation: this, as we all know, is the
area where the arms race is fiercest and it is one
of the main obstacles to the East-West negotia-
tions. We believe that this is the area for
moving towards agrcement.
The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Mriller.
Mr. MULLER (Federal Republic of Germany)
(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gen-
tlemen, the historical background to the CSCE
conference in Helsinki was dominated by two
hopes. The West hoped it would enable the
process ofdetente that had developed in the late
1960s and early 1970s to continue, while the
Soviet Union hoped above all else that it would
establish once and for all the position resulting
from the second world war. Quite obviously,
such disparate hopes lead to different interpreta-
tions of the consequences of the Helsinki final
act. I believe the Soviet Union's desire to see
the results of its 1945 policy confirmed has been
fulfilled in every way.
As so much has recently been said in Europe
about the events of 8th May 1945, let me remind
you that those events resulted in part from the
fact that the pact between Hitler and Stalin and
the secret supplementary agreements of August
1939 anticipated what actually occurred in
1945. We know, of course, that even more
extensive demands regarding the partition of
Europe were made in November 1940 during the
visit by the then Soviet Foreign Minister
Molotov to Berlin than had been made in 1939,
and we know that the Soviet Union was also
demanding the August 1939 version of the parti-
tion of Europe before war broke out between
Adolf Hitler's German Reich and Stalin's
Soviet Union in 1941. The Soviet Union not
only recovered parts of the tsarist empire it had
lost in l9l8 but seized a grcat deal more
besides. I would merely remind you of the ulti-
matum to Romania, demanding the return not
only of the area formerly known as Bessarabia,
which had formed part of tsarist Russia, but also
parts of Bucovina, including Cernowitz, which
had never belonged to Russia.
As Mr. Gianotti has just brought Turkey into
the debate, I should perhaps point out that
Turkey has inevitably always felt threatened by
the Soviet lJnion, which even during the war
demanded military bases on the Bosporus. It
repeated this demand at the conferences of
foreign ministers held after 1945. For example,
its demands for a naval base at Massawa and for
disposal riglrts over the Italian colonies after
1945 reveal the long-term strategy of Soviet
policy.
Where the r6le of the Soviet Union and com-
munist policy is concerned, I might add, inci-
dentally, that we must never forget, even now,
what a miserable part the French communists
played between 1939 and 1941, when they fully
endorsed the policy of Adolf Hitler and Joseph
Vissarionovich Stalin.
The hopes attached to the decisions on human
rights in the Helsinki final act have not been ful-
frlled. I should like to quote from an article in
an American magazine of 17th May of this year,
in which a number of leading human rights acti-
vists in the Soviet Union call on the western
countries to declare the CSCE final act null and
void because its provisions on human rights
have not been met. They include such people
as Bukovsky, Ginsburg, Maximov, Grigorenko
and Plutsch, to name but a few of the most fami-
liar names.
I was also very surprised to hear Mr. Gianotti
saying just now that Turkey should similarly be
called upon to respect human rights. I am pre-
pared to do so, Mr. Gianotti - unfortunately he
is no longer here - when the same democratic
development is initiated in the Soviet Union
and the satellite countries as has been initiated
in Turkey, resulting in the restoration of demo-
cracy in that country. I hope I shall live to see
the day when this happens in the Soviet Union
and the other communist dictatorships of
Eastern Europe.
I should like to underline one idea with regard
to the West's position in the CSCE process. I
am grateful to Mr. Haase for expressing it so
clearly in his report. Unless our policy is co-
ordinated with the policy of the United States
and unless the West remains firm, it will be
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absolutely impossible to initiate a process of
d6tente because that would endanger security
and also because the Soviet Union would no
longer be interested in detente and could
continue its pursuit of hegemony.
A few weeks ago I and some of the people here
present were able to talk to a delegation from the
Supreme Soviet visiting Bonn. What Mr.
Simyatin, the representative of the Central Com-
mittee, said on that occasion was so clear and
unequivocal that the only proper response, given
by one of our delegates, was this: " Mr. Simyatin,I wonder how you would talk to us if we were
not allies of the United States! " I feel that was
a most revealing remark, showing how much the
security of the West depends on our being uni-
fied.
The same applies to the internal disputes in
our countries, because there is always a fifth
column 
- 
to use a term from the Spanish civil
war 
- 
representing soviet interests in our coun-
tries. In this respect there is no equality of
opportunity, since, conversely, specific interests
cannot be defended in the communist countries.
I am also very grateful to Mr. Haase for
stressing that our actiyities with respect to the
SDI should be co-ordinated with rhe United
States. I have a quite specific personal interest
in this, because I know that the Soviet Union
has long been carrying out military research and
conducting military experiments in space. It
was over my constituency in southern Lower
Bavaria that that famous first use of a killer
satellite to eliminate another satellite took place
in large-scale Soviet maneuvres. So we know
what we are talking about.
I am grateful to Mr. Bianco for emphasising
that the debate on the arms build-up, on
Pershing missiles, has in fact assisted the process
of d6tente: when the Soviet Union saw the deter-
mination of the western countries, it was
prepared to return to the negotiating table.
Finally, I should like to see the parliamen-
tarians in this Assembly, who represent the
member states of Western European LInion,
becoming even more conscious of their value in
co-operation with the United States when it
comes to maintaining European positions with a
view to the further development of policy on our
security and on d6tente. If that is the conclu-
sion we draw ten years after Helsinki, we are on
the right track.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. Lagorce.
Mr. LAGORCE (France) (Translation).
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, in his
very detailed, full and clear report, which I
approve without reservation, Mr. Haase goes
back over what has happened in Europe in the
ten years now coming to an end and describes
the disturbing limits and exciting hopes of those
paradoxical events.
In the draft recommendation he tells us, on
the one hand, that the Helsinki final act is the
charter for any reduction of tension in Europe 
-
and therefore essential to the world 
- 
and, on the
other, that its principles are still far from being
implemented. In other words we planned
d6tente but have not been able to put it into
effect. There is the basic paradox.
The truth of this statement is evident. Too
little progress has been made. It is also certain
that in this crucial field, we have to move from
words to deeds or, if I may put it this way, from
the ideal to the real as quickly and as effectively
as possible. The report makes it abundantly
clear that the task is diflicult and complex and at
the same time affirms the need for commitment
and the obligation to succeed.
In this case the truth is a truism. Whilst not
forgetting the dozens of what are coyly called
* regional " conflicts, the major world problem is
the East-West dichotomy, i.e. the different way
the Soviet Union and the United States look at
their own and each other's security and their
apprehension about the resources the other
already has or is planning to acquire to imperil
that security. That is the main fact about the
gap between reality and the Helsinki principles.
Everyone, here and elsewhere, knows this, just
as we all know the uncomfortable position of
Europe which, in the awful event of a third
world conflict, would be the inevitable battle-field. These further truths threaten us and at
the same time fill our minds. But it would be a
disaster were they to paralyse us. We have to
fight despair however it shows itself in order to
make conflict more remote and to encourage all
useful dialogue between the countries concerned
without, at the same time, leaving the western
camp to which, for reasons of sentiment and
advantage, we belong. It is vital that we
should, actively and effectively, follow this road
mapped out by Mr. Haase to international stabi-
lity, to security for all and therefore, to peace.
This concerted action is necessary even if
differences still divide our countries and the
members of our alliance.
To quote Mr. Haase once again, one of the
surest contributions to d6tente and world peace
is understanding and concerted action in Europe
and more particularly understanding between
the seven countries of WEU.
In spite of regrettable, almost legitimate and
unavoidable but minor intra-European differ-
ences and in the face of the danger of a world
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war which would inevitably destroy our coun-
tries, we have to give reality to the union of our
countries, which history has already united, to
the defence of identical values and to the
upholding of the same desire for peace.
The report makes the point that these differ-
ences should not be such as to prevent the
represenktives of the seven member states from
meeting at the appropriate level and in the
framework of WEU in order to try to oyercome
them and to present, in our relations with our
American allies and those other Europeans, the
Russians, the highest possible degree of unity
in support of the essential requirements of secu-
rity in Europe, one of the guarantees of world
peace.
There is no question, ofcourse, ofgoing back
on the Canossa or Munich alliances or of sacri-
ficing our friendships or our interests. Western
Europe has to proclaim through WEU the conti-
nuity, importance and political, economic, cul-
tural, financial and military strength of a united,
mutually-supportive and independent Europe
that is neither aggressive nor compliant, and
bring to bear the real weight of a Europe deter-
mined and able to voice its opinion and at the
same time to understand the legitimate ideas
and positions of the Americans and the Russians
without yielding to those features of either that
may or mrght be too self-centred or dangerous.
For this to be, Europe has to be morally and
politically united. None of our countries on its
own can reach the necessary level. What I
would call our family disagreements have so far
prevented us from raising our natural solidarity
to the level of these essential requirements.
They will not go away by magrc. We have to
bear with them and strive to bring them if not
completely then at least sufliciently under
control to achieve the great goal ofpeace.
We have to strive for speedier success in
achieving practical unity in the day-to-day inter-
national situation so that, together, we may
improve East-West relations in accordance with
the principles of the Helsinki final act and in
preparation for the gradual construction at the
earliest possible date of the North-South axis
whose successful realisation is imposed upon us
by the same basic necessity.
Using the various means set out so realisti-
cally by Mr. Haase we have to do all we can to
bring about this essential transition from words
to deeds, from wishes to action and from prin-
ciples to reality. The Helsinki final act is not a
fairy tale. In the interest of the world it is the
duty of Europe, and WEU in particular, to
further the practical implementation of the final
act during the next ten years.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The Assembly will recall
that in replying to the point of order raised by
Mr. Jessel the presidency undertook to look into
the possibility of bringing fbrward the report
from the Committee on Rules of Procedure, of
which Mr. Jessel is Rapporteur.
I propose that the report be considered imme-
diately after the speech by Baroness Young and
replies to questions this afternoon. Thereafter
we shall return to any of this morning's orders of
the day which have not been disposed of.
It is understood, however, that we shall end
this afternoon's sitting at 6 p.m.
I call Lord Reay.
Lord REAY (United Kingdom). 
- 
The report
was passed by the committee u/ithout any great
enthusiasm. Those abstaining were only one
fewer than those voting in favour. My main
criticism is that insufficient weight is given to
the importance of the need to respect human
rights 
- 
the old Basket III at Helsinki.
The first recommendation in the report deals
with the first two baskets 
- 
anns control and
security 
- 
but makes no mention of human
rights, which is relegated to the second recom-
mendation, on a level equal with six other gen-
eral principles. Similarly, the last recommen-
dation, paragraph4, expresses a desire for
another declaration on the non-use of force,
which is a Soviet proposal, without balancing
this by asking for a declaration on human
rights. I have tabled an amendment to intro-
duce a request for such a declaration.
The report seems to reveal an erosion in the
western position on human rights. That ero-
sion is to be seen also in the world outside.
Originally, the West agreed to enter the CSCE
talks at Helsinki only becauge the question of
human rights was to be included. Now human
rights have to be separated from arms control
and security matters and are being discussed in
Ottawa while the others are being discussed in
Stockholm. The communist r6gimes do not
want to discuss human rights, although they
want to discuss arms control and security, where
they can feel that they may be able to gain
something. They do not feel that they can gain
from any discussion of human rights.
This compliance by the West in an erosion of
its previous position on human rights has been
accompanied, not unsurprisingly, by a deterio-
riation in communist countries of respect for
freedom. In the Soviet Union almost all those
who announced that they would monitor the
Helsinki agreement have been either impris-
oned or exiled, which is an eloquent commentary
on the disrespect that the Soviet Union is
capable of showing for international treaties.
Very few exit visas are granted by the Soviet
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Union. Dissent has been virtually silenced by
oppression.
It is true that the following words are included
in the draft recommendation as paragraph (rrr)
of the preamble:
" Considering that in many cases in Eastern
Europe human rights have not been respected
and that this has not facilitated efforts for
peace; "
That is, of course, an understatement. The vio-
lation of human rights and freedoms is systema-
tically practised by communist r6gimes.
Indeed, it is the foundation on which the Soviet
empire is and perhaps has to be based.
Soviet expansionism is only an extension of
Soviet imperialism, which is based on oppres-
sion. It is this expansionism which is the root
cause of tension in the world between East and
West. It is an illusion to suppose that there can
ever be d6tente or peaceful coexistence or,
indeed, even a stable military balance between
East and West as long as the Soviet Union and
the satellite countries of its empire base their
political power at home on ever-severer repres-
sion and on constant dreams of expansion
abroad. I agree with the Rapporteur that we
should maintain trade and other exchanges. I
think that lack of contact between East and West
is much more dangerous than contact, but not at
the price of silent acquiescence in the crimes and
cruelties practised on other peoples by Soviet
imperialists and their agents, whether in Poland,
Afghanistan or Cambodia.
For these reasons, I shall seek to introduce the
amendment to which I referred, which asks that
any agreement at Stockholm on the non-use of
force, as requested in paragraph 4, should be
linked to an agreement in Ottawa on the need to
confirm respect for human rights. That would
help to prevent human rights from being pushed
offthe stage entirely, as is happening today, and
was, I believe, put forward as a proposal by the
Swiss Government in Stockholm. It would also
serve as a reminder that human rights and secu-
rity cannot be separated.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Sir Frederic Ben-
nett.
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom). 
-
Lord Reay rightly pointed out that there was a
lack of enthusiasm about this report. That is
because there is in many respects a lack of reality
about it. I was one of those who abstained
then, and I shall certainly abstain today. I
could not vote against such a report, because it
puts forward a number of good proposals, but I
cannot vote for a report that lacks realism about
the world as it is as opposed to what we should
like it to be.
It is worth recalling that it is not only ten years
after Helsinki but forty years after our so-called
victory. I felt, in conscience, unable to attend
any of the victory celebrations. As one who, as
a young man, took an active part in the last war,I thought that we were fighting to end tyranny
and oppression in Europe and to restore the
freedom and sovereignty ofthose countries that
were being either attacked or repressed by Nazi
Germany and at that time, so far as Poland was
concerned, the Soviet Union, which was then a
partner in crime and only subsequently became
a reluctant ally when it was attacked. Now,
forty years after our so-called victory and all that
we suffered in the last war, including millions of
Russians and all the rest, and after so many
sacrifices, we have ended up seeing one oppres-
sive tyranny in Europe being replaced by
another, even larger and more dangerous. As
an ex-soldier, I find it diftcult to find anything
satisfactory atout that in terms of a victory.
It is also not only ten years after Helsinki but
forty years after Yalta. Today we see the result
of Yalta. Large areas of Europe that previously
were free are now occupied virtually indefinitely
by the country supposed to be joining us in our
efforts to restore freedom and territorial integrity
within Europe. I do not see much to comme-
morate about that.
Going through the three items, there is no
evidence that human rights in the Soviet Union
are any better now than they were ten years ago
and that Helsinki has had any beneficial effect.I still get as many representations as I did ten
years ago about the treatment of the Jewish and
other religious and ethnic minorities in the
Soviet Union. In some respects, I get more.
The provisions in the Helsinki final act on
non-interference in the internal affairs of other
states have been flagrantly breached in the past
ten years, and they are being flagrantly breached
today. If the aggression against Afghanistan
and indulgence in genocide against a neighbour
are not interference in the internal affairs of
another state, it would be hard to define what is.
In South-East Asia we have a Soviet-backed
tyranny in Vietnam seeking to establish a system
not only for itself but in aggression against
Cambodia. In Africa, South Yemen, Ethiopia,
Angola and Mozambique, Soviet imperialism
continues on its march, using Cuban merce-
naries to perpetuate and further its expansionist
aims. Is that anything much to commemorate
ten years after Helsinki? There are now more
instances of gross Soviet interference in the
internal affairs of other states than there were
ten years ago.
All I can say about the provisions hoping for
disarmament is that with conventional arms,
nuclear weapons and chemical warfare, the
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Soviet Union has pursued an endless and
continuing stance in favour of increasing each
element within its armoury. I would ask those
who suggest that we should set an example by
unilateral disarmament to look at what has
happened in the context of chemical warfare.
There are no grounds for euphoria. The
latest bout of euphoria is that Mr. Gorbachev,
who has a charming wife, has taken over the
leadership in Russia and that that in itself,
because she smiles and wears a fur coat and pre-
fers looking at the crown jewels to seeing Karl
Marx's tomb, is some reason to believe that
better times lie ahead. There is some evidence
that it may be dangerous for a much younger
man to take oflice because Mr. Gorbachev does
not remember what many of us in this room
remember 
- 
the last war and the agonies caused
by aggressive imperialism. He has no such
memories. I do not frnd the fact that he is a
much younger man of itself encouraging.
We make the mistake over and over again in
the West 
- 
we want peace and security so much
that we cling at any straw that we think willjustifu our belief that we are accomplishing our
aims. Whoever takes over in the Soviet Union,
that tyranny, like all other totalitarian systems,
will have a momentum of its own. It cannot
stand still or it will fall. That, the Soviet
leaders, I know, have no intention of allowing.
To imagine that at some stage a totalitarian
system that lives by oppression will change its
spots and conform with the Helsinki provisions
is a grotesque fantasy.
(Mr. Reddemann, Vice-President of the Assem-
bly, took the Chair)
The PRESIDENT. - I call Mr. Hill.
Mr. HILL (United Kingdom). - We should
liken the present position between the East and
the West as a global poker game. Anyone who
has played poker knows that it is dangerous to
give one's opponent sight of one's cards. Russia
plays the game to its own rules. It keeps its
cards well hidden. We, on the other hand, are
dealing with democratic media and people who
believe that there is no harm in the Russian
bear, and we lay our cards completely on the
table. We have freedom of expression and
debate. In my country, the Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament has complete freedom of
expression and can march through the City of
London to express its views. We are beginning
to lose the global poker game.
There is an English expression that I hope the
Rapporteur has heard. I shall explain it to him
if he has not. It is * to use a sprat to catch a
mackerel ". A sprat is a small fish. A macke-
rel is an acceptable fish for the table. In all the
various detentes, agreements and getting toge-
ther of people who wish to find a solution, the
Russians have always adopted a policy of using a
sprat to catch a mackerel.
As previous speakers have said, the smiling
face of mother Russia is even more hideous than
that of Stalin. We in London were bowled over
by Mr. Gorbachev and his very attractive wife.
The media almost gave them Hollywood treat-
ment. My Prime Minister has said that she can
do business with Mr. Gorbachev. By that she
meant trade. She does not mean that she would
in any way desert President Reagan and United
States policies.
We are talking about the Helsinki agtree-
ment. Shall we be sitting here in another ten
years talking about the failure of human rights
and hoping that we shall get another sprat if we
use a mackerel? That may well be the case.
None of the dialogues is based on trust. Each
side of the table has a different expectation.
Most of the dialogue that is revealed to the
public is based on suspicion alone. There
seems to be no way in which to impress our
USSR colleagues that we are sitting down in
complete trust. European politicians, perhaps
over-civilised in many cases and over-democra-
tised, are prepared to believe good of anyone
without any proof. Any USSR fellow travellers
will know what I mean. I have no doubt that
human rights have not improved.
There is no doubt that President Reagan's
statement about the SDI and his well-forecasted
landslide victory in November 1984 made the
Russians anxious to get back to the table. After
all, for nearly ten years they have been experi-
menting with SDI and have made practically no
progress. Suddenly, they sirw research and
development taking off on something with
which they had failed. That caused a shiver of
suspicion and of fear that perhaps they were
going to lose the lead in star wars development.
I tabled an early-day motion in my House of
Commons. I hope that many members in other
parliaments will do the same to give some guid-
ance to those who want to alert their fellow
parliamentarians. Myearly-day motion stated:
" That this House continues to support Presi-
dent Reagan's strategic defonce initiative as
the only viable alternative to world peace not
based on a strategy of mutually assured
destruction; notes the staternent by President
Reagan's Scientific Adviser, Dr. Keyworth,
that within three years development could be
completed of a ground-based laser weapon
unaffected by normal atmospheric interference
and capable of destroying a ballistic missile in
launch phase; emphasises the potential tech-
nological advantages to Eurrope of participa-
tion in strategic defence initiative research;
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accepts France's misgivings that, unless there
is co-ordination in Europe's approach to stra-
tegic defence initiative research, there is a
danger that United Kingdom industries may
fail to reap the real long-term technological
benefits; and therefore calls on the Secretary of
State for Defence to take full advantage of his
membership of the Ministerial Council of
Western European Union actively to promote
in full consultation with the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation a united European posi-
tion on the research contracts using the machi-
nery of Western European Union with its
long-established expertise in European defence
affairs. "
When the Rapporteur mentions space research
in paragraph 3 (c), he was naturally including the
space platform. There is another interesting
aspect ofresearch in space. French and British
members remember our co-operation on the
wonderful Concorde aircraft. Many nations
benefited from its spin-off 
- 
the new metal, the
first Mach 2 flight. Other people have enjoyed
those spin-offs without paying a penny. There
will be similar spin-offs from the $27 billion
research programme.
I believe that the Rapporteur had the feeling
wrong in his report when he said in paragraph29
that President Reagan had advocated the des-
truction of any ballistic missile in flight towards
United States territory... to ensure protection of
American territory. I do not believe that that
was the theme. President Reagan has already
offered European participation and a balanced
defence mechanism if research goes the way we
all believe it will. We must stop thinking thar
President Reagan or future United States presi-
dents will not protect Europe as hard as they can
with our co-operation through NATO and espe-
cially through WEU.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. Cavaliere.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
-
Mr. President, ladies and Gentlemen, I can
agree generally with the report and the draft
recommendation presented by Mr. Haase. But
I am not very enthusiastic about the results said
to have been achieved over the ten years since
the Helsinki final act was signed nor am I opti-
mistic about future development and results.
The desired increases in trade and cultural rela-
tions, and Stockholm, Vienna and Geneva
lvould have taken place in any case, without
Helsinki; and I recall that meetings had started
even before the final act. These are all things
which are bound to happen between blocs and
states.
I believe, therefore, that we should take a
realistic look at the results of these ten years
without counting as results events which are the
natural consequence of the development of rela-
tions between the blocs and the nations.
What have we had? Which of the Helsinki
baskets has really been implemented and respec-
ted? If I have to list what has happened in fact,I have to say bitterly that the answer is
" Nothing ". Indeed, when I think of Afgha-
nistan, Poland, the Soviet Union's aggressivepolicy and the restriction of the internal
sovereignty of countries throughout the world, I
am bound to say that the Soviet Union has
perhaps sought to profit from the good faith and
the hopes which other countries nourished after
the signature of the Helsinki final act, but that
nothing positive has been achieved. When I
think of the massacres and genocide which have
taken place and are continuing in Afghanistan I
have to say that to harbour illusions or to be
enthusiastic about the ten years since the
Helsinki final act is folly and ignores the
facts. I wonder whether we may not be partly
responsible, not in the sense that we have
collaborated and allowed these things to happen,
but in the sense that we have done nothing to
stop them. I remember the hopes which we
raised in the Afghan resistance here in this
Assembly, with our declarations and recommen-
dations and elsewhere at meetings with represen-
tatives of the Afghan resistance; today we have
stopped talking about this, and in consequence
we have in fact become accessories. I cannot
accept the line taken as regards respect for
human rights in either the draft recommend-
ation or the report, out of concern that it mlght
constitute interference in the internal affairs of
countries where human rights are of no account.
Reference is made to this problem in the final
draft only and I hope that the Assembly will
approve Lord Reay's amendment to remedy this
unfortunate omission.
But what has happened as regards respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms? Per-
haps what the Rapporteur hints at in para-
graph 84 where he says that it seems that since
the Helsinki final act there has been some
improvement in respect for human rights in the
Warsaw Pact countries or in countries ruled by a
dictatorship which signed the Helsinki final
act, I think quite the opposite because the
Helsinki final act, the Helsinki spirit raised so
many hopes and encouraged dissent. I shouldjust like to mention Charter 77. Well, what has
happened? The dissent which revived and
spread to the various eastern countries with the
hope that the signatories of the final act would
implement the commitment of the third basket
has been met by more violent repression than
ever; and we who with our tolerant attitude have
helped to make relations even worse, are acces-
sories to the killing of dissent.
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We did do much for Poland, we were so
enthusiastic about Solidarity, but we have done
nothing since. War cannot of course be decla-
red because human rights are trampled on and
dissent is cruelly repressed, but if we want East-
West relations to improve some firmness is
essential and the countries of Europe and the
free world, including the United States and
Canada, must agree on their approach and on a
political line to be taken towards the Soviet
Union and all the Warsaw Pact countries. The
Soviet Union's aim is to split the European
countries from the United States and Canada.
We must not lend ourselves to that. If we
respond to Soviet aggression and behaviour with
competition between countries to purchase or
sell particular products or to obtain economic
and commercial advantages, we shall have failed
completely and we shall be able to say that
Helsinki unfortunately means nothing and will
mean less and less as time passes.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. de Vries.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands). 
- 
With your
permission, Mr. President, I will use the English
and Dutch languages.
I should like to start on the report by quoting
from a recent book written by an American ana-
lyst named Stanley R. Sloan on " NATO's
future ".
Mr. Sloan observes in his book:
* Through a new western policy of active
engagement, the NATO countries could pro-
vide defences that deter Soviet aggression and
deny Moscow special political advantage,
while at the same time encouraging good
neighbourly relations. But it remains an
open question whether the United States and
its allies can renew their consensus on how
high or thick the protective wall needs to be
and where the gate for East-West co-operation
and arms control should be constructed. "
(The speaker continued in Dutch)
(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, it seems to me
that Mr. Sloan has put his finger on a sore spot
in western defence policy. In the past we man-
aged, with geat difficulty, to reach some kind of
consensus in our ideas about what should be
done to ensure security in Europe.
ln 1967, the allies reached agreement on the
Harmel report which stated, for the first time,
that defence and d6tente belonged together and
were indissociable, not contradictory but com-
plementary. The question is whether we, in the
West, have been able to make productive
use of this concept. True enough, Helsinki was
one attempt to frll in the dEtente chapter of rela-
tions with the eastern bloc. The Helsinki final
act is also concerned with security problems but,
to my mind, it is only recently that security in
the military sense can be said to be receiving any
attention.
Have we achieved any results?
My view is that those of us who have said that
Helsinki supplies no ready-made solutions are
right and I also think that those who were
hoping and believing, at the time, that Helsinki
would be the answer to all the pnoblems dividing
East and West based their expectations on
completely false premises.
There is no way, Mr. President, that detente
between the East and West can be anything but a
long and difficult process. The question is
whether we in the West will be able to pursue a
policy enabling us to preserve our security and
freedom while continuing at one and the same
time to hold out the hand of constructive co-
operation to the peoples of Eastern Europe. It
seems to me that it is to this task that we are
summoned by our Rapporteurn whom I would
like to congmtulate on his report.
With hindsight, I feel it would have been wiser
not to make a selection from the ten principles
of the Helsinki final act in the recommendation,
but to have listed them all. In paragraph 2, the
Rapporteur sets out seven principles, but there
were ten. It was also agreed in Helsinki at the
time that these principles should be pursued and
implemented in mutual collaboration.
It would seem to me unwise to make a selec-
tion now, when Helsinki is going to keep us busy
for many years to come. At the same time we
are faced with the problem of defining what we
want for the future. The results so far are not
impressive 
- 
none of us can be satisfied on that
score 
- 
but the question is: how do we continue
the process?
Some members have rightly drawn attention
to a period that came long before Helsinki but
could be described as one reason for the neces-
sity of Helsinki. They were referring to the
second world war. As someone not involved in
that war, it seems to me very important to take
account of what took place during and also
before that period. I think Mr. Muller is right
when he says that many people made mistakes
in Europe. With the privilege of hindsight I
find it easy to agree with him. What happened
in Munich was, of course, a mistake. I am
thinking of Chamberlain's attitude. Stalin and
Hitler were wrong, too, to sign a treaty with each
other. Communists in France and in Italy pro-
bably did not always get it right, either, but the
real problem of the second world war - which I
am of course quite willing to link with the first
world war 
- 
was that we in Western Europe saw
a power developing that tried to trample every-
thing we now term * western values " underfoot.
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When we speak today about the Helsinki final
act and western values, let us, in any case, have
the courage 
- 
even when we look towards
Eastern Europe, where we find much to dislike 
-
to recognise that less than forty years ago a form
of barbarism without precedent in the history of
the world arose in our own western civilisa-
tion. I believe that it is only by recognising
these facts, which we all have to live with in our
own way, that we shall be able to shape a ratio-
nal policy for the future.
It will not be easy. As Sir Frederic Bennett
pointed out, all kinds ofthings happened: there
was Yalta, there was Tehran, Potsdam and
much more besides. Clearly it would be wrong
to say that one side wanted the division and the
other did not. For example, there are some
very interesting pre-Yalta comments by
Mr. Churchill to be found in the history books
on the subject of the division of Europe, but that
is not, in itself, particularly relevant. In my
view, after the second world war, the division of
Europe was regarded as an almost unavoidable
necessity by all those trying to bring the war to
an end. What we have to attempt as regards
Helsinki is to discover whether this division is
becoming less significant.
I think it would be wrong, for example, in this
process of d6tente, to aim for a reunified Ger-
many appearing as a single country, without
having reg;ard to the need for security that exists
in both West and East.
kt us be realistic. I believe we shall be need-
ing walls and boundaries separating East from
West for a long time to come. Perhaps the only
thing we can achieve, by operating a sensible
defence and d6tente policy, is to make these
boundaries less relevant in the long term, both
to us and to other people in the world, and parti-
cularly in Eastern Europe, without sacrificing
our concepts offreedom and security.
If we move in this direction and recognise the
need to secure our own defence we may arrive at
the conditions necessary for real d6tente, bearingin mind 
- 
I repeat, even after Lord Reay's
remarks 
- 
all the principles of the Helsinki final
act, now and for a long time to come.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. Kittelmann.
Mr. KITTELMANN (Federal Republic of Ger-
many) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, I-adies
and Gentlemen, if I may say this to Sir Frederic
Bennett and Mr. Cavaliere, I believe today's
debate has demonstrated something positive
that is of common importance to us all for the
future. In the analysis of East-West relations
and above all relations with the eastern bloc
countries, we are more or less agreed despite our
party political affiliations. This is not always
the case in bodies outside WEU.
Ten years have now passed since Helsinki.
Nowadays ten years is not as long a period as it
may have been in previous historical eras. To
be critical 
- 
and I take the liberty of repeating
what other speakers may have said before me 
-
very few of the Helsinki resolutions have been
implemented in the last ten years, apart from the
West's constant willingness to emphasise what
we want and what we expect. The Soviet
Union has almost achieved its three objectives,
the first being recognition of its post-war
conquests and the second the erosion of the
alliance between the free countries of Europe
and the United States. We need only read the
newspaper every day to know from the debates
of the last few years that the Soviet Union has
been extremely successful in this respect. Its
third objective is the dissolution of the European
Community and the elimination of the existing
co-operation in many sectors in Europe, and
here again the Soviet Union has been largely
successful. Although human rights were suc-
cessfully made a part of the final act which can
be invoked by people in the socialist countries,
we know that in practice this has met with only
limited success.
Ladies and Gentlemen, we must never forget
that we succumbed to an illusion in Helsinki,
since the system instituted in the Soviet Union
and its satellites, which the Soviet Union itself
calls a dictatorship of the proletariat, is mainly
used to keep control at home and it will repea-
tedly take the offensive in the drive to expand
the present socialist-communist sphere of
influence. My thanks to Mr. Haase for men-
tioning this at the beginning of his statement.It is therefore essential to bear the Soviet
Union's ideology constantly in mind. Hence
the need to make this clear particularly to
younger people, who have little personal expe-
rience of the actual conflict of the post-war
years. We must give examples of, say, the
situation in Poland or Czechoslovakia and
remind people again and again what is happen-
ing in Afghanistan. Even as we speak, hun-
dreds of people are dying somewhere in the
world, a grcat many of them because of Soviet
action, in Afghanistan for example. I say this
because the Soviet Union has managed to begin
a new cold war era in the last few years by
meddling in our decisions in problem areas with
complete disregard for the principle of non-
interference in other countries' internal affairs.I would also remind you of its intervention in
the debate on the NATO twofold decision.
It is normal practice in a democracy to argue
about issues like the NATO twofold decision
which had its supporters and its opponents in
our countries. But the way in which the Soviet
Union has tried to exert pressure on our decision
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has shown that is is prepared to spark offa psy-
chological cold war whose dimensions have
changed and become more dangerous.
I believe we shall be faced with a debate on
the SDI which, to judge by the debate on equi-
valent armament, will include a Soviet attempt
to influence our decision. Groups in our coun-
tries will be persuaded to implement the Soviet
Union's policy here. We must bear all this in
mind.
In our countries there is some primitive anti-
American feeling, not only in small pressure
groups but also in political groups that have
considerable influence in the western democra-
cies. We can only issue a warning against this
tendency. I welcome the report's statement
that Europe cannot separate its defence from
that of the United States. If we realise this and
establish each year that without the United
States we are incapable of defending ourselves
against Soviet expansionism, we must stop
condemning the United States and join with it in
a fairer debate within the Atlantic Alliance. A
fair debate does not mean that the United States
cannot or must not be criticised, just as the
United States criticises us, but we should not doit in the emotional way we so often do now.
This sometimes results in the fronts becoming
inverted, so that certain documents we read in
Europe leave us in doubt as to who is the real
opponent of the western democracies, the Soviet
Union or the United States.
We shall be debating the SDI. It is claimed
in some quarters that we cannot discuss the SDI
because a report has been removed from the
agenda. I do not understand that, because it
can be discussed under this item of the
agenda. Mr. Haase expresses a view on the
SDI in his report, and anyone could have asked
to say something about it and would not have
been prevented from doing so. I say this
because some people have been disappointed
that WEU was not seizing this opportunity to
discuss the SDI. The strategic defence initia-
tive will be the dominant security issue in the
years ahead, and will have a decisive influence
on East-West relations. But as we now see
every day, the relationship between the United
States and Western Europe is also being affected.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I appeal to you as
members of the parliamentary Assembly of
WEU to do what you can, not only here but also
in your national parliaments, to ensure that we
have a fair debate, in which the pros and cons
are weighed up and the SDI is not rejected in a
polemical, aggressive way'at this early stage,
when we know so little about it, in order to
pursue a different policy.
I thank the Rapporteur fof his report, and I
am glad that today's debate has shown that we
are more united on many matters than is some-
times outwardly evident. Thank you.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I call Mr. Johnston.
Mr. JOHNSTON (United Kingdom). 
- |
congratulate Mr. Haase on his report, on the
effort that he put into it, and on his willingness
to find solutions where problems of interpreta-
tion and emphasis arose. That willingness has
reflected itself in the kind of response that he has
had during the debate.
I should like, on behalf of the Liberal Group,
to make a short comment on his report. There
can be no doubt that there is no area where the
ordinary member of the public feels more impo-
tent than the arms race. Where Mr. Haase
remarks that many in the West now consider
that security is as much threatened by the build-
up of nuclear weapons or the prospects of an
extension of defence systems in space as by
Soviet policy, I do not think that he is expressing
his own view 
- 
nor is he expressing mine 
- 
but
he is properly articulating an Opinion that is held
by very many. One hopes for progress at
Geneva, but as one hopes one remembers the
MBFR talks in Vienna, which have laboured for
twelve years without outcome. It is when the
experts fail to break the deadlock in negotiations
that many are understandably driven to perhaps
simplistic impatience. I greatly regret the
failure of the walk in the woods compromise for
which my German colleagtre, Mr.Genscher,
pressed so hard. It would have been a start.
Mr. Haase is right when he refers at various
stages throughout his memorandum to the futi-
lity and danger of escalation. I quote with
approbation paragraph 22 (iii), where he says:
" While moderate nuclear armament by the
two great powers ensured enough mutual
deterrence to guarantee peace, the accumula-
tion of nuclear weapons in no way enhances
deterrence but increases the risk ofaccident or
of someone gambling that a limited nuclear
war is possible. "
The challenge for Europe is to find some way
effectively to contribute to the beginning of the
process ofde-escalation against a background of
past failure and increased conqern.
There seem to me to be two principal areas
where we ought to be able to make progress if we
proceed with determination. First, there is
communication. One cannot fully appreciate
the closed and secretive nature ofSoviet society
unless one goes there. To bc in Moscow is in
many respects for a westerner to be on another
planet. There is no free intrchange of infor-
mation in the way to which we have become
accustomed.
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Mr. Bianco earlier referred to the fact that
many people thought that the Helsinki agree-
ment meant a new page. Mr. Kittelmann said
that perhaps many people expected too much of
Helsinki. I never conceived that there would
be anything other than the slowest and most
cautious change within the Soviet bloc. A totali-
tarian state cannot change in any other way.
Incidentally, to suggest, as some have, that
we should introduce some kind of legal state-
ment saying that they are legally compelled
to do this, that and the next thing is a waste of
time. It is impractical. It will not get us
anywhere. The important thing about Helsinki
was that a dialogue was commenced in an area
in which it had previously been denied that any
problems existed.
Where I feel that the West subsequently made
a mistake was in not pressing strongly to develop
contact. Indeed, we saw a quite marked lessen-
ing in contact. We should seek to develop
contacts at all levels 
- 
cultural and trade. Mr.
Haase also referred to the opportunities and the
need for co-operation in environmental and
ecological areas. We also need educational and
political contacts. Such contacts can do
nothing but good and reduce suspicion and
misunderstanding. As it were, to write the
Ostpolitik of social democrats and free demo-
crats in Germany 
- 
dramatic in its day 
- 
Europe-
wide should be our objective. In the end, for
liberals and democrats, there is no choice but to
talk. Talking does not imply weakness. How-
ever, unless we have more regular contact, I do
not believe that we can manage our differ-
ences. As I have said, that is what d6tente is
about. Again, we must face the fact that many
of these differences are irreconcilable.
I do not believe that any such approach
demonstrates any reduction in concern for
human rights, as was suggested by Lord Reay.
For the Liberal Group, the expansion of
human rights lies at the core of our political
creed. Contact does not imply silent acquies-
cence. Certainly when with David Steel, the
British liberal leader, I met Mr. Ponomarev in
Moscow last year and Mr. Gorbachev in
London this year, the area of human rights was
brought forward forcefully with individual
examples of repressive treatment. We condem-
ned the war in Afghanistan unequivocally. To
do this persistently at all levels must advance
freedom.
Secondly, much greater cohesion is necessary
in the West. Cohesion will always be difficult
in democracies. Indeed, one can argue that
cohesion of thought and democracy are intrinsi-
cally contradictory. But both from our political
standpoints, whether left, centre or right 
- 
which
increasingly overlap national boundaries in
democratic Western Europe - and from our
national standpoints, if these remain pre-
eminent, we must give priority to reaching
common positions and adhering to them.
Europe will not have an effective influence on
the United States unless it acts coherently.
Whatever differences we may have with the
United States at any time 
- 
and we have some 
-
in Mr. Haase's words in paragraph 14, Europe
cannot:
* separate its defence from that of the United
States which alone is capable of guaranteeing
Europe's security in face of Soviet military
strength. It cannot therefore have a policy
towards Eastern Europe which is not con-
certed with that of its American allies. "
Especially when one takes account of the diffe-
rent political complexions of our various
governments, it is not easy; but in the end,
across the political spectrum, it is to the benefit
of all, except perhaps those at the maryins.
It seems to me as a liberal that the basic
perception visible in Mr. Haase's report and set
out in the draft recommendations is that Europe
must play a much fuller part in both East-West
dialogue and West-West dialogue. If we do not,
events will anyway proceed and we shall still be
affected by what happens, but we shall be denied
the major contribution of which we are capable.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
That concludes the list
ofspeakers.
The debate is closed.
I call Mr. Haase.
Mr. HAASE (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, ladies and Gen-
tlemen, I am particularly grateful for the
criticisms I have heard here. I regard them all
as positive, showing as they do that the members
of this Assembly, the members of the national
parliaments, are not blind but fully aware that
the CSCE did not change the world when the
Helsinki final act was adopted, but that its adop-
tion in fact marked the beginning of a slow
process of development, still discernible today.
We now have to decide whether we intend to
continue down this road or to stop here. I
believe those are the options that must be consi-
dered.
Ladies and Gentlemen, our view of Soviet
expansionist ideology can surely not be the only
yardstick of our reactions and attitudes! If we
made it the yardstick, it would bring any kind of
development to an absolute standstill, parti-
cularly in the eastern bloc, with a hardening of
positions and reversion to a situation we once
knew as the cold war. This cannot be, and is
not, in the interests of the Europeans. It is
certainly not in the interests of the peoples, nor
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of the United States. Policy is made by forcing
others to react to ideas which one tries to put
into effect little by little.
I was slightly surprised to hear a number of
reputable conservative members speaking here
in a way that I find puzzling when I consider
that their Foreign Minister undoubtedly shares
the opinion I have outlined in this report. The
fact of the matter is that we are making progxess
towards d6tente little by little. Anyone who
says nothing has changed has not observed the
facts objectively in the last ten years. I think we
should realise what might have happened if the
Solidarity trade union had been formed and
risen in revolt ten years ago. What would have
happened to those people? Would it have been
possible to put the murderers of Father Popie-
luszko on trial? Would it have been possible
for groups based on the CSCE final act to form
in Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union and the
German Democratic Republic? Is that nothing?
It is not a great deal. Many people may have
dreamed of the world changing overnight. But,
I-adies and Gentlemen, we are all practical poli-
ticians. We sit in our parliaments. We know
how difficult it is to move a million, whether in
deutschmarks or sterling or francs, from one
item of the budget to another. That it what
experience has repeatedly shown us in the years
we have sat in our parliaments: it is incredibly
diflicult to effect changes, but it can be done,
and above all it can be done with perseve-
rance. I just wanted to point that out again. I
feel that what has been said here must be consi-
dered in these terms.
The criticisms are right. They are levelled at
those responsible for so little progress having
been made, that is, the Soviet Union. But this
cannot lead to the conclusion that we have to
stop and throw the whole thing overboard as
worthless. That is not the image I wanted to
present 
- 
using a sprat to catch a mackerel 
-
that is certainly not the right image. We should
realise that it takes more than a day, or even ten
years of CSCE to change the world into a para-
dise in which there are no weapons and people
all live together in peace and happiness.
I hope this Assembly will set a good example,
that it will show itself to be largely united and
that the fronts will not harden here to such an
extent that we come to be seen as a model of
confrontation. I think we should bear that in
mind during our debate.
Let me add two more points. Pressure on the
eastern bloc? Of course, but I would be very
interested to know what we are going to use to
exert pressure. Pressure to impose human
rights? All right. What with? In Basket III of
the Helsinki final act we have the lever and the
means to make constant reference to these things
in public, in the United Nations, before the
international community. I have again made
clear reference in my report today to the things
that happen to the Soviet Jews and minorities,
in violation of their human rights.
I also disagree with Mr. Gianotti. Detente is
based on a balance of forces between the two
major blocs. This balance can be achieved only
by maintaining a firm alliance with the United
States. Then detente will indeed be possible,
because we shall have the same forces and the
same orders of magnitude on both sides. We
must ensure that the balance does not shift.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I cannot reply in detail
to every statement that has been made here
today. The President and you would not thank
me for that, because time is getting on. To
conclude, however, I should like, in my capacity
as Rapporteur, to express my thanks for the fair-
ness with which these questions have been
discussed and decided, both in the General
Affairs Committee and here. I should also liketo thank the Chairman of the committee,
Mr. Michel, for his kind support.
I should be grateful if in the vote on this
report we could clearly and distinctly demon-
strate our firmness, coupled with our determi-
nation to pursue the goal of flEtente. I hope I
can count on your support.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Michel.
Mr. MICHEL (Belgium) (Translation). 
-
Mr. President, ladies and Gentlemen, I would
like to thank the Rapporteur for his thorough
work and for his determinedly informative
approach during the period ofpreparation ofthis
report which is on a diflicult subject.
Today it is not a question of commemorating
an anniversary but simply of taking stock, ten
years after, ofthe positive aspects and the disap-
pointments to which the Helsinki final act has
given rise. We are jointly searching our con-
sciences and the two possible attitudes, disap-
pointment or, on the contrary, a positive view,
are not mutually exclusive because it is perfectly
possible to express our disappointment at the
results but to be positive in approving
Mr. Haase's report and in particular the recom-
mendation adopted by the General Affairs
Committee.
The signing of the agreement, regarded at the
time as something of a miracle, raised hopes for
great progress in the cause ofpeace and freedomin Europe and in particular the freedom of
expression of many peoples expecting great
things of the spin-off from the Helsinki final
act. The presence of the united States and
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Canada increased the credibility of an agreement
in which the whole world placed high hopes.
In fact, this did not happen. Politically, there
has been the great disappointment of the war in
Allhanistan when the whole world rightly
accused the Soviet Union of breaking'the most
solemn undertakings contained in the Helsinki
final act. In the matter of human rights, blatant
violations continue to be committed in all the
East European countries, where Poland, after
the events in Hungary and Czechoslovakia, has
been the victim since 1981.
Unquestionably we have to make known our
disappointment but, at the same time, we would
be wrong not to point to a number of positive
aspects stemming from this Helsinki final
act. One example is the striking change in atti-
tude in some countries of Eastern Europe. It
must also be said that the distressing events
observed in some East European countries have
been less serious than might have been feared
had they occurred prior to the solemn signature
of this international treaty. You will argue that
the hope is slender and the consolation slight but
this is a realistic finding that we should all
concede because it unquestionably represents a
step forward in the atmosphere created by the
Helsinki conference.
For these reasons, and speaking not so much
optimistically as realistically, I urge the members
of the Assembly to approve the report and its
preamble.
The role of WEU with regard to the Helsinki
final act is essential. Our Assembly has a duty
to recall the undertakings that were entered
into. Paragraph 2 of the recommendation to
our Council, to which some members have refer-
red, sums up the fears and regrets of some of us
and the great hopes of others wishing to bring
back to mind certain principles that may have
been forgotten. The fact that the committee has
adopted this section proposing that the tenth
anniversary of the Helsinki conference be used
to obtain confirmation by all the signatory
powers of their determination to apply effec-
tively all the principles embodied in the final act
is clear proofthat they have not been applied in
a satisfactory manner.
This appears in the recommendation and,
since the statements by members of the Assem-
bly constitute a reminder of the report that we
approved in the General Affairs Committee, I
hope that those who showed their misgivings by
sylng they would abstain from voting on the
recommendation will think again and join us in
voting for it.
We do not ask the members of the Assembly
to vote with any enthusiasm for a motion which
is necessarily severe and, to some extent, a
record of failure. We have to recognise that the
Helsinki final act has not led on to success in our
relations with the countries of Eastern Europe,
but after recalling these essential principles and
basing our hope on their " effective " applica-
tion, as stated in the recommendation, we canjoin together in a proposal that is realistic and
devoid of illusions and asks all the signatories to
apply - I repeat - more effectively a treaty to
which we are attached.
The text of this treaty seems to me irreplace-
able and no criticism is made of its terms. It
has weakness to the extent that it makes no pro-
vision for monitoring, competent authority or
penalties to bring home to those who violate it
what they are doing. We note these short-
comings but it is with a wish for progress and
improvement in mind that we can approve
Mr. Haase's report and the recommendation he
proposes. I therefore urge members of the
Assembly to take that direction which seems to
me the only possible one because I cannot
imagine how such a recommendation can be
rejected.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The General Affairs
Committee has produced Document 1013 and a
draft recommendation to which four amend-
ments have been tabled. They will be called in
the order in which they relate to the text:
Amendments 2, 4, I and 3. If Amendment I is
carried, I cannot call Amendment 3.
I call Mr. Lagorce to support Amendment 2
which reads:
2. After paragraph (viii) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, add a new paragraph:
" Considering that WEU's action should allow
the CSCE process to be strengthened and in
particular the views of the European pillar of
the alliance to be heard at the Stockholm
conference on disarmament in Europe; ".
Mr. LAGORCE (France) (Translation). 
-
The purpose of Amendment 2 is to spell out the
r6le of WEU. This requires a reference both to
the Conference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe and the Stockholm conference because
these, more than others, involve not only the
two great powers but also all the European
countries. Furthermore, Mr. Haase develops
this idea in his explanatory memorandum.
This seems to me sufficiently important to war-
rant its inclusion in the preamble to the draft
recommendation.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Does anyone wish to
oppose the amendment?...
If not, I shall now put it to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and
standing)
Amendment 2 is agreed to.
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We now come to Amendment 4 tabled by Sir
Frederic Bennett:
4. In the draft recommendation proper, at the
end of paragraph 2(d), add 'tyith immediate
application to Afghanistan ".
I call Lord Reay.
Lord REAY (United Kingdom). 
- 
It is also
tabled in my name, Mr. President, and I shall
speak to it.
As the amendment may not have been circu-
lated to members, perhaps I can read what it
says. It seeks to add to sub-paragraph (d) to
paragraph 2 of the recommendation proper the
words * with immediate application to Afgha-
nistan ". The sub-paragraph would then read:
" non-interference in the internal affairs of
another state with immediate application to
A&hanistan ".
We felt that there should be some reference in
the resolution to Afghanistan if our discussions
on the need to respect human rights in an East-
West context, as well as the need to respect the
principle of non-interference in another state's
affairs, were to have any meaning.
At present in Afghanistan one of the gxeatest
crimes of this century is being carried out 
-
greater than anything since the days of Hitler
and Stalin. A quarter to a third of the popula-
tion have fled from the country and two-thirds
have fled from their homes. A deliberate policy
of unbelievable cruelty and lack of restraint is
being pursued against the people of Afghanistan
by Soviet troops in an attempt to get control of a
previously independent country for a puppet
Marxist r6gime.
Atrocities on the scale of Lidice, My Lai and
Oradour are being carried out every day. There
is a policy of the extermination of villages and
villagers, of terrorism by means of butterlly
bombs and of starvation through the mass
destruction of crops. The evidence for that is
available in United Nations reports. Moreover,
far from expecting improvements, we hear only
of the likelihood of the Soviet Union being
obliged to increase the number of its troops,
from their present level of 120,000, in order to
effect the subjugation of that country. The
Soviet Union should withdraw from Afgha-
nistan and restore that country's independence,
and we should make it plain that we think so.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands). 
- 
On a point of
order, Mr. President, I have gone outside twice
during the debate to see whether any amend-
ments were tabled. On the first occasion I
picked up one, but only thirty seconds ago I
picked up another three. I now understand that
there is another one. What kind of procedures
do we have?
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I think that the amend-
ment is in order.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands). 
- 
How can we
consider an amendment if the text is not
available?
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The text is available and
there is no timeJimit for the tabling of amend-
ments.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands). 
- 
I understand
that, Mr. President, but it is rather troublesome
if, thirty seconds after I have been to the table to
look at amendments, I come into the hall and
another amendment is being pnesented orally.
I think that we should review that kind of
procedure. We have agreed that reports should
be available for study fourtgen days before a
session. Now, even during the voting, we do
not have the text of amendments. This is a
ridiculous procedure.
Mr. HARDY (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
Further to
the point of order, Mr. President. Mr. de Vries
has spoken of seconds. May I speak of
minutes? I have been in the chamber forty-five
minutes and I was not aware of some of the
amendments that have recently been tabled. I
am sure that Mr. de Vries would wish to be as
helpful as I am. It may be that the rules of the
Assembly allow such an absurd procedure to
apply, but I hope that at least the Chair will say
that this matter will be considered by the
appropriate committee so that such an absurdity
will not recur.
I also suggest, however, that, as the report is
important, we should not have amendments that
the majority of members have not seen blocking
our consideration of an important report. If
people have submitted amendtrnents, although it
may be within the rules, within the last few
minutes, perhaps they could at least consider
withdrawing them in the iuterests of seeing
general progress made.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I understand the opi-
nions of Mr. de Vries and Mr. Hardy. I think
that we shall adjourn the sitting and continue the
vote at 3 p.m.
5, Date, time and orders of the day
of the n*t sitting
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I propose that the
Assembly hold its next public sitting this after-
noon at 3 p.m. with the following orders of the
day:
l. East-West relations ten years after
Helsinki final act (Resurned vote on
the
the
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draft recommendation, Document 1013
and amendments).
2. Address by Baroness Young, Minister of
State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs of the United Kingdom.
3. Cyprus and European security (Presenta-
tion of and debate on the report of the
General Affairs Committee and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document 1008
and amendments).
4. Military use of computers 
- 
reply to the
thirtieth annual report of the Council
(Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Committee on Scientific, Technological
and Aerospace Questions and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document 1007
and amendment).
5. Revision and interpretation of the Rules of
Procedure 
- 
Terms of reference of the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments
(Presentation ofand debate on the report of
the Committee on Rules of Procedure and
Privileges and vote on the draft resolution,
Document 1020).
Are there any objections?...
The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.
Does anyone wish to speak?...
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 12. 45 p.m.)
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THIRD SITTING
Tuesday, 2lst May 1985
Suuuenv
1. Adoption of the minutes.
2. Attendance register.
Speakers (points of order): Mr. Atkinson, Mrs. Knight.
3. East-West relations ten years after the Helsinki final act
(Resumed vote on the draft recommendation, Doc. 1013
and amendments).
Speakers: lord Reay, Mr. Haase, Iord Reay, Mr. lagorce,
Mr. Haase, Mr. Cifarelli.
4. Address by Baroness Young Minister of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom.
Replies by Baroness Young to questions put by: Sir Dudley
Smith, Mr. Pignion, Mr. Cifarelli, Mr. de Vries, Mr. Wil-
kinson, Lord Reay, Sir Geofkey Finsberg, Mr. Gianotti,
Mr. Hardy, Mr. Scheer, Mr. De Decker, Mr. Rubbi.
5. Cyprus and European security (Presentation ofand debate
on the report of the General Afairs Committee and vote on
the draft recommendation, Doc. 1008 and amendments).
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The sitting
is open.
1. Adoptbn of the minutes
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - In accor-
dance with Rule 2l of the Rules of Procedure,
the minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?...
The minutes are agreed to.
2. Attendance register
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The names
of the substitutes attending this sitting which
have been notified to the President will be
published with the list of representatives appen-
ded to the minutes of proceedings r.
Bearing in mind the delay in our delibera-
tions, I suggest to the Assembly that under
Speakers: Sir Frederic Bennett (Rapponeur), Sir Geoffrey
Finsberg, Mr. lagorce, Sir Dudley Smith, Mr. Hardy,
Mr. Cavaliere, Mr. Rubbi, Mr. Cox, Mr. Corrie,
Mr. Michel, Sir Frederic Bennett (Rapporteur),
Mr. Rubbi, Sir Geoftey Finsberg, Sir Frederic Bennett,
Mr. Cavaliere, Mr. Corrie, Sir Frederic Bennett,
Mr. Cavaliere, Mr. Michel, Mr. Rubbi, Sir Geoffrey Fins-
berg; Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Pignion, Sir Geoffrey
Finsberg, Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Pignion, Mr. Rubbi,
Mr. Corrie, Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Rubbi (explanation
of vote), Mr. Inan (Observer from Turkey).
6. Revision and interpretation of the Rules of Procedure -
Terms of reference of the Committee for Relations with
Parliaments (Presentation of the report of the Committee
on Rules of Procedure and Privileges, Doc. 1 020).
Speaker: Mr. Jessel (Rapporteur).
7. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.
Rule 33 of the Rules of Procedure the time
allowed to speakers, with the exception of
committee chairmen and rapporteurs, should be
limited to five minutes in all the debates.
I remind you that, under the same rule, the
Assembly has to vote on this proposal without
debate.
Is there any opposition?...
The proposal is agreed to.
In accordance with the memorandum on the
Assembly's conditions of work, I invite you to
confirrn the rule that speakers put their names
down and that amendments be tabled before the
end of the sitting preceding the opening of the
debate. I would point out that we adopted this
procedure at the previous session and it proved
satisfactory to all members.
The orders of the day which we have before
us cover a number of points to which I wish to
refer briefly.
I remind you of the decision that we should
first of all finish discussing Mr. Haase's report.
We shall then be addressed by Baroness
Young, Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom,
The sitting was opened at 3 p.m. with Mr. Caro, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
1. See page 24.
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to be followed by the report on Cyprus presen-
ted by Sir Frederic Bennett. Last will come the
discussion on the military use of computers 
-
reply to the thirtieth annual report of the
Council.
It was also decided this morning that we
should arrange to hear at least the presentation
of Mr. Jessel's report on behalf of the Committee
on Rules of Procedure and Privileges. I must
make it clear, as I promised Mr. Jessel, that this
order of the day will be dealt with as time per-
mits before the sitting is closed punctually
at 6 p.m.
In these circumstances, consideration of the
report on the military use of computers will,
with Mr. Fourr6's kind consent, be deferred to
tomorrow morning's sitting. So that the sitting
can proceed normally, I suggest to the Assembly
that tomorrow morning's sitting should start at
9.30 a.m. I trust that the committees intending
to meet tomorrow morning will not find this
change unduly inconvenient.
Is there any opposition?...
The proposal is agreed to.
Mr. ATKINSON (Uniled Kingdom). 
- I
understand that the General Affairs Committeeis due to meet tomorrow morning at
9.30 a.m. Is there not a problem there?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The Gene-
ral Affairs Committee planned to meet at 9 a.m.
tomorrow morning. When I made my propo-
sal, I saw no signs of dissent, and I therefore
regard it as accepted.
I call Mrs. Knight.
Mrs. KNIGHT (United Kingdom). 
- 
On apoint of order, Mr. President. This matter
affects not only the General Affairs Committee.
The Committee for Relations with Parlia-
ments meets at 9 a.m. Of course, we must
finish by 9.30 a.m. if that is your ruling.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Is it possible?
Mrs. KNIGHT (United Kingdom). 
- 
We will
try very hard.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you very much.
(The President continued in French)
(Translation). 
- 
We will do what we can, but
committees should keep their meetings short so
that the Assembly can work smoothly. It would
be helpful if the Chairman of the General Affairs
Committee could fix the committee meeting for
8.45 a.m. instead of 9 a.m.
Mrs. KNIGHT (United Kingdom). 
- 
If that is
your wish, Mr. President. We have a lot of
complicated matters to decide, so if it could be
8.30 a.m. that would suit me.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
We " sug-
gest " that the committee chairmen concerned
should convene their meetings tomorrow morn-
ing at 8.30 a.m.
The Assembly itself will meet at 9.30 a.m.
Is there any objection?...
The proposal is agreed to.
3. East-West relations ten years
after the Helsinkifinal act
(Resumed vote on the drufi recommendatioa,
Doc. 1013 and amendmeats)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Ladies and
Gentlemen, the next order of the day is the
resumed vote on the draft recommendation on
East-West relations ten years after the Helsinki
final act; we shall now resume consideration of
the amendments to Document 1013.
Three amendments have been tabled: Amend-
ment 4 by Lord Reay, Amendment I by Lord
Reay and Amendment 3 by Mr. Lagorce. The
last two can be discussed jointly. Amendment
4 tabled by Lord Reay is worded as follows:
4. In the draft recommendation proper, at the
end of paragraph 2(d), add " with immediate
application to Afghanistan ".
I call Lord Reay.
Lord REAY (United Kingdom). 
- 
I spoke in
favour of this amendment this morning. I do
not need to repeat what I said then. Following
my speech, an objection was raised to the fact
that insufficient time had been given for mem-
bers of the Assembly to consider this amend-
ment, and the acting President suspended the
voting until this afternoon. That is the point at
which we have resumed.
It has been suggested to me that as a compro-
mise it mlght say instead " for example, Afgha-
nistan ". However, that wording will not meet
the case.
As I argued this morning, the situation in
Afghanistan is comparable with nothing else
going on in the world. I compared it with what
happened in parts of the world in the 1930s and
1940s. There is nothing today that could be
cited as another example of what is happening in
Afghanistan. It is unique. It is szi generis.
As I said this morning, we should be failing in
our duty if we did not draw attention to the
appalling events in Afghanistan. We should
call on the Soviet Union to withdraw from
Afghanistan and allow that country to return to
its own independent existence.
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The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment?...
What is the committee's view?
Mr. HAASE (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, Iadies and
Gentlemen, Lord Reay has already referred to
the suggestion made to him that his amendment
should include the words " for example " before
the words " with immediate reference to Afgha-
nistan ". If Lord Reay is prepared to accept this
suggestion, I will agree to the amendment. If
not, I shall recommend that the amendment be
rejected. We are all well aware just how
intolerable and degrading the Afghanistan situa-
tion is, but paragraph 2 of the recommendation
reads: *... to apply effectively all the principles
contained in the final act, particularly those
relating to: ... (e) equality of treatment between
nations and their right to self-determination ; ".
It follows that, if we mention only Afghanis-
tan, w'ithout prefacing it with the words " for
example', we automatically and crucially dimi-
nish all other violations of the national right to
self-determination, including for instance that of
the Poles, but also that of other peoples. It
cannot have been intended that a phrase formu-
lated on such general lines should be confined to
a single instance. We would have less than we
have already, and that is why I say that " for
example " could solve the matter. Without
this, I believe the Assembly should reject the
amendment, as seriously reducing the scope of
the present wording.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - It can be
said that one speaker has now spoken for and
one against the amendment, and the Rapporteur
has expressed his committee's opinion.
We shall now vote on Amendment 4 tabled by
Lord Reay.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 4 is agreed to.
Lord Reay has tabled Amendment l, which
reads:
1. At the end of paragraph 4 of the draft recom-
mendation proper, add:
" while bearing in mind that any reaflirmation
of the non-use of force should be accompanied
by an agreed confirmation of the need to
respect human rights. "
Mr. Lagorce has tabled Amendment 3, which
reads:
3. At the end of paragraph 4 of the draft recom-
mendation proper, add:
* while preparing and implementing specific
mutual measures of confidence and confirm-
ing by common agreement the need to respect
human rights. "
These two amendments can be discussed
together.
If Amendment I is adopted, Amendment 3
falls.
I call Lord Reay to speak in support of
Amendment l.
Lord REAY (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I tabled the
amendment because I do not believe that the
recommendation sufficiently emphasises human
rights. They are not treated as one ofthe three
equal baskets of the CSCE as they were in
Helsinki. We seem to have forgotten that the
West entered into the CSCE process at Helsinki
only because human rights were to be discussed.
They have been shuflled off to separate consi-
deration in Ottawa, no doubt much to the relief
of the Soviet lJnion, while security and arms
control are being discussed in Stockholm.
The amendment proposes the reunification of
the two processes in the sense that any declara-
tion at the meeting in Stockholm on the non-use
of force would have to be accompanied by a
declaration in Ottawa on the need to respect
human rights. That proposal has been put
forward in Stockholm by a western government,
and it is one that we should adopt.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. I-agorce to support Amendment 3.
Mr. LAGORCE (France) (Translation). 
-
Lord Reay is right to raise the issue of the
respect for human rights. I endorse this prin-
ciple, which I have also incorporated into my
own amendment complementing that tabled by
Lord Reay.
A reaffirmation of the non-use of force seems
to me inadequate, and I would point out that
France would like specific confidence-building
measures to be established first, in preference to
immediate declamatory statements on such
matters as the non-use of force.
Proposals for non-recourse to threats have to
come from the stronger, not the weaker party,
and I will therefore surprise nobody by empha-
sising my country's opposition to any commit-
ment regarding no-first-use of nuclear force.
What the demand for non-recourse to force
actually amounts to is pressure exerted by the
Soviet Union on those taking part in the Confe-
rence on Security and Co-operation in Europe -
a pressure which is incompatible with the parlia-
mentary spirit of that organisation which places
the thirty-five states concented on an equal
footing.
The logic of the approach adopted by the
Soviet Union in its draft treaty plays down the
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role of the neutral and non-aligned countries,
whereas we, on the contrary, take for granted
the important contribution these countries have
to make to the work of the Conference on Secu-,
rity and Co-operation in Europe.
That is the thinking behind the amendment
which I ask you to approve.
Perhaps I may point out, Mr. President, that
my amendment does not automatically fall if
Lord Reay's is adopted. It will then be sufli-
cient to add to Amendment I the words which it
does not contain.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The solu-
tion you suggest is also acceptable, Mr. I-agorce.
Does anyone wish to speak against Amend-
ments I and 3?...
What is the committee's view?...
Mr. HAASE (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
I have no quarrel with Lord
Reay's amendment. It is substantially in line
with what is already contained in the report, and
there is no reason why it should not be repeated
in paragraph 4.
I do feel, however, that in one respect
Mr. Iagorce's amendment calls for clarification,in the sense that paragraph 4 is the express
concern of all the western states, including
France, taking part in the Stockholm conference
on confidence-building measures, security and
arms control. That is why the matter is raised
again here.
I therefore propose that Lord Reay's amend-
ment should be accepted.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
We will
now vote on Amendment I tabled by Lord
Reay.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment I is agreed to.
On reading the two amendments, I find that
the wording suggested by Mr. Lagorce does
indeed form a useful addition to Lord Reay's
amendment without altering the sense.
If Lord Reay has no objection, the amend-
ment he has tabled and which the Assembly has
agreed to could be expanded in this way.
We will now vote on Amendment 3 tabled by
Mr.I-agorce.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 3 is agreed to.
The wording of Amendment 3 is therefore
added to that of Amendment l.
I call Mr. Cifarelli.
Mr. CIFARELLI (Italy) (Translation). 
-Mr. President, I did not vote for Mr. Lagorce's
amendment because it seems to me to be an
unnecessary complication. What Lord Reay's
proposal really means is that everything which
can be done to further and reaffirm the aims of
the Helsinki agreement must be preceded by a
confirmation of human rights. This is a clear
and politically important point. It goes without
saylng that the necessary action can then be
taken to strengthen confidence and overcome
doubts and this is in fact stated in the report. I
voted against what I regard as an unnecessary
elaboration 
- 
and I hope Mr. lagorce will not
hold this against me.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Your state-
ment has been noted, Mr. Cifarelli.
We shall now vote on the amended draft
recommendation in Document l0l3 as a whole.
A vote by roll-call has not been requested.
I now put the text as a whole to the vote.
(A vote was then takcn by sitting and standing)
The amended draft recommendation ,s
adoptedt.
4. Address by Baroness Young,
Minister of State lor Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs
of the United Kingdom
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is the address by Baroness
Young, Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs of the United Kingdom,
and I thank her in anticipation for replying to
the questions which will be put.
I should like to take this opportunity, Lady
Young, of reiterating the Assembly's gratitude to
you not only for being here with us but also for
the particularly constructive and positive atti-
tude of Her Majesty's Government as manifes-
ted by your presence. In the specially critical
security problems at present facing Europe we
certainly need reassurance and it is right and
proper that governments should keep us informed
not only of their national positions but also
about how they propose working together to
implement the important decisions taken at
ministerial meetings, including in particular the
most recent meeting held in Bonn.
I now invite you to take the floor, Lady
Young, and thank you again for sharing in our
deliberations.
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Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the
United Kingdom). - Mr. President, [adies and
Gentlemen. It is a pleasure to be addressing
the Assembly again, and I am happy to congra-
tulate you, Mr. President, and the Assembly on
the work that you have done in the past year.
WEU has had an unusually full and important
year since I was here last summer. The first
iwo joint meetings of Foreign and Defence
Ministers - a unique format within Europe -
have taken place as the beginning of a regular
pattern which we hope will flourish and con-
tinue. We have made considerable progress on
the restructuring and revitalisation of the WEU
institutions " in order to bring [them] into line
with the changed tasks of the organisation ",
as mandated in the Rome Declaration. The
Assembly has accompanied this process with
helpful debate and encouragement, and WEU
has taken a prominent place as a major forum
for political debate about the central issues of
European defence and security.
Presiding over all these great changes has
been the retiring Secretary-General, Mr. Lon-
gerstaey. As Chairman of the Permanent Coun-
cil, he has exerted considerable influence over
WEU's direction. This new organisation owes
much to his energy and his r6le in strengthening
and deepening relations between the Council,
Assembly and agencies during his period of
office, so that we have had a solid foundation on
which to build. I was glad that this was ack-
nowledged in the report by Mr. van der Sanden
for the General Alfairs Committee. It has been
an honour for us in the United Kingdom to act
as Mr. Longerstaey's home for the past eight
years, and I take the opportunity - the last
Assembly plenary that he will attend in his ofE-
cial capaciiy 
- 
to thank him warmly on behalf of
Her Majesty's Government for his services and
to wish him well in his retirement.
WEU has now become a vital organisation in
which European governments can discuss ques-
tions relating to their defence and security. In
this important development I believe that at
least four basic elements are involved. First,
during the past year the drive by all of us
towards the building of Europe has taken on a
new lease of life. In this process we have
begun to recognise more clearly that security
questions must play an important part, a point
acknowledged in the security chapter of the
Dooge committee report. In the search for a
forum for us to exchange views on security
issues, and develop a more harmonised Euro-
pean perspective, our attention naturally focused
on WEU, with its founding treaty and ready-
made ministerial and parliamentary institutions.
The British Prime Minister foreshadowed this
development in the paper on " Europe, the
future ", which she presented to other European
Community heads of government last June.
She wrote:
" Most work to co-ordinate European posi-
tions on [security] so far has been done in the
NATO framework, particularly in the Euro-
group and the IEPG (which has the merit of
including France), and there is still more that
could be done to exploit the potential of these
groupings... But if we want early progress,
and an early chance to demonstrate our
seriousness, we must be willing to look at new
openings, including those offered by WEU. "
Secondly, the short, sharp shock ofaspects of
the transatlantic debate about burden-sharing
reminded us of the continuing importance of
Europeans' efforts to strengthen our own distinc-
tively European contribution tg the alliance. It
encouraged us to reallirm the fundamental
nature of the alliance as the cornerstone of our
security, and drew attention to the irreplaceable
United States commitment and contribution to
the protection of Europe. There are also certain
other advantages of the alliance, including an
operational capability, an inregrated military
structure, and seven other European member
nations, two of whom share strategically impor-
tant borders with the Soviet Union - and have,
as it happens, observers present at our session
here today. This reminds us of the obligation
we owe in the light of the Rome Declaration to
keep our allies fully informed of the activities of
WEU, and closely to consult them. It clearly
makes sense for Europeans to consider among
themselves the potential threa,t to their security
and the ways in which they intend to respond to
it within the alliance. WEU provides one Yery
good forum for just such exchanges of views.
Thirdly, the problem of rising defence costs is
not going to go away, although with good man-
agement-it cin be contained. In the United
Kingdom the recently published defence white
paper has shown how we can achieve this and
iuitain our various commitments. But high
technology is expensive and will get more
so. We need to consider more closely what is
necessary to maintain the alllance's posture of
defence lnd deterrence and how best to achieveit. That means looking carefully at priorities
and getting maximum value for money.
Finally, we must not fall into complacency,. as
we were prone to do in the 1970s, about getting
public support for our defence policies. The
public in each of our countries - and particu-
iarly the younger generation - have both a right
and a need to have the rationale for the alliance
and its strategy convincingly and carefully
explained. A short phrase from the WEU
Council's public awareness paper, which was
handed to.the Assembly at the end of the Bonn
meeting on 23rd April, noting how we need to
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explain that, says security has to be won, and
that it should never be taken for granted.
We in the United Kingdom believe that this
Assembly has a special r6le to play in that area.
In none of the areas I have mentioned can
WEU claim an exclusive r6le; nor shouldit. The detailed work of defence planning will
continue to take place only in the alliance and
there is no intention to endow WEU with a mili-
tary structure of its own. Institutions such as
the IEPG and the Eurogroup with their wider
membership make an important contribution in
their respective areas. It would be strange for
us to stress efliciency and resource management
on the one hand and to indulge in duplication of
activities elsewhere on the other. We might
then be falling into the trap identified by the
Secretary-General of NATO in a speech in this
city just over a month ago when he said: " it
seems at first sight to be a case of mismanage-
ment on an epic scale ". But I believe that
there is a real r6le for WEU that avoids both
that pitfall and the comparable one of allowing
our governments to be seen as a formal caucus
or grouping within NATO. When we started
restructuring WEU a year ago, one of our main
objects was to find a home for European consul-
tations on defence and security as part of the
process of constructing Europe. By the time of
the Rome ministerial meeting last October, the
institutional reform to allow WEU to play a new
r6le in this context had been mapped out. A
declaration was made on the contribution that a
revitalised WEU could make to encouraging
consensus, strengthening the alliance, and
increasing co-operation among member states.
At Bonn six months later, important institutio-
nal changes were endorsed, with the promise of
more to come. The communique spoke of
areas in which our efforts towards joint security
could be further harmonised. It also referred to
questions concerning East-West relations and
the European contribution to the alliance, as
well as the European technological community.
In short, the r6le of WEU has evolved in the
last year. It no longer deals solely with its own
internal affairs but is now a body in which
collective consideration of political and security
questions has real meaning. At the least, it can
act as a clearing house for our ideas and views
in this area, both at the ministerial meetings andin the Permanent Council. It can help us
together to act as a ginger group on issues
of interest and importance in oiher forums
although, to quote Lord Carringto4, again, it
must in this * observe the first law of productive
motion, which is to point in the right direction
first and apply the gtnger thereafter;.
The Paris-based institutions represent an
important asset and, as the reorganisation
agreed at Bonn works throuEft, they should be
able to make a creative input to the work and
discussions of WEU.
For this, it is essential that the tasks which
they are to perform should now be defined
without further delay. We in the United King-
dom believe that is now one of the most impoi-
tant immediate objectives confronting us and it
is one to which Sir Geoffrey Howe and Michael
Heseltine both made contributions in their pro-
posals at Bonn. The sort of things we have in
mind are, in general terms, for example, a look
at the long-term aspects of conventional arms
control in Europe, or an examination of ques-
tions associated with verification in some of the
disarmament talks; and, of course, we fully
support the work on a WEU r6le in armaments
co-operation as proposed in paragraph 9 of the
Bonn communique.
I-ast but not least, the Assembly has a signifi-
cant function, together with the member govern-
ments, in the process of improving public infor-
mation and generating what has been called
* reassurance " about our defence policies. This
is made clear by the paper on public aware-
ness remitted to the Assembly by ministers, in
the preparation of which the United Kingdom
played a prominent part. As representatives of
the public, and with obligations towards them,
parliamentarians have a most important part to
play in this process. The main aim of debate in
the Assembly is to develop ideas and proposals
in defence and security and to keep governments
up to the mark. In so far as is possible, how-
ever, we in the United Kingdom believe that it
should also be to create and expand a consensus
within our countries, cutting across party poli-
tical boundaries, about the need for the alliance
and the defensive nature ofits purpose and stra-
tegies as well as those of its member states. We
in the Council are indebted to the Assembly for
its work in developing the thrust behind the
renewal process and for the critical exchange of
views which has such importance in our daily
work as we governments account for ourselveiin responding to Assembly recommendations
and questions. But let us also become indebted
for the-development of public understanding of
the defence and security options open to us as
Council members.
Let me now turn to the broader political
context in which all this work has to be set.
The opening of the Geneva negotiations and the
Gorbachev succession in Moscow are both signi-
ficant shifts in the international scenery. But
we must be realistic: we are only at the begin-
ning of a long road. We must increase the he-
quency and range of our contacts with the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe. We must work tobuild up an East-West dialogue suflicient to
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generate the mutual confidence without which it
is that much more difficult for arms control talks
to succeed. So far, changes in the Soviet posi-
tion are of presentation only, not substance.
We have to expect that the Russians will con-
tinue to probe extensively alliance cohesion and
unity. We must show that our solidarity,
reaffirmed, tried, and tested in the last few
years, still holds good. We must make clear to
the Warsaw Pact that rhetoric and declaratory
proposals are not enough. Our goal is to seek
real and verifiable reductions in the levels of
forces and strategic balance and stability at
lower levels of armaments. What we are look-
ing for from the other side is an equally substan-
tive and serious response.
Western governments must also make it clear
that they are willing to be patient and consistent
in the search for better understanding between
them and members of the Warsaw Pact of each
other's mutual concerns. To this end, we need
to continue the task of building personal
contacts at all levels across the divide in Europe.
But there should be no illusion that dramatic
breakfhroughs are likely.
United Kingdom ministers have been playing
their part in this. In the last six months Sir
Geoftey Howe has met political leaders from
every Warsaw Pact country. His discussions
and those of other United Kingdom ministers
have confirmed to us that it is both possible and
desirable, without compromising our own posi-
tions, to conduct regular wide-ranging exchan-
ges with the East. We have emphasised our
determination to protect our own security, but
that this is entirely compatible with the determi-
nation to seek better relations. That will
require consistent and predictable action where
the essentials ofthat relationship are concerned.
In this process we must always remember that
we are dealing with fellow Europeans. We
belong to different alliances but we have in
many cases similar cultural traditions and
common roots. We must continue - in the
CSCE process and in our bilateral relationships
- 
to emphasise the interests, traditions and
values that are common. We must recognise
that, in the end, politics is about people - there
is the need for contact between individuals as
well as governments if we are to achieve real
understanding between East and West.
We should also give due weight to those inter-
national forums in which European govern-
ments of East and West sit together. The
MBFR negotiations in Vienna represent a joint
search for the way to establish a balance in the
levels of conventional forces in Europe at signifr-
cantly lower levels than today. The CDE nego-
tiations in Stockholm provide a forum in which
all the states of Europe can search, in accor-
dance with the Madrid mandate, for ways to
enhance confidence, and diminish the risk of
misunderstanding and of possible conflict.
At the same time, we must accept that the cru-
cial issues of the nuclear balauce are rightly the
subject of negotiation between the United States
and the Soviet Union. We warmly welcome
the January Geneva corrmuniqu6 and the
resumption of the arms control negotiations.
We fully support United States objectives in
those negotiations and we are engaged in an
intensive process of discussion and consultation
with the Americans in NATO. We believe that
progress should be sought in each of the three
areas under negotiation on its merits, whilst
recognising their interrelationship. We very
much hope that the Soviet Union will move
beyond the public diplomacy which has marked
the first round to build on the 1983 START and
INF negotiations and 
- 
to use a British idiom -
get down to brass tacks.
Finally, may I say something of how we in the
United Kingdom see the strategic defence initia-
tive and the discussion of the prevention of an
arrns race in space. We belipve that we must
be sure to get the issues in perspective. The
Soviet Union has major research programmes of
its own in this area. It is hard to understand in
those circumstances how they can realistically
argue for a unilateral ban on United States
research. We support that research, whichis specifically allowed under current treaty
obligations.
As the Prime Minister has made clear, we
hope that British scientists will share in the SDI
research programme.
Accordingly, the United Kingdom intends to
respond soon, and to respond positively, to the
United States invitation to its allies to parti-
cipate in the programme. There remain a
number of practical questions to be answered,
however, and we shall continue to consult our
allies closely.
But it is clearly recognised on both sides ofthe
Atlantic that any steps towards deployment
must be a matter of the most careful consulta-
tion. Our position is founded on the four points
agreed between the Prime Minister and Presi-
dent Reagan at Camp David: first, that the
United States and western aim is not to achieve
superiority but to maintain balance, taking
account of Soviet developments; second, that
SDl-related deployment would, in view of treaty
obligations, have to be a matter for negotiation;
third, that the overall aim is to enhance, not
undercut, deterrence; and, fourth, that East-
West negotiations should aim to achieve security
with reduced levels of offensive systems on both
sides.
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Whilst the research continues and its implica-
tions are assessed we have to ensure that there
is no public misunderstanding of the timescale
within which any radical change is conceivable.
As Secretary Shultz stated in his Austin speech
on 28th March, deterrence will have to be basedfor years to come on the ultimate threat
of nuclear retaliation. That means that, whilst
continuing the active search for reductions in
offensive systems, modernisation progxammes
must go forward on the western side to ensure
that our forces continue to provide the full
spectrum of deterrence capability.
In the search for security and stability in
Europe we must be both patient and tireless.
That security will continue to depend, as a
fundamental component, on the United States
contribution. But that contribution is provided
in partnership with the efforts of the European
governments and nations. The image of the
alliance as an arch supported by twin pillars is
apposite. It is natural that as part ofthe Euro-
pean pillar WEU members should come together
to discuss the issues ofdefence and security. It
is equally vital that their efforts within the
alliance should be, and are seen to be, appro-
priate, credible, and publicly accepted. Govern-
ments themselves bear a high responsibility for
this. But I am also convinced that all the insti-
tutions of WEU 
- 
the Ministerial Council, the
Permanent Council, the permanent institutions
in Paris and London, and the Assembly 
- 
have,
and will continue to have, a major r6le.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
I-ady Young. The Assembly has listened to
your address with very great interest, and I know
that you are ready to answer questions. A
number of delegates have put their names down,
and I will ask them to keep their questions short.
Before we proceed, Ladies and Gentlemen, I
must point out that some of you have not signed
the register of attendance at the entrance to the
chamber so that it is very difficult for the Chair
to establish that there is a quorum should the
need arise.
I call Sir Dudley Smith.
Sir Dudley SMITH (United Kingdom). 
- 
|
talled my question before I had the advantage
of hearing lady Young's speech. Thereforl,
perhaps I -qy amend it slightly by asking
whether there is anything further that she would
like to add by way of clarification of the United
Kingdom Government's attitude towards Presi-
dent Reagan's proposals for continuing research
into the strategic defence initiative, particularty
with regard to the Assembly members and thb
WEU countries.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call I-ady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State forForeign and Commonwealth Affairs of the
United Kingdom). 
- 
In my original remarks I
think I answered Sir Dudley Smith's question.
With regard to the British Government's atti-
tude, as the Prime Minister, Mrs. Thatcher, said,
we intend to take part in the research into SDI,
and we intend to respond positively to the pro-
posals that the United States Government has
made.
I can only add that we believe that the SDI
and the parallel Soviet research are both per-
mitted under the existing agreements and that
there is a clear need for the United States to
match the Soviet efforts. During her recent
visit to Washington the Prime Minister reaffirm-
ed her support for research, but the implications
for the future are far-reaching. The Americans
agree that any deployment would have to be a
matter for negotiation.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Pignion.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation).- Lady
Young, on l8th May the French press reported a
preliminary agreement concerning the weight
and certain technical characteristics of the pro-jected European combat aircraft. The minislers
concerned are to meet in London on lTth June,
but it will be remembered that the five Defence
Ministers gave their blessing to the project in
Madrid on 9th July 1984, so it would seem that
progress is slow.
Can you confirm, Lady Young, that nothing
will be allowed to undermine the declared poli-
tical will to bring the planned European combat
aircraft into being at an early date? I would
also like to ask whether any steps are to be taken
to follow up Mr. Hernu's suggestion of a study
agency involving the five countries, if only to
advance work on the project and ensure that the
combat aircraft is eventually built.
For all our countries, as members of WEU
devoted to the cause of European co-operation
on anns matters, such an achievement would
represent a crucial step forward and enjoy the
additional merit of being an unqualified success.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Lady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
lgreigll and Commonwealth Afairs of the
Uniled Kingdon). 
- 
As I understand the position
on this matter, the question was assessed posi-
tively at the meeting in Rome, and we look
forward to continuing that consideration at the
meeting to be held in London in June. We
have been encouraged by the progress. As I am
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sure Mr. Pignion will understand, there are still
diffrcult problems to be resolved, but, as I said at
the beginning of the answer, we believe that the
consideration will be continued at the meeting in
London and will be continued positively.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Cifarelli.
Mr. CIFARELLI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
I
should like to ask the Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs whether she
can confirm or deny an unfortunate impression I
have gained from her speech.
In the plans for the restructuration of WEU,
the r6le reserved for this parliamentary Assem-
bly is largely to serve as a sounding box for
ministers' ideas and decisions and as a means of
explaining what is involved to the general
public.
Apart from the fact that these explanations are
given to the public immediately by the mass
media, whereas we shall be following months
later, I should like to stress that a parliamentary
assembly cannot be satisfied to serve as a mere
sounding box or as a means of publicising deci-
sions taken elsewhere.
I know that the following principle applies in
the British parliamentary system: any parlia-
ment can do anything which it is not expressly
forbidden to do. I ask whether the Council's
line may not be to forbid this Assembly to
examine proposals, initiatives and questions
concerning problems relating to the gireat task of
ensuring European security.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Lady
Young.
Baroness YOTING (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs of the
United Kingdom). 
- 
I thank the questioner for
the point that he has raised because it gives me
an opportunity to say that quite the contrary, the
WEU Assembly has a very important r6le. Of
course it is free to debate any matters that it
wishes. It makes a most valuable contribution
by bringing together parliamentarians from all
the member countries of WEU, and it will con-
tinue to do that. That must be of considerable
importance as the importance of WEU grows. I
see that as a valuable r6le.
I would not in any way discount the r6le of
WEU, which I outlined in my speech, as a forum
for continuing to explain to and educate public
opinion about the need for defence. I see that
as becoming increasingly important, particularly
as those who remember the last war grow older,
when there will be opportunities for the Soviet
Union to try to divide Western European coun-
tries from America. When the public are asked
to pay through their taxes for defence expendi-
ture, it is always important to explain the ratio-
nale for the need for defence.
There is a line that is frequently quoted from a
British poet, Alexander Pope: * The price of
liberty is eternal vigilance. " It is true that if
we want to remain free we have constantly to
explain to everybody the measures that we need
to take to remain free. I see the function of the
WEU Assembly as being very important in that
context.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. de Vries.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands). 
- 
The Minister
informed us that the United Kingdom intended
to participate in SDI. I should like to know on
what basis the United Kingdom will participatein that effort. Will it finance part of the
research, will it merely allow scientists to parti-
cipate, or will it allow firms to act as subcontrac-
tors to American firms? On what basis will the
participation take place?
Secondly, what is the view of the United
Kingdom Government on the French Govern-
ment's proposals to co-operate in the Eureka
project?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call L^ady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the
United Kingdom). 
- 
Perhaps I could make two
points in answer to that question. First, how do
we see British participation in research? It is
very early days to give any kind of detailed
answer to that. Clearly it could assume a num-
ber of forms. For example, it might simply
involve British and American research institutes
getting together to tackle a particular theoretical
problem. It could entail a British company ten-
dering, either on its own or in association with
other companies, to undertake a discrete ele-
ment of the research programme. British scien-
tists and engineers have a wide variety of talent
and experience.
In answer to the second part of the question, I
should say that WEU is a forum where members
need to develop a dialogue with the United
States in order to establish a factual basis on
which participation in the research programme
might be possible. It is somewhat early to say
what co-ordination of European reactions might
be possible. Having developed a dialogue with
the United States, it might be possible for the
European countries to discuss how that co-
ordination mlght be utilised. Further discus-
sions on our response can only be considered
when that is completed.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Wilkinson.
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Mr. WILKINSON (Uniled Kingdom). - The
Minister's very interesting speech continued the
primarily interrogative remarks made by the
British Forergn Secretary, Sir Geoffrey Howe,
on the strategic defence initiative at the Royal
United Services Institution. Can the Minister
say whether the British Government support the
strategic objectives which underline the SDI and
whether she believes the purposes are sound
and correct and will enhance deterrence and our
overall security?
Will the Minister make clear how she sees the
r6le of this organisation? We see it as playing a
very important part. The Dutch Foreign Minis-
ter, Mr. van den Broek, in his statement yester-
day, said that he saw WEU as the ideal forum
for concerting European technology in the high
tech areas that will form an essential constituent
of the sDI.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Lady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs of the
United Kingdom). - The answer to the first part
of the question is contained in the four points
which I made in my speech, which were the
points of agreement between Mrs. Thatcher and
President Reagan at Camp David just before
Christmas. That is our position. It would not
be appropriate for me to say anything further at
this stage.
I hope that my answer to an earlier question
on the importance of WEU, and particularly the
need for members to develop a dialogue with the
United States in order to establish a basis on
which participation in the research programme
mlght be possible, indicates an important r6le
for WEU.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Lord
Reay.
Lord REAY (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I was inter-
ested in the question that Mr. de Vries asked:
how can the American offer to participate in the
SDI research be turned into reality? How can
the American administration make an offer
when the research will be carried out by large
private commercial firms and consortia of firms
in the United States, and how can European
governments acc€pt such an offer when Euro-
pean firms and consortia of firms will be
involved? Does the Minister agree that there
could be a danger of repeating the debacle that
the United Kingdom had with Trident, where,
after very high initial hopes, in the end only a
very small fraction of the work went to British
manufacturers? There is the danger of raising
high expectations that could end in disappoint-
ment and disillusion. Does the Minister agree
that that must be avoided at all cost?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Lady
Young.
Baroness YOLTNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs of the
Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
My friend, Lord Reay, will
know that I cannot go beyond what I said when
answering earlier questions, because it is early
days to discuss the whole subject of research
into SDI, about which many fundamental ques-
tions are being asked. One would be ill-advised
to speculate upon the answers. The benefits of
co-operation and research, not just strategic but
civilian, are matters that must be considered in
the discussions that we are currently having
amongst ourselves and will need to have
between ourselves and the Americans. The
problems that Iord Reay has identified might be
considered and account might be taken of them.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Sir
Geoffrey Finsberg.
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). 
-
May I preface my question to Lady Young by
saylng that I am a dry and a monetarist? She
has spoken, as indeed has the Council of Minis-
ters, about the major r6le that this Assembly
should and is expected to play in the revitalisa-
tion of Western European Union. The docu-
mentation that we have so far been privileged to
have, however, makes it clear that a mass of
words are being said but not a penny piece, or
should I say franc, is being offered. The rising
cost of pensions that we have to pay and the
worn-out equipment and our inability to send
members of the Assembly overseas to study
important projects stretch credibility rather far
and make it difficult to believe that governments
are serious in their intentions unless they are
prepared to will the means. Are governments
serious in their intentions to will WEU the
means or might this organisation gradually
wither on the vine despite all the nice words that
we have heard?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Lady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs of the
Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I do not know whether I
should congratulate Sir Geoffrey on being a dry,
but he has made an important point about the
WEU budget. I am aware of how strongly the
Assembly feels about budgetary resources. That
point has been brought home to me sinceI arrived in Paris today. I sympathise with
those feelings at a time of reactivation and when
there is considerable pressure for extra work
and responsibilities to be undertaken; for
example, pensions have been mentioned. That
is a subject of which ministers in the British
Government are only too painfully aware. It
comes to our notice all the time. The pressure
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is naturally translated into a wish for extra
resources to meet all the claims.
We must examine the Assembly's budgetary
requirements in the context of overall WEU
resources and the competing claims from each of
WEU's institutions. As I understand it, the
Council is still considering the relative weight to
be given to each body. I can perhaps do no
more than take note of the important point that
Sir Geoffrey made. It is a matter that is still
being considered within WEU. He will not be
surprised to hear me say that at home we have
often found that by re-establishing the way in
which one spends money, and by glving up some
of those functions that have been useful in the
past but that have served their purpose, it has
been found that money can be applied to new
functions.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Gianotti.
Mr. GIANOTTI (Italy) (Translation). 
-Mr. President, I was greatly interested by the
Minister's remarks on East-West relations which
- 
if she does not think me impolite 
- 
revealed a
different and more acceptable tone than that
adopted by her conservative colleagues in this
Assembly.
After marking my natural appreciation on this
point, I should like to ask the Minister the
following question. You spoke of the availabi-
lity of Great Britain to take part in the American
SDI project but did not mention the French
Eureka project. In answering Mr. de Vries you
avoided the point. You will have to agree that
the pessimism expressed concerning the future
of European co-operation in many of the ques-
tions asked here is not wholly unjustified. Or
am I mistaken?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call lady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs of the
United Kingdom). 
- 
I hope that I shall be able to
convince Mr. Gianotti that the point that he
made at the end of his question is not a fair
reflection of the British Government's position
on this matter. I am pleased to have the oppor-
tunity to say something about our view of the
French proposal known as Eureka. In the
maryins of the Bonn WEU meeting, ministers
discussed the recent French proposal to set up a
European research co-ordination agency. They
endorsed the general principle of a European
technological community.
The United Kingdom is fully committed to
finding ways with Europe to meet the technolo-
gical challenge from the United States and
Japan. That is the principle lyrng behind
the Eureka proposal. The United Kingdom is
closely involved in discussions on how best to
take matters forward. We do not at the
moment see a formal r6le for WEU. I hope
that I have said enough to show our view ofthe
French Eureka proposal.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Hardy.
Mr. HARDY (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I hesitate
to inject a discordant note into the afternoon's
proceedings. I do not wish to be unfair, but is
Iady Young aware that during the past half an
hour we have had something which, if it is not
an unfortunate paradox, is a rather disreputable
inconsistency in that conservative and christian
democrat member after member have been
raising the subject of SDI although yesterday
their groups prevented the Assembly from consi-
dering Mr. van den Bergh's report on that
subject. (Interruption) Sir Dudley Smith is
becoming accustomed to intemrpt members of
my gxoup or myself. I wish that he would learn
to exercise control and tolerance, if he has any.
This afternoon he and his group have indulged
in consideration of a subject that they stopped
the Assembly debating earlier.
I do not wish to involve L4dy Young in the
Assembly's squabbles, but the point was worth
making. Has she considered Mr. van den
Bergh's report? If it is so ominous to western
defence, do the Conservative and Christian
Democrat Groups act on the advice of ministers
involved in the Assembly? Does she feel that
the deactivation of WEU was as deserved as the
reception afforded to Mr. van den Bergh's report
appears to show?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Iady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Afairs of the
Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
My friend, Mr. Hardy, has
posed one of those questions which I would be
very ill-advised to answer in the terms in which
he put it. As I understand the position, the
Assembly considered this matter and referred it
back, and it is not for me to comment on the
actions of the Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Scheer.
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
I have four short, interconnec-
ted questions, Minister. The first concerns a
notable speech made a few weeks ago by the
British Forergn Secretary, Sir Geoffrey Howe, in
which, referring to the SDI project, he warned
of the danger of an orgy of competitive arming
and posed a total of twenty-nine questions with
a critical bearing on the SDI project, which have
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not yet been answered. My question to you is
this: how can the British be prepared to partici-
pate in the SDI before a single one of Sir Geof-
frey's twenty-nine questions has been answered?
My second question is: would the British
Government be prepared to discuss the Eureka
project with the same commitment, the same
readiness to participate as evinced in the case of
the SDI?
A third question: for what political reasons, in
the present situation, do initiatives such as
the Eureka project, which affect the states
of Western Europe, originate with France?
When, and in what circumstances, could Great
Britain produce its own, not necessarily very
different, European initiative?
My last question is as follows: given the prin-
ciples governing financial management and
given also the debates in various European
countries about the future of their defence
budgets, what priorities would be imposed on
the British budget by participation in the SDI
- 
extending possibly beyond the research stage,
because that must also be included in the calcu-
lation or at least taken into account 
- 
when the
fact is that it is already difficult to secure the
future maintenance at an undiminished level of
the three bulwarks of British defence 
- 
Trident,
the British contribution to naval defence and
BAOR? What would happen if a fourth element
were to be added?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Lady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the
United Kingdom). 
- 
I shall do my best to answer
those four questions. The first related to Sir
Geoftey Howe's speech at the Royal United
Services Institute when he posed a number of
serious questions about SDI. As the speech
made clear, the questions were not a priori judg-
ments about what might happen. They were
indeed questions. Everyone who has consi-
dered them agrees that there is a need to
address ourselves to those questions as the
research continues.
I hope that I stated the British point of view
on Eureka when answering an earlier question.In a sense, that tied up with whether the
United Kingdom would take a European initia-
tive in this area. We are still studying the
Eureka proposals just as we are continuing a
study of what is happening under the SDI propo-
sals. Much is going on at present in this
regard.
The last question concerned finance. Clearly,
one of the issues that must be resolved is that of
SDI's enormous cost and, no doubt, the cost of
any contemplated related research. We must
address ourselves to this question not only in
relation to SDI but in relation to other defence
costs and, indeed, other costs with which
governments are faced. These are vital matters
that must be considered, and while considera-
tion of them is taking place it is not possible to
answer the many questions that each poses.
We shall have to confront them as we come to
them.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). I call
Mr. De Decker.
Mr. DE DECKER (Belgium) (Translation). 
-In your address, Minister, you indicated that
your government considered it essential that
strictly military matters relating to European
defence should continue to be handled within
the framework of the Atlantic Alliance. You
particularly stressed the important r6le of the
Eurogroup and ofthe IEPG and noted that any
duplication between NATO and WEU should be
avoided.
In this context, could you tell us what r6le is
to be played by the three new agencies which
the WEU Council of Ministers decided to set up
in Bonn a few weeks ago and in which the
Assembly is placing a great deal of hope?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Lady
Young.
Baroness YOLTNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the
United Kingdom). 
- 
Thank you for that ques-
tion. As you rightly said, these new structures
were set up at the Bonn meeting. It is still very
early days to be considering what all their func-
tions might be, and discussion is still taking
place. As I said in my speech, the new struc-
tures and how they will work is clearly one of
the most urgent jobs in front of us. In fact, I
gave two examples. The first was a look at the
long-term aspects of conventional arms control
in Europe and the other was an examination of
questions associated with verification in some of
the disarmament talks. They are examples of
what might be done. However, other matters
will be considered and, as I have said, it is still
early days in relation to working out these
proposals.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Rubbi. This will be the last question as
Lady Young has to leave us.
Mr. RUBBI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
May I ask
the representative of the British Government to
clariff one point. Speaking of the Geneva
negotiations, you said that the British Govern-
ment " supports " the American initiative there.
Since this was not the term used by the Foreign
Ministers at the Bonn meeting last month, I
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should like to ask if this is a mis-translation or ifit is the position of the British Government,
which in that case would not be the same as
their view stated in the Council of Ministers.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call lady
Young.
Baroness YOUNG (Minister of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Alfairs of the
United Kingdom). 
- 
I am very sorry if in my
earlier remarks I did not make clear what I
meant when I said that we warmly welcomed
the January Geneva communiqu6. That was
on the resumption of arms control negotiations,
in which I said that we fully supported the
United States' objectives in these negotiations
and were engaged in an intensive process ofdis-
cussion and consultation with the Americans in
NATO. We have said, of course, that we support
the proposals on research into SDI but that, at
the same time, we believe 
- 
and the Americans
have agreed 
- that it is essential that before
deployment there would be full consultation, as
is necessary under the ABM treaty.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Minister. On behalf of the Assembly, I thank
you for attending and for your careful answers
to the questions, most of which bear on a
current problem, that is, the united States pro-
posal regarding the strategic defence initiative.
The r6le which you ascribe to WEU confirms
that this is the proper forum for addressing such
an issue. On behalf of the Assembly I express
the hope that our parliamentary organ may be
able to provide the Council with the support,
encouragement, guidance, and even the criti-
cism necessary to ensure that the European atti-
tude to this question is as constructive as
possible.
We are most grateful for your contribution.
As you know, we shall be addressed tomorrowby the Chairman-in-Office of the Council,
Mr. Genscher, and we shall shortly be in a posi-
tion to evaluate the outcome of the present
session which looks promising in spite of every-
thing.
Thank you again, Minister. (Applause)
5. Cyprus and European security
(Preseatatioa ofand debate on tha repofi of
the Genoral $fain Committec and vote
oa tho draft ruommadatio4
Doc. 1008 and anundmeats)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is the presentation of and
debate on the report of the General Affairs Com-
mittee on Cyprus and European security and
vote on the draft recommendation, Document
1008 and amendments.
I call Sir Frederic Bennett, the Rapporteur of
the committee.
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom). 
-
This is a difficult moment in which to begin a
debate on an altogether diffenent subject from
that in which we have been engaged in some-
thing like a kind of battling position for the last
two days. As one who has no reluctance to
enter into a battling position, I hope I can assure
all concerned that, on this occasion, at least, I
have, from the very first moment that I have
been entrusted with a rather difficult task, done
my best not to think in terms of one point of
view or another held by different sections of
people or parties but to see what can be done to
meet and overcome one of the most intractable
problems of our time and, indeed, at present the
most intractable problem within Europe itself.
There is a strange contradiction here in that if
an institution like this says nothing when a
serious danger to our overall security arises, it
will aftenryards be accused of neglect or not
making its position clear. On the other hand,
there is plain evidence that if those outside
Cr7prus who seek to tell those within the island
what to do persist, the situation only worsens.
This is a contradiction that any rapporteur has
to face.
At many times I have felt that perhaps it
would be better at this stage on my own initia-
tive to refer the report back for a further occa-
sion, and I gave a great deal ofthought to doing
so. On the other hand, I have felt persuaded
that that would be for WEU to renounce one of
its main functions, which is to try to reduce
dangers to European security, especially those
from within Europe itself, while at the same
time we feel ourselves able in our discussions to
roam over the impact of events in quite different
parts of the world, including developments in
China, as having some effect on European secu-
rity when in our own back yard we have a grave
problem that could become even graver if we do
nothing.
Thus, after consultation and very deep reflec-
tion, I have decided that the only course at this
stage is to let the outside world interested in
what WEU does know that we are worried about
what is going on in Cyprus and the Eastern
Mediterranean but that we do not wish in any
way to prejudice the possibility of success by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.
If the Secretary-General of the United Nations
succeeds in his effort it will be the biggest gem
in his crown when he ceases to be Secretary-
General, because this problem has bedevilled
the international scene for far too long. If by
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his patient, tireless efforts and the co-operation
of both communities he can reach a solution, the
thanks of not only the people of Cyprus but the
whole of Europe and elsewhere ought to go to
him.
Therefore, nothing that I say today in a short
introductory speech is meant other than to say
" Thank you for what you are doing. Please
carry on with what you are doing " and, as this
is really an interim report, to hope that by the
time we reassemble in December he will have
achieved what he so very nearly achieved in the
last round of negotiations.
Without going into the pros and cons of why
failure occurred, I will simply say that it was a
very narow bridge that still had to be crossed.
It is remarkable that the two sides, meeting in
New York under the purview and responsibility
of the Secretary-General, came closer than ever
before to reaching some form of understanding
that would enable the island to have its own
separate, non-aligned sovereign status within
Europe.
It is not for me to seek to attribute blame.
On the contrary, praise should go to the
Secretary-General and those who negotiated
with him for coming closer than ever before to a
resolution of the conflict. They came closer
than I had ever imagined possible in my most
optimistic moments. Indeed, when Mr. Kypria-
nou went back to Cyprus, an unlikely majority in
his own parliament, composed of conservatives
and communists, voted that he should have
acceptd the solution put forward by the
Secretary-General and thus brought about a
resolution of the problem that would have made
today's debate unnecessary. The fact that
Mr. Kyprianou's failure to sign an agreement
was repudiated by his own parliament is
remarkable.
I have just heard today that the Secretary-
General, undeterred, is now putting forward
revised plans that will put the matter back to
where it was when, unfortunately, the failure
occurred at the last meeting.
Therefore, it would be furesponsible for me 
-
and, if I may say so, for anyone who follows me
in the debate 
- 
to play one side against the
other. I have studiously avoided doing that
today. In response to my objective report, I
have received some representations saying that I
have not been fair and that blame should be
attached to one side or the other, but I am sure
that anyone who reads my report will agree that
that accusation cannot be fairly made against it.
There is now, apparently, an opportunity for
renewed repnesentations to be made by the
Secretary-General to both sides, and one can
only hope that on this occasion there will not be
a slip at the eleventh hour. Otherwise, we shall
have to return to the question in December,
because there is a grave danger to security and
peace in Eastern Europe as long as the problem
remains unresolved.
What is the alternative that faces us if the
Secretary-General does not succeed in what he
has put fonvard ? Here I cannot do better than
quote a paragraph from my own text:
" The only alternative would be the mainten-
ance of the status quo, with, in the long run,
a de facto partition of the zones now control-
led by the two communities, implying the per-
petuation of tension which would be danger-
ous for both Europe and the Atlantic Alliance.
Moreover, there is little chance of such a
development remaining peaceful because any
tension which might also emerge between
Greece and Turkey would inevitably have
repercussions in Cyprus and because it is
not possible to consider a United Nations
force remaining on the island indefinitely. "
I used to be a latin scholar. I am afraid
that I cannot now remember the exact words in
Latin, but it was the great Roman scholar,
Horace, who once said 
- 
I will paraphrase it in
English 
- that if a family gtrows three annu4l
crops on the land, that land is its home. We
have had many crops that have been grown in
Cyprus and the problem of peaceful redistribu-
tion of the population grows daily ever more
difficult. The same has been seen in many
other parts of the world. Once gtoups establish
themselves in the home of someone else, it
becomes almost impossible for a sovereign
democratic power to make them give up what
they regard as their home.
I say very solemnly that time is not on our
side in this matter. We must hope that before
the de facto partition becomes perrnanent it will
be possible to reach a solution that will result in
a peaceful, federal, non-aligned, democratic state
of Cyprus being established in the Eastern Medi-
terranean. That is why, in supporting the
Secretary-General, I have taken the liberty of
presenting the subject to you today. If members
of the Assembly have partisan points to make on
one side or the other, I hope that they will resist
the temptation, as I have, because nothing but
harm can flow from this Assembly supporting
one side or the other in the dispute.
I also appeal to the two communities not to
allow themselves to be pressed by the powers
that support their case but to continue their
negotiations on the basis of their sovereign
status, for Cyprus is neither part of Turkey nor
part of Greece. The whole purpose of the
report is to ensure the maximum support for the
Secretary-General in continuing his work on the
Cyprus problem.
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In the General Affairs Committee there was a
unanimous vote in favour of the report. There
was not a single dissenting voice. I do not
think that there was even one abstention. I
hope that today we can achieve the same
unanimity, irrespective of party and ideology, in
pursuit of a common aim.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Sir Frederic, for the painstaking work you have
performed on behalf of the General Affairs
Committee. Knowing your special interest in
security problems in the Mediterranean, and in
the Middle East in particular, I am sure that
your views are very much appreciated.
In the general debate I now call Sir Geoffrey
Finsberg.
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). 
-I think that we have heard a rather unusual Sir
Frederic. It shows the seriousness with which we
ought to treat this subject.
One of the advantages of the present Secre-
tary-General and his efforts to bring peace to this
beautiful, troubled island is the fact that he was a
former Secretary-General's special emissary to
Cyprus. Therefore, he knows the problem
perhaps better than anybody else.
I have had the privilege of going to Cyprus on
four occasions 
- 
three on behalf of the British
Parliament as a member of its External Affairs
Committee and once as a British Minister. I
have had the opportunity of seeing all over
Cyprus 
- 
on the first occasion before the green
line was drawn and on other occasions after-
wards. However, with the aid of the High
Commissioner I was able to go to both sides.
I know that in this Assembly we have some
most passionate pro-Greeks and pro-Turks.
Their words today could sabotage the efforts of
Mr. Perez de Cuellar if we are not careful,
because each of the communities will draw upon
any partisanship to believe that they have an
element of support irrespective of whether the
case is good. Therefore, I echo Sir Frederic in
hoping that those well-known partisans on one
side or the other 
- 
I have very decided views,
but today is not the day to express them 
- 
will
not create further problems.
Looking at the island of Cyprus 
- 
which, after
all, is a rnember of the Commonwealth - one
sees the most appalling wasted opportunities.
Were it possible for Mr. Perez de Cuellar to
bring the two communities together - without
the pressures of those who like to believe that
they are their masters but who between them
have caused more trouble for the poor people of
Cyprus - and get them to work out an under-
standing and an agreement, the prosperity of
that Commonwealth member would be fabu-
lous. There are opportunities in tourism and 
-
dare I say in this country which is the heart of
those who love wine 
- 
in the produce of its
better vineyards. Indeed, much of it is better
than some vin de pays and Tafelwein and wines
from the rest of the Common Market. The
opportunity for Cyprus to increase its exports is
enorrnous.
If, as Sir Frederic said, it were possible for
agreement to be reached, we, as WEU, and the
United Nations would have played a part in
solving one of the two most intractable problems
facing the world. One, to which we have
addressed ourselves many times, is the Arab-
Israeli conflict and the other is the internal pro-
blem of Cyprus. Perhaps we could make a start
by clearing this one from the agenda.
Upon the basis of this factulal report, it would
be so easy for anyone to write three different
reports. I can think of members here who,
acting as rapporteurs, could produce a report
that would throw all the blame on one side,
others who could throw it on the other side, and
yet others in a third scenario who could appor-
tion blame to both. However, that would not
achieve what we want to do today.
Having heard Sir Frederic, realising that it is
hoped that the talks are about to start and know-
ing that we can come back to this subject in
December, I should have thought that those who
have inscribed their names on the list might
reconsider whether they wis\ to remain on the
list and possibly make remarks that might, to
use an English term, upset the applecart. Any-
one. who does that will have a very bad
conscience and will perhaps be responsible for
the deaths of many more.
I urge this Assembly to accept with as little
debate as possible the report that Sir Frederic
has put before us. I think that the report is
constructive and I believe that the Secretary-
General could find it of some use.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Iagorce.
Mr. LAGORCE (France) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, ladies and Gentlemen, I recently had
occasion to go to Cyprus and study the political
situation there. The current position presents a
very real danger to the security of the Eastern
Mediterranean, and any sharp increase of
tension between Greeks and Turks in the island
would threaten the peace of the world. This
fact naturally precludes any facile phraseology,
otherwise one might be tempted to describe the
Cypriot problem as a graveyard of missed oppor-
tunities.
Sir Frederic's report, which clearly requires no
gloss, is precise and clear enouglr to need no
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paraphrasing by me. He very properly alludes
to the moments when a solution might reason-
ably have been hoped for. Unfortunately, fresh
obstacles have so far arisen to every solution just
when an acceptable accord looked set to save the
situation. This was the position on l Tth
January last, when it seemed that Mr. Perez de
Cuellar's draft agreement was likely to succeed.
We may perhaps regret that Sir Frederic has
passed over somewhat in silence the United
Nations comments about a referendum and an
election but in any event, such uncertainty holds
grave dangers which WEU must help to over-
come by supporting the unremitting and positive
efforts made by the United Nations Secretary-
General. This is the course which Sir Frederic
advocates in his conclusions and draft recom-
mendation. In my view this provides the only
reasonable response to the problem and the
single practicable solution in the short, medium
and long term.
Although in theory, there are three alterna-
tives, in fact only one of these has any validity.
The first is to maintain the present position in
regard to institutions, territory and ethnic
groups. Not only Cyprus, but the world at large
is aware of the poverty of this solution. Sooner
or later, afrer a period during which current
tensions would continue unabated, the latent
antagonisms would be bound to lead, as in
1963-64, to an armed conflict, which the pre-
sence of thousands of Turkish and Greek
soldiers would escalate into a war of internatio-
nal proportions, thereby destabilising European
security and possibly triggering a global
conflict. While we may console ourselves with
the reflection that the status quo is currently free
from conflict, it cannot continue without ultima-
tely producing an explosion.
We should therefore, at the earliest possible
moment, devise some suitable method of defus-
ing the present situation. Here we have two
possible solutions: legally sanctioned partition
or the creation ofa federal state.
The former solution would do no more than
aggravate the present unacceptable and danger-
ous situation. As the report says, legalisation
of the present de facto partition would imply
" the perpetuation of tension which would be
dangerous for both Europe and the Atlantic
Alliance ". This solution should therefore be
rejected; all the more so as the United Nations
forces on Cyprus cannot be kept there indefini-
tely, as Sir Frederic has justly commented.
The only other solution is therefore the crea-
tion of a federal Cypriot state of the kind
favoured by Mr. Perez de Cuellar.
Our Assembly should support this initiative to
its satisfactory conclusion. Without prejudice
to the responsibilities, rights and concerns of the
parties directly involved, WEU should apply
itself to ensuring that the Greeks finally adopt a
positive approach which discards the unattain-
able desire for Enosis and admits recognition of
their legitimate demands without at the same
time placing the Turks in the position of having
to reject an institutional framework contrary to
their racial, religious, civic and human rights,
which must be secured in the normal way.
We must therefore welcome Sir Frederic's
report when it calls for support for the United
Nations Secretary-General's proposal. The r6le
of the WEU member countries is to concern
themselves more closely than in the past with
respect for democratic principles and human
rights and with banning the use of force by one
community against another. We should
acknowledge the fact, perhaps insufficiently
stressed by the Rapporteur, that we have failed
to do this in the past.
In spite of the recent breakdown of negotia-
tions, I still think it possible to devise a constitu-
tional structure acceptable to both sides. Turkey
must agree to the proposal that its troops
and nationals be withdrawn by a fixed date.
An accommodation could then be based on
the following three principles: first, a return to a
compensation agleement covering questions of
property; second, an endeavour to reach an
understanding on territorial divisions; and third,
the solution of questions connected with
reoccupation and re-establishment.
We are concerned here not with ideology but
with a pragmatic approach which may perhaps
achieve a generally satisfactory solution in a part
of Europe where, I am convinced, Greece and
Turkey and above all Cyprus, north as well as
south, all want to live in peace at last.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Sir
Dudley Smith.
Sir Dudley SMITH (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
The
title of this debate is Cyprus and European
security. The WEU Assembly's interest must
always be security. That is its remit. It is a
defence organisation. It wishes to see peace
preserved in our immediate hemisphere andin the Mediterranean and to see that its
influence spreads widely.
I doubt whether there is anyone present in the
Assembly today, whatever his political views,
who does not agree that even with modern war-
fare techniques Cyprus occupies a unique strate-
gic position. It is an important island and will
remain so for a long time. That must be our
first consideration. I hope 
- 
this is confirmed
by what is said in other debates 
- 
that we are not
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unconscious of human rights and the need to
preserve them in all countries that are members
of our Assembly or that play an ancillary r6le.
Like Sir Geoffrey Finsberg, I have decided
views on the subject that we are debating and I
agree with him that Sir Frederic Bennett has
made a sober, sensible and detailed analysis, and
that today is not the day to go into polemical
arguments of one side or the other. It would be
profitless and would probably antagonise one
side or other and make no contribution to
achieving a worthwhile solution.
In those circumstances, I subscribe to what Sir
Frederic said - that this should be a low-key
debate and that our job should be to encourage
the solution that we should like to see.
I am sure that members have read the conclu-
sions contained in the report. I recommend
that somehow those conclusions are conveyed to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations and
to the participatory parties on the Greek and
Turkish side. The conclusions are relevant.
Paragraph 37 states: " For the Greek Cypriots, it
must mean clear, outright and permanent renun-
ciation of Enosis. " That is a serious point
bearing in mind the history.
It continues: " For the Turkish Cypriots, it
would mean renouncing the guarantee afforded
by the presence of the Turkish arrny, as well as
grving up more than a quarter of the territory
they now occupy. " We must remember
Cyprus's geographical position and how near it
is to the Turkish mainland.
The important point is: " These sacrifices are
acceptable only if the new Cypriot state is
capable of giving the two communities guaran-
tees of security and promises of peace, civil
equality and economic development. " That is
true. In paragraph 38 the report states: " The
process of returning to peace will probably still
be a long one, but if it does not start soon there
is every reason to believe that it never will. "
I share that view. I am pessimistic, and have
been for some time, having visited the island
twice within the past two or three years.
It is incumbent upon us in a democratic
assembly, on behalf of the people whom we
represent, to bring about a settlement that will
be just to the people who live on that island and
help to preserve the peace of Europe and the
world. That is relevant because of the strategic
significance ofthat part ofthe globe.
The Turkish Cypriot elections will take place
next month. I do not know what bearing that
will have on the final outcome of the problem
but they should be taken into account. Some
people have said that they are undemocratic, but
I understand that they are cornpletely democra-
tic. They may change the kind of representa-
tion that the Turkish Cypriots have.
We are all aware that a Greek general election
is taking place. It has been alleged that some
influences have been at work on the Greek
Cypriots from the Greek mainland. If the elec-
tion results in a different government, one
wonders whether that will have a bearing on
future negotiations.
The talks probably cannot be resumed until
both those elections are out of the way. We
hope that the talks will take place fairly quickly
afterwards.
It would be irresponsible of us at this stage to
say where we feel that the fault lies. Many of us
believe that we know where it lies. It is our job
to urge the Secretary-General of the United
Nations to get the parties together again, and to
prevail upon them, in their own interests and
those of other people throughout Europe, inclu-
ding the Mediterranean, to reach an honourable
settlement, because otherwise the two sides will
undoubtedly suffer and there will be increasing
difficulties.
It cannot be in anyone's intorests to have that
happen on so small an island and within such a
small community.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Hardy.
Mr. HARDY (United Kingdom). - May I first
assure the Assembly that I believe that the report
should secure the broad endorsement of the
Assembly and be acceptable to all our member
states ? That must be said at the outset because
the report is presented by the leader ofthe Bri-
tish Conservative Delegation, and members of
the Assembly will have perceived that from time
to time my colleagues in the British Iabour
Delegation and I express an almost vehement
disapproval of our colleagues' assessments and
activities.
On this occasion, serious exception cannot be
taken to the recommendations contained in the
report. We accept that the continuing division
in Cyprus presents a threat to stability in the
Eastern Mediterranean and provides embarrass-
ment for the western alliance because it engen-
ders a further cause to the historic discord
between Greece and Turkey. Continuing divi-
sions present the risk of a crisis at any time.
There are sufficient diffrculties in the Mediter-
ranean and elsewhere in the world already.
Cyprus is close to current and horrifuing
instability. That should be adequately recogn-
ised and our commitment should commend any
effort to reduce regional and Cypriot
vulnerability.
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I do not dissent from the view that the United
Nations'initiative has provided the best possible
basis for the promotion of peace. I trust that it
will further develop, although alternative or
complementary approaches should not be auto-
matically dismissed in the face of any continuing
stalemate.
I certainly do not oppose the report. How-
ever, one or two further comments of qualifica-
tion may be appropriate. The first paragraph of
the preamble to the recommendation refers to
the Atlantic Alliance. That is not helped by the
present division and uncertainty, but the West
should not expose itself to the charge that
Cyprus is only to be seen as an instrument of our
own strategic interest. There are many in
southern Cyprus who wish their island to be
entirely neutral and wholly unaligned, and many
express a marked reluctance to Cyprus serving as
a military base. If our concern is expressed
only in terms of military or tactical advantage,
that could be utterly counter-productive. If the
cause of political stability is to be served our
approaches must always reflect a sensitivity to
Cypriot opinion.
Responsibility for the failure of recent diplo-
matic efforts should not be too readily apportio-
ned. Perhaps the Greek Cypriots could have
provided a more generous, even more eager,
response to the apparent gestures of Mr. Denk-
tash, but there is no value in post mortems of
that sort. Turkey's approach could have provi-
ded a more expansive concession in relation to
early, substantial military withdrawal, but
present need rather than recent or long-past
record should concern us.
Given the British Government's very consi-
derable support for Turkey and the backing
which Turkey's generals have received from
conservative politicians 
- 
even at the risk of
embarrassment over the principles of human
rights 
- 
there are grounds for asking Turkey to
offer greater concessionary gestures. As for the
United Kingdom, the recent disappointment
over the Bosporus bridge contract might be
entered into the political balance sheet. Of
course Turkey must maintain its interests.
Proximity does not suggest that any other
attitude or condition could be sustained, but
international assurance can make distance a
little less meaningful, and in no way would the
report inhibit that view.
Sir Frederic also recognises that Greece could
exercise helpful influence, especially within an
agreed international framework. Obviously,
Greece faces difficulty because populist politiis
can exert severe effect there just as much as
anywhere else, but there must either be a tacit,
or at the rrery worst a clearly implicit, rejection
of Enosis. I hope that any helpful initiative will
win support in our countries and secure the
support of Western Europe's socialist parties.
We have maintained a very close interest.
The Socialist Group in the Council of Europe
sent a mission to Greek Cyprus earlier this year,
and a major conclusion was reached which may
be relevant to our debate today.
In many past and, perhaps, contemporary
cases where majority and minority relationships
present serious problems, the most diflicult
hurdle on the path to peace has been the
achievement of a constitutional agreement.
This scarcely presents an overwhelming problem
in Cyprus today, as the basis of an acceptable
constitutional settlement exists. The social and
economic problems involving material, settle-
ment and compensation remain. Perhaps our
countries could perceive there an opportunity to
help towards the construction of the peaceful
conditions which we wish to see.
Once again I stress that there is substantial
cause for bipartisan agreement in this Assem-bly. I welcome the Rapporteur's view that this
present report should be seen almost as an
interim one. There should be a reappraisal in
twelve or eighteen months. I hope that there is,
and I trust that when it takes place, it will
present a perception or demonstration either
that enormous progress has been made or that it
is manifestly imminent.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Cavaliere.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, I have no wish to support anything
which the socialists have said up to now, but I
shall take up the appeal made by the Rappor-
teur, Sir Frederic Bennett, because to go into
detail would draw attention to the different
aspects of the question and would therefore
create an atmosphere which would certainly not
be favourable to the solution everyone wants.
This is why I shall merely observe that the
unity and independence of Cyprus are of great
concern to us not only for the sake of the whole
population of Cyprus, which has suffered a great
deal 
- 
and I shall not go into the reasons and res-
ponsibility for that 
- 
but also because, as Euro-
peans and members of the western world, we
cannot remain indifferent when we look at
Cyprus's strategic position which is so important
to western security and therefore to the security
and peace of the whole world.
For that reason, we must support all efforts to
resolve the present difticulties and to reach asquickly as possible a just solution which will
guarantee the national unity of Cyprus and end
its de facto partition, which is of concern to us
and might be an obstacle to peace and security.
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As I say, we must support all efforts to restore
unity. In this context, I think that the action
taken by the United Nations Secretary-General
is responsible, praiseworthy and deserving of
support and encouragement, as Sir Frederic Ben-
nett said.
Beyond actual events and the forthcoming
elections in the Turkish part of Cyprus - which
will not in any case be any obstacle to the peace-
ful solution and unification which we all want -
there is a point which needs stressing and which
should persuade us not to decide for or against
one side or the other. This is the fact that after
many talks the United Nations Secretary-
General prepared a draft written agreement.
The Turkish Cypriot side declared itself willing
to examine it and immediately said it was in
favour of the agreement as drafted by the United
Nations Secretary-General.
Another element which should persuade us
not to take up set positions and should give us
some real hope of a genuinely constructive out-
come is the fact that, in addition to the state-
ment made by President Kyprianou, the Cypriot
parliament adopted a resolution by twenty-three
votes to twelve on22nd February 1985, instruc-
ting the Cypriot head of state to sign the agree-
ments which the Turkish Cypriots had said they
were prepared to accept. All this should lead us
to conclude that the two communities have
understood that an agreement must be reached
and national unity must be restored.
I should also like to say that no one in Greece
or Turkey has any interest in maintaining the
present position. It is certainly not in Turkey's
interest to continue financing a military contin-
gent in the Turkish part of Cyprus. Thus, if, as
we all hope and argue, the solution prepared by
the United Nations Secretary-General becomes
fact as quickly as possible, these troops, which
may be called foreign, will disappear from the
island and Cyprus will be one of the Mediterra-
nean nations and countries contributing to the
maintenance of world peace, as it in fact did in
the past.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Rubbi.
Mr. RUBBI (Italy) (Translation). - Mr. Presi-
dent, although we appreciate Sir Frederic Ben-
nett's efforts and thank him for his report we
have to refer to a number of contradictory fea-
tures which we cannot accept. Today, for
example we have heard a passionate appeal
which we could endorse at once; if this is the
position to be taken we can support it unhesitat-
ingly. But this has absolutely nothing to do
with the two oflicial texts before us - the report
and the draft recommendation. I ask the
President, therefore, to say how the debate
should proceed. I will continue to speak to the
oflicial documents submitted, adding that if we
are finally to make a recommendation based on
Sir Frederic Bennett's appeal, we can agree. As
to the two documents, the Rapporteur's under-
lying intention seems to have been to examine
the situation in Cyprus solely from the stand-
point of its effects on the Atlantic Alliance and
on NATO strategy and interests in the Eastern
Mediterranean. This is clear from the wording of
the draft recommendation which nowhere
includes Sir Frederic's words " sovereign, non-
aligned state ".
Everyone is aware of the threat which the
situation in Cyprus poses for the security of the
Mediterranean and of Europe. And I believe
that everyone is concerned to defuse this stray
mine in in area so dangerousli, beset by conflici
and tension. But I think that this can only be
achieved by going back to the root causes ofthis
situation in Cyprus and seeking to remove them.
Here, we believe that the prime cause is the
attack on the island's unity and integrity, on its
independence and on its status as a neutral, non-
aligned country.
From this standpoint, some details need to be
added to Sir Frederic Bennett's historical
account. I shall not go back over the Turkish
occupation since July 1974 or to the many Uni-
ted Nations resolutions which have not been
implemented over a period of ten years. In
passing, I should just like to observe that the
Rapporteur might at least have mentioned the
two hundred thousand Greek Cypriots expelled
from their property and forced to leave home
and live as refugees in their own country.
I shall confine myself to more recent events.
The unilateral proclamation in November 1983
of a self-styled Turkish Republic of North
Cyprus. This was a clearly secessionist act,
recognissd therefore by no one and condemned
by everyone starting with the United Nations
and the European Community, which for that
reason refused the financial aid which had been
requested. This is a first cause which must be
removed but there is no reference to it. It
seems possible that the negotiations started by
the United Nations Secretar$-General Perez de
Cuellar had already identified some ways of
resolving this new situation, but the Turkish
community has once again rnade a move which
is liable to thwart the praiseworthy efforts of the
United Nations Secretary-General and make the
partition of the island irreversible. I am refer-
ring to the decision to hold a referendum in the
Turkish sector for the approval of its constitu-
tion and to hold elections on 23rd June next to
establish a separatist parliament.
These latest moves by an illegal state recogni-
sed by no one are not only contrary to the pre-
cise rules of international law but are also a
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severe blow to the possibility of further negotia-
tions. This point, which obviously could not be
covered by the report when it was written,
cannot however be ignored in the draft recom-
mendation.
We request that an appropriate paragraph
mentioning this point should be included and we
also wish to propose a number of amendments
to the draft, hoping that they will be accepted.
The intention is not to interfere in negotiations
involving other parties but to promote the
conditions in which they can take place. On
this point, we must be heard because the way in
which the Cypriot crisis is solved direcfly invol-
ves the independence ofa friendly country and
the peace ofall ofus.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Cox.
Mr. COX (United Kingdom). 
- 
The last
speaker has touched on many of the points that
need to be made in this debate, in which none of
us, whatever side we may possibly lean towards,
wishes to say anything that will in any way anta-
gonise the other side.
In view of the negotiations which have taken
place, and which, one hopes, will recommence in
the near future, it would have been far better
not to have had the report presented here today
because, with great respect to Sir Frederic Ben-
nett, it is not any good his making that plea
when within his report there are comments 
- 
I
refer to paragraph 37 
- 
in which he says: 'For
the Greek Cypriots, it must mean clear, outright
and permanent renunciation of Enosis. " I
hope that he will tell the Assembly when he last
heard a major political leader in the Greek
Cypriot community making that call. That,
however, is the kind of thing that causes great
damage within the context of Cyprus.
I often speak on Cyprus, both at the Council
of Europe and at many meetings in the United
Kingdom, and I always make my position clear:
that I want a united Cyprus in which the rights
of both the Greek and the Turkish communities
are of paramount importance, because undoub-
tedly there is an enormous future for that island
and I want to see that kind of future start develo-
ping as soon as possible.
If, however, this report 
- 
I realise that it is a
WEU report 
- 
is principally concerned with
European security and the NATO influence in
the Eastern Mediterranean, I have to say to the
Rapporteur that until certain fundamental
achievements are made in Cyprus towards
meeting the rights and the deserts of the island
and its people, there will be many problems.
I could make a great many comments but I
will simply say to Sir Frederic that the events in
northern Cyprus earlier this month have in no
way helped the Secretary-General. As politi-
cians we cannot close our eyes to issues that we
know are causing stumbling blocks to be placed
in the way of meaningful progress. If we had
seen in Cyprus a meaningful reduction in troop
numbers, that would have created a wonderful
atmosphere in which real progress could takeplace. The Middle East has been mentioned in
the debate. We all know that the stumbling
block, certainly in I*banon, has been the unwill-
ingness to see forergn troops withdrawn. That
point applies equally in Cyprus.
In Sir Frederic's report, in paragraph 19, there
is a reference to 1,600 missing people. That is a
major issue in Cyprus, and it would be interes-
ting to know to whom Sir Frederic spoke within
the community on that specific issue. If he
really wants to see progress, I beg him to give
that matter very serious consideration.
In paragraph 38, Sir Frederic refers to territo-
rial adjustment. If we as parliamentarians,
from whatever country, had part of our country
taken as a result of actions to which we were
opposed, we would want to have some, if not all,
of that territory returned.
Many Greek Cypriots have been forced out of
their homes. Whatever Sir Frederic or other
members of the Assembly may say about discus-
sions that took place in the House of Represen-
tatives in Nicosia, it is clear that any political
party in Cyprus which tried to reach an agree-
ment without that issue being investigated
would be doomed to failure, and I can under-
stand why. To know that, one has only to
speak to men and women in Cyprus about the
refugee question.
Several speakers have said that time is not on
our side, and I fully agree. Under successive
governments in the United Kingdom, we have
had for many years to live with the tragedy and
problems of Northern Ireland. They were
caused many years ago as a result of a divided
island. We live with those problems today.
Next month, eleven years will have passed
since the division of Cyprus. I do not think
that any of us, whatever our attitude, wish to see
that position continuing a day longer than it
should. Therefore, I fully support those collea-
gues who have expressed appreciation of the
efforts of the Secretary-General. I wish him
well but I hope that those of us who want to see
that kind of settlement arrived at will use, within
the communities with which we associate, the
kind of influence that many of us have. i am
sure that my parliamentary colleague, Mr.
Corrie, has such influence, and I have great
respect for him. I hope that neither side in
Cyprus will do anything to hinder the progress
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that the Secretary-General is trying to make.
When he is able to make progress, it will not
only benefit C\7prus and its people; it will bene-
fit the whole of that part of the Mediterranean.
The sooner that day comes, the happier I shall
be.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Corrie.
Mr. CORRIE (United Kingdom). - Much as I
should like to follow the speech of my colleague,
Mr. Cox, and answer some of his points, I shall
not do so.
I congtratulate Sir Frederic on his very low-key
presentation in the debate. I welcome the
report, as many others have done, with caution.
An enormous amount of work has gone into
it, but we should not, as many other speakers
have said, be saying or doing anything that couldin any way upset the delicate situation in
Cyprus. Therefore, I am glad that the recom-
mendation is short.
The report is an extensive and fair account of
recent history in Cyprus. Rightly, it does not
lay blame but it makes sad and disturbing
reading. It is sad because Cyprus is split. It is
disturbing in that it is taking so long to find a
peaceful solution. The communities, it would
appear, can live together apart but cannot live
apart together. Therefore, a bi-zonal federal
state seems to be the only solution within, of
course, a non-aligned, independent Cyprus.
But, like Mr. Cox, I hope that, after any peace
agreement is reached, those who want to inter-
mingle will be allowed to do so freely.
I have visited both sides in the past few
months. There is now a genuine wish among
the people themselves of both communities to
find a just and fair solution. There is no ani-
mosity between the two peoples. A new genera-
tion has grown up. But a settlement must be
found by negotiation between the two communi-
ties themselves, based on the proposals of the
United Nations Secretary-General, with the least
possible interference from any outside parties,
including WEU. Both sides, in different ways,
must concede much, and in the end no one will
be completely satisfied, but that is the price that
will have to be paid for a lasting settlement. It
is a small price to pay for peace and prosperity
in that island.
It is sad that the New York talks failed in
January. It shows the importance of having
complete understanding between the parties,
before they meet, of what is to be agreed and
accepted. I think the Secretary-General perhaps
thought that ifhe could get both sides together, a
settlement would be inevitable, and that the
momentum would carry it forward. That was
not to be. As has been said already, it is now
unlikely that there will be any high-level meeting
until after the Greek elections and the Turkish-
Cypriot community elections in June. Com-
munity elections were allowed under the 1960
agreement. However, I am pleased to hear that
even in the past few days both sides have been
saying that they will be prepared to return to the
negotiating table after things have settled
down. But this time there must be no mis-
understandings. Both sides must go to the next
summit absolutely clear beforehand on what has
been discussed and agreed. There must be no
more false starts, otherwise the long-term
consequences could be disastrous for the people
of C\7prus.
Cyprus is vital to the stability of the Eastern
Mediterranean. There are very few stable areas
left in that part of the world. My colleague, Sir
Dudley Smith, said that he was pessimistic. I
am the opposite. I am supremely optimistic. I
am sure that by the next time we meet here in
the autumn there will have been a peaceful
settlement bringing peace and prosperity to all
the people of Cyprus.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call the
Chairman of the General Affairs Committee.
Mr. MICHEL (Belgium) (Translation). - Mr.
President, I-adies and Gentlemen, in entrusting
the preparation of this report to Sir Frederic
Bennett, the General Affairs Committee chose a
Rapporteur who combined the qualities of
wisdom, experience and prudence. Sir Frederic
has met the challenge of this very diflicult task
with great objectivity, and I thank him once
again on behalf of the committee.
In his introductory remarks he advised us that
we should " resist temptation " when consider-
ing the report. He himself has resisted the
temptation to take sides or analyse too minutely
the complaints which might be lodged by one
community against the other. He has limited
himself to a historical survey to be submitted to
the United Nations Secretary-General with the
suggestion that he should pursue his initiative to
a successful conclusion. This was the proper
approach to the report and to the debate in this
Assembly.
I join with the Rapporteur and other speakers
in hoping that peace may be re-established and
that Western European security may be strength-
ened by the peace agreement which must be
signed in the Eastern Mediterranean. Until this
agreement has been concluded, and I hope that
if may be on the lines proposed by the United
Nations Secretary-General, security and peace in
the West will continue to give cause for concern.
That is all that needed to be said in the report,
the recommendation and the order. To have
said more would have been highly injudicious.
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It might have irreparably damaged a situation
which we believe to be promising.
I am very grateful to the Rapporteur for his
objectivity and caution. In arguing a case, it is
sometimes better to hold one's peace and listen
to what others have to say rather than attempt to
say it all, and say it badly. In the present
instance we have profited from the efforts of a
man of unique experience, and we are duly
grateful to him. It is my belief that this report
will be approved by our Assembly, and I trust
that the order will be unanimously adopted.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Mr. Michel.
I call the Rapporteur to reply to the points
raised.
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom'1. 
-l
shall try to deal with the comments without
breaking my pledge not to increase the tempera-
ture. It is not from lack of courage but more
from an excess ofdiscretion that I do not deve-
lop counter-arguments to some that I have
heard. Having said at the beginning that I did
not intend to raise the temperature, I shall
endeavour to keep my pledge during the
winding-up.
I value Mr. Hardy's comment to me. He
referred to me as the leader of the British conser-
vatives. In fact, he is constitutionally incorrect.I am the leader of the British Delegation. I
remember that when Mr. Urwin was the leader
of the British Delegation there were occasions
when I did not find any embarrassment in
agreeing with him on a matter about which I felt
we had interests in common, such as the preser-
vation of peace and security. Mr. Hardy need
not be too worried about finding himself for
once in bed with me.
On a lighter note, I have been reminded that I
was incorrect when I said that it was Horace who
stated that once you had a farm for three years
and three crops, it was your home and the difti-
culties of being moved were enormous. My
friend Mr. Michel has reminded me 
- 
and I have
to say this because of Sir Geoffrey Finsberg's
intervention 
- 
that it was vineyards, not farms,
to which Horace was referring. Perhaps he had
Cyprus in mind.
I have been asked about the words at the
beginning of the reporf 'that the situation in
Cyprus is a serious threat to the maintenance
of the cohesion of the Atlantic Alliance in the
Eastern Mediterranean ".
Fro-m the very start I have been restricted bythe fact that this is a defence assembly.
Defence is the interest of WEU and the Atlantic
Alliance, literally the forerunner, and the reason
for our discussing this matter. This is not the
Council of Europe; this is not the United
Nations. Therefore, the General Affairs
Committee accepted from the start that, if we
were to debate this matter within WEU, it would
be in the context of the impact of events in
Cyprus on European security. I do not ignore
any of the other matters relating to peace,
security, freedom, and so on.
I think it was right to bring this draft recom-
mendation within our purview as a defence
assembly. It was accepted 100 % by the com-
mittee that this debate related to the " mainte-
nance of the cohesion of the Atlantic Alliance in
the Eastern Mediterranean " and the continuing
threat to peace and security in Europe if the
present situation continues.
I have also been asked 
- 
there are some
amendments on this matter 
- 
about the attitude
that a future Cyprus will adopt. With respect, it
is not for Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Michel or
this Assembly to tell Cyprus what attitude it will
adopt towards international affairs. That
would be a new form of neo+olonialism. We
are saying that we believe that it is in the best
interests of Cyprus that it should be sovereign,
independent and non-aligned. It is not for me
or for this Assembly to tell a future Cyprus
Government what attitude it should adopt in
world affairs. It mpy decide to adopt quite a
different attitude 
- 
which would not please me 
-but we are not entitled to dictate to a future
united federal Cyprus Government what attitudeit should adopt. We can only hope that it will
do what we think is best for its future, which is
that it should be sovereign and non-aligned.
The General Affairs Committee agreed that
Lhis report should be accepted with unanimity.Otherwise, I would not have brought it forward.
If it had been contested, I should have found a
reason for putting it off. However, the agree-
ment was unanimous. It would be a great
pity if we were to split an entity and an agree-
ment reached in committee on a certain basis by
suddenly taking new amendments. I say that
from whichever side they come and from-what-
ever source they derive. There is one exception
- 
a printing error that Mr. Cavaliere has rightly
pointed out. It refers to negotiations, but il
should have referred to negotiations held bet-
ween 1977 and 1984. Of course, the most pro-
ductive negotiations have been conducted bet-
ween the two communities without outside
interference, and that is the whole theme of the
report.
In seeking to answer the points which have
been raised, except those which I think go
against the sense ofour discussions, I should like
to leave the matter there and ask for the judg-
ment of the Assembly in favour of the report. -I
do not pretend that it is perfect or that it could
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not have been better written. Indeed, as Mr.
Hardy said, we may have to come back to it,
with possibly another rapporteur, in six or
twelve months from now. For the moment, we
have taken the opportunity, as WEU, to say th4t
we are worried about peace and security in
Europe while the problem of Cyprus remains
unresolved. I suggest that we leave it at that,
and I hope that will be the result of the votes to
follow.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Thank you,
Sir Frederic, for replyrng so concisely to the
various points raised.
Before voting on the draft recommendation,
we have to consider the amendments.
Five amendments have been tabled. They
will be taken in the order in which they refer to
the text. They are: Amendment 2 tabled by Mr.
Rubbi, Amendment 1 tabled by Mr. Cavaliere,
Amendment 3 tabled by Mr. Rubbi, Amend-
ment 4 tabled by Mr. Rubbi and Amendment 5
tabled by Mr. Beix.
If Amendment I by Mr. Cavaliere is agreed to,
Amendment 3 by Mr. Rubbi falls.
I remind the Assembly that, under the normal
procedure, the time allowed to speakers for and
against amendments is limited to two minutes
each, with one speaker in favour and one
against.
Mr. Rubbi has tabled Amendment 2 which
reads:
2. In paragtaph (r) of the preamble to the draft
recommendation, leave out "to the maintenance
of the cohesion of the Atlantic Alliance in the
Eastern Mediterranean " and insert " to the
country's sovereignty and the security of the
Eastern Mediterranean and of Europe ".
I call Mr. Rubbi to support his amendment.
Mr. RUBBI (Italy) (Translation). - As I said
in my earlier short speech, I repeat that the
reason for the amendment is that I find unaccep-
table the arguments which Sir Frederic reiterates
in the conclusions, namely that we should look
upon Cyprus as a possible threat to Atlantic
cohesion. This I cannot accept because Cyprus
is not a member of the Atlantic Alliance but a
neutral, non-aligned country, and in my view we
have no right here to treat a neutral country as if
it were involved in our strategy and in some way
subject to our law.
Sir Frederic says he does not wish to say what
Cyprus will be tomorrow but we have no need to
say anything because Cyprus has already said it
in its constitution; it wants to be a neutral, non-
aligned country. We have the right to allow
this to Cyprus and the duty to respect it.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment ?...
I call Sir Geoffrey Finsberg.
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG (Uniled Kingdom). -
Amendment 2 is not sensible because Mr. Rubbi
has failed to understand that when one talks of
the maintenance of the cohesion of the Atlantic
Alliance one must remember that two of the
members of that alliance are Greece and
Turkey. As Sir Frederic Bennett and many
others have said, any increase in tension that
may arise from the problems in Cyprus may spill
ovel into the alliance and into those two nations.
From the conversations that I have had in
Cyprus, it is clear, as Mr. Cox said, that the ordi-
ni'ry people genuinely welcome the presence of
the two sovereign bases, because they provide
security and employment.
It would not be helpful to remove the wording
which Sir Frederic Bennett has proposed and
substitute what Mr. Rubbi suggests. Sir Frede-
ric's proposal is right. The report received una-
nimous agreement in committee, and it would
be wrong to destroy that important cohesion by
removing little bits of the report. I hope that
the Assembly will reject the amendment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - What is the
committee's view ?
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom). -l
echo what Sir Geoffrey has sai{ I do not want to
make piecemeal changes to matters that were
considered fully in committee. If one starts on
the type of analysis suggested by Mr. Rubbi, one
destroys a carefully built balance. No one
suggested such amendments in committee. The
amendments are new, and have plainly been
tabled with different thoughts in mind. I have
kept my white sheet clean today and I therefore
hope that none of the amendments will be accep-
ted, not because I do not necessarily agree with
them, but because they undermine the fair
balance. We have heard the speeches today,
and they show how diflicult it was to achieve
that balance. I hope that, on reflection, the
amendment will not be accePted.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I put
Amendment 2 to the vote.
(A vote was then taken bY silting and
standing)
Amendment 2 is negatived.
Mr. Cavaliere has tabled Amendment I which
reads:
l. Redraft paragraph (iii) of the preamble to
the draft recommendation as follows:
" Considering that the conclusions drawn by
the Secretary-General of the United Nations
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from the negotiations held between 1977 and
1984 are the best possible basis for the restora-
tion of national unity in Cyprus; ".
I call Mr. Cavaliere to support his amend-
ment.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, this is a simple amendment. The
third paragraph of the preamble refers to the
inter-community negotiations held between
1977 and,1982. The reason for my amendment
is that the negotiations continued until 1984
and, we hope, will be resumed as soon as poss-
ible; the amendment, which is complemented by
the last paragraph, according to which the ques-
tion is not the restoration of peace in Cyprus,
because, praise be, it is not at war, but of
national unity which is in fact threatened.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment ?...
Mr. CORRIE (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I object to
the amendment and hope that it will be
defeated. The two vital words that Mr. Cavaliere
has missed out are " inter-community negotia-
tions ". It is yital that negotiations take place
between the two parties on the island. That has
been agreed by every country and organisation,
including the United Nations. The Cypriot
people should decide. I accept that we should
accept * 1984 ", but the two words to which I
have referred are not in the amendment. That
may be a mistake, or it may have been done
deliberately, but I do not support the amend-
ment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
What is the
committee's view ?
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom). 
-The last point made by Mr. Corrie is the over-
riding one. I have already accepted that I think
it sensible to refer to 1984, because the negotia-
tions are continuing. History has shown that
the best chance of a solution lies in inter-
community negotiations, and not in introducing
outside powers.
_I hope that the word " inter-community' isleft in. I fully accept Mr. Cavaliere's suggestion
that * 1982 " should be altered to " 1984 ri If it
helps him, * and continuing' could be included
because the negotiations are going on. He then
might withdraw his amendment. The news
today is that negotiations have reopened. I
hope that my suggestion is acceptable, and I ask
Mr. Cavaliere not to press his amendment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Cavaliere.
Mr. CAVALIERE(Italy) (Translation). 
- 
I can
agree because the amendment seeks to include
the negotiations which have taken place up to
1984. But, may I remind Sir Frederic Bennett
that I suggested replacing the word " peace " by
" national unity " which I feel is more realistic
and more accurate.
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom). 
-
We cannot do that.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
As Mr.
Cavaliere has felt unable to accept your sugges-
tion, I take it you agree only wittr part of-his
amendment. As I cannot split the amendment,
the Assembly in its wisdom will take due
account of the Rapporteur's partial support.
I call the committee Chairman.
Mr. MICHEL (Belgium) (Translation). 
- 
The
correction of the factual error is, of course,
accepted, a-nd does not call for the tabling and
approval of an amendment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
* 1984 "
simply has to be substituted for * 1982-.
Mr. MICHEL (Belgium) (Translation). 
-
Quite so !
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I now putto the vote Amendment I tabled by Mr.
Cavaliere.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment I is negatived.
Mr. Rubbi has tabled Amendment 3 which
reads:
3. In paragraph (rr) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, leave out " the restora-
tion of peace in Cyprus' and insert " re-
establishing the integrity and independence of a
neutral, non-aligned Cyprus ".
I call Mr. Rubbi.
Mr. RUBBI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
The pur-
pose of this amendment is to stress that what is
needed in Cyprus is not the restoration of peace,
which fortunately prevails there, but the restora-
tion of what is lacking, namely the integrity and
independence of a neutral, non-aligned Cyprus.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment ?...
I call Sir Geoffrey Finsberg.
- 
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG ((lnited Kingdom). 
-I am sorry, but tr do not understand Mi. Rubbi.
He is playing with words by trying to take out
* the restoration of peace in Cyprus " and inser-
tiog * re-eslablishing the integrity and indepen-
dence ". If Mr. Rubbi really meant that to be a
constructive way forward, he would surely be
urgin-g * the restoration of peace in Cyprus by re-
establishing the integrity of Cyprus ".
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By removing " the restoration of peace " and
putting in the alternative wording, I do not
believe that he is being at all helpful. I suggest
that he withdraw the amendment, because it
does not go to the heart of the matter, which
must be the restoration of peace as that is the
major thing that the people of Cyprus want.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
What is the
committee's view ?
Sir Frederic BENNETT (Uniled Kingdom). 
-
As I said when endorsing what Sir Geoffrey had
previously said, I do not think that this amend-
ment carries us forward. Mr. Rubbi seeks to
say that instead of " peace ", we should have
" the integrity and independence of a neutral
non-aligned Cyprus ". That shows that we are
trying to prejudge the ultimate attitudes which
the state of Cyprus should adopt. That is not
our r6le. Given that two ethnic minorities are
divided by a " Berlin wall " stretching from one
side of the island to the other, one cannot call
that peace in the accepted sense ofthe word. I
therefore ask that the amendment be rejected.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I now put
to the vote Amendment 3 tabled by Mr. Rubbi.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 3 is negatived.
Mr. Beix and Mr. Pignion have tabled
Amendment 5 which reads:
5. In the draft recommendation proper, leave
out " the Greek, Turkish and both Cypriot
authorities " and insert'the parties concerned ".
I call Mr. Pignion to support the amendment.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). 
- 
I pre-
face my remarks by saying that, when our
Assembly submits a recommendation, I take it it
does so in the expectation that it will be imple-
mented to the letter !
It is my view that mention of the authorities
renders the recommendation vague and is at the
same time restrictive. Instead, therefore, of
listing names and at the risk of appearing vague,I would prefer to leave the United Nations
Secretary-General completely free to make
contacts and consider information supplied by
any interested party.
Instead of mentioning the Turkish Govern-
ment, with its seat in the north of Turkey, or the
government of Mr. Kyprianou, which is a legal
entity, Sir Frederic has been careful to make no
formal reference to these authorities. Rather
than designating authorities by name, we suggest
that the words 'the parties concerned " should
be substituted.
As long as the treaties remain in force, the
United Kingdom may also be involved ! The
proposed wording has, in fact, been carefully
chosen to give the United Nations Secretary-
General complete freedom of action.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment ?...
I call Sir Geoffrey Finsberg.
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). 
-
There will be certain problems if we accept this
amendment and talk about " the parties concer-
ned ". Some people will say that there are not,
as it were, both Cypriot authorities. One side
may say that the other side is not a legal body.
By accepting the report and listing these four
bodies 
- 
the Greek, Turkish and both Cypriot
authorities 
- 
we continue the flow which Sir Fre-
deric has tried to achieve. I am sure that Mr.
Pignion did not mean it, but by inserting " the
parties concerned " he is makirrg the recommen-
dation unnecessarily restrigtive. If we are to
follow the flow of the report through, we must
specifl those four bodies, which are the only
four which are concerned in the way in which
the report suggests. I would not support the
amendment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
What is the
committee's view ?
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom). 
-I
again endorse Sir Geoffrey's general remarks
about the amendment. This is a fundamental
amendment. I have tried as discreetly as poss-
ible to point to the fact that the only advances
which have been made so far have occurred
when the Cypriots themselves have been invol-
ved in the negotiations. This is a very gentle
way of saying that the Secretary-General should
do his best to ensure that those Cypriot autho-
rities are involved. I have deliberately used the
word " authority " so that I do not tread on
corns about whether it is a regime or a govern-
ment. In eflect we are saying: " We will leave it
to you, Mr. Secretary-General to use all the
influence you can to restrict outside interference
from any source in the talks which we hope you
will have with the bodies which will ultimately
have to live with this problem 
- the Greek
Cypriots and the Turkish Cypriots. " For that
reason, and for the reasons advanced by Sir
Geoffrey, I ask the Assembly not to accept the
amendment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The
Assembly will have to vote on Amendment 5.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). 
- 
May
I intervene ?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I cannot
refuse, but I give you the floor as Chairman of
the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments.
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Mr. PIGNION (.France) (Translation). - In
the interest of brevity, I will not develop my
argument but simply point out that, if we use the
words * the parties concerned ", the Security
Council and the United Nations Organisation,
where this problem has been raised, are inclu-
ded, whereas they are excluded from the debate
by the specific reference to the Greek, Cypriot
and Turkish authorities.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I now put
to the vote Amendment 5 tabled by Mr. Beix
and supported by Mr. Pignion.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 5 is negatived.
Rubbi has tabled Amendment 4 which
4. Redraft paragraph (iv) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation as follows:
* (iv) Wishing the two Cypriot communities to
pursue their negotiations in spite of the initial
setback, ".
I call Mr. Rubbi to support his amendment.
Mr. RUBBI (Italy) (Translation). - Mr. Presi-
dent, I should just like to point out that this text
was most probably drafted before the new move
for a referendum by the Turkish Cypriots, which
has cast fresh doubts on the understandings
already reached between the two sides. I think,
therefore, that we cannot say that we welcome
the decision taken because it has been super-
seded. We can at most hope that fresh agtree-
ment will be reached. This is the purpose of the
amendment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment ?...
I call Mr. Corrie.
Mr. CORRIE(United Kingdom). 
- 
I hope that
the wording will be left as it is. Since the presi-
dential elections, both communities have said
that they will go back to the negotiating table.
That should be welcomed and the text should be
left as it stands.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
What is the
committee's view ?
Sir Frederic BENNETT (Uniled Kingdom). -I
welcome the decision because, despite every-
thing that has happened, and despite the set-
backs, it is only today that it has been learnt that
the Secretary-General is sending to both parties
for their consideration revised proposals which
they have agreed to consider. Therefore, rather
than rake up what may or may not happen, we
should today welcome their decision to go back
to the negotiating table. We should welcome
that and leave the text as it is.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I now put
to the vote Amendment 4 tabled by Mr. Rubbi.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 4 is negatived.
We will now vote on the draft recom-
mendation in Document 1008 as a whole.
A vote by roll-call has not been requested.
The Assembly will therefore vote by sitting
and standing.
I now put the text as a whole to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing\
The drafi recommendation is adoptedt.
I call Mr. Rubbi for an explanation of vote.
Mr. RUBBI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Presi-
dent, I should like to give a very brief explana-
tion of vote. I must say that we would have
wished to approve a recommendation on Cyprus
and we therefore requested - but unfortunately
the rules do not allow it 
- 
that we should at least
be able to approve the recommendation to the
Council, with which we are in agreement.
Having said this, I should like to state briefly
that no one here has been making a play on
words and that those who have been doing so
are those who have made the comment. In
both speeches and the draft recommendation we
have insisted on treating Cyprus, which is an
independent subject in international law, as an
integral part of an alliance to which it does not
belong; in my view, this is wrong and offends
against both international law and international
relations. The report is neither balanced nor
impartial; it favours Turkey and the Turkish
community, to the extent that, while it refers to
the Turkish Cypriots who were expelled from
the Greek sector, it makes no mention of the two
hundred thousand Greek Cypriots who were
driven from the community territory.
A last word on the subject ofpeace. Peace is
precarious, very precarious, because this country
has for ten years been under military occupation
which threatens its integrity and independence.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Ladies and
Gentlemen, Mr. Inan, a member of the Turkish
Parliament, who has been invited to attend this
session as an observer, has asked to address the
Assembly.
I call Mr. Inan.
Mr. INAN (Observer from Turkey) (Transla-
tion). 
- 
I thank you, Mr. President, for allowing
me to speak, and wish to say how pleased and
tt4
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honoured I am to be present at your meeting and
to address your Assembly.
While we are not, legally speaking, members
of your organisation, you may be assured that
we are with you in spirit, and that everything
European is ofdirect concern to us.
The quality, depth and objectivity of the
report and the ensuing debate have impressed
me greatly. I congratulate both the Rapporteur
and your organisation. If all the interested
parties and international organisations approa-
ched the problem with your objectivity 
- 
apart
from a few exaggerations which are to be expec-
ted in a political debate 
- 
I do not doubt that a
solution would be close at hand.
Mr. President, I wish to leave your organisa-
tion and your Assembly in no doubt about the
will, the desire and the determination of the
Turkish Government, parliament and people to
see this problem resolved as quickly as possible.
We are sufficiently well aware of the problems
existing throughout the world and, unfortuna-
tely, in areas close to home to desire earnestly
that our own communities should not be rent by
difliculties. I am convinced that, with your
support and that of the Turkish nation as well as
with the efforts made by the United Nations
Secretary-General and the co-operation of all the
parties concerned, we shall succeed in finding a
solution which will bring this conflict to an end.
None of us, least of all myself, wishes to grow
old with this problem.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Mr. Inan. I have exercised my right to defer
calling the Turkish parliamentary observer invi-
ted to attend our Assembly until after the vote.
By proceeding in this way we shall gradually
be able to establish the role to be played in our
deliberations by parliamentary observers from
countries which, though not members of WEU,
do belong to the Atlantic Alliance and are regu-
larly invited to attend our debates without their
direct intervention in the main debates conduc-
ted by the parliamentary delegations of the
member countries.
6. Revision and interpretation
of the Rules of Procedure -
Terms of reference of the Committee
for Relations with Parliaments
(Preseatation olthe rcport of the Committec oa Rules
ol Procedure and Privileges, Doc. 1020)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order ofthe day is the presentation ofthe report
of the Committee on Rules of Procedure and
Privileges on the revision and interpretation of
the Rules of Procedure 
- 
terms of reference of
the Committee for Relations with Parliaments,
Document 1020.
As Mr. Jessel has to leave because of other
commitments in his own country, I call him to
present his report now, although the debate and
vote will take place on Thursday, as scheduled.
The Chairman of the Committee on Rules of
Procedure and Privileges will take the necessary
steps to enable the debate to be conducted in the
absence of the Rapporteur.
I call Mr. Jessel.
Mr. JESSEL (United Kingdom). 
- I wish to
thank you, Mr. President, for the endless cour-
tesy and patience you have shown personally in
trylng to slot in my speech today in view of the
peculiar circumstances of my returning home
and being at a funeral on Thursday. I shall not
take more than five minutes, but I wanted to
place on record my conviction about the need
for this report from the point of view of all
members of the Assembly. Its purpose is quite
simple 
- 
to try to get more publicity for and
public awareness of our work in the Assembly of
WEU.
The Presidential Committee instructed the
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privilegesto examine the terms of reference of the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments.
That was on the initiative of Mr. Stoffelen, and
it was no less than two years ago. Since then,
the Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privi-
leges has discussed the matter four times and has
adopted my report by a large majority.
The Assembly produces many reports of
considerable quality 
- 
often of high quality 
- 
but
we all know that not enough people know about
them. The members of the Committee for
Relations with Parliaments are now supposed to
promulgate the work of the Assembly in national
parliaments. That is necessary, and that would
continue.
The proposed change in rule would not
compel but permit the Committee for Relations
with Parliaments to dedicate a proportion of its
time and attention to the work of improving
public relations with WEU through the media.
Specifically, the recommendations in the short
report 
- apart from drafting and consequential
amendments to the rules 
- 
are two.
The first is to change the name from Commit-
tee for Relations with Parliaments to Committee
for Parliamentary and Public Relations. The
second change is to insert as a term ofreference
the words:
" make all necessary proposals with a view to
bringing the work of the Assembly to the
attention of the public and the press in mem-
ber countries. "
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I stress that the proposed change would do
nothing to stop individual members of the
Assembly 
- 
from yoursel{, Mr. President, down
through your committee chairmen and all the
individual members - from publicising what
they want to publicise, through oflicial state-
ments or their own speeches, in their own way,
but it would have the effect of enabling one
committee of this Assembly to direct concen-
trated attention to what needs to be done, to
make recommendations and, if necessary, to
assist in the process.
The only objection of any significance that I
have heard is a budgetary one, but there are no
specific budgetary implications in a mere change
of the rules; indeed, I understand from the pre-
sent Chairman of the committee, Mrs. Knight,
and from her predecessor as Chairman, Mr. Stof-
felen, that they do not foresee any substantial
expenditure of funds. But even if there were a
small expenditure of funds, it would be up to the
committee to make its case, as against the claims
of all the other committees, to the Budgetary
Committee. If its case were found to be
wanting, those funds would not be supplied.
I repeat that the change in the rules is permis-
sive. It allows but does not compel the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments to
direct its attention to public relations in the ways
suggested.
I hope that the Assembly will decide to give a
fair wind to the report and that when the debate
continues on Thursday it will pass the resolution
and accept the report.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I congratu-
late you, Mr. Jessel, on your conscientious work
as Rapporteur. You have Ereatly assisted the
Assembly on this very important subject.
7. Datq time and orders of the day
of the next sitting
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I propose
that the Assembly hold its next public sitting
tomorrow morning, Wednesday, 22nd May, at
9.30 a.m. with the following orders of the day:
l. Mifitary use of computers - reply to the
thirtieth annual report of the Council (Pre-
sentation of and debate on the report of the
Committee on Scientific, Technological
and Aerospace Questions and vote on thedraft recommendation, Document 1007
and amendment).
2. New outlook for WEU 
- 
reply to the thir-
tieth annual report of the Council (Presen-
tation of and debate on the report of the
General Affairs Committee, Document
l0l2 and amendments).
3. Application of the Brussels Treaty 
- 
reply
to the thirtieth annual report of the Council
(Presentation of and debate on the report of
the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments, Document l0l9 and amend-
ments).
Are there any objections ?...
The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.
Does anyone wish to speak ?...
The sitting is closed.
(The silting was closed at 6.25 p.m.)
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Sutr,tueny
l. Adoption of the minutes.
2. Attendance register.
3. Organisation of the work of the Assembly and of its
committees (Motion for an order in implementation of a
proposal by the Bureau, Doc. 1024).
4. Situation in lrbanon (Motion for a recommendation with
a request for urgent procedure, Doc. 1023).
5. Iran-Iraq war (Motionfor a recommendation,Doc. 1022).
Speaker:Dr. Miller (point of order).
6. Military use of computers 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council (Presentation of and debate on the
repon of the Committee on Scientitic, Technological and
Aerospace Questions and vote on the draft recommenda-
tion,Doc. 1007 and amendment).
Speakers: Mr. Fourr6 (Rapporteur), Mrs. den Ouden-
Dekkers, Mr. Milani, Mr. Rauti, Mr. Hill, Mr. Fourr6
(Rapponeur), Mr. Wilkinson (Vice-Chairman of the
committee), Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers, Mr. Wilkinson;
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The sitting
is open.
1. Adoption of the minutes
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
In accor-
dance with Rule 21 of the Rules of Procedure,
the minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?...
The minutes are agreed to.
2. Attendance register
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The names
of the substitutes attending this sitting which
have been notified to the President will be pub-
lished with the list of representatives appended
to the minutes of proceedingsr.
I must remind you, I-adies and Gentlemen,
that you should sign the attendance register.
Some important votes will be taken during the
(points of order): Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Spies von
Biillesheim, Mr. Milani, Mr. Pignion, Mr. Milani, Mr.
Stoffelen, Lord Hughes, Mr. Cavaliere, Sir Dudley Smith.
7. Situation in kbanon (Motionfor a recommendation with
a request for urgent procedure, Doc. 1023).
Speakers: Mr. Martino, Mr. Michel.
8. New outlook for WEU 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council; Application of the Brussels Treaty 
-
reply to the thirtieth annual report ofthe Council (Presen-
tation of and joint debale on the reports of the General
Afairs Committee and of the Committee on Defence Ques-
tions and Armaments, Docs. l0l2 and amendments and
l0l9 and amendments).
Speakers : Mr. van der Sanden (Rapporleur of the General
Afairs Committee), Mr. Scheer (Rapporteur of the
Committee on Defence Questions and Armamenls), Mrs.
Kelly, Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Muller, Mr. Bianco, Mr. Vec-
chietti, Mr. Moreira (Obsemerfrom Portugal).
9. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.
day, and your signatures are absolutely essential
to establish that we have a quorum.
'Before we begin our debates, I should like to
welcome Mr. Alfred Cahen who has been
appointed Secretary-General by the Council and
is honouring us with his presence at this sitting.
Mr. Secretary-General, you will shortly be
taking over from Mr. Longerstaey, with whom
we have had confident and very friendly rela-
tions. In welcoming you, I should like to
repeat, through you, that the Assembly wishes to
maintain with the secretariat and the Council,
and especially the Permanent Council, a produc-
tive working relationship furthering the revitali-
sation of WEU, which is the earnest desire of us
all. (Applause)
3. Organisation of the work of the
Assembly and of its committees
(Motionfor an order in implotuntation ol
a proposal by the Bureaq Doc. 1024)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The first
order of the day is the motion for an order in
implementation of a proposal by the Bureau on
The sitting was opened at 9. 30 a.m. with Mr. Caro, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
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the organisation of the work of the Assembly
and its committees, Document 1024.
Ladies and Gentlemen, at the opening of
yesterday's sitting you were informed of discus-
sions in the Bureau concerning the organisation
of our work and aimed essentially at avoiding
any repetition of the problems we have had in
connection with quorums in committees and
more especially with the timeJimit for lodging
documents with both the Assembly and the
Council. In accordance with the ruling by the
Presidential Committee, the minimum is two
weeks in advance. This is a matter for the
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges
which will present draft revised Rules of Proce-
dure at the December session. The Rapporteur
is Mr. Spies von Bfillesheim, and the proposal
will be ratified at that time.
This being the case, and following the state-
ment made yesterday by my colleague, Jan
Blaauw, who was in the Chair, as well as the
comments made during the sitting, an order was
drafted, based or, and incorporating, the
Bureau's suggestions. This document was
translated into both languages and distributed
during the day.
The document provides for all committees to
meet in the same place about a month prior to
the session of the Assembly. The budgetary
implications are a matter for the Presidential
Committee which, in accordance with the
Bureau's wishes, is instructed to organise this
session of committee meetings. We have
expressed the wish, which I now support per-
sonally, that it should, if possible, be held in
London. From the point of view of both
Western European Union and the increasing
interest which member countries will have to
take in our organisation, it is advantageous that
the Assembly should meet in the capitals of
member countries. As London is also the head-
quarters of WEU, it seems quite reasonable and
politically appropriate that such a session should
be held there. What is more, we will be able to
use the opportunity to promote even closer rela-
tions with the Permanent Council.
I therefore put this proposal to the Assembly.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The motion for an order is agreed to t.
4. Situation in l*banon
(Motionfor a recommendation with a
rcquest for urgent procedure, Doc. 1023)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is a motion for a recommenda-
tion with a request for urgent procedure on the
situation in l-ebanon, Document 1023, which I
have received from Mr. Martino and others.
The motion has been posted up and the rele-
vant document distributed.
The Assembly will later be asked to vote on
the request for urgent procedure.
ln accordance with the Rules of Procedure,
this vote will take place after the vote on the
draft recommendation on the military use of
computers 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual report
of the Council.
I thank Mr. Fourr6, Rapporteur of the
Committee on Scientific, Technological and
Aerospace Questions, for having yest€rday allowed
the Assembly to change its orders of the day at
the end of the sitting so that Mr. Jessel could
present his report on behalf of the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges. As you
know, Mr. Jessel was called away to attend to
duties in his constituency.
5. Iran-Iraqwar
(Motion for a recommendatioa, Doc, 1022)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is a motion for a recommenda-
tion on the Iran-Iraq war, Document 1022,
which I have received from Mr. Hardy and
others.
In accordance with Rule 28(4) of the Rules of
Procedure, the Assembly has to vote on the
inclusion of the motion in the register. One
speaker in favour, one against, and the chairman
of the committee concerned may have the floor.
Does Mr. Hardy wish to speak?
He does not.
Does no one wish to speak?...
We will now vote on the inclusion of the
motion in the register.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The motion for a recommendation is included
in the register.
I call Dr. Miller on a point of order.
Dr. MILLER (United Kingdom). 
- 
On a point
of order, Mr. President. Are you in a position
to indicate that the motion for an order on the
withdrawal of a report from the order paper,
which I have tabled, together with several of my
friends, will come before the Assembly?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The motion
for an order which you tabled, Dr. Miller, will be
taken in conjunction with Mr. van der Sanden's
report which, if all goes well, we shall be consi-
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dering this morning. The necessary arrange-
ments have therefore been made to enable you
to speak in support of your motion.
6, Military use of computers - reply to the
thirtieth annual rcport of the Council
(Presentatioa of and dcbate on the report of the
Committee oa Scieatific, Technologbal and Aerospace
Quutions and wte on the drult recommendation,
Du. 1007 and wnendment)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order ofthe day is the presentation ofand debate
on the report of the Committee on Scientific,
Technological and Aerospace Questions on the
military use of computers - reply to the thirtieth
annual report of the Council and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document 1007 and
amendment.
I call Mr. Fourr6, Rapporteur of the Commit-
tee on Scientific Technological and Aerospace
Questions.
Mr. FOURRE (France) (Translation). - Mr.
President, Iadies and Gentlemen, in the next
few years we shall have to answer two vital ques-
tions concerning the production of computers
and their use in the military sphere. First
question: Is a technological gap opening up
between Europe on the one hand and Japan and
America on the other? Second question: Can
Europe catch up and, if so, how should it set
about it?
Before attempting a reply, I will quickly sketch
the present situation with emphasis on the dif-
rerence which exists between Europe and the
United States.
It seems essential at this point to quote a few
facts. The EEC countries' overall balance of
electronic strength was already $9 billion in defi-
cit last year, whereas in the 1970 American
defence budget, 20% of the Pentagon's procure-
ment was in electronics. This percentage will
rise to 40% at the end of the 1980s. In 1985,
$6.5 billion will be spent on the promotion of
industrial research and development.
Another example of Europe's lack of progress
is its consumption of what are called semi-
conductor chips which are the basis of all other
electronic production. This has fallen in the
past ten years from 30% to 19% of the world
total. European production of chips has fallenin ten years from 14.5% to 9.5%. Another
example is that the life cycle of microelectronic-
related products has shrunk from eight to ten
years to three years on average.
Information technology companies in Europe
have only between 35% and 40% of their own
domestic markets. It is an interesting fact that
IBM sells as much in Europe as its nearest nine
competitors combined, which include of course
other United States companies as well as an
increasing proportion of Japanese firms.
By 1986, the balance of trade specifically in
information technology products will show a
deficit of some $5 billion.
There have been few European initiatives in
response to this situation except for the Esprit
plan whose purpose, as everyone knows, is to
enhance the competitiveness of the ten member
states, especially vis-i-vis the United States and
Japan. This Community progamme is parallel
with those of individual nations, and it must be
admitted that the fragrnentation of the European
markets causes an appalling waste of resources.
We may ask ourselves why Europe is unable
to capitalise and commercialise the products
developed by its scientific laboratories, the
quality of whose research staff is the envy of the
world.
Public opinion 
- 
and this is also true of our
assemblies - knows little, or is indeed misin-
formed about the military side of computer
applications. The fact remains that, in the
military sphere, computers have become an
essential part of weapons systems, and there is a
defence-related information technology. Com-
puters can be used for applications in logistics,
supplies, strategic planning, detection of com-
munications systems, simulation processes and
so forth.
This problem has not escaped the attention of
our Assembly, as on 29th April 1980 Mr. Bras-
seur submitted a report - Document 840 - in
which he stated that communications, com-
mand, control and intelligence were essential
elements in the defence programme. He
emphasised the need to consider the European
dimension of this market and advocated the
introduction of a coherent policy and commer-
cial strategy aimed at winning the European
share of the market.
On 24th October 1980, Council replied as
follows:
" The Council share the concern expressed by
the Assembly that European firms have so far
failed to capture a satisfactory share of the
European and world markets for microelec-
tronics and associated equipment. The
Council favours practical international action
which offers the prospect of assisting Euro-
pean firms to win a larger share of the interna-
tional market. The defence world has aparti-
cularly acute awareness of the benefits of
common standards. The Assembly has
rightly drawn attention to these matters,
which it can be assured the WEU govern-
ments intend to take into account. "
ll9
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While this interesting declaration of intent was
in line with the wish expressed by the Assembly,
we shall shortly see that it has failed to produce
any great practical results or initiatives consi-
dering that it was made four years ago.
In the military sphere, computers call for a
range ofcharacteristics and features vital to their
existence. These include such requirements as
reliability, security, operating security and survi-
vability. In fact, every anny imposes its own
specifications on the application of information
systems.
I will now explain very briefly why computers
are essential in the military sphere and will
quickly reyiew their main applications.
Computers are used in military communica-
tions. Here there are two complementary tech-
nologies: that of the long-distance communica-
tions themselves, and secondly the technology
concerned with the protection of such communi-
cations. Each of these applications requires
very specific means which become increasingly
expensive when one passes from tactical require-
ments to space applications.
Much work has recently been done on tech-
niques for protecting communications 
- 
safety,
security 
- 
against natural or man-made inter-
ference 
- 
jamming, tapping, etc. 
- 
to which mili-
tary communications are exposed.
Computer technology is also used in weapons
systems. There is a great difference between
computers installed on board ships, aircraft,
tanks, etc. or integrated in weapons systems and
the large computers used to mastermind nuclear
weapons, for example. However, contrary to
the position in the United States, computers on
board French vehicles or ships and incorporatedin weapons systems such as missiles are all
derived from computers for civil use specially
modified and reinforced to meet military require-
ments but with specially developed software.
Like their civil counterparts, these computers
are also used for simulation in the training of
military personnel. Computers are also usedfor logistical purposes, and here again the
hardware consists mostly of modified and adap-
ted civil computers, as is done for any major
client. When computers started to be used, the
military were often the main customers!
The chief question for the future concerns
what are commonly called supercomputers.
The future of technological evolution lies in
the fifth-generation computer, which will be able
to execute many different orders at the same
time and at a speed well in excess of present
performances. The very large computers
needed to carry out digital simulation work, now
essential for the design of sophisticated weapons,
are of American origin. Japan may also be pro-
ducing them soon.
In the United States, many supercomputer
proglammes are now actively under way. The
Cray Company has announced its plan for
multicomputers which, in the second half of the
decade, should be ten to fifty times more power-
ful than present equipment. Control Data is
planning similar development of Cyber 205, and
NASA has started research on a very ambitious
multicomputer programme. IBM changed its
supercomputer policy significantly at the end of
the 1970s by planning to market equipment
which would be competitive with that of other
manufacturers, particularly the Japanese. Two
types of supercomputer are planned.
In Japan, research has also started in the
framework of a major fifth-generation computer
programme on parallel machines 
- 
multicompu-
ters and vectorials 
- 
capable of carrying out
more than 1,000 million effective floating point
operations per second by the end ofthe decade.
In view of this critically dependent situation,
the French Ministry of Defence is studying the
possibility of developing a large scientific instal-
lation on a national basis. The French Govern-
ment has invited three computer industrialists to
make a collaborative effort to meet the future
computer requirements of the armed forces.
The government has also launched a large vecto-
rial computer programme whose code name is
Isis which will be used by the civil and military
departments. If successful, it will be possible to
use the same type of software on all the compu-
ters. This is extremely important when one
considers that the software accounts for about
80% to 85% of the total price of computer
systems.
This study led to the decision to ask Bull to
build a large prototype computer. Bull started
the development of this computer in l98l and
will produce the first prototypes in 1986. If the
results are satisfactory, the company will build
four large computers of this type between 1986
and 1990, reaching a total of twenty machines in
1991. In order to build the prototype, Bull has
found an associate in Siemens in the Federal
Republic of Germany, which handles the tech-
nological aspects, while Bull retains the design
leadership. The industrial purpose of Bull and
Siemens might be to develop a large computer
for a series after Isis.
Competition for the Isis computer will again
come from the United States and Japan. In the
United States, the Defence Department has
earmarked large sums for developing computers
for military purposes and once the research and
development costs have been amortised by the
military user, the same type of computer will be
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transferred to the civil market. In Japan, the
method is opposite. Computers are built for
the civil government market, the ministries and
state industries, but the ultimate purpose is to
conquer the world market, with subsequent
systems to be offered to the general public.
As I have said, the United States Defence
Department earmarks a very large part of its
budget for the promotion of industrial research
and development and, as Mr. Hill pointed out in
his report following our mission to the United
States last year, computers are given absolute
priority in this area. The research programmes
encompass a wide range of technologies. One
of them is concerned with strategic calculations,
and a complementary programme relates to the
development of a class of " super-intelligent "
computers capable of being integrated into
advanced defence systems by 1990. Parallel
with this, work is being carried out on the
development of a family of computers a
thousand times faster than existing machines,
using multiprocessor structures and very highly
integrated components.
Yet another programme concerns VHSIC or
very-high-speed integrated circuits. The Defence
Department wishes to increase the United States
lead in integrated circuit technology applied to
weapons systems and to reduce the lag between
the development of this technology and its prac-
tical application.
In the Soviet lJnion, the problem is funda-
mentally different. Substantially all research
and development on computers has been direc-
ted towards military applications and the civil
field has been almost completely neglected, with
the result that Soviet forces now have great
problems in training their military personnel
who, apart from a few experts, have absolutely
no experience in the use of civil microcompu-
ters. It should also be noted that, while the
research and development laboratories may be
of international standard, problems become
acute when it comes to launching production on
an industrial basis.
The fact is that the Soviet Union has excellent
researchers, possibly the best in the world
according to some western experts. They often
win the admiration of their foreign colleagues by
their speed in assimilating new techniques,
mostly originating from the United States. But
the specialised industry fails to follow suit. In
the Soviet Union there is nothing equivalent to
the two large United States companies, Intel and
Motorola, which turn silicon into those famous
chips which are the basic elements of integrated
circuits. Almost without exception, Soviet
information technology has been copied from
western countries, legally or otherwise. The
needs ofthe defence industry and ofthe central-
ised management of the economy under the
Gosplan have caused priority to be given to very
large computers. In this area the Soviet Union
is consequently not so far behind, though it lags
by at least ten years in the field of micro-
computers.
In this situation, how do we stand with Euro-
pean co-operation?
In point offact, there is hardly any collabora-
tion at all within the European framework. It is
difficult to ensure collaboration within NATO,
because of the preponderant position of the
United States. Nevertheless, Europe has joint
requirements which could and should be met.
This would mean the joint funding of research,
and joint characteristics would also have to be
defined. Moreover, a computer is only a small
part of a weapons system, and it would be very
diflicult to undertake joint re$earch on a small
part without procuring the complete weapons
system. Here progress has to be made step by
step. There would have to be a joint strategic
concept, far greater standardisation of afina-
ments and a collaborative effort by European
industries.
From the point of view of European co-
operation, it would be extremely helpful to find-
ing a joint solution to begin by studying the
problem of interoperability. This is certainly a
problem which will not be easy to solve without
progress towards European unification. In the
meantime, it should nevertheless be possible to
achieve a common European research effort,
especially in communications and fifth-genera-
tion computers with artificial intelligence. Muchjoint research could, and should, be undertaken.
In its reply to the thirtieth annual report, the
Council, having noted that the traditional form
ofpresentation should be altered, has provided a
number of answers concerning, specifically,
matters of civil and military high technology.
It was my hope that genuine answers would be
given to the questions and recommendations
made by the committees of the Assembly, but I
am sorry to have to tell you that, as in previous
years, the answers are superficial and incom-
plete. An initiative by the Council on the
harmonisation of research in the field of high
technology would, for instance, have been very
welcome. However, while the Council acknow-
ledges shortcomings and examines the institu-
tional frameworks, there is no sign of any real
progress. Everybody is well aware that NATO,
IEPG and WEU, for a great variety of reasons,
fall short of providing an ideal framework, but
in that case why not choose an existing frame-
work for certain activities and a different one for
others? It is all very well to recognise the
importance of preference for Europe, but
t2t
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Europe's technological development should not
lag too far behind that of United States equip-
ment.
Mr. President, ladies and Gentlemen, in the
light of this initial brief survey, which may
appear somewhat technical but which does high-
light a number of factors essential to the future
of European co-operation in the military field, it
is clear that we still have the whole task before
us if such co-operation is to be achieved.
Sometimes, from ignorance of the nature of
computer technology, those in political authority
restrict their thoughts on co-operation to sys-
tems, while neglecting the importance of sub-
assemblies and sometimes even of basic ele-
ments. Technical, and therefore economic,
dependence is actually linked to political atti-
tudes to the United States and, in future, to
Japan, and also to authorisation by the United
States to export certain equipment. Even
though American policy became much more
liberal in 1976, certain restrictions remain which
are regretted in some quarters. In some areas,
the American monopoly is tending to be eroded
by the advent of Japanese competition and by
Japanese collaboration with European industry 
-
the cases of Nippon Electric and Bull and Fujitsu
and Siemens are examples. It therefore seems
that there are improved prospects of co-
operation with American industries, although, in
this area as in many others, Europe has common
requirements for which we could, and should,
find a solution.
The dominant position of the United States
calls for the development of European co-
operation extending beyond bilateral relations.
This entails the joint funding of research and
the definition of joint specifications and clearly
specified aims.
In the component field, Europe must co-
operate far more actively in research and
development work.
For basic software, in addition to the standar-
disation of products, to be technically competi-
tive co-operation requires joint support in three
areas: the improvement of operating systems;
research on data structures, and the develop-
ment of software with new methods and better
instruments.
Europe has become aware of the need for co-
operation in the face of two computer giants: the
United States and Japan. While welcoming
support for the Esprit programme, it should be
pointed out that this will not enable European
industry to make up for lost time, particularly as
regards co-operation in the area of military
applications.
The French proposal for the Eureka project
shows that its prime interest is the creation of a
European agency concerned with new techno-
logies and providing a channel for co-operation
between Europeans and, possibly, between
Europe and the United States. However, even
this project fails to meet our requirements
fully. There is no doubt that technological
Europe is necessary, with or without the SDI,
and we must, indeed, mobilise the reserves of
know-how and expertise available in Europe in
the key technologies which control the future of
our countries.
The present debate 
- 
beyond political, diplo-
matic or strategic discussions of the SDI 
- 
and
Europe's possible participation in this project
may, together with the first part of this report,
provide a context for the practical evaluation of
the effort which needs to be made if we are to
stay in the technological race. The European
research effort is half that of the Americans and,
owing to the lack of co-ordination, the yield is
less. If Europe does not reassert itself in the
face of the strenuous United States efforts, it will
be outdistanced for good.
The SDI is a research programme, and it is
difficult as yet to assess what it will produce.
Here, no doubt, we should differentiate between
political declarations and the realities of the
progmmme.
The report which I am presenting should
provide practical help here, but it is also my
intention to sound a serious note of alarm.
Confronted by a vital defence issue, all of us who
are here eneaged in discussing defence questions
with an eye to today's and tomorrow's needs
should accept the simple principle that without
computer technology no force can be truly deter-
rent.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
On behalf
of the Assembly I thank you, Mr. Fourr6, and
congratulate you on the quality ofyour report.
My thanks also go to the Committee on Scien-
tific, Technological and Aerospace Questions for
the excellent work it is doing. We shall have
the opportunity of assessing one of its extremely
important consequences on the occasion of the
colloquy on the space challenge for Europe
which is to take place on l8th, 19th and 20th
September in Munich.
The subject now under discussion, the stra-
tegic defence initiative with particular reference
to its technological implications for Europe, has
an importance which places your report in the
mainstream of the deliberations of our Assem-
bly, which is fulfilling a role central to its task in
conducting today's debate.
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Four members have put their names down to
speak, and I remind the Assembly that each
speaker is allowed only five minutes.
I call Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers.
Mrs. den OUDEN-DEKKERS (Netherlands)
(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, on behalf of the
Liberal Group I should like to say a few words
about this report on the military use of compu-
ters. In the introduction the Rapporteur
concentrates on the gap between Europe on the
one hand and America and Japan on the other.
The question whether this gap is developing,
which is asked in paragraph 1, can be regarded
as rhetorical, because in paragraph 4 the Rappor-
teur asks whether Europe can overcome its back-
wardness, and goes straight on to ask how, if so,
it should proceed.
Information technology and the information
industry are becoming, or are already, the pivot
of economic activities at world level. The
spread of microelectronics and optical telecom-
munications is leading to major changes in
products and production systems. Anyone
wanting to hold his own in an open market
system must be able to keep up with the deve-
lopments and to market competitive products.
The rapid technological changes therefore call
for the equally rapid input of suflicient venture
capital to enable the right investments to be
made at the right time. We therefore find it
alarming that European information technology
companies command only 35% to 40% of their
domestic markets. Most of the European
demand for hardware and software is met by
American and Japanese industries. As the
Rapporteur himself indicates, this has serious
consequences for employment in Europe, in
terms not only of numbers ofjobs but also of the
nature of employment.
An increase in industrial activities in the field
of information technology in a co-ordinated
European context will undoubtedly prove advan-
tageous for Europe at macro level. However, it
will give rise to structural changes and problems
at micro level, both for the individual countries
and for the various European companies invol-
ved in the information technology field. Does
Europe have enough highly qualified personnel
for the development of computers, for compu-
ter-aided design, for computer-aided manufac-
turing and computerised data management and
task allocation? What will happen, on the other
hand, if Europe misses the boat in the informa-
tion technology field? The Rapporteur suggests
a follow-up report. I think that is a good idea,
if only because of the various concepts that are
bandied about. Will the follow-up report exa-
mine in depth the economic implications for the
various European countries?
On the basis of such a thorough study, I would
expect the follow-up report to indicate the speci-
fic economic consequences for the various Euro-
pean countries and the viability of the various
major European companies concerned. The
findings of this study must then be set against
the waste of financial resour@s and manpower
due to the fragmented markets in Europe. The
lack of industrial clout in Europe will undoub-
tedly result in a brain drain from Europe to
those parts of the world where information tech-
nology is expanding rapidly. This is parti-
cularly true of America, where the strategic
defence initiative will entail advanced research
and development activity. Both politically and
economically, these considerations are crucial to
Europe.
The political will to achieve a united Euro-
pean effort and market for information techno-
logy largely depends on the economic effects at
micro level, including the labour market. The
crucial question is then whether a common,
open European market can be developed for
information technology within the complex of a
social market economy at European level. I
should like to hear what the Rapporteur has to
say about this.
The Rapporteur bases his general description
of the problems facing Europe on the European
Community. He places the military aspects -
not explicitly but in fact - mainly within the
smaller framework of Western European Union.
The relationship with NATO and thus with
America is not clear.
It is no longer possible to think of the various
weapons systems without computer techno-
logy. A derivative of this is defence-related
information technology in such areas as logistics,
strategies to resist nuclear and/or conventional
threats, communications systems and, above all,
the training of military staff. Research and
development in the areas of defence occupy a
central place here, with major implications for
the volume of the defence budget and for
defence spending.
Western Europe seeks its security within the
North Atlantic Alliance. Communications,
command, control and intelligence have always
been essential elements of NATO's long-term
defence programme. It is here in particular that
computer and information technology play an
important r6le. The communications system is
designed to grve commanders-in-chief and
lower-level commanders the information neces-
sary to enable them to take the right decision at
the right time. The national systems must
therefore be completely compatible with the
overall NATO system, to achieve integrated ope-
ration in times of emergency or war.
Weapons systems without built-in informa-
tion technology components are no longer
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conceivable. This makes great demands on
military computers. The various armed forces
- 
the army, air force and navy 
- 
also have speci-fic requirements related to their respective
defence areas.
Having reached the subject of military mat-
ters, the Rapporteur abandons both the very
wide area of the European Community and the
area of Western European Union and focuses
on the small area of France and the question
whether France should launch a major fifth-
generation computer programme on parallel
machines, multicomputers and vectorials, which
must be capable of carrying out 1,000 million
effective floating point operations per second.
France wants to develop this system. Para-
graph 93 then poses the crucial question whether
France alone should bear the technological and
financial burden of this development pro-
gramme or whether it should be shared by all the
member states of the European Community or
Western European Union. France now has to
decide which computer systems it is going to
use. It must also take decisions on the produc-
tion of weapons systems and a new range of
computers which will be in service up to the year
2000.
In fact, this is primarily a French military
problem. In the past France chose to go its own
way in military terms to avoid becoming depen-
dent on America. This also meant that 'it
missed the opportunity for co-operation on a
broader basis. The Rapporteur again under-
lines the French position in paragraph 94, where
he says that it is difficult to ensure European
collaboration within NATO because of the pre-
ponderant position of the United States. On
what considerations other than French military
nuclear independence is this statement based?
In the context of the proposed European co-
operation, can the same objection not be raised
to France, which will occupy a dominant posi-
tion at European level, given the plans for the
Isis programme? Does co-operation outside the
wider context of NATO mean that the other
European countries must take the same course
as France? When he refers to funding joint
research and the definition of joint characte-
ristics, is the Rapporteur taking account of the
fact that other European countries would like to
see European military co-operation based on the
principles underlying the North Atlantic Alliance,
and that research funds must therefore be estab-
lished and joint characteristics defined in the
NATO context?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I am sorry,
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers, the Rules of Proce-
dure make no provision for allowing extra time
to those speaking on behalf of political groups.
I am pleased, however, to have been able to
allow you time to finish your speech.
I call Mr. Milani.
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Pre-
sident, Iadies and Gentlemen, I should like to
make two points. First, to stress the serious
mistake in failing to present and therefore to
discuss Mr. van den Bergh's report on emerying
technology and military strategy. Second, to
mention the mistake of seeking to invite the
European countries to collaborate in research on
the new technologies, on grounds ofthe need to
define new weapons systems, that is to engage in
collaboration based on the need to renew not
industrial but military structures, although the
two cannot be separated where the new techno-
logies are concerned.
On the first point, everyone can see that it is a
political mistake to prevent discussion of Mr.
van den Bergh's report. In one way or another,
the question of the SDI has been discussed 
-
yesterday afternoon, for example, when ques-
tions were put to the United Kingdom Minister
of State on the subject. I believe that it will be
discussed again today when questions are put to
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Federal
Republic of Germany, as Chairman-in-Oflice of
the Council of Ministers of Western European
Union.
But the more serious point is that this Assem-
bly has not been allowed to discuss a matter on
which the European countries as yet have no
definite position. In my view there has never
been a better opportunity for the Assembly to
demonstrate its vitality, with the real, material
possibility of moving towards the reactivation of
WEU. In the Atlantic Assembly, on the other
hand, the subject was discussed when questions
were put to the American representative 
- 
the
secretary of the committee appointed by Presi-
dent Reagan to define the SDI strategy.
The conceptual approach was also wrong, so
to speak. A weapons system cannot in fact be
discussed before consideration has been given to
the strategic pattern into which the individual
choice of armaments policy has to fit. In so far
as the SDI project becomes feasible, it is obvious
to everyone that the complex and interconnected
relationships between new technologies, wea-
pons systems and production requirements will
have to be defined by that strategy. I would
also emphasise that the SDI involves formidable
intervention by the American Government 
-
despite its enthusiasm for the market economy 
-to boost the productive activity of American
private industry in open competition with
Europe. Without this overemphasis on the
military threat, it would have been difficult, I
think, for the Americans to win acceptance of
state finance for private industry for technolo-
gical research ofthis kind.
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Whether or not SDI is feasible, it is clear that
the American Government is financing Ame-
rican industry or at least research on new tech-
nologies which can be applied immediately by
private producers.
This is the direction in which Europe should
move. Hence the importance of the Eureka
project which, without emphasis of any kind on
ihe military threat, represents for me a serious
opportunity for European collaboration on the
new technologies.
The idea of a European computer has sense in
this context, where it is in Europe's interests to
define new basic technologies which are essen-
tial if it wants to produce both the computer and
the processor.
The main lines of the new technologies are
involved in both the SDI and the Eureka
project. I am referring to direct production of
very small integrated circuits - third-generation
chifs. On this point, I should like to read from
an article which I believe is already known to
members, because reference has already been
made to it in connection with the subject I raised
a moment ago. On l6th April 1985, the-
Corriere dela Sera wrote: * Another frontier of
the infinitely small has fallen. A chip has now
been made with connections half one-thou-
sandth of a millimetre in width. The result is
the most compact integrated circuit ever made,
containing one hundred thousand logic elements
capable of storing sixteen million data bits. "
On the subject of third-generation chips, refer-
ence must also be made to gallium arsenide as a
basic element for the definition of this strategy.
And also the definition of fifth-generation
computers 
- 
forty million operations per second;
the use of light beams, optronics, for the compu-
ter of the future - two hundred million opera-
tions per second; lasers and so on.
I am therefore happy at the idea ofa European
computer. I am less happy that such collabora-
tion should be geared to military requirements.
In my view, Europe cannot work in the same
way as America, that is stressing the military
threat to persuade the various countries to
provide funds for technological and scientific
iesearch. On the contrary - in a previous
speech there were some hints of nationalisms
which have little meaning at this point - Europe
should reverse the terms of the equation and
should therefore accept that without technolo-
gical research the inevitable result is that Europe
will gradually be left behind in future. Natu-
rally, because ofthe very high cost, there can be
no iesearch unless all the European countries or
at least the biggest of them act together and
co-ordinate their efforts.
These, Iadies and Gentlemen, are the true
and genuine reasons, which I have explained, for
my appreciation of Mr. Fourr€'$ report; they- are
alio my reasons for abstaining on the draft in
question. I am opposed to the discussion of
new technologies in a direction set by the Ameri-
cans, with specific emphasis on the military
threat as a rleans of putting pressure on public
opinion.
In conclusion, I repeat that unless the question
is approached in the way I have indicated we
Europeans risk being left behind. We should
start by understanding this so that we can work
in the right direction.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Rauti.
Mr. RAUTI (Italy) (Translation). - I-adies
and Gentlemen, if this organisbtion had all the
funds it needs - whereas, I would stress, we are,
in fact, " suspiciously " shorter and shorter of
money, as was made amply clear yesterday - I
would have made a practical proposal that tens
of thousands of copies of the report under
discussion should be printed in all the European
languages. But as I expect and fear - from what
haihappened and always happens to our work -
that very little or nothing will be heard about
this report, I would instead like to ask the presi-
dency to do everything possible - with the press
which can be reached through our services - to
have the text we are considering circulated,
possibly with the addition of a suitable brochure
reporting all speeches in this debate.
The Rapporteur, whom I compliment on his
excellent work, said a short time ago when intro-
ducing his report, that it is likely to be little
underitood because it is higlrly technical. I
would like to reassure him on that point;
although many of us are neither technicians nor
specialists on the subject, I know that everyone
has read the report with geat i4terest.
There are very good reasons for this.
Because, Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle-
men, if there is a truly important and even
essential " nodal point " for so many of Western
Europe's social and economic problems, if there
is anything which can be described as a key to
these problems, by which I mean easy access to
some means of making a clear and definite
analysis, it is precisely the Fourr6 report or
rather the subject which it covers with a valuable
wealth of data and references. The whole text
should be analysed, taken further and expanded.
However, as the time allowed for our debates
is always strictly limited, I should like to hig!-
light one particular point, which in my view calls
for more emphasis than the others; it is the point
considered in paragraphs 16 and 17 which
describe the consequences of the present frag-
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mentation in Europe of a sector which in broad
terms comes under the heading of information
technology.
I would say that the Fourr6 report puts its
finger on the spot. These two paragraphs sum-
marise what is wrong in Europe and is driving it
down to a level which looks like becoming the
same as that of the third world.
It is not only a question of waste, which the
Rapporteur qualifies as appalling; balkanisation
might be a better description. Europe spends
much more than Japan and the United States 
-just think, five times as much as Japan and even
three times more than the United States 
- 
and
employs three times as many specialist engineers
as the United States and Japan, but achieved
much less than those two countries and is even
falling further and further behind.
What is needed, therefore, and should be
pressed for is a new technological policy which
Europe could easily have 
- 
because it has the
necessary resources, brains and basic structures 
-
and should, therefore, have if is not to fall
behind. A united Europe, ofcourse, because, as
the figures and statistics dramatically prove, our
aberrations are the " black hole " which is drain-
ing away our strength even as we continue to
advance very slowly and ever more painfully.
I hope and trust that all members of the WEU
Assembly will 
- 
after seeing and understanding
the gravity of the situation and the decisive
importance of taking action 
- 
work vigorously in
their parliaments and will take up, amplifu and
repeat this warning in their own countries so
that it becomes a positive instrument for revival
and recovery.
Europe is not doing very much to meet this
challenge; as in many cases, the expression so
frequently used as to be almost a commonplace
is that Europe is doing everything possible and is
wholly committed.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Hill.
Mr. HILL (United Kingdom). 
- 
I congrarulate
Mr. Fourr6 on the report. He admits that he
has not had suflicient time to study the subject,
but it is a very good starter for our debate. I am
sure that in the Committee on Scientific, Tech-
nological and Aerospace Questions we shall
produce many more reports, because most of the
debate seems to be centering on the strategic
defence initiative, of which the computer is a
basic element.
Mr. Fourr6 makes recommendations aimed at
achieving co-operation within Europe in the
development of computers, computer compo-
nents and software for military application. He
also describes graphically the growing gap
between Europe on the one hand and the United
States and Japan on the other in the civil exploi-
tation of information technology.
Efforts are being made in the civil context 
-for example, the Esprit programme and the
United Kingdom's Alvey programme are acknow-
ledged in this document. It is not so much a
matter of shortage of resources, of which Europe,
as has been shown by the ligures in the docu-
ments, contributes more, both financially and in
terms of manpower, than its competitors, as of
the wasteful use of resources caused by frag-
mented European markets.
The paper states in detail the increasingly
important military application of computers.
Examples quoted include the NATO-wide inte-
grated communications system planned for
completion in 1995, but there is no mention in
this considerable work, which includes weapons
applications of computers, of the work being
carried out in the United Kingdom. As I said
earlier, it is the Rapporteur's lack of time which
has made for this omission.
Except in this forum, I would hesitate to say
that there has been hardly any European collabo-
ration on the military use of computers, that,given shared European interests, such co-
operation, although diflicult, should be possible,
that defence ministers should provide the fund-
ing, and that collaboration in weapons systems,
such as the European fighter aircraft, could lead
to co-operation in computers associated with
those systems.
The document claims that no real progress has
been made in existing frameworks 
- 
NATO,
IEPG and WEU 
- 
but it does not define a r6le
for WEU. It goes on to point to the lack of
information provided by the Council on arrna-
ments co-operation in Europe.
In my own report, I point out that the United
States is spending about $6.5 billion on promot-
ing industrial research and development this
year.
One of the most telling statements that is
made in the report is where it describes compu-
ters for logistic reasons. The Rapporteur points
out that they are civil computers with special
modifications to adapt them for military use,
that in the Soviet Union all research and deve-
lopment on computers has been directed mainly
to military applications and that the civil line of
computers has been almost completely left
aside. That raises a doubt, certainly, in the
minds of the Americans, whether many of these
civil computers, designed, marketed, traded and
sold within the European scene, could somehow
mysteriously appear over the borders of the iron
curtain. I think that will limit the free exchange
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- 
the two-way street, as the Americans call it -
or the sharing of highly classified information.
The United Kingdom has played a leading
part in the efforts in the IEPG aimed at produc-
ing more effective armaments co-operation in
Europe and aimed not least at producing a more
effective and competitive European defence
industrial and technological base. I do not
think that our efforts so far have been very
outstanding. Nevertheless, there has been a
proposal to establish co-operative technology
projects in order to develop European collabora-
tion in research on technologies with military
applications. Of course, the main frame of a
massive computer, such as the Control Data
Cyber 205, is completely dependent on the
software. Software research and development
must go hand in hand with the enormous deve-
lopment that there has been in mainframes.
My main interest in computers stems from the
fact that for eighteen months I was associated
with Control Data in Minneapolis. I know that
Europe has little or no chance of catching up
with the American mainframe computer giant.
If we accept that at the beginning and stop
wasting resources on trying to duplicate what is
already there, I am sure that we shall be a very
useful partner in what is, after all, European
defence.
The majority of these computers are essen-
tially for the simplest defence mechanisms these
days. I think that Mr. Fourr6 in his report
mentions the Eureka system, which naturally
France would like us to join and to progress.
However, it is like asking someone in a bath
chair to catch up with a four-minute miler.
That is not the way to go about it.
I suggest 
- 
this can be examined by WEU -
that there will need to be greater co-operation
and liaison with the United States, certainly in
the Committee on Scientific, Technological and
Aerospace Questions. [f we prove once and for
all that it is a partnership in an overall defence
system, I am sure that that will be a far better
way of achieving what we all want than setting
up a separate organisation, whatever its name.
Of course, Eureka is a very good name. How-
ever, at the end of the day these ideals
have to be paid for, and paid for on a massive
scale. Therefore, I say to the Rapporteur that
in his next report, which I am sure will not be all
that distant, there should be more emphasis on
complete collaboration with the already well
advanced computer industry of the United
States.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The debate
is closed.
I call the Rapporteur to reply to the points
raised.
Mr. FOURRE (France) (Translation). - Mrs.
den Ouden-Dekkers has pointed out that the
great issue at present is information technology.
The coverage in my report is fairly condensed
and there are a number of points which need to
be added if the problem is to be properly
assessed. I have noted Mrs. den Ouden-
Dekkers' wish that the next, complementary,
report should deal with the impact of the new
technologies on employment in Europe. She
has also questioned, without expressing an
opinion, our intellectual ability to meet the
challenge presented by high technology. I am
convinced that Europe poss€sses the qualified
engineers and researchers needed to respond to
the challenge but, both in Europe and outside
the EEC and its structures, we must turn our
minds to the opening up of semi-national
markets and to the ability of our national or
multinational companies to adapt to what is
needed.
As I pointed out in my report, given the time
available for its preparation and the importance
and scope of the subject matter, I was unable to
meet other European partners as I would have
wished, in order to familiarise myself in greater
depth with their attitudes and objectives in this
area.
As everyone will have noted, I concentrate
therefore on the French point of view, although
this should not lead to the assumption that the
only path to European co-operation is through
acceptance of the French solution by the other
European partners.
There is no doubt that France's position is
determined by its special attitude to NATO and
its concept of its own defence system. These
factors have led it to make choices which include
the development of a supercomputer, to which I
have already referred. Apart from this
example, a number of other areas involving the
military use of computers call for European
co-operation.
Mr. Milani has expressed his reservations, and
has told us that he would abstain on the report,
as it takes a military situation as the startingpoint for research on the development of
computer technology, with the emphasis of
course on the military use of such technology.
He argued that Mr. van den Bergh's report
should have been discussed before mine, and
this alteration has taken him somewhat aback.I cannot entirely accept his reasoning. No
doubt, like him, I would have preferred my
colleague's report to have been discussed, but, in
keeping urith the logic of his argument, is it not
acceptable that all those who are now trying to
grasp the scope and significance of the SDI
ihould be permitted to make a practical
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assessment of what it means in terms of compu-
ter technology? Repeating a recent comment in
a French weekly, I would reply to Mr. Rauti that
the matter receives some attention in the press.
The author of the article makes clear that,
beyond the political, diplomatic and strategic
treatment of the subject, the debate on the SDI
still cruelly lacks the technical frame of reference
required for a proper appreciation of what it
entails in military and industrial terms. He
therefore finds it worth while to comment on the
report which I have presented on the basis of its
specific technical content rather than consider it
as a document from which a second report will
follow. The document presented by me should
be regarded as complementary to Mr. van den
Bergh's report, and it would have been interest-
ing 
. 
to examine them together during this
sessron.
I thank Mr. Rauti for his comments. Like
him, I wonder how we can bring home not only
to our parliamentary colleagues but also to the
public at large, the importance of information
technology in the civil as well as in the military
sphere. No doubt the problem is the same here
as in our national parliaments. This technolo-
gical revolution affects us all, as there are some
aspects of technology which, in addition to
placing difficulties in the way of progress, also
have fundamental political implications.
Some have already turned their attention to
the liberty of the individual. Today, we have
another debate on the actual use of computers
and on the concept of defence strategy and
tactics as conceived by our western, and more
especially European, countries. Everyone must
give thought to this and must take a more active
part in the work following the presentation of
this first report.
To Mr. Hill I would say that his intervention
bears the stamp of the specialist. As he says,
this report is merely a starting point. It is my
hope, accepted by the committee, to present a
follow-up document. As we have all noted, my
chief aim in the present report was to summarise
the military applications of computers so as to
establish the degree to which information tech-
nology is already rooted in this particular
area. However, beyond this description and the
emphasis on the specific question of super-
computers, a second report must aim at a better
assessment of what is being done in each WEU
member country.
You are right, Mr. Hill, that I have so far
limited myself to visits in this country and have
not met the national authorities in the United
Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and
elsewhere. It is, however, necessary to have an
overall picture in order to determine, perhaps
more precisely than I have been able to do in the
draft recommendation, just what can and cannot
be achieved jointly. It is very possible that on
the question of what is feasible and the Eureka
project our opinions differ widely. For me, I
must say, this is an eminently feasible project,
given our own investment potential and our
research and development capabilities, and it
would surely have an economic spin-off. The
prospect represents a chance for Europe which
should not be neglected.
In the second report, closer attention must
therefore be given to our collaboration with the
United States. Here, I am in full agreement,
and everyone will have noted the final paragraph
of the recommendation. As far as I am concer-
ned, there is no question of isolating ourselves
inside a Europe which possesses very great
potential in relation to the United States and
Japan. On the contrary, we should seek maxi-
mum benefit from what is being done else-
where. To ensure our independence and bene-
fit from the spin-off in employment potential as
well as to demonstrate our ability to decide our
own future, such European collaboration should
be repeated with the United States and Japan.
Mr. President, those are the comments I wish
to make in reply to the points raised.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does the
Vice-Chairman of the committee wish to speak?
Mr. WILKINSON (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I have
nothing further of great significance to add,
except to say that this preliminary report 
-
because we have approved a follow-on report
from Mr. Fourre 
- 
has the wholehearted endor-
sement of our committee. We are deeply
appreciative of Mr. Fourr6's work and his parti-
cular expertise in this area.
There is a small point of detail that I wish to
bring to your attention. In the preamble to the
recommendation, in paragraph (iv), there is a
diveryence between the French text and the
English. On llth April 1985 in committee, I
tried to bring the two into line by suggesting that
the English text should read as follows:
" (iv) Considering the United States and Japa-
nese challenge in the world computer market
and Western Europe's backwardness that
involves serious drawbacks owing to excessive
dependency on the United States and Japan
and which, on the one hand, requires a
common European policy and, on the other
hand, co-operative action with American and
eventually Japanese firms; "
That more accurate translation was approved
by our committee, and was minuted as being
approved. But owing to some printer's error, it
was not incorporated in the report. With your
permission, Mr. President, I ask that that correc-
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tion be made. Otherwise I merely repeat the
committee's wholehearted congratulations to
Mr. Fourr6 on his most excellent report.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Your
remarks will be noted and the necessary correc-
tions made to the document.
Ladies and Gentlemen, before voting on the
draft recommendation we have one amendment
to consider.
Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers has tabled Amend-
ment I worded as follows:
l. In paragraph 2 of the draft recommenda-
tion proper, leave out " Standing Armaments
Committee " and insert * the Agency for the
development of co-operation in the field of
armaments ".
I call Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers and remind
her that she has two minutes to speak.
Mrs. den OUDEN-DEKKERS (Netherlands)
(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, this amendment
seeks to bring the text of the recommendation
into line with the press communique released by
the Council in Bonn after the meeting of 23rd
April 1985, which refers to the various agencies
with which Western European Union is to be
equipped.
The Agency for the development of co-
operation in the field of armaments seems to me
to be the most suitable agency for the implemen-
tation of the task referred to in Mr. Fourr6's
recommendation.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does
anyone wish to speak against the amendment?...
What is the committee's view?
Mr. WILKINSON (United Kingdom). 
- 
The
committee sees no objection to accepting the
amendment.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I now put
Amendment I to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment I is agreed to.
We shall now vote on the amended draft
recommendation.
A vote by roll-call has not been requested.
The Assembly will therefore vote by sitting
and standing.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The amended draft recommendation ri
adopted t.
I call Sir Frederic Bennett on a point of order.
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom).-l
have, Mr. President, a serious point of order to
raise with you, of which I have already given
you notice. I shall be as brief as possible, and I
have no pleasure in raising this matter. Believe
it or not, I do not raise it in any partisan frame
of mind.
It is a fact that yesterday there was a serious
breach of the rules, conventions and regulations
governing the conduct of our Assembly. I raise
this point of order with three hats on 
- 
those of
leader of the British Delegation, Vice-President
of the Assembly, and Chairman of the Federated
Group of Christian Democrats and European
Democrats.
It has always been understood that a draft
report remains the property of the committee,
and is stamped * Restricted " and remains res-
tricted 
- 
and should not go to the press or
anyone else 
- 
until it has either been approved
or rejected. If a report is approved, it becomes
a public document. If it is rejected, its contents
become the property of the unsuccessful rappor-
teur, who can make what use he likes of his own
point of view.
A draft report on the SDI was placed before
the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments, and remained the property of that
committee. It was subject to restriction and
was not public property or the property of the
Rapporteur. Neither case would be so until the
report was ultimately approved or rejected.
Instead, we had a referral back to the committee,
yet what happened was entirely contrary to all
our arrangements over many years, certainly for
as long as I can remember.
Yesterday a colleague brought to my attention
the matter that I am now raising. I raise it
because, left as it is, the incident is a possible
reflection on our staff, who may or may not have
broken the rules by issuing the document in the
way that I have described. I do not expect you,
Mr. President, to reply fully today, but it is only
fair to all concerned that you should look into
the matter and report to the Assembly in due
course when you have made your inquiries.
What happened clearly shows that there was a
breach of our rules and agreements, because a
document was handed to me yesterday emanat-
ing from Reuters, and it states: " The report, a
copy of which was made available to Reuters ".
That report should not have been released
because of the circumstances I have described.
They are undeniable. Indeed, I consulted the
secretariat before raising this point of order. It
is clear, therefore, that there was a leak but it is
not clear who made the leak and who broke the
rules.l. See page 32.
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The second part of the same Reuters report
and another one says that the Assembly's
Committee on Defence Questions and Arma-
ments voted by eleven to seven to put off until
December discussion of a highly critical report
on SDI which was to have been one of the main
agenda items for this week's session. The
voting also on this report, since the document
itself was restricted, was also restricted. I
would not even have mentioned these figures
today had they not already been published.
It then goes on - I am referring also to my
German christian democrat colleagues 
- 
to say
that Mr. van den Bergh blamed British conserva-
tives and West German christian democrats for
shelving the draft report on military technology
and strategy. Therefore, whoever leaked the
report, at least we know that Mr. van den Bergh
certainly spoke about the voting, which was part
of the restricted contents of the document. In
any case it is absurd, because he, having first
said that the Assembly's Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments voted by eleven to
seven, then proceeds to blame a union between
British conservatives and West German chris-
tian democrats. There is a total of only five on
the committee in any case, so it is hard to find
out how a conspiracy of five could achieve the
result ofa vote ofeleven to seven.
I do not want to make heavy weather of this,
Mr. President, but it can have serious conse-
quences. I will recall to your mind an incident
which occurred, I think, even before you came to
the Assembly, when I was a rapporteur and simi-
lar action was taken during discussion of a
report. In that case it was one about lack of
observance of human rights within the Soviet
Union and elsewhere of which I and, oddly
616rrgh, an Italian communist were co-rappor-
teurs. That restricted report, during a very
critical and delicate stage of the committee's
consideration, was on that occasion not leaked
to Reuters but was handed over to a Soviet
Ambassador, who then got in touch with the
Soviet Ambassador in London, who then went
to my own Foreign Oflice and made serious
representations to the British Government 
- 
it
was at the time a Labour Government who
supported our position here completely 
- 
who
could not possibly reply because, naturally, they
had not seen the report and should not have
seen it because it was a restricted document and,
therefore, because I abided by our rules, I had
not shown it to my own Foreign Office.
All that I am asking you to do today, Mr. Pre-
sident is, first, to reaffirm that my understand-
ing ofthe situation is correct; secondly, to look
into this matter and tell us how this situation
arose; and, thirdly, to take the opportunity as
widely as possible to let all know of the rules of
the Assembly, because if they are not observed,
that will make collaboration in producing agreed
reports impossible in the face of premature and
unauthorised leakages of such reports.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Your point
of order is noted, Sir Frederic. Your interpre-
tation of the Rules of Procedure coincides with
that of the Chair. I have already asked the
Clerk of the Assembly to undertake the enquiry
usual in a case of this kind. I consider that your
remarks, which are entirely justified, are addres-
sed to responsible people, and this responsibility
extends of course, not only to Assembly mem-
bers but also to the observers and those who
report our debates.
A confidential document, distributed to
committee members only, must remain a work-
ing document of the committee, and can there-
fore neither be distributed to persons outside nor
made known publicly. This is a question of
ethics and compliance with the Rules of Proce-
dure, which is confidently demanded at all times
and without exception of those engaged in the
work of the Assembly. I can therefore only
express my deep regret at what has occurred.
As it is assumed, by custom, that everyone
knows the law, in this case the rules of the
Assembly which apply to all, I shall not insult
members by sending them an extract from the
Rules of Procedure, thereby suggesting that their
memory needs jogging. It is up to WEU to see
that the greatest care is taken both by the secre-
tariat and by parliamentary members. This
point is all the more important since, if WEU is
revitalised, the arrangements we have agreed for
relations with the Council, particularly through
the committee, are, with the Assembly's appro-
val, confidential, so that it will henceforth
become increasingly important to comply with
the rules to which we have jointly agreed.
That is the comment I wish to make, while
avoiding in the common interest any over-
dramatisation of what would appear at present
to be no more than an isolated incident. By
keeping to the orders of the day, the Assembly
should be able to demonstrate its ability to take
the incident in its stride.
I call Mr. Spies von Bfillesheim on a point of
order.
Mr. SPIES von BULLESHEIM (Federal Repub-
lic of Germany) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. President,
can I assume, or may I ask, that this serious
matter be reconsidered by the Bureau of the
Presidential Committee and that the President
then inform the Assembly of the outcome of
these deliberations? I do not think this matter
can be dealt with by a single mention here, when
only half the members of the Assembly are
present. In my opinion, the matter is impor-
tant enough for our Bureau or Presidential
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Committee to consider it once again and report
to the Assembly.
I should also like to point out that the Reuters
report you undoubtedly have before you says
that the conservatives and German christian
democrats had prevented further discussion
without mentioning what we all know:'if
anything, the majority of the Assembly is
responsible for the prevention simply because
the papers were not available, and this was only
one of five reports that were not available and
could not therefore be considered. This too has
obviously been covered up by Mr. van den
Bergh in his communication to the press.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
i.adies and
Gentlemen, Mr. Pignion, Mr. Milani, Mr. Stoffe-
len and Lord Hughes have asked to speak.
Comment of this kind invariably triggers a
debate.
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Pre-
sident, I wish to speak both for personal reasons
and for the Communist Group. I am not a
member of the Communist Party; I note that
you accept the wisdom of the remarks made by
the Chairman of the Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments and of the idea of an
enquiry into the facts. I personally reject the
insinuation, where my involvement in the affair
is concerned both here and also over the last few
days, with the press attending, at the Atlantic
Assembly in Stuttgart. When, however, a mem-
ber of this Assembly speaks and makes a specific
accusation referring to the " Italian commu-
nists ", his first duty is to name names; other-
wise I can only regard it as provocation and
slander against the Communist Party, its repre-
sentatives and myself.
I therefore reject the charge. Sir Frederic
Bennett has raised the question and it is for him
to furnish proof; otherwise I consider it to be
provocative and slanderous. This being so I
am not prepared to take a calmer line and I must
ask you, Mr. President, to set matters to rights.
Accusations cannot be levelled in this Assem-
bly without proof.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Milani,
you do not have the floor!
A political debate is about to start and each of
you will have the chance to speak, although it
would have been better if the political groups
had agreed to appoint one speaker each, so as to
avoid a generalised debate.
Although this is not an organised debate, it is
not my intention to prevent anyone who wishes
to do so from speaking. I therefore ask you to
be very brief and accept a time-limit of two
minutes for each speaker.
Is anybody against?...
The proposal is agreed to.
I shall now call the following speakers in the
order stated: Mr. Pignion, Mr. Milani, Mr. Stof-
felen, Lord Hughes, Mr. Cavaliere and Sir
Dudley Smith.
I wish to add that the President has to reply on
each point oforder, but there is no debate.
Mr. Spies von Brillesheim, the Chair has taken
the necessary steps to institute an enquiry. The
Bureau or the Presidential Committee will deli-
berate and I give you my assurance that the
Assembly will be informed. However, in view
of your statement, I advise you we shall restrict
ourselves to the actual incident involving the
law, as laid down in the Rules of Procedure,
under which a restricted document shall not be
communicated to those not entitled to receiveit. The Reuters communique is a matter for
which Reuters is responsible, and it is not up to
the presidency or anyone else to pass judgment
on comment made by a press agency.
I callMr. Pignion.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). 
- 
The
problem raised by Sir Frederic concerns the
committee of which I am Chairman.
I must tell you that I feel entirely untouched
by the incident. I do not make the rounds of
the embassies, nor do I frequent the press. In
my records, I have lifteen press cuttings about
our work, which is exceptional. The articles in
question appeared before or druring the session,
and I am happy to note that WEU arouses press
interest. That at least is a point in our favour!
I would like to add that in the twelve years I
have been a member of this Assembly and of the
Assembly of the Council of Europe nobody has
ever heard me refer to any particular political
movement or apply any particular political label
to one or other of my colleagues.
I therefore concur with the need for an
enquiry. If we really wish to pursue the objec-
tives appropriate to our Assembly we must, as I
reminded the Assembly of the Council of Europe
at its last session, endeavour to retain our
human dignity intact without always bringing
general or domestic politics into our discussions.
In conclusion, Mr. President, you said that the
matter should not be dramatised, and I simply
have to state the Chairman of the Committee on
Defence Questions and Armaments has passed
on no information on any of the reports under
consideration; he has never done so in the past
and will never do so in the future.
That is all I wish to say, Mr. President. The
rest is your responsibility and a matter for your
servlces.
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The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you
for your judicious remarks. I repeat that an
enquiry will be conducted into the incident
known to everybody and raised by Sir Frede-
ric. If possible, I hope the Assembly in its
debates will be able to rise above what should be
no more than an isolated incident.
I call Mr. Milani.
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). - In that
case, Mr. President, I request you to ask Sir Fre-
deric Bennett to withdraw the charge if he
cannot provide evidence.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Milani,
the Chair is entirely at your service to record a
complaint if you personally or the group which
you represent consider that an aspersion has
been cast. For the time being, I propose simply
to note an exchange of political utterances for
which each bears responsibility in accordance
with the entirely normal parliamentary process.
Yesterday, also, certain exchanges took place
of which the Chair simply took note and no
more.
I repeat however that I am entirely at your
service. It is my duty to see that delegates to
this Assembly are not subjected to any attack or
prejudice and that their rights are fully pro-
tected. If such a thing were to occur, we should
take appropriate steps.
Mr. Milani, please. For the moment, you
have addressed yourself to the Chair, which hasjurisdiction. I shall keep in touch with you and
your colleagues, and have noted your comment.
I call Mr. Stoffelen.
Mr. STOFFELEN (Nerfterlands). - I should
like to make some remarks relating to the point
of order on the possible breach of rules. It is
unfortunate that we are spending a lot of time
not on a problem of major importance, namely,
the strategic defence initiative, but on a possible
breach ofrules.
I take it that Sir Frederic Bennett had the
decency to inform the colleague mentioned by
him of his possible attack. It would be interest-
ing to have information about that. We cannot
have a situation in which any member of the
Assembly can be accused of something without
our at least hearing the comments of that
colleague.
I fully agree that it is up to the Presidential
Committee to study the facts of the matter.
The Presidential Committee will no doubt hear
the comments of the persons concerned and
make its decision about the secrecy or otherwise
of reports. But I cannot imagine that any rules
of this Assembly can possibly prevent members
from having free discussion with free citizens,
including journalists, in free Europe.
I agree that the Presidential Committee should
study the problem without emotion. When
investigating the facts it should bear in mind
that we must have freedom of speech as well as
obedience to the rules.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Stoffe-
len, I share your view. It is for the Bureau and
the Presidential Committee to oversee matters
affecting the Assembly in accordance with their
respective areas of competence.
With regard to the confidentiality and public
communication of documents, I simply refer the
Assembly to Rule 41 of the Rules of Procedure
of the Assembly which states quite unequivo-
cally:
'10. Unless a committee decides otherwise,
and subject to the confidential character of
information communicated by the Council,
the only texts which shall be made public shall
be the reports that have been agtreed to, or
statements issued on the responsibility of the
chairman. "
We are guided by this statement.
Excuse me, Mr. Scheer, for not giving you the
floor but, as Rapporteur, you will have an
opportunity to speak in a moment. I have
decided that Sir Dudley Smith shall be the last to
speak on a point oforder.
I call Iord Hughes.
Lord HUGHES (United Kingdom). 
- 
I doubt
very much whether any member of this Assem-
bly is familiar with all the rules, even that
important rule, the existence of which, Mr. Pre-
sident, you have now confirmed by reading. A
new member might be foryiven for not being
aware of that rule.
There is nothing on the document to indicate
that it is restricted in any way. I have looked at
all the documents before us. I do not say that it
does not exist in the document somewhere, but
it certainly is not on the front page. As parlia-
mentarians, we are accustomed to receiving
papers that are restricted. I suggest that if this
rule is to be obvious to people, in future on the
front of the document there should be printed
the words " Restricted. Not to be published
before approval by the Assembly ".
That is my point of order. It is nothing to do
with the debate.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Your pro-
posal, which might be paraphrased in the words:
* What is understood is better made explicit ",
will be considered for consequent action.
I call Mr. Cavaliere.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, I would not have spoken if I had not
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heard the last speaker. I do not think that unof-
ficial documents should be treated as " oflicial ";
it is the duty of each one of us, as a member of
the Assembly, to know the regulations, which
forbid the divulgation of documents which have
not been approved by committees and are not
therefore for publication. This is enough for
me to say that the person who released to the
press was in serious breach...
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
We are
talking about something which does not exist!
It must first be proved; then we can talk about
the regulations.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
You do not
have the floor, Mr. Milani! I have never
stopped anyone speaking, quite the contrary, but
I demand that everyone's right to speak should
be respected, and at the moment it is Mr. Cava-
liere who has the floor.
I see that this is a burning issue, and I hope
your own reactivation heralds that of WEU,
which could not be more effectively demon-
strated.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
I am
not accusing anyone. I should like to know,
Mr. Milani, why you are protesting. I have not
accused you or anyone else.
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
That is
not true. Mr. President, you must not allow
members of the Assembly to be slandered.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Milani,
I shall have to call you to order.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
I am
very sorry, but if anyone thinks the cap fits, I
can do nothing about it, because I have not
accused anyone.
Mr. MILANI(Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Not me.
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
I
repeat that I have not accused anyone; all I said
was that what happened is very serious.
Mr. MILANI(Italy) (Translation). 
- 
What did
happen?
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
I
should like to know why Mr. Milani is protesting
on behalf of the Italian communists. No one
else is protesting, so why are you?
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
You are
insinuating!
Mr. CAVALIERE (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
I am
making no insinuations. Either I cannot make
myself clear oi you ,ue unable this morning to
understand what is being said. I had no inten-
tion of making insinuations against anyone. I
must observe however that these most ill-
mannered interruptions, which I reject, may be
significant.
Mr. MILANI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
You are
a vile slanderer!
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
This is the
last time I shall speak to you, Mr. Milani,
before calling you to order.
I call Sir Dudley Smith.
Sir Dudley SMITH (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I
should like to take up the point made by Lord
Hughss. In committee on Monday I am sure
that my document was marked " Restricted ".
There may be some copies without such a mark,
but, as far as the committee was concerned, the
documents were unequivocally restricted.
I appreciate that all members have their own
political viewpoints. The point that I want to
make is that it is necessary to have this enquiry
for the protection of members in committee. I
am sure that everyone, whatever his viewpoint
in any debate, would agree that to have his
comments referred to later is undesirable and,
indeed, unfair. I am sure that from time to
time we all make remarks in committee 
- 
the
proceedings are conducted on a much more
informal basis than in the Assembly; we may
speak or even vote against our own party on a
specific issue 
- that we would not necessarily
want reported outside. If we make such
remarks in public session in the hemicycle, so be
it; it is upon our own heads. However, there
should be some understanding and protection
for committees and their reports.
As a result of this document being leaked, I
was approached by a Reuters reporter, because I
was identified as one of those who had spoken
and voted against a particular section of the
report, and I found myself forced into answering
questions and trying to defend my political
view. Normally, of course, if I were approached
and the document had not been leaked, I could
say: " I cannot comment on it. The document
is confidential. You will have to await the
debate in plenary session. "
This kind of situation puts people in an
almost impossible position. There are those
who go riding ofi wanting to make comments
about a matter on which they feel strongly and
are naturally upset if a document has been rejec-
ted or withdrawn, but they should still obey the
rules that such matters remain confidential until
they are discussed and put forward for adoption
or rejection in this Assembly.
I believe that for the future, irrespective of
what the report is or whichever side may be
affected, thai must be the case. Uirless that is
the case, we shall create difficulty and confusion
for ourselves and we shall not be able to trust
one another.
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(Motioalor a recommaadation with a ruquest lor
urgent prrcedury Document 1023)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order of the day is consideration of the motion
for a recommendation on the situation in kba-
non with a request for urgent procedure, Docu-
ment 1023, tabled by Mr. Martino and others.
Under Rule 43 of the Rules of Procedure, this
request is made by at least ten representatives or
substitutes.
I remind the Assembly that only one speaker
for, one speaker against, the chairman of the
committee concerned and, if necessary, a repre-
sentative of the Bureau of the Assembly speak-
ing on behalf of the Bureau, may take the floor.
In addition, under Rule 31 (7), no speaker
may speak for more than five minutes on ques-
tions ofprocedure.
I propose to organise the debate as follows:
after Mr. Martino has spoken I shall ask for the
views of the General Affairs Committee.
Thereafter, as Mr. Martino has requested that
his motion for a recommendation be referred
back to committee in accordance with the Rules
ofProcedure, we shall vote on the reference back
to committee by sitting and standing.
I call Mr. Martino to give his reasons for this
request for urgent procedure.
Mr. MARTINO (Iraly) (Translation). - Mr.
President, I-adies and Genflemen, is there any
need to explain and demonstrate the urgency of
a motion of the kind I have tabled concerning
the situation in kbanon? When an issue
referred to the Assembly concerns the loss of
more lives hourly, I do not believe that there is
any room for delay. The de jure urgency stems
from a de facto urgency, created by the tragic
catalogue of already broken lives and of lives
which are being inexorably destroyed from
minute to minute.
There lies the urgency, Mr. President.
Should we perhaps decide that any immediate
intervention in the tragic events in Lebanon is
pointless and accept the idea that only a painful
process of self-destruction will reduce the pro-
blem to its lowest terms or even resolve it, with
the numerous different factors in that problem
being cancelled out from time to time in the lake
of blood spilled in the fratricidal civil war? A
cynical approach is no longer possible.
The motion has been tabled in accordance
with Rule 43 of the Rules of Procedure and has
been signed by many members of the Assem-bly. I should like to think, Mr. President, that
all members might perhaps have signed if it had
been presented to them.
According to the rules, there is now the formal
question of substance as to whether or not the
matter is urgent. Mr. President, I am certain
that the answer to the question concerning the
rules will be given by our hearts rather than by
our heads.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Does any-
one wish to oppose the request?...
I call Mr. Michel, Chairman of the General
Affairs Committee.
Mr. MICHEL (Belgium) (Translation). - It is
appropriate that the Assembly should recognise
the urgency ofthis issue. Ifit does so, I propose
that the committee should meet this afternoon at
about 2.30 p.m. to consider the motion for a
recommendation.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I shall now
put to the Assembly the request for urgent proce-
dure on the motion for a recommendation,
tabled by Mr. Martino.
. 
The Assembly will vote by sitting and stand-
mg.
If the request is agreed to, in accordance with
the comments made by the Chairman of the
committee supporting the motion the General
Alfairs Committee will meet this afternoon at
2.30 p.m.
The Assembly would then be in a position to
vote on this draft recommendation early this
afternoon or tomorrow when the sitting opens.
I now put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The request for urgent procedure is agreed to
unanimously.
8. New oatlookfor WEA - reply to the
thifiieth annual report of the Council
Application of the Brussels Treaty - reply to the
thifiieth annual report of the Council
(Pr*eatation ofandjoiat debate on the reports
of the Gencral Alfairs Committee and of the
Committec on Delence Qaations and Armaments,
Docs, l0l2 and ancndneats aad 1019 and anendments')
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is the presentation of and joint
debate on the reports of the General Affairs
Committee and of the Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments on the new outlook
for WEU 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual report of
the Council, and application of the Brussels
Treaty 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual report of
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the Council, Documents l0l2 and amendments
and 1019 and amendments.
Following agreement between the Chairmen of
the two committees concerned and their Rap-
porteurs, I propose that both reports be dealt
with in a single debate.
If the Assembly has no objection, I shall first
call the Rapporteur of the General Affairs Com-
mittee and then the Rapporteur of the Commit-
tee on Defence Questions and Armaments. We
shall then proceed to a joint debate before
considering the amendments which have been
tabled, together, as I promised Dr. Miller this
morning, with the draft order which has been
tabled by himself and others, and was notified to
the Chair yesterday evening.
Are there any objections?...
The proposal is agreed to.
I call Mr. van der Sanden, Rapporteur of the
General Affairs Committee.
Mr. van der SANDEN (Netherlands) (Transla-
tion). - Mr. President, Iadies and Gentlemen,
on behalf of the General Affairs Committee I
wish to submit to the Assembly a report in reply
to the Council's thirtieth annual report. The
committee also submits for approval a recom-
mendation and an order aimed at ensuring effec-
tive preparation for the enhanced activities
which WEU must offer. These prospects are
opened up by the Rome Declaration of October
1984, the ensuing deliberations of the Permanent
Council in London and the discussions of the
Council of Ministers in Bonn on 22td, and 23rd
April 1985.
Although the objectives of the reactivation of
WEU have found widespread approval, my
report contains a number of criticisms that I
intend to explain and defend not only on behalf
of the General Alfairs Committee but also out of
personal conviction. It is remarkable that since
October 1984 various paths have been pursued
to achieve the aims of reactivation. The ques-
tion that then arises is whether these paths can
lead to the same goal. Let me explain. Under
the WEU treaty we have five organs: the Assem-
bly, the Council of Ministers, the Secretariat-
General, the Permanent Council and the agen-
cies. I shall not discuss the agencies today.
What I am mainly interested in is the relation-
ship between the Assembly and the two Coun-
cils. I am also interested in the relations
between the Permanent Council in London,
which in any case functions under the respon-
sibility of the Council of Ministers, and this
Council of Ministers in general, and more speci-
fically in the relationship between London and
the presidency. After all, the presidency has
been strengthened and formally extended to a
year so that the objectives we are pursuing may
be achieved. I think it is essential for there to
be suflicient consultation between the presi-
dency and the Permanent Council and a strong
enough link between their activities. When I
hear, for example, that meetings in Bonn on
I lth February and in Rome in early March, both
directly associated with reactivation, were
attended by the presidency but not by the Per-
manent Council, I wonder whether the Council
can pursue a sufliciently consistent policy. The
fact that the Assembly was not informed of the
meetings of I lth February and lst March also
reveals that the representatives of the people in
our seven countries cannot tell precisely how the
Council of Ministers is in fact setting about the
reactivation of WEU.
I.€t me grve you another example. The
Council's thirtieth annual report, which reached
the Assembly in early March, is in fact no more
than a summary of events in the last twelve
months. This annual report does not elaborate
on the political impetus needed if WEU is to
become the body in which the European view of
European security is harmonised. It confines
itself to stating that working goups set up by the
Permanent Council are looking very closely at
these new developments. Of course, the annual
report also refers to many positive develop-
ments. But here again, I have a criticism to
make, as befits a representative of the people. I
will give you an example:
" In order to improve the contacts between the
Council and the Assembly... there are a num-
ber of options... among which are: a substan-
tial improvement in the existing procedures
for giving written replies to Assembly recom-
mendations and questions... "
May I, Mr. President, make it absolutely clear
today that what the Assembly needs is not only
improved procedures but, most emphatically, an
improvement in the substance of the replies we
receive, which are all too often evasive or non-
committal. Something will dafinitely have to
be done about this, since the Assembly - accord-
ing to the Council of Ministers 
- 
" as the only
European parliamentary body mandated by
treaty to discuss defence matters, is called upon
to play a growing r6le ". I will not add anything
to this for the moment. The WEU Assembly is
regarded by the Council of Ministers as a whole,
a body of representatives of the people, which
makes statements on security and peace in
Europe. But is it not then true to say that the
Council of Ministers should be more than a
council expressing the political will of individual
governments? This Council must surely also
act as the Council of a Western European union
and as such be prepared to tako decisions to the
benefit of the alliance as a whole and then to
defend these decisions before the governments
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of the seven countries. The attempt to harmo-
nise the positions of the seven governments is,
in itself, laudable. To adopt a common stance
is naturally preferable: after all, if it is harmo-
nisation the Council of Ministers wants, the
weakest link in the alliance will determine the
political line and the alliance can never be more
than the sum of national interests. The object
must be 
- 
and the political will should be found
to achieve it 
- 
to bring a common standpoint to
the one and to my mind indivisible Atlantic
Alliance.
Seven countries are also represented in our
Assembly, but even more shades of political
opinion. Yet the Council of Ministers expects
the Assembly to adopt a common stance. I feel
that, if the Assembly and the Council of
Ministers can agree on a position that is in the
interests of peace and security in Europe and
also of unity within the Atlantic Alliance, it is
for the Council of Ministers to defend the com-
mon stance adopted by WEU vis-d-vis the
governments of the member countries and to put
it into effect. National views cannot prevail in
a union. The one, decisive criterion should be
the common will to join in ensuring the security
of the member countries. We know that it is
impossible for any one of these countries to
defend its own territory and the actions of the
Council of Ministers and the Assembly should
make this evident. Hence the inclusion in the
recommendation which the General Affairs
Committee submits to the Assembly today of the
proposal that the Chairman-in-Offrce should
participate fully in the Assembly's debate on the
annual report, acting on behalf of the whole
Council. If a jointly supported European secu-
rity and peace policy of this kind is put to the
governments and parliaments of the seven coun-
tries by both the Assembly and the Council of
Ministers, I am convinced that one of the objec-
tives of the Rome Declaration can be achieved.
But there is more. We are concerned about
the sentence included under paragraph 1.4 ofthe
declaration by the Foreign Ministers, meeting in
Paris on l2th June 1984, which reads:
'A reactivation of WEU would serye as an
example of what can be achieved through co-
operation on the European plane... which the
Community and the Ten are at present unable
to exploit to the extent that some of them
would wish. "
Mr. President, this statement includes the
words " at present ". Temporary reactivation 
-is that.all WEU is good for? Are the ministers
proposing, as soon as European political co-
operation, for example, is working well again,
to throw out the whole operation now initiated,
in which the Assembly is ready to participate
with enthusiasm and commitment? Is reac-
tivation, without restrictions, perhaps intended
as a rejuvenating element of European co-
operation with a view to strengthening our
security and maintaining peace in Europe? The
Assembly is entitled to replies to these questions
from the Council of Ministers. I make no
secret of my firm conviction that a good, clear
reply is essential, if the Council of Ministers
wants to retain this Assembly's full co-operation
in a joint effort.
The Assembly is not, and must not be, a
sounding-board for ministerial decisions to be
subsequently passed on to our national parlia-
ments and the public. We reject the view that
the Assembly migbt be a supporting element of
the Council of Ministers in influencing public
opinion, as the thirtieth annual report and the
Rome Declaration might seem to indicate.
Responsibility for this is shared equally by the
Council and the Assembly. The Assembly
expects the Council to state its views on this as
well, defining the responsibility each party bears.
Mr. President, I strall not discuss the deplor-
able activities of terrorists, designed to under-
mine the West's readiness to defend itself against
external threats at the very time when the free
world is confronted with a qualitative and quan-
titative increase in Soviet military forces. This
development is not justified by security conside-
rations on that side. I will say only that those
who believe they can threaten the democratic
institutions of the free world with violence
grossly underestimate our strength and our
resolve to defend freedom for our children. In
a democracy political goals are pursued by poli-
tical means. Violence has no place in this and
should therefore be combated with all the
strength at our disposal.
Mr. President, a young democracy is knocking
at WEU's door. Portugal wants to be let in.
The Chairman-in-Office, Mr. Genscher, told us
in Bonn on 23rd April that the Council of Minis-
ters had not yet taken a decision and that further
study was needed. We can appreciate
that. What this Assembly and the Council of
Ministers are together trying to do is to
strengthen WEU. There can therefore be 
- 
andI say this without hesitation 
- 
no question of
enlargement that may weaken the alliance. I
therefore think it advisable for the Assembly to
confine itself for the moment to the application
from Portugal. It is within the Assembly's
power to take a decision on your Rapporteur's
proposal, which was approved by the General
Alfairs Committee, that Portugal should be
admitted to the Assembly and certain commit-
tees as an observer and that our Portuguese
friends should be given the right to Cpeak
there. I hope the Assembly will approve this
proposal.
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Mr. President, forty years ago the second
world war ended and with it a period of tyranny,
brute force and oppression. In the present
circumstances in the world, a reactivated and
strengthened WEU should help to ensure that
peace is maintained and the security of the West
guaranteed. It is therefore a hopeful sign that
the Council of Ministers of WEU decided in
Bonn to continue their collective efforts to give
Washington a co-ordinated reaction to its invita-
tion to participate in the SDI research pro-
gramme. Crucial to this is the general objec-
tive, in the context of maintaining world peace,
as Mr. Genscher said, centred on the hope that
the negotiations in Geneva will be so successful
that they will put an end to the arms race on
earth and prevent it from developing in space.
NATO's aims have always been defensive,
fostering peace and security. Within the unity
of NATO, the European pillar, which will take
shape in a reactivated WEU, must not stand for
any other objective.
(Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Vice-President of the
Assembly, took the Chair)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
ftheer, Rapporteur of the Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments.
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)
(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gen-
tlemen, it is my task to present at the beginning
of the debate, a report that was unanimously
adopted by the Committee on Defence Ques-
tions and Armaments. The previous speaker,
the Rapporteur of the General Affairs Commit-
tee, said we were discussing the reactivation of
Western European Union. I personally would
define what is happening and what has been
planned as the reform of WEU or a change in its
function under the existing treaty. On closer
examination this must be so, since the term
" reactivation " implies that at some time in its
thirty years WEU was a particularly lively inter-
national organisation. We know this is not
true, because the development of NATO since
1955 and military integration resulted in the
transfer to NATO of many of the tasks originally
intended for the Brussels Treaty Organisation.
WEU's function has been virtually confined to
internal arms control in accordance with the
appropriate treaty provisions and protocols.
So we are discussing a change of function
under existing treaties. The Assembly will have
to play an active part of its own in the develop-
ment of ideas and proposals for this activation
of WEU. As the Assembly - and let us not
deceive ourselves here - has little to say to the
Council of Ministers, thanks to the treaty and
the powers of the governments or the Council of
Ministers, the Assembly's effect on this develop-
ment will depend on the quality of its proposals,
which must approach the problems realistically,
demonstrating how a European identity can be
achieved in security policy. This European
identity should have a twofold effect: an alliance
in the North Atlantic context, in which at the
same time Western Europe's own interests are
emphasised. The Assembly must then discuss
this against the backdrop of an internal Western
European policy, and this discussion should
differ from the usual pattern of intergovern-
mental discussions. In other words, the debate
must be genuinely supranational. If we can
develop new ideas here, the Assembly may
assume an additional function. If it simply
repeats work already done by others, the Assem-
bly will have no special function.
That is why it is particularly important to
stress three points made in my report. One is
that adequate budgetary resources must be made
available for the Assembly. As my report says,
it is not enough simply to ask the Council of
Ministers for these resources, because the WEU
Assembly is an assembly of parliamentarians
who are responsible to their governments for
budgets of their respective countries, and it is
scarcely expressive of parliamentary self-confi-
dence if parliamentarians at WEU level merely
ask the governments to be kind enough to
provide more budgetary resources for their par-
liamentary work. If we take this demand and
the function of the parliarnentary Assembly
seriously, the individual parliamentarians will
have to make a co-ordinated approach to the
national parliaments to obtain an increase in
budgetary resources for the parliamentary
Assembly of WEU.
The second point is that the new agencie's to
be created, whose tasks, principally concerned
with research and studies, will have to be
defined more accurately, must be directly
available to the Assembly as well. They will
thus be of real assistance to the Assembly.
Another point I wish to make in this context is
that it is incompatible with WEU's future active
r6le and the Assembly's function for a represen-
tative of the Council of Ministers to address us
occasionally for an hour, answer a few questions
and then leave again. Ifthere is to be a genuine
convergence of the political ideas and debates
here with the debates and decirsions in the Coun-
cil of Ministers, a representative of the Council
of Ministers with the rank of minister can surely
be expected to attend and take part in all our
debates in addition to the Permanent Council.
Where relations with the Council of Ministers
are concerned, this would be a parliamentary
practice evincing the necessary respect. So
much for the Assembly's role.
I will now comment on the contents of the
report. In it I have stressed the need for WEU's
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past experience of arms control in its member
countries to be used to political ends. WEU is
the only international body with experience of
arms control. It will therefore be useful if the
internal functions exercised for the past thirty
years are now exercised externally as well.
I therefore propose 
- 
and the committee unani-
mously approved this proposal 
- 
that advantage
should be taken of the WEU institutions'
experience for a programme of confidence-
building measures in European East-West rela-
tions, with a view to progressing from internal
controls on force levels to a declaration of levels
of conventional and nuclear weapons vis-i-vis
the Warsaw Pact countries, subject to an agree-
ment on reciprocity, as a contribution to confi-
dence-building over and above what is now
being discussed in Stockholm. Our task is to
point to developments which it may not be pos-
sible to put to political use for three, four or five
years, but which must be planned now. In
other words, our experience must now be
channelled into a new concept, and in a comple-
tely new way.
I attach considerable importance in the report
to WEU's arms control activities. This is an
area in which major differences have emerged
within the North Atlantic Alliance in recent
months, which should be discussed here. They
arose when the WEU member countries began
to develop their own co-ordinated position in
relation to arms control requirements, possibly
involving the formulation of some objectives of
their own.
We learn, for example, that Assistant Secre-
tary Burt sent a kind of protest letter to Euro-
pean governments, stressing that the United
States alone was responsible for arms control.
The European governments concerned were
right to remain unmoved by this and, of course,
to emphasise the importance of their own arms
control initiatives, not least in the communiqu6
issued by the Council of Ministers. These are
initiatives that should take place in WEU, along-
side those of armaments co-operation and the
further development of East-West relations in
Europe. In other words, there is a particularly
urgent need for Western Europe, a continent
with the largest arsenal, even of nuclear
weapons, that has ever existed in peacetime, to
stress and extend its own responsibility for arms
control within the North Atlantic Alliance. In
my recommendations I have therefore referred
to a number of points where this is especially
urgent at present.
One of these is a common response to the pro-
posal for participation in the SDI, a response
that should be based on definite political criteria,
which should have priority over other political
criteria. The criterion must be a rcply concerted
" in order to prevent an arms race in outer
space and ensure respect for existing treaty obli-
gations ". This criterion must be considered in
relation to opinions on other reports on the SDI
in this Assembly, and when certain amendments
are being discussed.
I shall be returning to this point. In the
report I have said what I think about a common
position on the negotiations on a nuclear test
ban. I recommend a common position on the
reply to the Soviet Union's proposal of a six-
month freeze on the deployment of its nuclear
missiles. The importance of a treaty on chemi-
cal weapons is also emphasised.
In paragraph 3 of my recommendation I have
stressed the need for the production of a
Western European observation satellite to pro-
vide independent intelligence relevant to arms
control prospects and the assessment of develop-
ments in arms control policy. There is a press-
ing need for both, because at the moment
we depend on others for information on these
vital questions, and despite our solidarity with
the United States as fellow members of the
alliance, this information is remarkably change-
able, frequently contradictory and its validity
and credibility cannot be checked. The same,
of course, very definitely applies to the Soviet
Union, where propaganda methods are often
used when it comes to describing the West's
anns potential. It is imperative that the
Western European countries should have their
own intelligence sources, as a technical and
political basis for their own observations and the
formation of their own positions on arrns
control.
This brings me to the point that has attracted
most attention in the last few days, although no
official report has been submitted to the Assem-
bly on the subject. I am talking about the
SDI. I have already quoted the criteria recom-
mended 
- and unanimously approved in the
Committee on Defence Questions and Arma-
ments 
- 
to govern the drafting of a common
response. The criterion here is that priority
must be given to preventing an anns race in
space while respecting existing treaties in every
way.
In conclusion, I should like to explain to the
Assembly precisely what this means in political
terms. In plain terms, it means that we should
adopt a clear-cut position on this whole SDI
issue, that is, whether there should be weapons
in outer space that can reach targets in space
itself, in the atmosphere or on earth or whether
there should be additional weapons that can
reach targets in space from earth and, ofcourse,
destroy them. If my recommendation is adopted,
priority will be given to the proposal that an
appropriate treaty should be signed at the Gen-
eva conference, preventing this kind of anna-
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ment. This takes priority over participation in
the SDI, at least until every attempt has been
made, with our urgent support, to reach an
agreement of this kind in Geneva. I say this
quite deliberately, because what we must avoid
today is adopting two recommendations of
conflicting import. Hence the need to empha-
sise this point.
It also means remembering that we have a
chance of finding a solution backed by a treaty
and including verification only as long as no test
programmes for these weapons have been imple-
mented. Once tests have taken place and been
successfully concluded, there will be little chance
of signing a treaty preventing the arms race in
space. This chance will exist only as long as the
tests, which can be checked and verified with
existing observation media, have not been
completed. We have two years perhaps in the
case of anti-satellite weapons and five or six
years, possibly a little longer, in the case of BMD
weapons to reach such an agreement. This
recommendation gives priority to the prevention
of an arms race in space.
It also refers to a second priority: the reply
should take account of existing treaties. Which
treaties? The ABM treaty, the 1967 treaty on
space and the 1963 limited test ban treaty.
Why? Space weapons, BMD weapons mean
that the energy generated by nuclear explosions
must be used in order to achieve the necessary
radiation effect for an SDI system. In other
words, if this weapon system is developed, a
given phase of development is bound ultimately
io result in the timited test ban treaty being
disregarded.
The space treaty prohibits the deployment of
nuclear weapons on natural or artificial celestial
bodies. This treaty will also be affected.
The treaty principally involved, however, is
the ABM treaty, prohibiting the introduction
and deployment of ABM systems in space as
well as the development, production and intro-
duction of components of such systems and, of
course, their deployment.
I[, then, we intend to respect existing treaties,
we must consider even now - and this is not a
polemical but a legally accurate interpretation -
whether European participation, which would,
of course, entail the deployment of components
from a given time onwards, would violate the
ABM treaty.
We may enquire whether development and
testing are not in themselves a part of the
researih programmes: how can the usefulness of
a new weapon system be examined without
developing and testing some components at
least?
If the conditions of the ABM treaty are accep-
ted as worded in my recommendation - this is
not a new wording I have thought up: I have
merely stated what the wording from the Coun-
cil of Ministers means in political terms - and if
they are taken seriously, I would remind the
Assembly before the debate begins that we
cannot simultaneously call for European partici-
pation in the SDI programmo. The two are
incompatible.
I call on the Assembly to support the obliga-
tions of the Council of Ministers in this matter
and not to start disregarding these obligations,
since this would make the establishment of a
European identity even more diflicult than it is
already.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - In the joint
debate I now call Mrs. Kelly.
I remind speakers that in accordance with yes-
terday's ruling by the Presidential Committee
they may not speak for more than five minutes,
and I ask them to adhere to that timeJimit.
Mrs. KELLY (Federal Republic of Germany)
(Translation). 
- 
I am speaking to you lere today
for the first time, as a committed pacifist, not as
a member of some fifth column, as someone
said yesterday, but as a person who condemns
militarism and the violation of human rights
equally in the East and West. From this stand-
point I found it very depressing to catch the
iones of the cold war again and again, in
speeches by this almost impotent Assembly.
We must make it perfectly clear and obvious -
do not forget, I am alone here, there is no poli-
tical group behind me - that the Europe we have
in mind not only comprises the western part of
the continent but must also include those coun-
tries which have been separated from their
natural neighbours in the most unnatural way,by the tragic and enduring confrontation
between blocs. We call for a policy ih the
context of the European institutions whose aim
is the non-violent termination of this division,
instead of its reinforcement by demands for
more and more nuclear and conventional arna-
ments and European participation in $azy
armament programmes such as the so-called SDI
project.
The idea is to make Europe palatable, by
means of military integration, to its citizens,
unnerved as they are by butter mountains and
milk lakes. " Europeanisation of security pol-
icy " 
- 
that is the phrase used to wheedle
sensible Western Europeans, who want to free
themselves from the two superpowers. But this
concept suppresses both the militarist past of
Western Europe and colonialism. That word
" Europeanisation ", far from being a way out of
the arms race or the policy of suicidal deter-
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rence, is simply the continuation of the old pol-
icy in European dress.
If we want more responsibility for the defence
of Europe 
- 
and the question is: what defence? 
-
it cannot be simply a matter of more armament;it cannot be simply a question of the Federal
Republic's trylng to procure for itself missiles
with a range of more than 70 km and even up to
600 km, which were forbidden according to the
old WEU arms limitations. Now they are
actually legitimising the development of a mis-
sile with a range of up to 600 km.
We have no taste for a European Europe
which is deprived of its autonomy, its self-
determination, its sovereignty, its independence
- both nuclear and conventional. The appeal
by Giscard d'Estaing in the summer of 1984 as
well as that of Christian politicians in Europe for
a council ofEuropean headquarters and a Euro-
pean corps of " green helmets " troubles us, as
does the demand by many conservative politi-
cians, who are in favour of pooling the British,
French and American nuclear arsenals, for a
unified command of a single European nuclear
defence council, in which the Fedeial Republic,
which allegedly has a non-nuclear policy, is
supposed to participate.
And it is in this circle of the many men and
WEU officials who are very highly paid for their
work here, that we are supposed to debate
whether, by means of the concept and the reali-
sation of a European union, a reactivated WEU,
it might also be possible to achieve a European
nuclear armed force through the back door.
I am very worried about what people in this
Assembly in particular mean by the revitali-
sation of WEU. In the document by Dr. Miller
on the state ofEuropean security, we hear ofthe
efforts to create a genuine European defence
industry, emphasising the successes of interna-
tional co-operation in armaments. Projects in
which the Federal Republic participates are
referred to, although until recently they were still
under the WEU production ban.
It was suggested that the space flight potential
should play a key role in future warfare. What
an utter mockery! Civil space flight has also to
play a part in warfare.
Efforts are being made, in this parliamentary
Assembly, to harmonise industrial co-operation
in the area of the military exploitation of space 
-
that was a recommendation by this Assembly 
-
and to develop a Western European arns
control policy. And the idea is, by means of all
the necessary measures within the area of the
treaty, to enable the forces of any NATO countryto be moved outside that area. What a
mockery this makes of * peace policy ", when the
Assembly is considering 
- 
it says so here 
- 
deve-
lopments outside the NATO area which affect
their \rital interests!
The Assembly is doing its best to achieve
enhanced co-operation in armaments between
the Western European NATO countries, espe-
cially with regard to the French and West Ger-
man arms industry and armament companies.
Efforts are being made to find new outlets
independent of the United States, in order to
become more competitive vis-i-vis the third
world. This has nothing to do with peace.
If I have understood paragraph 27 of Mr. van
der Sanden's report correctly, even the neutral
status of Ireland is to be weakened. All the
countries of the European Community are sup-
posed to become part of the European security
organisation.
When we talk about the reactivation of WEU,in my view the original functions of WEU
should first be properly fulfilled.
The,PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
You are the
first speaker to take the floor in the joint debate
and I would remind you of the Presidential
Committee's ruling. If you have anything to
add would you please be brief.
Mrs. KELLY (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
I note that the French and
Italian speakers spoke for more than five
minutes.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
In this
debate speakers are limited to five minutes, as I
pointed out before calling you.
Mrs. KELLY (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
The five-minute limit applied
yesterday as well.
Thi PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
It is my
duty to uphold Assembly decisions and the
Assembly has voted to limit the time allowed to
speakers.
Please be good enough to finish what you have
to say.
Mrs. KELLY (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Now that we are talking about
the revitalisation of WEU, I believe the original
functions of WEU should at last be revealed-
One may therefore wonder whether the WEU
Agency for the Control of Armaments has, up to
now, done any work at all. I am about to
conclude but should just like to finish this idea.
The control of Briiish and French nuclear
weapons provided for in the WEU treaty, the
overall levels of which were to be determiridO Uv
the WEU Council, has, in any case, never been
carried into effect. Although the numbers of
British and French nuclear weapons have multi-
plied many times since the treaty was concluded
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in 1954, contrary to the treaty there has never
been a single vote on this matter in the WEU
Council. Although this WEU Agency for the
Control of Armaments should veriff the level of
forces not integrated in NATO, nothing has been
published about French levels and plans for
restructuring the army and the creation of the
rapid deployment force since France's with-
drawal from the military structure of NATO. I
therefore think one should speak honestly about
WEU's r6le in the past, since it has hardly exer-
cised any controls of armaments in the areas
where verification was most necessary. This
Assembly should have the honesty to recognise
that. Before speaking about the revitalisation
of its activities, WEU should first take care of
the work it had already.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Wilkinson.
Mr. WILKINSON (United Kingdon). 
- 
I shall
not follow the lines developed by Mrs. Kelly in
her maiden speech, but I should like to take the
opportunity to congrctulate the two Rappor-
teurs, Mr. van der Sanden and Mr. Scheer, on
their constructive and well-researched reports.I hope most earnestly, however, that we shall
soon be able to cease looking at our own entrails
and address ourselves more to the problems that
confront West European security than to our
organisation and way of doing business. I trust
that shortly WEU will be reorganised to the
satisfaction of all and that we shall be able to
work together and with the Council to formulate
the crucial policies that will be essential for
ensuring WEU's identity within the NATO
Alliance.
I should like to discuss briefly recommen-
dation I contained in Mr. van der Sanden's
report which states that the Council should:
" Continue its work until it obtains a collec-
tive answer from the seven governments to
the American invitation to take part in the
United States research programme relating to
the strategic defence initiative ".
In my view, Mr. van den Bergh's report was
rightly referred back by the Committee on
Defence Questions and Armaments because,
first, it pre-empted the visit of the General
Affairs Committee to Washington where mem-
bers of that committee would have learnt a grcat
deal about SDI from specialists and experts and,
secondly, because the report as it was originally
drafted contradicted the overwhelming majority
verdict of this Assembly which supported my
recommendations of December last year con-
tained in my report on the military uses of space
technology that broadly endorse the objectives of
the SDI. It would have looked decidedly
strange if within six months a committee of this
Assembly had sought to overtum that judgment
of the plenary Assembly as a whole.
I hope that we shall seriously address our-
selves to the issue of SDI as an Assembly and
as a Council. Mr. De Decker, Mr. Blaauw and I
have tabled a series of amendments to Mr. van
der Sanden's report that will emphasise the need
for WEU to reach a joint position on the SDI on
behalf of member governments.
If we cannot come to a joint conclusion on
such a strategic matter, that will demonstrate the
vociferous contention that still persists within
Western Europe that our alliance is not very
meaningful. We also point out the importance
of an active military space programme and the
need for us to collaborate with the United States
in military space technology. I trust that those
amendments will receive the Assembly's sup-
port.
Many people fear that the SDI, if carried to
fruition, will somehow lead to a reduction in the
linkage between the United Slates and Western
Europe. The contrary is true. If our North
American friends in the United States feel more
secure in their homeland with a measure of bal-
listic missile defence, they are more likely to
invoke the nuclear guarantee of behalf of Wes-
tern Europe. As a consequenoe of that increa-
sed likelihood, the western iilliance's overall
deterrence will be improved. In other words, a
consequence of the North American homeland's
greater security is that a potential aggressor is
less likely to attack Western Europe in such a
way as to provoke an American nuclear
response.
I hope that people will not feel that the SDI is
a unilateral American initiative. It concerns us
all. If it is successfully concluded it should be
to the benefit of us all. We must react posi-
tively to the American Government's invitation
to European industry to participate. If we do
not participate, we shall fall further and further
behind. I am glad therefore that the British
Government 
- 
if the press reports of Sir
Geoffrey Howe's meeting yesterday with the
French Foreign Minister are true - at least
recognise the importance of the Eureka pro-
gramme and Britain's participation in it. I see
the development of the technologies within
Eureka as the building block of European capa-
bility to collaborate as equals with the United
States.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Muller.
Mr. MUttER (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, I-adies and
Gentlemen, when the Assembly and the Council
of Ministers of WEU met in Rome in the
autumn of 1984 to consider new prospects for
t4t
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Western European Union, many people hoped
that there might actually be a fresh develop-
ment. This hope has been followed by wide-
spread scepticism, however, since, for example,
the communique issued after the last meeting of
the Council of Ministers in Bonn is not exactly
clear as to what this Western European Union is
supposed to become. I sometimes have the
feeling that some communiqu6s are little more
than a facade and use a language that might be
called United Nations Assembly speech.
Nor is the information we as an Assembly
receive as extensive as one mlght expect. As
Mr. van der Sanden has already said, the thir-
tieth annual report is little more than a list of
events which could just as well have been
compiled by a historian and no information at
all has been provided on the meetings of l lth
February and lst March.
If we really want Western European Union to
be activated and its self-image reinterpreted, it
will be crucially important for the parliamentary
element of this Assembly to be strengthened,
because I believe there is a grave danger today
that neither the national parliaments nor a
supranational assembly such as WEU are
adequately debating and deciding on a common
defence policy in Europe.
Iadies and Gentlemen, we are constantly told
that there are other opportunities for discussing
these questions, within the framework of the
European Community, for instance. I doubt
that, because the European Community includes
three countries 
- 
Greece, Ireland and Denmark 
-
whose views on these matters differ from the
position of the seven member countries of
WEU. I therefore consider it vital that the
importance of this Assembly be reinforced so
that it can in reality be what President Kennedy
once called with such emphasis the second pillar
of the North Atlantic Alliance, the Europeanpillar. But this pillar cannot consist of head-
quarters and generals, of governments and
ministers. As NATO is an alliance of demo-
cratic countries, it is absolutely essential for the
emphasis to be placed on parliamentary respon-
sibility.
I therefore endorse what Mr. Scheer said
about this Assembly's financial resources and
what Mr. van der Sanden said about the way this
Assembly's questions are answered. There is a
great opportunity here to give this Assembly
more rights and more powers.
I should just like to add a few words to
Mr. Scheer. I cannot unfortunately go into
detail because time is short we have only five
minutes, while he spoke for twenty-five, which
was not quite right, I agree with Mrs. Kelly
there. But I would issue a stern warning to the
Assembly against adopting Mr. Scheer's exten-
sive interpretation of, say, the ABM treaty.
That would be a dangerous line for us to adopt.
If we did, we might as well immediately stop
all computer research, at Siemens or Philips in
the Federal Republic of Germany or the Nether-
lands, for example, because it would allegedly
violate certain treaties. After hearing what
Mr. Scheer had to say, I am very concerned that
the Europeans, including the Assembly of Wes-
tern European Union, fail to appreciate the
major challenge represented by the American
proposal for research on the SDI. As I have
already said, there is no time now to discuss this
in detail. I would simply like to make my
objections known, because we shall undoubtedly
be reverting to the subject in the future.
Unfortunately, I must also address a remark
to Mrs. Kelly. I was sorry she could not speak
longer, because what she had to say was an
object lesson for many members who are unable
to witness at first hand what_ is happening in the
Federal Republic as compared to all the other
European countries. The reference in the
report drawn up by our socialist colleague,
Mr. Lagorce, to the threat to Europe's security of
neutralist attitudes in the Federal Republic has
been borne out by Mrs. Kelly's speech in which
she asks, for example, what there is to defend,
and peppers her questions with ancient clich6s
about,colonialism and militarism.
I do not propose to discuss the background to
the second world war 
- after all, we all know
who was really to blame 
- 
not so much the mili-
tarists as those who failed to take the militarists
seriously. That is the situation again today,
I-adies and Gentlemen. It would be very dan-
gerous for the Assembly of Western Euiopean
Union not to take the threats to freedom
seriously. As these threats exist, it is of para-
mount importance for this parliamentary assem-
bly to be strengthened in order to do justice to
these tasks.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Bianco.
Mr. BIANCO (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. Pre-
sident, I think we are still far from resolving the
crisis regarding the identity of the WEU Assem-
bly. Nor do I think that the hopes aroused in
Rome have produced any positive response.
The report presented by Mr. van der Sanden
contains a long list of non-fulfilment and short-
comings which have not been corrected in any
way. I believe that an old popular saying that
the road to hell is paved with good intentions,
commonly heard in Southern Italy, also applies
to WEU. WEU is also full of good intentions.
We must try to get to the heart of this crisis
and to understand why, despite the declarations
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of certain ministers of Western European Union
countries, our Assembly and its work are not
being reactivated. We are caught between the
European Community which wants to deal with
security problems and - a point of particular
importance for this Assembly - is tending
towards a policy of transferring all security pro-
blems to the European union, and the Atlantic
Alliance with its weight and significance and the
more important r6le which some WEU member
countries attach to it.
These are the limits within which we have to
work. If we wish to be more than people who
approve reports to which little attention is paid
afterwards, the most important problem is to
determine, in close consultation with the Chair-
man-in-Oflice of the Council of Ministers, what
the functions of WEU should be. Action must
be taken to ensure that this Assembly is not
reduced to the somewhat limited r6le, which the
Rapporteur quite rightly criticised, of a kind of
sounding box for the decisions which the Coun-
cil of Ministers plans to adopt. We cannot be
reduced to that r6le. We must try to explain to
colleagues in the different political parties and in
the various countries our Assembly's position,
which should be as closely aligned as possible
with that of the member countries of WEU on
security questions, with the aim of giving joint
replies as far as possible. This point must be
highlighted; equally, we must not throw away
the strategic knowledge and accumulated expe-
rience of Western European Union on the most
valuable part of our work, namely the control of
armaments.
I should like to say a few words - I do not
wish to encroach on the points made by our Ger-
man colleague; one often attributes the actions
of others to oneself 
- 
in favour of the entry of
Portugal which has applied to join. I think this
is another very important question.
I think that more thought needs to be given to
the problem of participation in the SDI project.
We should concentrate our attention on the
problems of security in Central Europe rather
than discuss research and studies which are still
at the earliest stage and will in any case take a
very long time. In this context, Dr. Miller's
report could well have been joined to the reports
now before us. It is pointless to deceive
ourselves and to hide behind treaty commit-
ments. The United States will go ahead with
their research which will probably alter the
whole strategic pattern. The questions for
Europe should be: should Europe merely be
carried along or should it be a full participant, so
that it can play a significant major rdle in the
defence of peace in our part of the world, in
stating our points of view, and as a genuine
partner in the Atlantic Alliance?
These are the policy issues to be considered.
If Europe really wants to be involved in scien-
tific research, I believe it to be most important
that it should state an agreed, joint view on
some of the points involved in all areas. I also
think that the proposal made by Mr. Genscher
at the last Paris session for an institute to study
the problems jointly should go ahead.
These are the directions in which I believe the
WEU countries can strengthen their co-opera-
tion and develop an effort which will not be
passive but active, within the overall context of
the defence of the West and of the European
theatre.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Vecchietti.
Mr. VECCHIETTI (Italy) (Translation). -
Mr. President, I must first apologise to Mr.
Scheer for not speaking to his report but it is
impossible to deal with two such important and
interesting reports in five minutes. We approve
them, but would once again observe that when
important questions come up in this Assembly,
there is never enough time whereas a great deal
is lost on less important mattefs.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - We are
governed by an Assembly ruling. Any com-
ments should have been made yesterday.
Mr. VECCHIETTI (Italy) (Translation).- We
decided to revitalise WEU by grving this debate
political significance.
(The speaker continued in ltalian)
Mr. President, I consider Mr. van der
Sanden's report to be a brave attempt to
examine the facts concerning the reactivation of
WEU, at least over the months since the Rome
decisions. I think we must all be grateful to
him for his major contribution to our discus-
sions.
In his speech to the Assembly, quoted in the
report before us, Mr. Genscher stressed the need
for a specifically European contribution to the
East-West dialogue, saying that the value of that
contribution would be enhanced if the seven
European countries adopted ajoint position.
Mr. van der Sanden notes that as things are
moving at present, it looks as if the Council of
Ministers is confirming its determination to go
ahead with the Rome decisions, but is in fact
refusing to say how that policy is to be imple-
mented. In his conclusions, he observes that
there is still no European reaction to the pro-
posed American strategic defence initiative and
that no European position has been worked out
on disarmament in NATO.
The wide-ranging nature of the Council of
Minister's decisions concerning the control of
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armaments and disarmament, security and
defence confirm thar it will be diflicult for WEU
to comply with the instruction to reply on these
points.
It is a gap which explains why there is no
serious consultation between the Council of
Ministers and the WEU Assembly.
This alarming picture may mirror the reality
of relations between the WEU countries, of their
difliculty in adopting a joint policy on essential
problems affecting the future of Europe, but it is
also a picture which above all does not mirror
the reality of the individual European countries
which are going ahead alone.
It is not only because I believe in Europe that
I say this; it is because no single European coun-
try, however strong, can effectively take the
place of Europe and its common interest in a
policy for security and peace.
I think that two facts emerged clearly from the
Bonn meeting of the industrialised countries.
First, that Reagan's policy has created a crisis
for American supremacy; second, that Europe
can stop Reagan but cannot offer an alternative
policy. Europe has from time to time expressed
doubts and criticism concerning economic rela-
tions, Nicaragua, Reagan's plans for celebrating
the fortieth anniversary of the end of the world
war and the so-called star wars issue. In the
case of the Geneva negotiations Reagan
managed to extract no more than understanding
of the American position from the allied govern-
ments. Neither Reagan nor Mitterrand won;
but neither did Europe.
Europe did not win because it was unable to
offer any alternative to Reagan's attitudes which
are based solely on fear of the Soviet
Union. What alternative are we preparing in
case this fear should prove unfounded and
Gorbachev adopts a flexible policy? To hope
that it will happen means helping to create the
conditions and the praiseworthy efforts of some
European countries to discover the Soviet
Union's real intentions are not enough to
achieve this.
So far there has been no reply to all this. And
this to me is the basic reason for our own and
the Council's failure to move, which is liable to
nullifu any effort to reactivate WEU.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank youfor keeping carefully to the time allowed.
Before closing the sitting, and at the request of
the President of the Assembly, I shall, by way of
an exception, call the Portuguese observer,
Mr. Adriano Moreira.
Mr. MOREIRA (Observer from Portuga[)(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, parliamentary
delegates of Western European Union, I must
start by saylng that the delegation ofPortuguese
observers to the Assembly, for whom I have the
honour to speak at this session, shares both the
concerns and the hopes expressed by the Euro-
pean delegations meeting here in this year which
marks the anniversary of a number of events of
vital significance in our recent history. Forty
years have passed since the end of world war two
and ten years since the signing of the Helsinki
final act.
However, after all our efforts and all our eco-
nomic, financial and social sacrifices aimed at
guaranteeing peace in both thought and action,
President Reagan addressed the following words
to Congress in January 1984:
" Soviet non-compliance is a serious matter.
It deprives us of important security benefits
from arms control, and could create new secu-
rity risks. It undermines the confidence
needed to achieve effective arms control in the
future. [t increases doubts about the relia-
bility of the USSR as a negotiating partner,
and thus damages the chances for establishing
a more constructive Soviet relationship. "
At issue here is the ABM treaty 
- 
on the limi-
tation of anti-ballistic-missile systems, the
Helsinki final act, the Geneva protocol on
chemical weapons, the convention on biological
and toxic weapons and the SALT II agreement 
-
on strategic arms limitation.
It is our view that, quite apart from the difli-
culty of obtaining clear and adequate proof, the
ambiguity of treaty provisions often leads to
contentious or inconclusive cases of violation.
While subjective assessments are involved here,it is also increasingly clear that objectivity
will be strengthened and will breed more confi-
dence if Europe finally proves capable of adopt-
ing a global European stance, not only in econo-
mic matters but also in the areas of defence and,
more especially, politics.
It is precisely because we share this concern
that we wish to become full members not only of
NATO but also of the European Economic Com-
munity and Western European Union.
There is a danger threatening the whole of
Europe, and we consider it neither fair nor
acceptable that a European country should share
the common danger without having a voice in
European decision-making institutions. We
sometimes have the feeling that Europe forgets
the existence of the southern area and that, in
defence questions especially, some experts argue
as though it were an uninhabited strategic
theatre.
Quite the contrary, for the last eight centuries
we who live there have been not an island but a
rampart serving the defence and the cultural
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expansion of Europe. We have shared in Eur-
ope's greatness and, with Europe, we have expe-
rienced the consequences ofthe changes wrought
mainly by Europeans in the international
scene. It is therefore in the full conviction that
we are exercising a right and fulfilling a duty that
we wish to share in the efforts of Western Euro-
pean Union and to call your attention to the
southern region, whose countries are less prospe-
rous and whose GDP is of a more modest order.It has already been shown that, because of
these circumstances, the countries in question
bear some of heaviest burdens in terms of the
proportion of GDP allocated to defence.
While we need the help of a large number of
countries, it is our view that Europe is thereby
helping itself. Without a southern region
capable of meeting its commitments, the divided
Europe created by the peace concluded forty
years ago cannot be sure of maintaining indefi-
nitely the area of western freedom which you,
Ladies and Gentlemen, represent in Western
European Union, of which we shortly hope to
become a full member with all the risks and
responsibilities that that implies.
In saying this, we are mindful of those Euro-
peans who have lost their national and civil
liberty. It is to be noted that this year also
marks the centenary of the death of Marshal
Pilsudski, who is the symbol of independence
and, perhaps, of the impossible.
We also have in mind the arns race in space
which divides European political groups into
those favourable to the SDI and those wishing to
debate the Eureka project, which is presented as
a non-strategic alternative to star wars directed
towards civil, technological and industrial objec-
tives. We do not yet know enough about the
implications of this other alternative, and it
demands further careful reflection unfettered by
the emotions and worries engendered by the
distrust between Europe and the United States.
But we are nonetheless in favour of streng-
thening the second pillar of the alliance. We
appreciate the European efforts made by France
and Germany in their quest for a solution which
is neither Gaullist nor socialist but European in
character and is aimed at restoring to Europe the
influential voice to which it is fully entitled and
to which the world looks as a means for achiev-
ing security, hope and a constructive peace.
Successive generations ofEuropeans have had
the task of building the world which it is our lot
to inhabit in circumstances somewhat di{ferent
from the Utopia envisaged by our ancestors.
They have handed on to us the exciting chal-
lenge of rebuilding this small portion of the
world, which was formerly the seat of world poli-
tical power and is now a focus of hope for mil-
lions upon millions of people who have not
forgotten that this is the cradle of wisdom,
human rights and peace under the law. I think
of Aldo Moro, the victim of violence, and of
John-Paul II, who nevergives up hope.
We shall take our place amongst you in oppos-
ing violence and injustice and in promoting
hope and peace for the generations to come, and
we will play our part in sustaining a Europe of
renewed authority, without which the world will
achieve neither balance nor the ability to replace
the arms race with an urgent policy of help for
the poor of this world, who cannot be left with
the conviction that the book which summarises
our culture is, after all, " In Praise of Folly ".
Mr. President, we warmly welcome the general
report, and we have also studied the amend-
ments which have been tabled. We note that
the report and the amendments take the same
line and we are therefore convinced that we
should be well received in your organisation.
Although not present at its inception, we want to
be there when it is revitalised. (Applaue)
9. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I propose
that the Assembly hold its next public sitting this
afternoon at 3 p.m. with the following orders of
the day:
l. Thirtieth annual report of the Council(Presentation by Mr. Genscher, Minister
for Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic
of Germany, Chairman-in-Offrce of the
Council, Document 1006).
2. New outlook for WEU 
- 
reply to the thir-
tieth annual report of the Council; Appli-
cation of the Brussels Treaty 
- 
reply to the
thirtieth annual report of the Council
(Resumed joint debate on the reports of
the General Affairs Committee and of the
Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments and votes on the draft recom-
mendations and draft order, Documentsl0l2 and amendments and l0l9 and
amendments).
3. Withdrawal of a report from the agenda(Motion for an order tabled by Dr. Miller
and others, Document l02l).
Are there any objections?...
The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.
Does anyone wish to speak?...
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 1.10 p.m.)
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I. Adoption of the minutes.
2. Attendance register.
3. Thirtieth annu"l report of the Council (Presentation by
Mr. Genscher, Ministu for Foreigt Afairs of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Chairman-in-Ofiice of the Council,
Doc. 1006).
Replies by Mr. Gmscher lo questions put by: Mrs. den
Ouden-Dekkerc, Mr. van Tets, Mr. Spies von Bullesheim,
Sir Frederic Bennett, Mrs. Kelly, Mr. lagorce, Mr.
Pignion, Mr. Blaauw, Sir Geoftey Finsbery Iord Reay,
Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Mr. Gianotti, Mr. Milani, Sir Dudley
Smith, Mr. Enders, Mr. Hill, Mr. de Vries.
4. New outlook for WEU 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual
report of the Council; Application of the Brussels Treaty 
-
reply to the thirtieth annual report ofthe Council (Resu-
med joint debate on the reports of the General Afairs
Committee and of the Committee on Defence Questions
and Arrnaments and votes on the *afl recommendations
and drafi order, Docs. l0l2 and amendments and t0l9
and amendments).
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The sitting
is open.
1. Adoption of the minutes
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
In.accor-
dance with Rule 2l of the Rules of Procedure,
the minutes of proceedings of the previous
sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?...
The minutes are agreed to.
2. Attendanceregister
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The names
of the substitutes attending this sitting which
have been notified to the President will be pub-
lished with the list of representatives appended
to the minutes of proceedingsr.
Speakers : Sir Frederic Bennett, Mr. Hardy, Mr. Antretter,
Mr. Blaauw, Sir Geoftey Finsberg (point of order),
Mr. Mezzapesa, Mr. Tummers, Mr. Verdon, Mr. Pignion(Chairman of the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments), Mr. Scheer (Rapporteur of the Committee
on Defence Questiow and Armaments), Mr. van der
Sanden (Rapponeur of the General Afairs Committee),Mr. Blaauw, Mr. van der Sanden, Mr. Verdon,
Mr. Scheer, Mr. Verdon (point of order), Mr. Scheer,
Mr. Pigfon.
5. Withdrawal of a report from the agenda (Motion for an
order tabled by Dr. Miller and others, Doo lO2l).
Speakers: Mr. Brown, Sir Geoftey Finsberg; (points of
order): Mr. Brown, Mr. Hardy, Mr. Woodall, Sir Geof-
frey Finsberg.
6. Situation in lrbanon (Prcsentation of the repon of the
General Afairs Committee and vote on the drafi recom-
mendation, Doc. 1025).
Speaker: Mr. Martino (Rapporteur).
7. Date, time and orders of the day of the next sitting.
3. Thinieth annaal report of the Council
(Prescatatioa by Mr. Gcnscher, Miaister lor Foreiga
Allairs of thc Federal Republic of Germany,
Chairman-in-Ollice of the Couacil, Du. 1006)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The orders
of the day call for the presentation by Mr. Gen-
scher, Minister for Forergn Affairs of the Federal
Republic of Germany, Chairman-in-Office of the
Council, of the thirtieth annual report of the
Council, Document 1006.
On your behalfl I-adies and Gentlemen, I offer
our respectful and cordial greetings to Mr. Hans-
Dietrich Genscher, Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany and Chair-
man-in-Office of the Council.
Mr. Minister, it is always a pleasure and an
honour to welcome you, especially on this
important occasion in the work of our Assembly.
I now invite you to address the Assembly.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minriter for Foreign Affairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Oflice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, ladies and Gentlemen, it is an
The sitting was opened at 3 p.m. with Mr. Caro, President of the Assembly, in the Chair.
l. Seepage36.
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honour for me to be addressing the Assembly of
Western European Union today and to present a
progress report in my capacity as Chairman-in-
Office of the Council.
In my opinion, 1984 was a successful year for
WEU. In June, the Council, sitting here in
Paris, created the preliminary conditions for the
better use of WEU. Then, at the anniversary
meeting in Rome in October, fundamental deci-
sions were taken for the revitalisation of our
organisation. The first regular meeting of the
Council of fourteen Forergn and Defence Minis-
ters, which produced results of great potitical
significance, took place in Bonn on 22td, and.
23rd April this year. In Rome we had laid the
foundations for a reactivated WEU: in Bonn we
built the first visible part of the structure. The
communique adopted in Bonn reaffirms the fun-
damental goals that we jointly pursue with
WEU, namely the creation of a new dimension
in the process of European unification and the
strengthening of the European pillar of the
Atlantic Alliance and hence of the alliance as a
whole.
A " new " WEU has taken shape. Its mem-
bers are resolved to co-ordinate their positions
with regard to the real security situation in
Europe.
Ladies and Gentlemen, the Atlantic Alliance is
and continues to be the basis of our security.
Speaking on this subject in Rome on 26th Octo-
ber 1984, I said : * Just as we need a strong Ame-
rica in the alliance, America needs a confident
Europe capable ofaction. It is not a case ofthe
United States being too strong in the alliance but
of Europe not bringing its weight to bear sufli-
ciently. "
WEU sees itself as the European pillar of the
Euro-American alliance. It strengthens NATO
and ensures that Europe's voice is heard in the
dialogue between partners that gives this alliance
with our North American friends its special
quality. President Reagan pledged in Stras-
bourg that America 'remains dedicated to the
unity of Europe ". His words, * We continue to
see a strong and unified Europe not as a rival but
as an even stronger partner " confirm that our
efforts in WEU serve the common cause. This
is also reflected in the substantial contribution
made by the European countries to the joint
security of Europe and North America. One of
WEU's future tasks will be to remind the public
of this constantly on both sides of the Atlan-
tic. It is also in the interest of the alliance
as a whole that the public should be left in no
doubt about the essential need, now and in the
future, for our defence efforts.
The discussions in Bonn focused on three
main subjects: European dpfence questions,
East-West relations and their effects on Europe
in terms of security, arms control and disarma-
ment and European armaments co-operation.
In its discussion of European defence ques-
tions, the Council of Ministers noted that, in
view of the continuing Soviet arms build-up,
deterrence based on credible nuclear and
conventional capabilities continued to be indis-
pensable. This conclusion, in the context of the
recent public debate on strategy, is of conside-
rable significance.
The alliance's flexible response strategy has
proved its worth as a polioy for preventing
war. It is morally justified because it safeguards
peace. It must continue to prevail as long as
there is no better means of proventing war. We
should not arouse hopes that such better means
will soon be available in finished form.
Ladies and Gentlemen, the world is on the
threshold of new developments in security
policy that are of the highest lmportance for the
destiny of Europe. The success or failure of the
arms control talks between the United States
and the Soviet Union will have direct repercus-
sions on Europe's security. Questions concern-
ing possible forms of effective strategic defence
will be a prominent topic in the years ahead.
Both of these subjects influence East-West
relations: they also affect the relationship
between the United States and Europe and they
have a bearing on our security. The discussion
in the Council on strategic defence questions has
demonstrated the urgent need for opinion-
forming at European level in the dynamic think-
ing on strategy - a process in which all coun-
tries, including the United States and no doubt
the Soviet Union too, are still only at the
beginning.
The ministers welcomed the resumption of
United States-Soviet talks at Geneva and decla-
red their support for the Arnerican efforts to
achieve a more stable stratogic relationship at
the lowest possible balanced level of forces.
They expressed the hope that the Geneva nego-
tiations would lead to radical reductions of Uni-
ted States and Soviet intercontinental strategic
and intermediate-range nuclear armaments and
that agreements would be reached, aimed at
ending the arms race on earth and preventing
another in space. These comments relate to the
United States-Soviet agreement of 8th January
1985 on the substance and goals of the Geneva
talks, a document of great political signifi-
cance. The goal ofstrengthening strategic stabi-
lity is a key element of that document. It
contains the essence of a concept for ensuring
lasting peace. It expresses the idea that, in this
nuclear age, reliable security cannot be attained
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single-handedly through autonomous decisions
but calls for co-operation in security policy.
The link between security on earth and security
in space, as embodied in the Geneva statement,
is obvious.
Also of significance is the reference in the
Bonn communique to the importance that the
ministers attach to observance of existing treaty
obligations. The Council decided that the deli-
berations should be continued within WEU.
The aim of these deliberations is to achieve, as
far as possible, a co-ordinated response by the
governments of the member states to the united
States' invitation to participate in the research
programme which is still being considered on
the European and the American side. The
understanding reached by all participants at the
conference was that the possibilities of partici-
pating in the research should be established at
national level. On the basis of this national
stocktaking, we then intend to co-ordinate our
responses within WEU. The Permanent Coun-
cil, which was instructed by the ministers to
carry out this co-ordination, has already started
its deliberations.
The decision by the ministerial meeting in
Bonn is evidence that revitalisation of WEU is
bringing concrete results: we have started to act
in unison. The dynamics of technological deve-
lopment must not be allowed to have an auto-
matic effect on developments in security
policy. Since the European nations' security
interests are identical, we Europeans need to
give the United States a co-ordinated reply to
the offer of co-operation. No country should
isolate itself, or be isolated from the rest.
The ideas contained in WEU's Bonn commu-
niqu6 are in line with the position of the
Government of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many as reiterated on 20th May by Chancellor
Kohl in his speech to the North Atlantic Assem-
bly, namely that Europe's security must not be
delinked from that of the United States; that
NATO's flexible response strategy will remain
fully valid as long as there is no more promising
method of preventing war and that concrete
research results must be incorporated into co-
operative solutions.
The Chancellor also drew attention to the
various declarations by the United States to the
effect that its efforts for any future development
and deployment of strategic defence systems
would be a part of co-operative solutions with
the Soviet Union. There is no reason to doubt
the United States' intentions. Chancellor Kohl
made it clear that the Federal Government
would take up the American suggestion and
examine the possibility of participation in the
research programme. German and European
interests and those of the Atlantic Alliance
remain our guiding principles. In taking our
decision we will also pay due regard to our inte-
rests in the context of the efforts for a stable
East-West relationship.
The Council held an extensive exchange of
views on the increasing pace of technological
development in the world. The basic situation
may be described as follows. First, Europe
owes its economic strength and prosperity to the
fact that it has always held a leading position in
industrial development. Second, the United
States and Japan have gained a considerable
edge over Europe in a number of fields. Third,
Europe is nevertheless capable of outstanding
achievements when it pools its resources. The
Airbus, Ariane and Spacelab are such exam-
ples. Fourth, these efforts are, even so, far from
suffrcient to meet the technological challenges of
the future.
Europe cannot afford to fall behind in high-
technology development. It must not be rele-
gated to the position of licensee or supplier, but
must pool its technological capabilities in order
to remain a partner of the United States on
equal terms. We must arrive at a European
response to the global technological challenge.
At our meeting we therefore discussed at
length the French Government's proposal for
close European co-operation in the field of high
technology. France and the six other WEU
members take the same stance: Europe must
strengthen its own technological capabilities
with a view to creating a technological commu-
nity.
This intention of seven member countries of
the European Community to pool their efforts is
in line with the work already being done in the
Community in the field of technology. The ad
hoc Committee on Institutional Affairs sub
mitted a proposal for the creation of a European
technological community to the last European
Council and stated in its report: * The growth
capacity of Europe will have to be based, inter
alia, on wholehearted participation in technolo-
gical innovation, and must result in the creation
of a technological community. This process
must enable European industry to become a
powerfirl competitor internationally in the field
of production and application of advanced
technologies. "
As the next major step, it will be necessary to
define the research areas and projects to be pro-
moted in a technological community. Dupli-
cation of effort must be avoided and optimum
use made of limited resources. The various ini-
tiatives must be co-ordinated with programmes
already in progress, for example in ESA.
The tasks ahead are huge. Nonetheless, I am
confident that we shall find a European solution.
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At their meeting in Bonn, the ministers were
also agreed that the East-West relationship must
not be confined to matters of defence and arms
control. Only a broad-based policy can bring
about improved East-West relations. It must
include co-operation in political, economic,
cultural and humanitarian issues.
In the final communiquO particular mention is
made of the undertakings entered into in Hel-
sinki and Madrid in the framework of the
CSCE. Full advantage must be taken of the
opportunities implicit in the CSCE process.
This applies particularly to the areas of co-
operation in Basket II, with its considerable
dynamic potential. Advantage should be taken
of all the conferences instituted in the frame-
work of the CSCE process such as the Stockholm
conference on confidence- and security-building
measures and disarmament in Europe, the
Ottawa meeting on human rights, the cultural
forum in Budapest, the Bern meeting of experts
on human contacts and the next CSCE follow-
up meeting in Vienna. What are urgently
needed in these forums are contributions from
Europeans conscious of their cultural identity,
their complementary economic interests, the
dangers threatening their common environment
and humanitarian concerns.
Mr. President, armaments co-operation is
playing an increasingly important r6le in secu-
rity policy. The mounting cost of modern arms
technology on the one hand and limitations on
resources on the other create major problems.
The defence of Western Europe cannot be
ensured unless it has its own competitive indus-
trial base. At the same time it is clear that mili-
tary research also enriches advanced civil tech-
nology in diverse ways.
On the basis of this assessment, the ministers
meeting in Bonn decided that a careful analysis
should be made of the basic political conditions
for armaments co-operation. Harmonisation of
national and sectoral interests within a common
political framework can considerably facilitate
co-operation in individual armaments fields.
The ministers decided to provide the impetus
required for improved co-operation in the
alliance in this field.
Lastly, the ministers considered the mandates
issued in Rome with the aim of adapting WEU
to its new responsibilities. They decided that
the Agency for the Control of Armaments and
the Standing Armaments Committee should be
reorganised. The Assembly has received the
report approved by the Council of WEU.
Three new structures have been created under
the collective title of * Agencies for Security
Questions ": the agency for the study of arms
control and disarmament questions, the agency
for the study of security and defence questions
and the agency for the development of co-
operation in the field of armaments.
These agencies will assist the ministers in
meeting their future responsibilities by preparing
studies and analyses. The reorganisation is to
be put in hand immediately so that the agencies
may be fully operational at an early date.
Finally, the ministers elected Mr. Alfred
Cahen from Belgium as the new Secretary-
General. He will shortly be taking over from
the present Secretary-General, Mr. Edouard
Longerstaey. With his many years of expe-
rience, Mr. Cahen has all the qualifications
necessary for his political role in the new WEU.
At this point, I should like, in the presence of
the Assembly, to express my thanks to the retir-
ing Secretary-General. Mr. Longerstaey has
performed his highly responsible duties with
discretion, commitment and skill. On behalf of
my colleagues on the Council, I extend to him
our sincere thanks for his work in the cause of
Europe and our best wishes for the future.
To his successor, Mr. Alfred Cahen, we wish
every success in his efforts on behalf of our
organisation.
Mr. President, ladies and Gentlemen, the
annual report ofthe Council for 1984 which you
have before you reflects the focal points of
Council activities. In the forefront are ques-
tions of security and defence, disarmament and
arms control, and co-operation in the field of
armaments. The report anso contains an
impressive section on relatlons between the
Council and the Assembly, which highlights the
great improvement of late in the co-operation
and dialogue between the two. This, for exam-
ple, is the fourth opportunity I have had in my
term as Chairman-in-Offrce of the Council to
address the honourable members of this cham-
ber. Since the meeting of the Council in Rome
last October, a number of proposals for further
improvements in the contacts between Council
and Assembly have been put into effect. The
Council agreed on a better and quicker proce-
dure for answering written recommendations
and questions from the Assembly. Informal
contacts with the Assembly have been reinforced
by a series of informal meetings with the Bureau
of the Assembly under the c[airmanship of Mr.
Caro, President of the Assembly, an innovation
that has proved its worth.
The Assembly itself has set up a special
committee for relations with the Council,
thereby making a major contribution of its own
to the intensification of the necessary contacts
with that institution.
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The Federal Government takes the view that
this fruitful dialogue should be conducted not
only in the meetings of the WEU Assembly but
also in the national parliaments of the seven
member states. Accordingly, I made a policy
statement in the German Bundestag on 8th
November 1984 on the extraordinary meeting of
Western European Union in Rome. In addi-
tion, twice each year the Federal Government
produces a report for the Bundestag on the acti-
vities of WEU and its oryans and keeps the
Bundestag Committee on Foreign Affairs conti-
nuously informed.
The wide range of forms of dialogue that have
now been developed between the Council and
the Assembly underline the responsibility of the
two bodies for co-operation amongst the seven
in security policy. A major duty falling upon
the Assembly concerns the democratic legiti-
misation of our endeavours. The Assembly
represents democracy in practice at international
level on matters of security policy.
At this point I should like to express to Presi-
dent Caro and also to every one of you present
my gratitude and thanks for your co-operation
over the past year. During all the phases of the
reactivation of WEU, the Assembly has provi-
ded an effective impetus. It has played a deci-
sive part in our success. I also congratulate
Mr. Caro on his re+lection as President of the
WEU Assembly. On behalf of the Council, I
wish him continued success in his high ofEce.
Iadies and Gentlemen, within just over a year
we have succeeded in giving WEU a new look,
but we are only at the beginning of the
road. We shall be successful in the long term
only if we, the Council and the Assembly
together, continue resolutely with our efforts.
The following points seem to me to be particu-
larly important.
First, the Council must face up courageously
to all the security problems of our time, as it did
successfully in Bonn. In future, we must do
more than simply co-ordinate our stances on
security policy issues; we must work out
common European positions.
Second, the Permanent Council in London
must adapt to the new r6le devolving uponit. It is responsible for preparing Council
meetings, it is a channel for feed-back to the
national capitals and it carries out the practical
work that has to be done between ministerial
meetings.
Third, the Council needs the assistance of the
new agencies for security questions. The seven
member states must therefore put the agreed
reorganisation ofthe agencies in Paris into effect
as soon as possible. For these agencies we need
qualified experts who can produce the required
studies and data on specific security matters
speedily and accurately.
Fourth, the Council needs a strong Secretariat-
General. We await early proposals from the
new Secretary-General on how, in present
circumstances, the necessary streamlining can be
brought about and e{Iiciency increased.
Fifth, in future the Permanent Council will
not always be in a position to conduct the
complex discussions on its own, i.e. without
experts from the national administrations. It
will need the expertise available in the capi-
tals. We do not need any new bodies for this
purpose; instead, the Council should call in
experts from the capitals on a case-by-case basis.
Sixth, the formal and informal contacts
between Council and Assembly have already
been significantly improved, but are still insuffi-
cient. The Assembly rightly makes this obser-
vation in the report it has submitted on new
prospects for WEU. The adaptation of the
organs of WEU to their new responsibilities and
the establishment by the Assembly of a commit-
tee for relations with the Council have laid the
basis for a fruitful dialogue. In the future,
Council and Assembly should continue to take
advantage of every opportunity for constructive
co-operation. WEU will work successfully in
future only if Council and Assembly act in close
co-operation.
Iast, in the long term we must address the
question of whether we could not improve
WEU's efficiency by locating the various bodies
in one capital. This is a difficult and delicate
question, for which there is no ready-made
answer. But in an active WEU it cannot, to my
mind, be made taboo. We should tackle it at
the appropriate time.
Mr. President, Iadies and Gentlemen, WEU
has long been working out of the limelight and
yet, in terms of its importance to Europe and to
our contractual commitment to the Atlantic
Alliance, it has been carrying out an important
task. By reactivating Western European Union
last year we adapted the organisation to the new
political developments.
After the Bonn meeting and the results
achieved there I observe that the reactivation of
WEU is paying off. The * new " WEU has
passed its first test. Fourteen European Foreign
and Defence Ministers discussed the issues
affecting our security and co-ordinated their
positions in a spirit of mutual confidence. This
means that we have taken a step forward in the
process of European unification. We have
made a qualitative contribution to co-operation
within the Atlantic Alliance. The success we
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have achieved, Mr. President, sets obligations
for our future work.
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, with
your permission I shall add a personal com-
ment. Regardless of the fact that the German
presidency of the Council is coming to an end, I
would like you to know that my wish is to go
further along the path that I have trodden as
Chairman-in-Oflice of the Council and that I
shall apply my best endeavours to ensure that
our Western European Union achieves the goals
it has set itself and that we do this together -
you, the Assembly, and we, the Council. Thank
you.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Minister. Your very full statement has un-
doubtedly aroused the interest of all the mem-
bers of this Assembly and the dynamism that
you continue to display is an example to us all.
Since you have kindly offered to answer ques-
tions, I call Mrs. den Ouden-Dekkers.
Mrs. den OUDEN-DEKKERS (Netherlands).
- 
My question concerns European co-operation.
Will European union and European security be
discussed during the European summit in Milan
at the end of June ? If so, what r6le will
WEU play in those developments ? In discuss-
ing European co-operation, especially in techno-
logical and military facets of the American stra-
tegic defence initiative, it must be quite clear
within which European framework that co-
operation will take place.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Olfice of the Counci[) (Translation). - Mrs.
den Ouden-Dekkers, the documents on which
the negotiations in Milan will be based include a
special section on the question of defence and
security. In other words, this will be an impor-
tant issue, although I would not venture to say at
this point whether we shall succeed in reaching
agreement there. We have been disappointed
before, when we have tried to include security
policy in European political co-operation. I do
not want to sound pessimistic by mentioning
disappointing instances, but I have to point out
that there has been resistance in the past to the
inclusion of security policy.
I am quite sure that regardless ofthe progress
we make in Milan, WEU will retain its rdle and I
think that discussion of security matters within
the European Communities as well should
provide the occasion for acting as pace-setters,
leading the way more dynamically than
before. As we know, in the EEC there is also a
country that does not belong to the alliance and
if only for that reason, progress there cannot be
as great as what we hope to achieve here. But
there is no doubt that the relationship between
co-operation on security policy in the European
Communities and the work of WEU will also be
discussed in Milan.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
van Tets.
Mr. van TETS (Naherlands). 
- 
Should not the
Rome Declaration on the relaunching of WEU
affect the integration of the work of this Assem-
bly and the work of the agencies operating under
the aegis of the Council of Ministers ? Is it not
unsatisfactory that this Assembly discusses the
budget of the total organisation only after the
event, whereas it is one of the fundamental
prerogatives of a parliamentary assembly to
discuss an organisation's bu@et, as it is well
known that in the national parliaments such
items are submerged entirely in wider issues ?
Should not the streamlining of the organisation
also provide for a closer link between the work
of the Council and the work of the Assembly
through a Secretary-General, as is the case with
the Council of Europe ?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Office of the Council) (Translation). - It is
easiest to answer your second question, Mr. van
Tets. Of course, co-operation can and should
always be improved.
As regards your first question, the order of
debate corresponds to that in force in other
international organisations. I can appreciate
that you find this unsatisfactory, but on the
other hand, I believe the procedure adopted is
more likely to overcome resistance and reserva-
tions in the governments concerned. It is not
only here that we should be confronting govern-
ments with our expectations, however; we must
remember that at home, in our own parliaments,
there are opportunities for influencing the
conduct of governments. What I am now
sayrng is a kind of invitation, and in issuing it I
have to accept the risk that it may happen, not
only in six other parliaments, but in the German
Bundestag as well !
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Spies von Bullesheim.
Mr. SPIES von BULLESHEM (Federal Repub-
lic of Germany) (Translation). - Mr. Chairman-
in-Office, my questions have been submitted to
you in writing. I will therefore reduce them to
the bare essentials.
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My first question asks what the Council of
Ministers would think of the proposal that the
Secretary-General of WEU should be responsible
not only for the secretariat as such but also for
this Assembly, in roughly the same way as the
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe.
My second question asks about the possibili-
ties you see of increasing the attendance rate of
members of the governments of member states
at this Assembly and whether you yoursel{,
having spoken here so often as Chairman-in-
Office, are consequently more interested and will
be prepared to appear here from time to time
even when you are no longer Chairman.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minrster for Foreign Alfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Offce of the Counci[) (Translation). 
- 
If the
Assembly expresses a desire to see the responsi-
bilities and duties of the Secretary-General
extended in the way you have suggested, I shall
do my best to ensure that this proposal is accep-
ted by my fellow ministers.
As regards my presence here in the future, I
can promise you that I shall be here more often
than I was before I became Chairman-in-Office.
As regards the presence of my fellow minis-
ters, I should like to give you a piece of adviceyou can read in the prelude to Goethe's
Faust. The manager of the theatre tells the
aclors 
- 
I am not comparing you to actors; this
is just a symbolic comparison 
- 
" Make sure that
a great deal happens!" That is my advice to
you too. Then the ministers will come.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Sir
Frederic Bennett.
Sir Frederic BENNETT (Uniled Kingdom). 
-
Although we are to limit our time to questions,
it would be ungenerous if someone from another
delegation were not to pay tribute to the quite
exceptional r6le that you, Mr. Genscher, have
played in what we like to call the reyitalisation
of WEU. Whatever the ultimate outcome, we
should at least be able to say that if it does fail, it
will not be due to any lack of enthusiasm or
effort by you. I am sure that we shall all
remember that.
The question that I want to ask is the one I
asked in Bonn. There is an increasing ten-
dency, which I welcome, to refer to WEU not as
WEU but as the European pillar of defence.
We all accept that the European pillar of
defence, compared with the American colossus,
will be an uneven pillar for a very long time to
come. But it can never be a pillar if it is exclu-
sive in the sense that it contains only seven of
the European members of NATO, as it does at
the moment.
In Bonn you were able to give a positive
answer to the effect that the Council of Ministers
understands this fact and that at the appropriate
moment you will adopt a positive attitude with
your colleagues towards the expansion of the
European pillar by including a number of other
potential members who would make it into a
real pillar instead of a small element of only
seven countries. I should like you to repeat
here, as forcefully as you did in Bonn, what you
said there.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-OlJice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
I fail to
see why a pillar comprising 260 to 280 million
Europeans in the western alliance should not bejust as strong as a pillar consisting of about the
same number of North Americans. It is more a
matter of our will, our determination, our capa-
city for united action. I feel Western European
Union has a special duty to ensure that the Euro-
pean partners in the alliance increase their
efforts in this respect. This is a responsibility
which extends beyond the territory of the seven
member states and which we bear on behalf of
the alliance as a whole and its European
members in particular. We must always keep
this responsibility in mind in the organs of
Western European Union. It is a duty we must
not shirk.
Another reason why we must not shirk this
duty is that we want to see the relationship of
trust between the European and North American
partners in the alliance strengthened rather than
weakened. The European sense of inequality,
lack of influence and unfair discrimination is, of
course, a feeling of inferiority which derives
from our own, European attitudes, not from
American attitudes. In all these matters we
really should not be pointing the finger at the
Americans but at ourselves. I-et us get organ-
ised. kt us make up our minds. Let us
combine our efforts better. We shall then be
taken as seriously as we should be. In essence,
everyone decides for himself how seriously he is
takeir. So let us set about grving the Amdricans
cause to take Europe as seriously as the size of
its population merits.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mrs.
Kelly.
Mrs. KELLY (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
I have two questions. The first
concerns the SDI, which we have not managed
to discuss here. Mr. Genscher, you said a few
days ago that the SDI project was not entirely
compatible with the policy of d6tente. In the
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meantime the Institute for Strategic Studies in
London has described the SDI plans of the
Reagan administration as largely undesirable
and destabilising. How do you assess the
danger of a nuclear first strike when one side has
a defence capability that the other side does not
have?
My second question is this: I have the feeling
that Europeanisation of security policy is in fact
an old policy in European dress: arms race, afins
build-up, arms control, armament co-operation.
I wonder how it looks in the Council of Minis-
ters, if WEU's Agency for the Control of Arma-
ments has so far failed to carry out the pre-
scribed checks on British and French nuclear
weapons. As you know, British and French
nuclear weapons have multiplied since October
1954. But I believe it was completely in viola-
tion of the treaty that not one vote was taken on
this in the WEU Council. It worries me that we
are talking about the reactivation of WEU, when
WEU has so far not even carried out its original
tasks.
I also consider it ridiculous that there were
fifty-two people in the former Agency for the
Control of Armaments, of whom only fifteen
were concerned with the overall task of verifica-
tion, despite the fact that 2.5 million soldiers,
the arms industries of seven countries and the
budgets of seven member states were supposed
to be verified. How could this be done with
fifteen people?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minriterfor Foreign AJfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-OlJice of the Council) (Translation). - Our
common goal of making the work more effective
refers, of course, to this institution, Western
European Union. I believe we shall make
progress here with our efforts to achieve gtreater
effectiveness.
The words you attributed to me in your first
question are not correct. I must set the record
straight. In the statement to which you referred
I expressed an opinion on the compatibility of
the policy of d6tente with an arms race in
space, not with the SDI programme. I recalled
in this context that in their declaration of 8th
January 1985 the United States and the Soviet
Union not only agreed to begin negotiations, to
frx a date and to announce the subjects to be
covered by the negotiations, but also agreed on
the objectives of these negotiations. One of
these objectives is the prevention of an arrns
race in space - and if you prevent something,
then it does not take place - and an end to the
afins race on earth.
Then it was agreed that strategic stability
should be consolidated. In other words, the
two sides undertook in the statement of 8th
January 1985 
- 
as I said in my speech just now -
to see to it that results achieved in the defensive
weapons sector are followed by co-operative
solutions. This in fact means renouncing any
aspirations to superiority, because such aspira-
tions, linked with offensive and defensive
weapons, would indeed harre a destabilising
effect.
Against the background of your question and
your reference to the statement of 8th January, I
think you can well appreciate that this statement
is an important political document, as I havejust said in my speech, because it contains an
agreement between the two superpowers, an
undertaking by them to achieve certain objec-
tives during their negotiations. This has never
happened before the beginning of negotiations
on disarmament, where the usual formula has
been: we intend to meet at such and such a time
at such and such a place to discuss such and
such. This time qualitative targets have been
set.
I believe we all have reason to welcome the
fact that the United States and the Soviet Union
have agreed that they want to consolidate strate-
gic stability, and at a lower level, and that they
want to prevent an anns race in space and to end
the arms race on earth. This is a goal which we
Europeans can but endorse and which seeks to
avoid precisely the dangers that you have indi-
cated: destabilisation through superiority.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Iagorce.
Mr. LAGORCE (France) (Translation). 
- 
Can
the Chairman of the Council of Ministers say
how paragraph l0 of the communiquE issued at
the close of the ministerial meeting held on22nd
and 23rd April in Bonn is to be interpreted ?
Does the expression " take the necessary mea-
sures within the European Communities to...
achieve the creation of a technological commu-
nity " reflect any reticence with regard to the
French proposal that an ad hoc agency be set up
to co-ordinate advanced research programmes?
Does the German Government share the
French conviction that the research to be carried
out is too specific to be undertaken by the regu-
lar Community structures?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Alfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-OlJice of the Counci[) (Translation). - Para-
graph l0 ofthe Bonn declaration contains a term
that we did not invent in Bonn, neither us
Germans nor the seven governments repre-
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sented at the Bonn meeting. Paragraph l0 refers
to the final report of what was known as the
Dooge committee, which was set up by the heads
of state or government to prepare the Milan
summit meeting. Paragraph l0 talks about the
need to create a European technological commu-
nity. There are in fact quite a number of essen-
tial decisions that can only be taken in the Euro-
pean Community.
I will give you an example. We have a
common market 
- 
or at least we think we have 
-but this common market is split by differing
standards. For instance, the safety require-
ments relating to wall sockets in the Federal
Republic and the United Kingdom differ. I am
not sure whether one can say that the require-
ments are more stringent in the Federal Repub-
lic or in Britain, but they are certainly different,
and this difference ensures that manufacturers in
both countries keep the domestic market to
themselves. Reason tells us this is not reason-
able. We can just about get by with different
sockets in Europe, but for any technological
products more sophisticated than sockets the
whole strength of the European market must be
applied, in the same way as the Americans apply
the whole strength of the American market. In
other words, we must remove the non-tariff
barriers that result from the differences in stan-
dards. This is an important point.
Another important point is that we should
Europeanise the procurement practices of the
national governments. I say " Europeanise "
out of respect for certain political families repre-
sented here. I would normally say " liberalise ",
but that causes some people problems!
As a rule, key technological advances are in
fact paid for by governments, or institutions
directly dependent on governments. In the
Federal Republic, for example, one of the largest
customers is the Federal post office. The situa-
tion is similar in other countries. As long as
each of these institutions gives preference to
national products, regardless of quality and
price, the strength of the European market
remains ineffectual. A further step therefore
needs to be taken to Europeanise procurement
practices.
We must remove the legal barriers to the
formation of transfrontier European companies.
We must remove the barriers caused by the
failure to recognise diplomas and certificates, so
that the staffs of research institutions become
more flexible. We must remove the barriers that
continue to deny foreigners access to chairs at
various universities, so that we have a wider
exchange: we should stop trying to assemble the
best people in any given field at one university
in our own country and instead assemble the
best Europeans at one university. What I am
saylng is that there is a very great deal to be
done, and it can only be done in the European
Community.
Now we have the French suggestion that the
countries which are willing to commit them-
selves to specific, practical projects should join
forces in Eureka. I hope this will go through
without the veto, on the principle of " he who
pays the piper calls the tune ". [n another words,
the say each participant has in a project is deter-
mined by his contribution. I have just talked to
the French Forergn Minister about this, and I
must say that I came to you in a very good mood
because my meeting with him was very reassur-
rng.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Pignion.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). 
-Mr. Minister, the question I wanted to ask has
already been answered but I would also like to
take the opportunity, by still raising it myself, of
explaining my reasons and also, of course,
expressing our pleasure in having you amongst
us.
It is a question of the future of WEU and the
reason for the question, Mr. Minister, is that you
- 
and Mr. Colombo 
- 
have put your name to a
draft European instrument providing for joint
action in the field of security policy. The first
reason I put the question is that, in June 1983,
the Ten adopted a declaration on European
union stressing the need for co-ordination of
member states' positions on the political and
economic aspects of security. My second rea-
son 
- 
and you have already replied 
- 
is that
when the European Council in Fontainebleau set
up the Dooge committee, it gave the Council an
opportunity to study the report to be put before
you at the European Council meeting in Milan.
This Dooge report has a whole chapter concern-
ing the powers of the European Community
with regard to security and defence. My final
reason is that the committee of which I have the
honour to be Chairman has begun to establish
relations with the Community via the sub-
committee of the European Parliament's Politi-
cal Committee. I have taken the liberty of
explaining these reasons, Mr. Minister, although
you have already replied in part, in order 
-
because I know you have a wealth ofideas 
- 
to
ask you what you think is the long-term future of
WEU.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Alfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Office of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
As I
have said in my statement and in an answer to a
previous question I am con'ninced that Western
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European Union is gaining in importance in
precisely this phase of international develop-
ments. It is not gaining in importance in some
kind of conflict, or in competition with the
United States, but by increasing the weight
Europe carries. You need only think of the
debate on strategy necessitated by technological
developments, for example, and it becomes
obvious that at present there is no better, no
more effective body in which the Europeans can
first co-ordinate their views and then introduce
them into the alliance. I am thus convinced
that Western European Union will become
more, not less important in the years to
come. But we must all be prepared to act
accordingly. In other words, we members of
the Council of Ministers and you members of
the Assembly must be prepared to take full
advantage of Western European Union and the
opportunities it has to offer.
The PRESIDENT (Translation).- I call
Mr. Blaauw.
Mr. BLAAUW (Netherlands). 
- 
Given the way
in which Mr. Genscher has answered our ques-
tions, I am sure that I speak for everyone, and
not only on behalf of the Liberal Group, when I
say that it is sad to have him with us as
Chairman-in-Office for the last time - or at any
rate for a couple of years. Perhaps the future
will bring him back to our Assembly in that
capacity.
However, I listened with joy to his promise
that from now on he would be with us more
than in the past, and I recalled that at informal
meetings he has said that on many of the ques-
tions we debate there should be a minister or
secretary of state on our benches who could
participate in our discussions. That would
permit a true dialogue between the Council of
Ministers and this Assembly. I hope that Mr.
Genscher will be able to make that a reality.
Just because the Italians have the Chair does
not mean that we would no longer wish to have
a German Foreign Minister answering our ques-
tions, and I hope that in the near future we shall
have the participation of a representative from
the Council of Ministers, irrespective of nationa-
lity, so that we can have a real dialogue. That
can only lead to a real revitalisation of WEU, a
revitalistion that is demonstrated by these
question-and-answer sessions. As Chairman of
the Liberal Group, it is with sadness that I say
goodbye to one of the most outstanding liberals
in Europe, but I hope that he will come back
often.
I have some questions for Mr. Genscher as
well as praise. The world's press reported dif-
ferences of view between Chancellor Kohl and
President Mitterrand at the Bonn summit.
What action has already been taken to bring
those views into line, and to what extent are
differences of view on security policy a focal
point in the talks between those two honourable
gentlemen?
My next question relates to President Mitter-
rand's initiative at The Hague for a real Euro-
pean satellite survey system. Is it possible that
such a system could be part ofEureka?
Unfortunately, I was unable to make this
intervention this morning duting Mr. van der
Sanden's report, but what is the Minister's opi-
nion on real participation in the SDI? Does he
think that we could have a European aerospace
defence initiative that would bring together all
the European technologies?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minrsterfor Foreign AJfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Ollice of the Council) (Translation). - I will
try to answer your exhaustive questions with the
necessary brevity and concentration. Your
question concerning alleged differences of opi-
nion between Federal Chancellor Kohl and Pre-
sident Mitterrand prompts me to make a general
statement. I was glad that you, being neither a
German nor a French member, asked about this,
because your question expresses something that
I have noted with satisfaction in the press and in
other statements in various European countries
in recent days.
In the past some of our partners often expres-
sed concern about too close a Franco-German
relationship. Today we are pleased to observe
that for many of our partners this relationship
cannot be close enough. I think this is very
encouraging, because we have always taken the
view that the Franco-German relationship,
Franco-German cohesion, is the very core of
European unification. By definition, therefore,
it cannot be directed against the other partners,
and in fact the more closely the Germans and
French work together for Europe, the better it
will be for all the European countries. I believe
we should all note the awareness of the impor-
tance of Franco-German co-operation that is
evident from your question and from your
comments in the last few days.
The discussions at the world economic sum-
mit in Bonn under German chairmanship
naturally enabled the host country to bring all
the participants together wherever possible.
This may sometimes have given the impression
that full agtreement was not reached in one case
or another. But I can tell you that the Federal
Republic of Germany and France act in the
knowledge that they have security interests in
common. President Mitterrand made this
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abundantly clear when he came to the Federal
Republic in January 1983 and, in a speech to the
German Bundestag, welcomed the Federal
Government's security policy and our resolve to
implement the twofold decision. He was not
rushing to the aid of a given political movement
in the Federal Republic. He did what he did
because he wanted to make it clear that France,
which is not a party to the twofold NATO deci-
sion, nonetheless considers it necessary for the
decision to be implemented because our security
interests are identical. Awareness of the iden-
tity of security interests must also apply today
when we discuss other aspects of strategic stabi-
lity and security.
The Franco-German treaty contains a passage
that provides for consultations between the
Foreign and Defence Ministers on security. It
was not implemented for many years. In the
summer of 1982 we then agreed that we should
resume these consultations on security, and they
began later that year. I mention the time
because it shows that the political forces in
power in the Federal Republic agree on this.
They do not agxee on all security questions, but
we do agree that co-operation with France in the
area of security policy is important.
You may be sure that my presence here and
the meeting between the Federal Chancellor and
the French President next week will contribute
to the definition of an agreement between the
Federal Republic of Germany and France, in the
now crucial preparations for the meeting of the
Council of Europe, in the preparations-for the
conference of NATO Forergn Ministers and in
the present debate in the alliance. There is thus
no cause for concern here.
As for the question about a military, non-
commercial observation satellite, what is being
discussed at the moment is whether the Federal
Republic is interested and can participate. I
shall be joining in these discussions during my
stay here. We have not yet concluded our deli-
berations. Without doubt a satellite of this
kind, whether it was Franco-German or the
outcome of a project in which other Europeans
also participated, would be an interesting high-
tech project, and it would also demonstrate that
we are interested in a common stock of know-
ledge relating specifically to Europe.
The reference to a military observation satel-
lite also provides the answer to another question
that is being discussed rather superficially at the
moment. In some debates the question is
asked: are you for or against the military use of
lpace? I must say in reply: space is alreadybeing used for military purposes, because thL
military observation satellites already in space
naturally constitute a military use of space. But
this military use of space is desirable and repre-
sents a contribution to strategic stability, because
greater transparency, more knowledge about the
othe.r side is always a contribution to strategic
stability. It is not the observation satellites but
the killer satellites that have a destabilising effect
and are likely to prevent observation satellites
from doing their beneficial work. They mustgo. There cannot be enough transparency.
Anything that prevents transparency must beprevented. A European observation satellite
would therefore be a European contribution to
strategic stability. No one can yet say whether
it wifl come about, but I have tried to describe
the background against which the approval or
rejection of a European satellite of thiikind wilt
have to be considered.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Sir
Geoftey Finsberg.
_ 
Sir Geoftey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). 
-In his answer to an earlier question, Mr. Gen-
scher spoke gbgut he who pays the piper calling
the tune and said that it was a German proverhIt is, I think, a universal proverb. The piper
- 
namely, the Council of WEU 
- 
has called ihe
tune and said that WEU and its Assembly are to
do more.
May I remind Mr. Genscher of the tale of the
pied piper of Hamelin? When he was not paid,
the children were taken away and disappeired.
Can Mr. Genscher perhaps tell us hbw he
expects these children to do the job that the
Council is asking us to do with no increase in
funds? If the Chairman-in-Office of the Coun-
cil said to his colleagues: * Gentlemen, we have
asked the Assembly to do a proper job of work at
last and in order to do this I suggeit that we give
them an increase of 5% in real terms in their
budget ", does he really think that the Chairman-
in-Office 
-could not get that through? Is he not
enough of a President to take a'liberal " view?
If one tries to raise this matter in one's own
parliament, the opportunities are limited and
governments will frequently veto it, whereas if
the Council of Ministers were to say that it shall
be done Mr. Genscher knows thai the Forergn
Minister of each country would say to the Cha-n-
cellor: 'This is what is asked for. please
provide it ". Mr. Genscher is a realist. Could
he not be realistic with us?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
-Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Federal Republic of Gei.many, Chairman-
in-Office of the Council) (Translati6n). 
- 
We are
all subject to restrictions, even at home, and we
\now th4t it is very difficult to obtain approvalfor additional funds. The Council has ali6 tried
to use resources more effectively by restructuring
its various institutions. We w6uld be grateful iT
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in this case the members of the Assembly tried
to find support in their national parliaments for
an increase in the Assembly's resources. That
will make it easier for action to be taken.
Moreover, I have so much confidence in the
Assembly that I am sure the children of Hamelin
will not suffer as a result. Nor is money every-
thing. As I have said before, increasing the
revenue of the church will not increase the piety
of the community. It is the same with the
Assembly. I am well aware that the budget is
very tight. My advice is not only to discuss this
question here but to make use of the national
parliaments and so launch a pincer attack, as it
were.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Lord
Reay.
Lord REAY (Uniled Kingdom). - In para-
graph 8 of the Bonn communique the ministers
reaffirmed their determination to continue, in
the words of the paragraph, contributing towards
progress in the negotiations on a comprehensive
and verifiable ban on chemical weapons in the
conference at Geneva.
Does the Chairman-in-Oflice really believe
that there is the slightest chance ofan agreed ban
when, on the one hand, the Soviet Union has a
very full chemical weapon capability ready for
use in the field and, on the other hand, NATO to
all intents and purposes has nothing whatever in
place?
Does not the Chairman-in-Office think that
the real interest in the Soviet Union lies in
drawing out the negotiations, which it has done
very successfully for fifteen years, and giving the
illusion of progress in order that NATO will
delay the deployment of a suitable chemical reta-
liatory capacity of its own?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Afairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Ofrice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
There is
no denying the considerable interest in out-
lawing chemical weapons. The current negotia-
tions in the disarmament committee in Geneva
have not yet produced a result because the
Soviet Union is not yet sufficiently prepared to
accept verifi cation measures.
This raises one of the main problems encoun-
tered in all disarmament negotiations, because in
the final analysis all disarmament negotiations
are hampered by distrust. Distrust can be over-
come only by confidence-building, or in this case
verification. In other words, the sooner the
Soviet Union is prepared to agree to verification,
the better, although one point must be made
absolutely clear: chemical weapons can and must
be outlawed worldwide, because the more regio-
nal restrictions to which the ban is subject, the
greater the problems connected with verifica-
tion. It is easier to find out whether or not
someone has chemical weaponq than to find out
whether he has them for one area and not for
another. Nor would I know how to explain to
the third world countries that we in Europe feel
we do not want any chemical weapons here, but
we :ue going to leave the other nations of the
world exposed, as they are now, to the threat of
such weapons. That cannot possibly be called a
responsible policy.
I therefore intend to stick to our goal ofa veri-
fiable ban on chemical weapons throughout the
world. The sooner the Soviet Union agrces to a
worldwide ban and to verification, the better. I
believe what we have here is a very clear and
unmistakable, basic western proposal which
now awaits the other side's acceptance.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Ferrari Aggradi.
Mr. FERRARI AGGRADI (Italy) (Transla-
tion). - Mr. Genscher, you are entitled to the
gratitude, appreciation and cohfidence of all of
us and it is precisely in that spirit that I wish to
ask you two questions on points I regard as
essential and also sensitive.
First and foremost, the strategic defence sys-
tem: to my mind, this is based on the extremely
interesting and important concept that, instead
of stockpiling destructive armaments, a system
should be set up to prevent their use, destroying
them in the sky before they explode and thus
rendering them useless. If this really were
achieved we would be at the dawn of a new
era. But would the European area, Europe, our
Community, be covered and guaranteed by such
a system? And during the time it takes to bring
this system into being 
- 
years, I would imagine -
will equilibrium be maintained or is there a dan-
ger that America, or others, will reduce their
commitment to the conventional defence system
as a whole?
My second question concerns Europe. I was
very pleased, when you were talking about the
Council, to hear you repeat action, action. I
must say, frankly, that it sometimes seems to us
that there is a lack of action and initiative and
that, above all, some effort needs to be made to
harmonise the various standpoints. It is true
that this effort is particularly incumbent upon us
in the Assembly because we certainly have a
major responsibility for harmonising the differ-
ing viewpoints of g;roups and countries but we
expect this in a special way frorn the ministers.
Lastly, I would like to have your personal
views on attempts to consider individual coun-
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tries in isolation. Do we really want to tackle
problems as a community?
With your permission, let me recall one per-
sonal memory. President De Gasperi, to whom
I one day commented, with reference to an aid
programme, that our country had possibly
gained from dealing directly with the United
States of America, was extremely concerned and
said that that was the one way to weaken Europe
and, in a particular way, our own country and
gave extremely precise and strict instructions to
operate always from a multilateral, never bila-
teral, position.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minlster for Foreign Alfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Office of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
In
assessing this strategic defence initiative, we
must make a distinction between the strategic
effects and the technological aspects. During
the debate of recent weeks and months I feel that
rather too little attention has been paid to the
strategic effects and too much emphasis has been
placed on the technological possibilities. In the
end strategic considerations must be decisive.
No one can assess the strategic effects yet,
because no one knows what findings the research
will produce. No one in the United States, here
or elsewhere can assess these effects yet. It is
therefore all the more gratiffing that the United
States and the Soviet Union have agreed in their
statement of 8th January to negotiate on this
subject straight away and that these negotiations
should cover intermediate-range weapons, stra-
tegic weapons and the military use of space.
This communiqu6 makes it clear that co-opera-
tive solutions are to be sought.
In view of the weapons that have been deve-
loped in the past and the technological possi-
bilities that are emerging, security can no longer
be guaranteed by eye contact, as it were: co-
operative solutions are needed. It is crucial to
recognise this. Consequently, it will also be
important for the negotiations in Geneva not to
follow the old pattern of one side saying, we
have so-and-so many systems, you have so-and-
so many systems, and together we are going to
have so-and-so many. What will be needed is a
debate on security philosophies, because " co-
operative solutions " implies that both sides
work on the basis of the same fundamental
ideas, the same philosophies. This only goes to
show how complex these negotiations are.
Of course, in view of the problems connected
with the use ofspace, there cannot be a separate
German, a separate Luxembourg, a separate
Italian or even a separate French answer: what
we have here, in contrast to most other sectors,
is an identity of security interests. The Euro-
peans would therefore do well to try to define
these interests and put them into effect together.
The same is, of course, true of technolgical co-
operation: no one can yet say whether or not it
will come about. During the talks in Bonn we
said we would begin by examining the possi-
bilities at national level. When we have drawn
our conclusions, we shall exchange views and try
to arrive at a co-ordinated response. No one
can foresee now what the results will be. They
depend, among other things, on the transfer of
technology. The Federal Chancellor has drawn
up a number of conditions. It will depend on
the level of participation. Various forms are
conceivable. I therefore feel that many of the
statements made in various countries in recent
months have perhaps failed to take full account
of the complexity of the issue. This is as true of
a categorical " no " as it is of a categorical
'yes ". All that has to be done here is first to
consider and then to decide. That has nothing
to do with weakness or an aversion to taking
decisions. It is a reflection ofa responsible atti-
tude towards preparing for very important deci-
sions both for the security and for the techno-
logical future of our alliance and Europe.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Gianotti.
Mr. GIANOTTI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
You
will not be surprised, Mr. Minister, at our insis-
tence on the subject of* space defence " because
attached to it is concern about the division of
Europe. There is a French proposal called
Eureka. Yesterday we heard Lady Young, the
British Minister of State, say that her govern-
ment was on the point of entering into collabora-
tion with the United States on the strategic
defence initiative.
You have just uttered fiercely critical words,
which I share, about the killer satellites.
My question is this: when do you think we are
going to find a way out of this European Tower
of Babel in the direction of technological co-
operation or ofpeace?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Alfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Olfice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
Your
question touches a number of different levels.
First, we would have to discuss Europe as a tech-
nological community and also the French
Eureka project, even if there were no such thing
as the SDI. Basically, this has nothing at all to
do with the SDI, because, with or without SDI, it
is vital for us to be technologically competitive
with the United States and Japan in every sec-
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tor. The SDI has probably simply increased
awareness of the need for European co-opera-
tion, but it is not the reason for that need. If
Europe is to be fully effective, no one should
single himself out, nor should we single anyone
out we should concentrate on finding European
solutions. This applies to technological co-
operation and to our response to the American
invitation to participate in their research project,
though what 'participation " means in this
context has not been clarified, either by the
Europeans or by the Americans. The American
Government is still discussing this question
itself. Orders may be placed with European
companies. That will happen whether govern-
ments like it nor not. My country's constitu-
tion and our understanding of a free market eco-
nomy leave no room 
- 
nor would we have it
otherwise 
- 
for a German company to be
prevented from participating in any project
elsewhere.
The same is true of the siphoning-off of
research capacities. However, it is interesting
to find out here what is being said about the
technological community and what the French
President has in mind with the Eureka project.
One thing surely cannot be in our interests,
and that is that the best brains in Europe should
believe that key research is now confined to the
United States and no longer carried out in
Europe. If we allow a situation in which the
best brains have to leave Europe and go to Ame-
rica to achieve the best results, Europe will
become a technological backwater. We must
therefore show our best brains that it is worth
staylng here because Europe is itselfresearching
key technologies. All this has absolutely
nothing to do with the SDI. It concerns key
technologies per se. That, then, is an important
question.
And since you also mentioned measures to
safeguard peace, there is a third aspect to be
considered: co-operation betrveen East and WesL
According to some theories, the West should
starve the East out, technologically speaking.
All I can say is that the West would be making a
serious mistake if it adopted that approach.
The new technological advances rcpresent major
challenges for our western systems. The new
technologies, progress towards the information
society, mean decentralisation of work processes,
the separation of working time and the task to be
performed, the separation of the performance of
the work and the central location. This will
fundamentally change our society, resulting in
greater individuality, greater independence for
the individual. We ane still gorng through a
period of social development, in which the
workers are faced with a discrepancy. On the
one hand, they have a wide range of choice in
the disposal of their leisure, of which they now
have more than ever before; on the other, they
have less say in the work pro@ss. A great deal
of frustration stems from the resultant tension.
The new technologies will etiminate this ten-
sion, because the decentralisation of work will
also give the worker a greater say. In other
words, there are incredible, dynamic advances in
terms of freedom, to which neither employers
nor trad.e unions nor politicians have yet
adjusted.
Dramatic as this may sound for our societies,just think how dramatic the challenge is for a
bureaucratic system like the one in the Soviet
Union! We have a duty to offer the Soviet
Union co-operation as an alternative to the arms
race. It is then for the Soviet Union to decide if
it wants to exclude itself from new technological
developments or to accept the hig$y dynamic
challenge they represent on behalf of its own
society. We must not be the ones to install the
barriers; we must be the ones who make this
dynamic change possible. Whether the chal-
lenge is accepted will be decided in Moscow, not
in Paris or Bonn, but to refuse it would be a poli-
tical and strategic mistake.
I must say that I am very pleased to have
learned in the last few days that despite
mumurs of protest from an American ministry
- 
you can guess which one 
- 
the American Presi-
dent has sent his Secretary of Commerce,
Mr. Baldridge, to Moscow to improve economic
co-operation with the Soviet Union. That is
precisely what we Europeans have been suggest-
ing as I have said here.
So let us use every means at our disposal to
improve East-West relations. Many discus-
sions on East-West relations leave me with the
impression that some western politicians act like
a sportsman who is a world+lass high-jumper, a
world+lass long-jumper and a world+lass sprin-
ter, but instead of competing in those disciplines
he enters himself for fencing in which his
competitors are as good as he is. I.et us make
use of everything we have, our htter cause, free-
dom, our better economic order, our more
highly developed technologies - all these are part
of the competition between the systems and we
can make a good showing herg. I am confident
about the world of tomorrow. We here in wes-
tern society have no reason to be faint-hearted.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - It was
planned to suspend the sitting at 4.45 p.m. In
any case, we want to have a few minutes to meet
Mr. Genscher informally before he leaves the
Assembly.
I would therefore ask everyone to be as brief
as possible.
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I shall call Mr. Milani, Sir Dudley Smith, Mr.
Enders, Mr. de Vries, Mr. Hill, Mr. Scheer and
Mr. Hardy, in that order.
I call Mr. Milani.
Mr. MILANI (haly) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
Genscher, I will try to comply with the President's
request and the limits he has laid down. That
said, the reply you gave to Mr. Gianotti has
to a large extent satisfied me, in other words I
think, like you do, that the SDI affair is, so to
speak, an invitation to Europe to enter the realm
of wonderland. The situation of Europe was
not particularly brilliant because every time it
met it debated how much sugar you could put in
wine: problems of any importance were not
talked about.
I do not want to go back to the SDI but to
raise an entirely political question. We had the
opportunity for a debate in this Assembly and
then, for reasons of political short-sightedness or
to some extent political will, the debate was not
held. I do not ask you, as someone yesterday
asked Lady Young, to give your opinion as to
whether such a debate would have been right or
wrong because you would say that is our busi-
ness and that we, as the Assembly, should have
done what we intended to do. Instead I will ask
you whether, before reaching a conclusion or
defining a European position on questions
concerning the SDI as a whole 
- 
questions of
military strategy, technology and so on 
- 
the
Council of Ministers does not think it would be
wise to ask for some sort of meeting with the
Assembly, over and above the dates that the
Assembly may schedule for itself in this matter,
and thus help to reactivate the Assembly.
This is intended not as an invitation to
interfere in the work of the Assembly but as a
request for the adoption of a political position
on the advisability of a debate on this question
at the request of the Council of Ministers.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
lvlr. GENSCHER (Ministerfor Foreign Atfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Olfice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
The
Assembly decides for itself what subjects it
debates. On behalf of the Council of MinistersI can say that we want a dialogue with the
Assembly on any subject it wishes to discuss and
that we shall take seriously what it has to say.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Sir
Dudley Smith.
Sir Dudley SMITH (United Kingdom). 
- 
|
wish to ask two short questions which are both
different but nonetheless important. Will Mr.
Genscher ask his offrcials to mark up for him the
report of the debate that we had on Monday
afternoon initiated by Mr. Ferrari Aggradi on the
Assembly's difficult budget position? Will he
note the strong feelings that there are across the
spectrum of countries and political parties about
that? As Chairman of the Committee on Budge-
tary Alfairs and Administration, may I ask him
to confirm what he hinted to some of us in Bonn
a few weeks ago 
- 
that with the reorganisation of
the various WEU agencies, the Assembly might
be helped?
Secondly, will he say something about the
Council's attitude towards the future member-
ship of WEU, in particular that of Portugal?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
lvlr. GENSCHER (Minrster for Foreign Alfairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Ofice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
As
regards the second question, although we have
discussed the Portuguese application, we have
not yet reached a final decision. You know
from previous meetings of this kind that I myself
am favourably disposed to this application.
I can answer your first question with an
unconditional * Yes ".
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Manfred Schmidt.
I see that Mr. Schmidt has left the chamber.I have been told that he was displeased at not
hearing his name on the list I read out a moment
ago although it does, in fact, include his
name. I wanted to explain that it was simply
an omission but to no avail because he refuses to
return to the chamber.
The President so notes.
I call Mr. Enders.
Mr. ENDERS (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
May I ask the Minister briefly to
state his view on a problem that lies in the mili-
tary sphere and recently attracted a great deal of
attention in the Federal Republic. I am refer-
ring to the electronic recognition system for mili-
tary flying objects. The Federal Defence Minis-
ter was accused of having been much too ready
to yield to political, military and economic
interests in the United States instead of speaking
up for the system developed in the Federal
Republic, which the experts say is better than the
American system. Is Mr. Genscher not afraid
that European interests have been neglected as
well as the Federal Republic's, and how does he
view this in relation to his position on the new
technologies as outlined in his speech?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
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l\4r. GENSCHER (Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-OlJice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
I do not
think the criticism of the Federal Defence Minis-
ter was justified. It was not that the Federal
Defence Minister was too submissive, but that
Europe was not suffciently united in this
matter. If all the Europeans had opted for what
I am convinced is the better, German system we
should have carried more weight in the negotia-
tions with the Americans. I therefore believe
we can learn from this project how important
co-ordination is. If it had been a joint project,
the Europeans would have been more united.
That is the first lesson to be learnt.
The second lesson is this: if we take a look at
past experience of armament co-operation with
the United States it becomes obvious straight
away why the Federal Government has enun-
ciated very clear-cut conditions with respect to
the SDI, which must be satisfied in order to
meet the requirements of equal rights and the
two-way street.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Hill.
Mr. HILL (Uniled Kingdom).-I have listened
most carefully to Mr. Genscher's answers, in
particular, when he said that Europe had the best
research brains. That is true. If we do not
participate with America in the SDI programme,
those " best brains " will rapidly take up
contracts in the United States. We must be
clear about what we say. Senior and junior poli-
ticians cannot at this stage begin to make platitu-
dinous press releases. This is a most serious
situation. We have a once and for all chance to
co-operate with the United States. The
document this morning on the military use of
computers was clear. The united States of
America is streets ahead with its mainframe
computers. There is no way in which Eureka,
or anyone else, can catch the United States' or
Japan's mainframe computers. If we tell our
voters otherwise, we are being hypocritical.
I am sure that Mr. Genscher will be able to
reassure me that WEU has a function. It is
foggy at the moment. The budget has been
mentioned a couple of times. I am not worried
about it, because there is a great deal of dead
wood that we could cut out. We have a job todo. We must do it in the 1985 technological
era. We cannot do that if we are tied to a 1960
budget. The Eureka project will be a non-
starter. We should co-operate more with the
United States in high technology. Will Mr.
Genscher outline the r6le that WEU will have in
pulling that all together and presenting worth-
while reports to the Council of Ministers on
which it can take action?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minriterfor Foreign Alfairs
of the Federal Republio of Germany, Chairman-
in-Office of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
I will
ensure that this is done, and I think that the
improvement in armament co-operation in and
through Western European Union will also act
as an incentive to Europeans capable of contri-
buting to new technological developments to
stay in Europe.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
de Vries.
Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands) (Translation). 
-
Mr. Genscher, twice today you have advocated a
co-ordinated reply by the Europeans to the
invitation to participate in the SDI. You have
also said that no one has any idea what is being
discussed at the moment, co-operation between
companies or something else. What is the spe-
cific question at issue to which a co-ordinated
answer is being sought? Does it concern expen-
diture from the budgets of the various countries,
or political approval, or a positive statement on
technology without further implications? What
exactly is going on?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call the
Minister.
Mr. GENSCHER (Minrster for Foreign Afairs
of the Federal Republic of Germany, Chairman-
in-Ofice of the Council) (Translation). 
- 
As you
know, the American Secretary of Defence sent a
letter to various governments. Of course, we all
agreed not to answer before day sixty-one! But
irrespective of this deadline, which the Ameri-
cans themselves regard as having boen met, the
letter does not say exactly what is meant by par-
ticipation. It may be an invitation to firms to
accept orders, or to individual research workers
to participate in research projects without the
governments being involved in any way. But it
may also mean that the governments should sign
agreements establishing a framework for such
participation, aimed perhaps at ensuring the
transfer of technology. It may also mean
governments participating frnancially, and their
financial participation might take the form of
contributing resources to the American fund or
of financing parts of the SDI that are important
to Europe and would be carried out here.
The American Government has not yet rnade
up its mind about this. Information coming
out of the Pentegon indicates a preference for
participation at the lowest possible level, which
means the fust of the options I have just men-
tioned. No one can say if that is the final Ame-
rican position and until we know that, we cannot
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say what we think about it. When we do know,
we Europeans can then co-ordinate our yiews.
So the answer to your question is this: what we
want to co-ordinate is our response to the Ame-
rican invitation. No statements can be made as
to the form of this response until we know what
the invitation entails, and not even Washington
has decided that yet. As you can imagine, we
took advantage of the presence of American
Government representatives at the world econo-
mic summit in Bonn to discuss the subject with
them. It became clear then that the American
Government as a whole had not yet made up its
mind.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Scheer.
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)
(Translation). 
- 
I do not wish to speak.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I should
now call Mr. Hardy but I see that he is not in the
chamber.
Does anyone wish to speak?...
Mr. Minister, I have to thank you on behalf of
all the members of the Assembly for once again
being so ready to come among us.
We are living in somewhat special times but,
with you, Mr. Minister, we have always shared
such times, marking the road of Western Euro-
pean Union with a number of quite remarkable
events.
At the next session, one of your colleagues
from another member state 
- 
it is the turn of the
Italian Government 
- 
will be Chairman of the
Council. From the outset, you have been an
inspiring and imaginative travelling companion
and ready, what is more, to take risks, because
intergovernmental co-operation is no easy mat-
ter particularly in the face of such major prob-
lems as national sovereigoty, defence and secu-
rity. On behalf of the Assembly I am very
grateful to you.
I invite you to join us for a few moments in
the hall of the Assembly where we can thank you
once again in a more relaxed and informal
fashion than at an official meeting. (Applause)
I therefore suspend the sitting until 5.15 p.m.
The sitting is suspended.
(The sitting was suspended at 4.55 p.m. and
resumed at 5.15 p.m.)
The sitting is resumed.
4. New outlookfor WEU - reply to the
thirtieth annual rcpofi of the Council
Application of the Brussels Treaty - reply to the
thirtieth annaal report of the Council
(Resumad joiat dcbate on the rupons of the
Geural Atlain Committee and olthe
Committec oa Delence Questions aad Arman ents
and totes ol tlu drafi recomnendatioas and drafr ordcr,
Docs. 1012 and amcndments aad 1019 and aneadnents\
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - The next
order of the day is the resumed joint debate on
the reports of the General Affairs Committee
and of the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments on the new outlook for WEU 
- 
reply
to the thirtieth annual report of the Council and
the application of the Brussels Treaty - reply to
the thirtieth annual report of the Council and
votes on the draft recommendations and draft
order, Documents l0l2 and amendments and
l0l9 and amendments.
We still have to hear eight speakers in the
general debate. Then there will be the votes on
the amendments and the draft recommendations
and order. If we still have time we shall, as I
promised Mr. Martino, deal with the motion for
a recommendation he has tabled.
I would remind all speakers that speaking time
is limited to five minutes.
I call Sir Frederic Bennett.
Sir Frederic BENNETT (United Kingdom). -
We have had an unusual procedure this after-
noon 
- 
one which I shall try to introduce into
the House of Commons when I get back -
because we broke for cocktails at about quarter
to five and renewed our proceedings later. I
think that would lead to perhaps more conci-
liatory attitudes in our parliament than have
been portrayed here earlier today.
Within those constraints, I would have with-
drawn my wish to speak because I am tired of
my own voice, let alone how anybody else may
feel. Nevertheless, I feel that in two respects I
have to put what I regard as a reasonable point
of view from the government of the country that
my colleagues and I represent.
I think that I can speak as the leader of the
British Delegation rather than as representing a
particular parry. I think that I have all-party
agreement to say that we wish Mr. Genscher had
been more forthcoming about the future admis-
sion of countries not currently members of WEU
but European members of the Atlantic Alliance,
including Portugal, which has applied for
membership. Today we should put on record
that there is a genuine majority within this
Assembly who, irrespective of party, think that it
would be wrong to have an American pillar of
defence, a European pillar of defence limited for
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ever to seven countries, and some strange
extraneous body composed of countries that we
had refused to accept in our midst but that were
members of the European section of the Atlan-
tic Alliance.
I know that I speak with the concurrence of
Mr. Michel when I say that when we went to
Lisbon, under his chairmanship of the General
Affairs Committee, it was astonishing that right
across the political spectrum, from right to left,
we found a desire by all shades of Portuguese
public opinion to become associated with and
ultimately members of this Assembly. No
contrary voice was raised. That example is
bound to be followed by others.
There is one danger that we must avoid. The
danger is that we shall have not two pillars of the
Atlantic Alliance but one and two halves 
- 
the
one being American and the halves being those
members within WEU and those European
members not members of WEU. That would
be divisive for the future, and it should be
avoided.
Although in his final words Mr. Genscher
replied to my colleague, Sir Dudley Smith,
reasonably constructively, it is our duty to put
down questions asking ministers to give their
views more fully than hitherto on whether we
favour the expansion possibilities envisaged in
the Brussels Treaty for other European countries
to join WEU. I do not mind what the answer
is, but we want an answer one way or the other,
or we shall create a deep division within Europe.
I turn briefly to the SDI. I would have with-
drawn my name from the list of speakers had it
not been for the skilful ability of some of my col-
leagues to table certain amendments. I do not
condemn the efforts of those of my colleagues
who feel that we should be failing in our duty if
we did not bring some aspect of SDI under cri-
tical examination. Therefore, I find it diffrcult
to go against those members who have found a
method of bringing some kind of SDI debate
into this Assembly.
I wish that it could have been otherwise; if we
do not have a proper SDI debate, it will not be
the responsibility of most of those who are here
today; it will be the responsibility of those who
have put forward a report that is unacceptable to
the majority of those present today. We cannot
accept responsibility for those who put forward
controversial reports and expect to get agree-
ment at the eleventh hour. I shall not breach
security on this matter. However, the report
that was before us was referred back and will
come back to us at our next meeting in November-
December. It would therefore be improper
to comment on it today.
I shall content myself with pointing out only
one thing. Whatever we say in this Assembly,
in the European Parliament, in our national par-
liaments, or in the Council of Europe, we cannot
pretend that, in a policy supported not just by
the administration but in public opinion polls by
80% to 90% of the population, the United States
will give up the SDI research programme. We
are living in another world of fantasy 
- 
I referred
to one yesterday and I refer to another today 
- 
if
we think that by making our protest today
Washington will suddenly have a change of
mind and say: " Because the Europeans do not
like the SDI, we shall give it up. " That will not
happen. The American Government are
backed by a majority of public opinion and they
will go ahead.
I should like to recall a historical perception.
In my many researches I have not found any
occasion in history when any country, or group
of countries, has abandoned a weapon because
of negotiations. However, I have found many
occasions on which weapons have been aban-
doned because they have become obsolete.
When the countries of the then mediaeval world
gave up bows and arrows, it was not because of a
meeting between heads of state; it was because
someone invented arrnour, and bows and arrows
became singularly ineffective. When, for all
practical purposes, in the first world war we
abandoned rifles and machine guns, it was not
because of meetings of heads of state or negotia-
tions, but because someone invented the
tank. When we had the catastrophe of Pearl
Harbour, what happened was not that there was
a failure to realise the negotiations by which
Japan, America and Britain shared the world
fleets and agreed that that would be a contribu-
tion to peace but that air power took over and
big battleships became obsolete.
The Americans are trying to make nuclear
weapons obsolete so that we no longer rely upon
a policy and a declaration of mutually assured
destruction as a method of defence 
- 
retaliation
and revenge 
- 
but find some way to render those
terrible weapons obsolete and futile. That is
what SDI is about. That is what the Americans
think that it is all about. Whether or not we go
with them, that is the course that they will
pursue.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Hardy.
Mr. HARDY (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I expected
to speak this morning but the order was chan-
ged. My speech would then have taken little
more than five minutes. I shall try to keep
within five minutes but I hope that I shall enjoy
the same latitude as that given to Sir Frederic
Bennett.
I congratulate Mr. van der Sanden on his
report because it contain$ justifiably frank
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comment. Forthright words are justified as in
paragraph (ii) of the preamble. The Council's
relationship with the Assembly has been inade-
quate. The information provided seems to
have been incomplete. In paragraph (iii)
Mr. van der Sanden rightly describes the present
procedures as inadequate. In the following
paragraph, however, he describes the Assembly
as making a major contribution to European
security. The Assembly may wish to make a
major contribution 
- 
it may be desirable 
- 
but it
has not yet been made.
Paragraph (v) returns to a somewhat more
realistic view. It refers to the need for the
Assembly to be adequately supported. An occa-
sional anodyne contribution from a minister
does not suffice. Courtesy does not necessarily
mean serious consideration.
I refer also to paragraph (x). The Council
and each member state should support Ame-
rican efforts to reach agreement on arns limita-
tion with the Soviet Union. I should have
preferred to read not just that we support it, but
that member states positively and robustly
encourage such an approach. The rest of the
paragraph refers to SDI. I cannot endorse that
reference as warmly as other members of the
Assembly have.
I view the recommendations with consi-
derable anxiety. Most members of the Assem-
bly may hope for a rapid decision and a rapid
collective answer but I am not sure that the
answer that they wish to hear is universally
shared. Collective answers and action may be
desirable but they must follow mature considera-
tion.
I noticed in the report that the American
Under-Secretary of State urged member states
not to take separate decisions on arms control
policy because they should be taken by the
alliance. That is not an inappropriate request
provided that the policy extends across the
alliance. It needs to be managed in such a way
that we do not see the hasty steam-rollering
through of SDI policy. That must be consi-
dered. Some amendments have been tabled to
which members have referred. It is unfortunate
that we shall consider SDI in the context of
short-notice amendments rather than in the light
of a report to which many members may not
have objected and which the Assembly would
have had the opportunity to amend.
I wish to say a word about my party's defence
policy. It is relevant. It has been subject to
serious distortion. It is rather more realistic
than many members may suspect. We are
enjoined to be realistically concerned with
defence. My party's defence policy is realistic.
It is committed to our membership of NATO.
It recognises the need for the western alliance
and recognises the Warsaw Pact's military capa-
city. It also recognises the enormous consump
tion of the world's resources by East and West to
provide us with ever more sophisticated defence
capacity 
- 
a capacity now not to be restrictedjust to our planet but widened to its stratosphe-
ric environment. My party increasingly belie-
ves that that capacity and demands for more
threaten not merely the peace of the world
but the proper political balance. The Iabour
Party considers that the tendency and demand
for ever more sophisticated defence systems will
cause genuine rril. If we cannot defend
ourselves by conventional means, we may bring
forward the day when holocaust descends upon
us. It is therefore essential that the western
allinnss, although wooed by talk of SDI and the
rest, does not overlook that our purse is limited
and that our highest priority must be to buy time
for sense to reign and holocaust to be avoided.
Above all, my party perceives that a nuclear
arsenal might be swiftly unleashed because the
first-strike doctrine still applies. That is cling-
ing to a commitment which a generation ago
would have caused genocide and which today
and in the years ahead might provide a greater
horror. We should therefore ensure - the
Assembly should consider this 
- 
that Europe has
sufficient defence capacity. We must maintain
that conventional capacity to avoid the need for
a nuclear response in the event ofa conventional
defeat.
That is not an unrealistic policy. It is one
that should not easily be thrown aside because of
the attractions of the computer-game approach.I prefer conflict to be stemmed - horriffing
though conventional conflict may be to
moving too easily and too immaturely in a way
that was so strongly endorsed by the Committee
on Defence Questions and Armaments on Mon-
day.
Political reality suggests that we consider the
matter maturely. For that reason, considering
SDI through short-notice amendments is scar-
cely appropriate. The point that I should have
made had I been called to ask Mr. Genscher a
question was that many parts of the western
allinns6 make increasing demands for ever
greater military expenditure 
- 
conventional,
nuclear, or, as Lord Reay suggested in his ques-
tion, chemical, on this planet or outside it 
- 
and
the problem is that that rapacity is bound to
increase its voracious consumption as each year
passes. Other needs within our society are now
increasingly so ill met that the furnishings,
fabric, values and quality of many of the
societies within the alliance are threatened. We
must consider whether we can meet the ever
increasing demand for greater defence provision
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when we do not meet the increasing aspirations
of the societies that we represent.
In the light of that, we must consider at what
point our societies will begin to say that we so
lack quality, values and furnishings that we are
no longer worth defending.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Antretter.
Mr. ANTRETTER (Federal Republic of Ger-
many) (Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, the
reports by Mr. van der Sanden and Mr. Scheer
also discuss the outcome of the meeting of the
WEU Council of Ministers in April of this year
and the Chairman-in-Oflice has referred to the
subject as well. Although there were a good
many conflicting elements and much that was
unsatisfactory at this meeting, certain agree-
ments were reached and should be welcomed by
us. One such agreement was undoubtedly that
concerning the establishment of an agency for
the study of arms control and disarmament
questions in the WEU organisation.
However, we must endorse the doubts expres-
sed about the two-way street in armament
co-operation between the United States and
Europe, described as more wishful thinking than
reality, since it is a fact that for every $7 spent by
the Western European NATO countries in the
United States on armaments the United States
spends only $1 in Western Europe. We must
therefore start by stepping up co-operation
among the Western European NATO countries.
The new WEU must take the offensive in
accepting the American challenge. It must be
more than a European NATO which 
- 
if Henry
Kissinger, for example, had his way 
- 
would
itself assume responsibility for the defence of the
continent of Europe. It is high time, he always
argues, that the military burden was fairly
shared. In plain terms, this means that we
Western Europeans should pay even more for
armaments and be even more ruthless in paring
our social services.
Mr. President, we must undoubtedly take a
critical view of such forms of armament co-
operation. Our scepticism in the Federal
Republic was, moreover, increased by the recent
dispute over the introduction of the American
friend-foe recognition system. We must also
make sure in WEU that the Europeanisation of
security policy is not used to start a new anns
race aimed, as it were, at making Europe into the
third superpower.
We social democrats therefore believe that the"
French proposals for close technological co-
operation among the Western Europeans, which
President Mitterrand again underlined at the
WEU meeting and the economic summit,
should be favourably considered, adopted if
possible and vigorously followed. What is
more, the programme proposed by the Commis-
sion of the European Communities has the same
objectives.
A great deal has been said about the SDI here
today, but always in the context of reports on
other subjects. It would have been very helpfulif the Assembly had had an opportunity of
discussing the SDI on the basis of a separate
report. I believe the Assembly has missed a
chance here, because we cannot meet every week
and the next opportunity we have may be too
late for a European agreement. What practical
research findings the American strategic defence
initiative will produce no one can yet say, quite
apart from the undeniable inherent military and
strategic risks. I therefore think we would do
well to hold back and to continue working
towards a common European response in WEU
and the European Community. It seems quite
clear at least that the Western Europeans must
invest suflicient financial resources to support
the necessary improvements to the conventional
defence capability in NATO. That is why even
General Rogers advised the Europeans against
massive participation in the SDI programme.
I might add that as long ago as 1979 my party
proposed at its congress in Berlin that the world
powers should negotiate a ban on these space
weapons. The Soviet Union, which is now
actually suggesting a moratorium on research,
despite its many years of intensive research into
space armament, did not take up this proposal at
the time. Its campaign against the militarisa-
tion of space did not in fact begin until signs of a
future American lead in this field began to
emerge.
The American President has now declared the
development of the strategic defence initiative to
be one of the alliance's main tasks. I feel that,just as we have always criticised the Soviet
Union for its excessively high force levels, we
cannot accept the American programme for a
strategic defence initiative unchallenged. It is
particularly important that wG should arrive at a
common European respon$e - I stress, a
common European response - unconnected with
co-operation in the military use of space. I feel
we should remember above all that the Euro-
peans never discussed these questions before the
deployment of Pershing II and cruise missiles,
although the then President Giscard d'Estaing
did make a move in this direction. I do not
think we should repeat that mistake with the
SDI. I repeat the parliamentary Assembly
missed a good opportunity of avoiding it today.
To conclude, Mr. President, I do not think
we should be making a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Europe must not allow itself to be persuaded
that it lags behind in technological development.
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In many areas Western European research
and technology lead the world. We have no
reason to hide our light under a bushel when it
comes to such key technologlcal fields as aircraft
construction, sensor technology, optics or mate-
rials. It is strange that those who say we shall
miss the technological boat unless we participate
in the SDI also admit, after they have spoken to
American politicians, that what the Americans
want is to participate in European know-how.
If Europe is to hold its own, however, it must
also fiercely resist the restrictions the Americans
impose on the transfer of technology. Restric-
tions on trade with Eastern Europe and protec-
tionism to defend the domestic market must also
be discussed in WEU. If the Assembly and
Council co-operate closely, WEI-Ps possible
future vitality 
- 
to use Mr. Scheer's words 
- 
may
prove fruitful in every respect. But we must
resist any attempt to develop a European nuclear
power. What we need are parliamentary
control and further democratisation of security
policy, if WEU is really to become an inde-
pendent European force to strengthen the Atlan-
tic Alliance, as the Chairman-in-Offrce has said
several times today.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Blaauw.
Mr. BLAAUW (Naherlands). 
- Given the
time, I can speak about only SDI, and I do so on
behalf of my political group. President Reagan's
March 1983 address initially evoked critical
reaction from European politicians, but very
shortly afterwards Europe kept silent on the
whole subject. Was there a hope that it would
simply fade away? It did not, and we must now
admit that the leaders of the major Western
European countries 
- 
perhaps with the exception
of France 
- 
now publicly support the American
research prograrnme, although not without
conditions.
Because of conflicting feelings over SDI,
Western European politicians are probably
unable to weigh up the pros and cons, and have
preferred to continue the policy of giving sup
port to the project while at the same time expres-
sing doubts. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that
the Western European allies must formulate a
clear response to the SDI challenge, not only
because of the letter from the United States
Secretary of Defence, Mr. Weinberger, but also
because of Europe's own responsibility for its
defence and its solidarity in the North Atlantic
Alliance.
The WEU summit held in Bonn in April did
not result in a co-ordinated response to the
American offer. It is quite clear that policy
circles in the different capitals are still trying to
find an answer to the following questions 
- 
can
we do it; should we do it; and, if so, how should
we do it.
Yes, we can do it. In fact, SDI is a super high
technology research programme and, according
to United Nations sources, European countries
have not fared too badly in the high tech
trade. Indeed, WEU countries produce high
technology products that account for 39.1% of
international trade compared with 17.8% for the
United States and, 17.4% for Japan. In some
areas, such as optical sensors and high-frequency
techniques, which are also essential in laser pro-
duction, European research may be even more
advanced that that in the United States.
The second question, " Should we do it? " is
more difficult to answer. However, it could be
argued that the balance points to security policy
advantage. Co-operation in principle, both
politically and technically, in the research pro-
gramme will strengthen the cohesion of the
alliance. That would be very welcome after a
period of transatlantic political differences over,
for instance, the neutron warhead, Afghanistan,
Polan{ the gas pipeline, and even cnrise missiles.
Secondly, it would undoubtedly strengthen
the American position at the talks in Geneva.
Militarily, co-operation with the United States
on ballistic missile defence looks rather attrac-
tive. Analysis has shown that a defence against
shorter-range ballistic missiles could enhance
NATO's non-nuclear and nuclear force posture
quite considerably. Moreover, one of the spe-
cial interest groups formed around the different
SDI components deals with anti-tactical ballistic
missiles (ATBM).
Western Europe should step in on this
item. A multilateral Western European study
group needs to be set up to work out a concep-
tual framework for a ballistic missile defence
against shorter-range ballistic missiles in Wes-
tern Europe, that is to say, the SS-21, SS-22 and
SS-23. That would form the basis for a joint
co-ordinated United States-Western European
concept. We now have the agency to carry out
this work. Western European security aspects
could then be fully incorporated into the overall
SDI project. Co-ordination with other NATO
plans would of course be essential, but it would
be important that the study first be conducted by
Western Europeans as that would give it a
Western European identity that NATO plans
sometimes lack.
In this context, the opportunities for Western
European companies would be more promising.
It means not only co-operation with the Ame-
ricans but, parallel with it, the setting up of a
special research programme of their own.
Instead of duplicating alliance research efforts
we would reach a true division of labour with
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mutually supportive programmes. Perhaps this
is what Lord Carrington had in mind when he
said on l0th April 1985 that a collective Euro-
pean response should be made to the invitation
of the United States to join the research pro-
gramme for the strategic defence initiative.
And in The Times of llth April 1985: "The
freld of arms production and procurement
is the key to a stronger European defence iden-
tity... I passionately believe that Europe needs to
be, and needs to be seen to be, more energetic in
its own defence. "
There is a more general feeling that Western
European co-operation in armaments is needed.A Western European effort on SDl-related
research could be an effective catalyst in this
respect. Research in advanced electronics, laser
and particle beam technology and space techno-
logy will encourage progress in biotechnology
and industrial high tech and will raise the level
of basic science. That leads to the Western
European answer to the American SDI offer -
that is, for instance, the establishing of a Euro-
pean aerospace defence initiative (EADI). This
can be seen as the European component in the
overall alliance defence initiative in which Ame-
ricans and Europeans will work together and
share their technological achievements.
Does Western Europe need an armaments
programme to stimulate technology, as we
already have Esprit, ESA and the so-called
possible technological community of the EEC?
It is fairly logical to state that laser and parti-
cle beam technology research cannot be stimula-
ted by funding programmes solely for civilian
applications. Without military technology
impetus, Western Europe will soon lag behind in
these important technology areas and in this
respect will become still more dependent on the
United States. A parallel European aerospace
defence initiative such as I have mentioned
would also appear to be the best means of pre-
venting a so-called decoupling of the United
States and Western Europe, a decoupling not
only on the level of security and defence but
also technologically and economically.
The third question, 'How should we do it? ",
can now be answered quite easily. Successful
bids by Eruopean enterprise in the American
SDI proper will probably be very few and
co-operation on a bilateral American-European
company basis is not likely to yield an interest-
ing result. A collective response in the form of
a European aerospace defence initiative would
appear to offer better prospects. As the partici-
pation of France in a European aerospace
defence initiative is vital, Eurogroup is ruled out
as a forum for its co-ordination. Although
France does participate in the Independent
European Programme Group, this group, which
has the disadvantage of being focused on tech-
nical matters, is not equipped to deal with opera-
tional concepts. The best forum, therefore,
appears to be WEU.
With the establishment of the new WEU agen-
cies, we shall have the framework for the study
of the aforementioned European aerospace
defence initiative. Of course, when the study is
in progress, close co-operation with the Ameri-
can SDI structure, together with information
exchange, will be necessary.
That answers the question of how it could be
done. In the near future we shall see how it is
done. I believe that Europe has an important
r6le to play through the framework of WEU. I
will answer Mr. Hardy, who is not present, by
saying that the amendments put forward on Mr.
van der Sanden's report are not scathing or
sketchy. They go to the heart of what I said,
which is, I think, the only way for real European
participation in this field.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Sir
Geoffrey Finsberg on a point of order.
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). -
On a point of order, Mr. President. We have
now had four speakers, who should have taken
twenty minutes. They have taken thirty-three
minutes, the last taking ten minutes. Either we
have a rule or we do not. The clock did not
begin to operate until after seven and a half
minutes. That is no criticism of the speaker.
Either there is a rule or there is not.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - You are
right, Sir Geoffrey. I would point out that the
red light only comes on after five minutes.
Most speakers go on for two or three minutes
after it comes on whilst others stop precisely at
five. When it flashes it means that at least six
minutes have passed. The red light comes on,
not after four, but after five minutes.
From the start of the political debate, the
Chair has felt it should show some indulgence
towards the heads of the politipal $oups. This
was done this morning for the ftread of the Com-
munist Group and again, nowi for Mr. Blaauw,
Chairman of the Liberal Group. I am trying to
be as strict as possible and will make a special
effort following your wholly warranted com-
ment, Sir Geoftey.
I call Mr. Mezzapesa.
It'lr. MEZZAPESA (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, Ladies and Gentlemen, it is not very
uplifting, especially after the hopes raised in
Rome, that today, once again, our speeches in
this chamber, regarding the r6le of the Assembly
of Western European Union, should read like a
catalogue of complaints abor:,t the Council of
Ministers. I shall not be talking about the tech-
nical and financial aspects because Mr. Ferrari
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Aggradi gave an excellent account ofthis subject
the other day. Instead I shall dwell on the poli-
tical aspects of the matter. The WEU partia-
mentary assembly is the political forum in which
the common problems of Europe's defence and
security and therefore the safeguarding of world
p€ace are discussed publicly as befits a demo-
cratic assembly of parliamentarians from demo-
cratic states.
Either this r6le of the Assembly is recognised
and the decisions that come out of it are obser-
ved or else it is not recognised and in that case
we have to ask ourselves why we keep in being a
reprresentative structure that could well become
representative purely in stage terms 
- 
like
certain parliaments in non-democratic countries
- 
and not at political level.
This I believe to be the focal pqint of our
debate and it comes out clearly in the commend-
able report by Mr. van der Sanden, which I
support. It is not just a question of the council
meeting its obligation to provide information
under certain clauses of the amended Brussels
Tr"aty. A duty of this kind would be purelyformal and when a duty is formal and noi
backed by strong political convictions, it is easily
emptied of any real content and the present de
facto situation of partial and insufEcient infor-
mation 
- 
deplored by the Rapporteur 
- 
because
the procedures are inadequate and nothing is
done to change them, is easily arrived at.
Yet there is no shortage of declarations of
good will on the subject. In paragraph I I of his
explanatory memorandum, the Rapporteur
quotes the reply to Recommendation 396 in
which the Council recognises the vital r6le of the
Assembly " in putting across to the European
and American public the scale and effectiveness
of both the European defence effort and trans-
atlantic cc'operation ".
Again, paragraph 4 of the Bonn meeting
communiqud recalls * the contribution that
WEU can make in particular to achieve wider
consensus " on defence problems. Lastly, in the
document approved by the Council on relations
with public opinion, one of the objectives set is
that of 'promoting a better-informed public
dcbate on defence and security policy ", in parti-
cular in order to make it clear that * security is
won day by day and never completely ".
But the point is this. The Council cannot
confine itself to assigning the WEU Assembly
the r6le of a sounding-box like that of a press or
public relations office in a ministry or govern-
ment agency. This Assembly can 
- 
and should
- become a sounding-box but only to the extent
that its independence and, with that indepen-
dence, its credibility are ensured and guaran-
teed. The media will not be encouraged to be
interested in the work of the Assembly if they
consider it as a kind ofexecutive arm and not an
independent political body, because the confe-
rences of the Chairman-in-Office, the Minister
for Foreign Affairs, are suffrcient to meet the
needs of the newsmongers who, on top of that,
would have the advantage of getting their infor-
mation first hand.
The only way to restore vigour to the work of
this Assembly is to renew the liveliness and ori-
ginality of our debates in which criticism can
also serve a purpose because it is against the
background of critical positions that the funda-
mental unifoing objectives we have set our-
selves, and which the Bonn communiqu6 has
confirmed, will emerge better, more clearly and
more strongly.
We hope, Mr. President, that the Council of
Ministers and the Permanent Council will see
the point of these arguments and act accor-
dingly.
In his report, Mr. van der Sanden refers to the
issue of the Secretary-General. I must say
frankly that I am not one of those who attribute
miracle-working capacities to the politician
taking on this post. Experience tells us that
there are politicians who resign themselves to
bureaucratic routine and there are bureaucrats,
or diplomats, who show exceptional political
sensitivity and that is the kind of sensitivity that
is needed. I am gratified by Mr. Cahen's state-
ments in I* Monde of 24th April last. Let us
hope that his resolve to give real impetus to
WEU 
- 
and for it to be real it cannot but be poli-
tical 
- 
will not be frustrated by the imposition of
negative conditions. He will certainly not find
them in this Assembly.
At this point, Mr. President, I feel I must
stress the importance of paragraph 7 in Mr. van
der Sanden's recommendation, which concerns
Portugal's application for membership ofWEU. On the merits of the question, I fully
agree with Sir Frederic Bennett that it would G
absurd to close the doors of WEU, the Europeanpillar of Atlantic defence, and not agree to the
accession of a European country which has
always been a member of the Atlantic Alliance.I would add that, at a time when we deplore
shortcomings and inadequacies in the activity of
this union, to find other states wanting to join
because they recognise the validity of the potiti-
cal needs justifuing its r6le of itself gives us very
good reason for comfort and hope.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Tummers.
Ivft. TUMMERS (Netherlatlh) (Translation). 
-Mr. President, this is a strange situation this
afternoon. We are talking about various tech-
nological developments which we hope will bear
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fruit, and yet we are not able to keep the working
atmosphere in this chamber up to scratch. It is
rather like a cavedweller thinking about the
washing-machine before he has invented clothes.
But that is not the main thing I want to talk
about. Nor shall I be discussing the SDI,
because I want to avoid repetition. I agree with
Peter Hardy, and I feel the picture Sir Frederic
Bennett has drawn is a distortion of the
truth. It is inappropriate that we should adopt
for Mr. van der Sanden's report the same pro-
cedure as was used for Mr. van den Bergh's
report and the amendments.
I want to talk about paragraph 5 of the draft
recommendation proper, which reads: " Inform
the public and press about its own activities ",
'its own " being a reference to the Assembly, of
course.
Mr. President, there was a market outside this
building this morning. If you had gone into the
market and asked the people there what WEU
was, no,one could have given you an answer. If
you had said: "WEU is meeting within 150
metres of here ', they would not have known in
which direction to look. If you had asked:
'What is NATO? " they would have said they
knew something about that. If you had been
lucky enough to find someone who knew that
WEU was the European pillar of NATO, you
would probably have had to explain what
" pillar' meant in this context. We say airily
that we must inform the public, and we make all
kinds of demands on communication with the
outside world - as indeed we have an obligation
to do, just as we should ensure that the public
know what we do here - but we do nothing
about it.
I will give another example to show how badly
and inadequately we inform the public. During
the last part-session I submitted a document,
Document 1003, on WEU's third decade, in
which it was suggested that a proper historical
survey should be made, as a manual, with a
special edition for the general public, for distri-
bution, I would recommend, down to primary
school level. That could have been done, but
on lgth February the Presidential Committee
decided that there was not enough money for a
project of this kind. It said this in two lines
without giving any reasons. This was a slap in
the face for you. If you keep this up, you will
not be able to show your face as President for
long.
I insist, Mr. President, that you reconsider
your decision or recommend Mr. van der
Sanden to withdraw paragraph 5 of his recom-
mendation because, nice though it may look, it
cannot be implemented if it is approved. I
assume that is not what is intended and that is
not the kind of order that you above all must
have at heart. The obverse of this is that if we
approve paragraph 5, you cannot uphold your
decision of l9th February. You will have to
revise it.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
Verdon.
Mr. VERDON (.France) (Translation). - Mr.
President, I-adies and Gentlemen, before going
on to the French Delegation's thoughts promp-
ted by the draft recommendation before us, I
would like to add my voice to those of members
deploring the opposition in this Assembly to Mr.
van den Bergh's report on emerying technology.
Has not the withdrawal of this report robbed
us of a real debate on the strategic defence ini-
tiative? Yet that initiative is designed to set up
a long-term research programme whose results it
will hardly be possible to assess before the end of
the century.
In the meantime, the United States is itself
taking decisions ensuring its own nuclear deter-
rent capability in the long t€rm, through, for
example, the Trident and MX programmes. In
this way it is forearming itself against the risk of
its deterrent capability becoming obsolescent as
a result of the new trends in United States space
strategy and the steps the Soviet Union will
unfailingly take in reply.
France, for its part, considens that the mainte-
nance ofdeterrence is one ofthe conditions for
peace in Europe, as stressed in the final commu-
niqu6 of the ministerial meeting in Bonn. It is
necessary for the balance of offensive forces.
That is why France is modernising its deterrent
capability as the best possible guarantee of its
security because it can strike back and also
retain a second strike capability.
Another aspect of our thinking about SDI
concerns the danger of destabilising treaties, in
particular the ABM treaty of 1972, and of speed-
ing up the arms race through the militarisation
of space because this would go far beyond the
provision of military observation and control
systems whose positive nature and compatibility
with existing treaties is recognised by my
country.
On this subject, paragraph 3 of the recommen-
dation which Mr. Scheer proposes addresses the
subject ofthe reactivation ofthe Agency for the
Control of Armaments. Fully approving this
provision, we would like the new agency for the
study of arms control and disarmament ques-
tions to give its consideration to France's propo-
sals to the disarmament confdrence in Geneva.
These proposals are now widely known and soI shall confine myself to recalling their main
lines: very strict limitation of anti-satellite
systems, moratorium on the testing and deploy-
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ment of directed-energy weapons systems capa-
ble of desroying ballistic missiles and satel-
lites from long range, strengthening of the notifi-
cation system set up by the convention of l4th
June 1975, undertakings by the two superpowers
to extend to third countries' satellites the provi-
sions concerning the immunity of certain space
objects on which they are already mutually
agreed.
If the debate on SDI could have been held it
would have been easier for us to show how this
programme of military research with potential
civil spin-off differs from the Eureka project
which is a civil programme not necessarily
ruling out military spin-off.
Through Airbus, Esprit, and Jet, the Euro-
peans have shown that Europe could, if it pooled
its skills and resources, meet the technological
challenge, co-operate with its great partners on
an equal footing and avoid becoming a mere
subcontractor. Eureka, a plan for systematic
co-operation among Europeans in all advanced
technologies, was born of this realisation. Once
established, \nith all the necessary flexibility, but
run by an ad hoc organisation to be definedjointly, Eureka should have three functions:policy guidance and decision-making at the
ministerial level, the stimulation of research and
development at the level of the Commission and
the responsible bodies, and programmes for
action finalised by a co-ordinating body.
In the light of preliminary consultations with
the countries concerned, particularly at the
informal meeting of research ministers in Rome,it has been possible to identiff ten major
research subjects as a result of work done in a
climate of co-operation, and I insist on this
point, as the approach holds promise for the
remainder of the project.
In conclusion I would like to correct a misun-
derstanding. The Eureka project is in a dif-
ferent dimension from the SDI, which is a mili-
tary project mobilising the whole of American
research. It is not an imitation of SDI nor, in
any way, a reply to Mr. Weinberger's letter.
Instead, by increasing the awareness ofEuropean
research workers and producers, it should facili-
tate the co-ordinated formulation of a European
reply to Mr. Weinberger's proposals.
The point is that, for both projects, it will be
necessary to take stock of Europe's capacities
and requirements, and of its own interests and
goals in the high technology field. Thus, when
President Mitterrand stated at the Bonn summit:
* We are not, in present circumstances, ready to
participate in this American project ", the words
* in present circumstances' were undoubtedly
of a special importance because they possibly
meant that Europe had to think and to equip
itself with the means for its own technological
progress before going to the negotiating table,
together and on an equal footing, with our Ame-
rican partners and allies.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The joint
debate is closed.
In the absence of the Chairman of the General
Affairs Committee I call the Chairman of the
Committee on Defence Questions and Arma-
ments.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). 
- I
shall be very brief, Mr. President, because the
Rapporteurs for the two committees will be able
to answer speakers.
I should like to apologise for Mr. Michel,
Chairman of the General Affairs Committee,
who had to leave at 6 p.m. without being able to
speak.
I am pleased that the two reports are being
considered together, since they form a whole
deserving of our attention, both having been
approved by the two committees.
Over and above what has been said for and
against, the debate has made members of the
Assembly aware of their responsibilities and has
highlighted those of the Council. Perhaps it is
from this realisation that WEU will draw the
substance of its reactivation. It is important
and urgent for WEU to shoulder its own respon-
sibilities in the fields that concern our Assembly
and the Council.
Mr. Bianco has spoken of a " crisis of iden-
tity ". This aspect needs to be taken into
account. Indeed, if we realise what we can do
and if we have the resolve to will what we
should do, all that has been done since 1984 to
reactivate WEU will bear fruit.
I thank Mr. Blaauw for his remarks. He went
very far in the wishes he expressed and I hope
they will come true.
I am sorry that Sir Frederic Bennett is not
present because I would have liked to know the
points he disagreed about, particularly since he
likes to speak as though he has the gift of infalli-
bility in this chamber. I suspect that he has not
perhaps read the report concerned. I would
have liked to question him 
- 
a professional
quirk for which I apologise.
. 
It is true, Mr. Tummers, that we have many
times regretted that our Assembly does not do
more to let the public know about the work it
does. But I think things are changing. Judging
by the thickness of my press file, WEU is
making progress in the field of information and
relations with public opinion.
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Several speakers, including Mr. Verdon and
Mr. Bianco, referred to the 1963 treaty. Mr.
Verdon's clarification was essential for the
complete knowledge and understanding of our
projects.
I leave the Rapporteurs the task of replying in
greater detail than I have to the various points
raised in the debate.
In conclusion, it will give me great pleasure to
see the two draft texts approved unanimously as
was the case in committee.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Scheer, Rapporteur of the Committee on
Defence Questions and Armaments.
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)
(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, I will make my
answer quite brief, without taking up every
point, and I shall try to reply to speakers in one
or two sentences each.
First to Mr. Wilkinson, who is unfortunately
no longer here. He said that America would
feel more secure if the SDI project were imple-
mented and that this would benefit Europe and
the American defence contribution in Europe.I believe there is a lot of wishful thinking
here. The SDI programme will be so costly that
we should heed the warnings of General Rogers
and many American senators to the effect that it
will detract from the United States defence
contribution in conventional weapons, with
consequences for Europe. This must be
thought about, not simply ignored in an act of
political irresponsibility.
Mr. Muller, also unfortunately absent, has
said that the ABM treaties should not be
interpreted too strictly. I cannot share this
view. As regards the transfer of technology, I
refer you to the problem described by Mr.
Genscher, which arises from the risk of Euro-
pean technology being siphoned off if we parti-
cipate and join in everything without political
safeguards. This must be clearly stated and
underpinned by decisions ofour own. Even the
rules governing the external economic policy of
the European community are affected.
Mr. Antretter referred to the American debate
on burden-sharing. Here we should point out
that information available from many sources,
including British white papers, shows that as far
as NATO's defence contribution in Europe is
concerned, the European share in terms of ships,
aircraft and tanks amounts in each case to
between 70% and 85%, so that in any analysis of
NATO burdens the Europeans do not show up
as badly as some American sources maintain.
This needs to be stressed repeatedly, as does the
burden ofrisk borne by the European countries.
Mr. Blaauw, who is still with us - many
thanks, that's parliamentary discipline for you -
has pointed to a link between the SDI and an
appropriate European respon$e. I can only
repeat what I said this morning to the effect that
the efforts in Geneva to reach agfeement on the
limitation of space weapons and hence achieve
renunciation of an active arms build-up in space
must have priority. I would sey to Mr. Blaauw
that the more substance there is in statements
that the Soviet Union has already made con-
siderable progress in active space armament,
research and development, the more necessary
such agreement becomes. The more advanced
the Soviet Union is, the greater must be our
concern for the early conclusion ofa treaty.
As regards European developments, I see our
defence problems as in some measure comple-
mentary to the American SDI project. The
more attractive the defence potential sounds in
theory, the more fraught with problems - and
probably the more costly 
- 
it bocomes, especially
if a reasonably plausible guarantee of security is
to be provided against weapons with very short
early warning times. In Europe, where the
SS-21, 22 and 23 missiles have early warning
times of only one-and-a-half to three minutes,
this means that instead of accepting them and
trying to devise a defensive system absolute
priority must be given to an arrns control initia-
tive which provides for the removal from
Europe of weapons with such short early
warning times.
This must be the priority and 
- 
this is my last
sentence, Mr. President, and I trust I have been
brief enough - it will be politically attainable
only if Western European countries are able to
remove this crucial threat by negotiation. In
my view, the SS-22 represents a much greater
threat than the SS-20. Westerh European coun-
tries must develop their own arms control
mechanism on the lines of the recommendations
made in the December report, which I also
supported. We must not forget this. That,
Mr. President, is my reply.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Mr.
van der Sanden, Rapporteur of the General
Affairs Committee.
Mr. van der SANDEN (Netherlands) (Trans-
lation). 
- 
Mr. President. I should like to thank
members for the support they have given to this
report today. Support from the Assembly has
been fairly widespread. The criticisms that
have been voiced mainly concerned another
point, the SDI. I will come back to that in a
moment.
I had not expected to be grateful for what Mr.
Genscher came to tell us this afternoon. I said
in the Assembly this morning that the Council of
Ministers must not only co-ordinate its views
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but must also adopt common positions, so it will
be obvious that I am pleased with what Mr.
Genscher said. As I said, I did not expect him
to react so soon and so positively to my state-
ment this morning. I therefore hope that the
position adopted today by the outgoing Chair-
man-in-Office of the Council of Ministers will
continue to be the Council's position in the
future. This position must thus be as accept-
able in London, Rome, The Hague, Paris,
Brussels and Luxembourg as it is in Bonn. So
much for my general introduction.
Like Mr. Scheer, I will just touch on what the
various speakers said. I see Mrs. Kelly is no
longer here. What she did this morning was
more or less to testifu to her views. Mrs. Kelly
has a perfect right, of course, to express her
opinion, but I cannot share it in any way. In
view of the contents of my report, I can only
take note of what Mrs. Kelly had to say.
Mr. Muller, Mr. Bianco and Mr. Vecchietti
also supported the report and the recommend-
ations, saying that they shared the concerns I
have expressed in the report. It was said that
reactivation had begun and must now be
sustained. We should persevere. All this
clearly corresponds with what I have tried to say
in the report and with its thrust as regards the
near future.
Mr. Bianco and Mr. Mezzapesa pointed out
that the Assembly was not a sounding-board for
the Council of Ministers. The Assembly must
be responsible in its own right. Mr. Mriller also
spoke along these lines. I entirely agree, of
course. I also agree with what Mr. Mezzapesa
said. Progress will be made only if the Assem-
bly continues to play the r6le of critic.
I now come to the problems connected with
the SDI, to which Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Hardy,
Mr. Tummers, Mr. Blaauw, Mr. Antretter, Mr.
Verdon and Sir Frederic Bennett have all
referred. As Rapporteur of the General Aflairs
Committee, I should like to make the following
absolutely clear: I have, of course, noted that
opinions differ in this Assembly on the SDI
project as such, but I was also pleased to see that
the comments on the SDI and the recommend-
ations in the report were not disputed. On the
one hand, I naturally appreciate this very much
and, on the other, I consider it only logical, since
my report on the SDI does not directly concern
the present situation but refers to the reactiv-
ation of WEU as such, in the light of the
thirtieth annual report of the Council of
Ministers. This also puts a constraint on
me. In view of the mandate I received from the
General Affairs Committee, I shall confine
myself to the comment that I sincerely hope the
Council of Ministers will succeed in finding a
common response to the united states invi-
tation.
Mr. President, two other points were
raised. Mr. Bianco and Sir Frederic Bennett
referred to Portugal. I do not intend to
comment on their remarks, since I believe they
support my own point of view.
To conclude, I turn to the comments made by
Mr. Tummers, which were addressed more
specifically to you, Mr. President, and the
Presidential Committee. The general tenor of
Mr. Tummers's remarks was that, in view of our
mandate, we must ensure that the public is
informed of what we stand for. He referred in
this context to paragraph 5 of my recommend-
ation. I feel that he and I are of one mind in
this. I have nothing further to add. Mr.
President, I hope the Assembly will adopt this
report.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Mr. van der Sanden and Mr. Scheer, and the
General Atrairs Committee and the Committee
on Defence Questions and Armaments for your
work. It has provided solid material for this
debate which has been of very high quality.
My compliments also go to you, Mr. Pignion,
and our colleague Mr. Michel; I should be grate-
ful if you would convey them to him, together
with my regrets at not having called him to
speak in time as I had promised.
Before proceeding to vote on the draft
recommendations and order, we have to consi-
der the amendments.
The General Alfairs Committee has tabled a
draft recommendation on the new outlook for
WEU 
- 
reply to the thirtieth annual report of the
Council, Document 1012, to which eight amend-
ments have been tabled.
They will be discussed in the order in which
they refer to the text. They are: Amendments 3,
4, 5 and 6 tabled by Mr. De Decker; Amend-
ment I tabled by Mr. Cavaliere; Amendments 7
and 8 tabled by Mr. De Decker and Amendment
9 tabled by Mr. Verdon.
Mr. De Decker and others have tabled four
amendments which can be taken together.
Amendment 3 reads:
3. After paragraph (rr) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert the following new
paragraph:
* (iv) Noting that the United States invita-
tion to the European states to take part in
the research programme relating to the stra-
tegic defence initiative is raising many ques-
tions in Europe; ".
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Amendment 4 reads:
4. After paragraph (rr) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert the following new
paragraph:
* (v) Stressing that Europe must make every
effort to ensure its technological independence
whilst safeguarding its strategic interests; 'i.
Amendment 5 reads:
5. After paragraph (iu) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert the following new
paragraph:
* (vl) Stressing that only by collaborating in
the research stage of the SDI can Europe
influence this programme whilst ensuring
that account is taken of the specifically
European aspects and requirements of its
security; ".
Amendment 6 reads:
6. After paragraph (irl) of the preamble to the
draft recommendation, insert the following new
paragraph:
" (vii) Stressing that it is essential for the
European states to respond collectively as a
political entity to the American SDI pro-
posals; ".
I call Mr. Blaauw to support all these
amendments.
Mr. BLAAUW (Netherlands). 
- 
Although I
shall refer to Amendments 3, 4, 5 and 6 together,
I hope that the Assembly will vote separately on
them, because their contents are different.
There is nothing further to say on Amend-
ment 3. I made it clear in my speech that we
must have an answer from WEU and from
Europe as a whole.
As to Amendment 4, we in Europe should not
simply be a colony of the United States. We
must retain our technological independence,
because although European strategic interests are
embedded in the Atlantic Alliance, they some-
times differ from the strategic interests of the
United States.
Amendment 5 merely restates what I said in
my speech. If we want to be equal partners
with the United States, and talk to them as
equals, we must retain our own influence and do
what needs to be done for Europe. We must
also have an equal footing in discussions on the
future of the SDI and the implementation of the
results of the research which will have an impact
not only on the overall security of the alliance
but also on European security.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I take it
that Amendments 3, 4, 5 and 6 have now been
moved.
Does anyone wish to speak against the
amendments?...
What is the committee's vier/?
Mr. van der SANDEN (Netherlands) (Trans-
lation). 
- 
Mr. President, I have just said that
these amendments were not in fact considered
by the General Affairs Committee. The com-
mittee feels that these amendments should be
rejected. I have already said why. In essence,
they were not discussed, either when the report
was drawn up or when the recommendation was
made to the Assembly. This has nothing to do
with whether the committee or members of the
committee are for or against these amend-
ments. They do not fit into the report which
the General Affairs Committee has submitted to
the Assembly. This is the opinion the commit-
tee has expressed.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - We will
now vote on Amendment 3.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 3 is ageed to.
We will now vote on Amendment 4.
(A vote was then taken by sittlng and standing)
Amendment 4 is negatived.
We will now vote on Amendment 5.
(A vote wa"s then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 5 is negatived.
We will now vote on Amendment 6.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 6 is negatived.
Mr. Cavaliere has tabled Amrendment I which
reads:
1. In paragraph 1 of the draft recommendation
proper, after * collective " insert'and positive ".
Since Mr. Cavaliere is not here does someone
wish to speak in support of his amendment?...
No one does. The amendment is not sup.
ported and is therefore withdrawn.
Mr. De Decker, Mr. Blaauw and Mr. Wilkin-
son have tabled Amendment 7 which reads:
7. After paragraph I of the draft recommend-
ation proper, insert the following new paragraph:
* 2. Make every effort to protect Europe's
strategic interests while maintaining its tech-
nological independence, in particular by deve-
loping a European space ddence programme
in conjunction with the SDI; ".
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and Amendment 8 which reads:
8. After paragraph I of the draft recommend-
ation proper, insert the following new paragraph:
* 3. In co-operation with the United States
Government, study every aspect of the conse-
quences for Europe's security of the deploy-
ment of an SDI system;".
I call Mr. Blaauw to support Amendments 7
and 8 together.
Mr. BLAAUW (Netherlands). 
- 
Amendments
7 and 8 bring into operation what was said in the
previous amendments which were not adopted,
and I shall be happy for the Assembly to vote on
them together.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank
you. I have to take two votes, one after the
other, in accordance with the Rules of Pro-
cedure.
Does anyone wish to speak against Amend-
ments 7 and 8?...
What is the committee's view?
Mr. van der SANDEN (Netherlands).- This is
the same story. The committee does not
recommend acceptance of the amendmentS for
reasons which I have mentioned before on
Amendments 3, 4 and 5.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I now put
Amendment 7 to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 7 is negatived.
I now put Amendment 8 to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment I is negatived.
Mr. Verdon has tabled Amendment 9 which
reads:
9. kave out paragraph 7 of the draft recom-
mendation proper and insert:
'7. Consider Portugal becoming a member of
WEU once the latter has effectively embarked
upon the process of revitalisation. "
Mr. Verdon is not here. The amendment is
not supported and is therefore withdrawn.
We shall now vote on the whole of the draft
recommendation in Document 1012, as
amended.
No one has asked for a vote by roll call.
The Assembly will therefore vote by sitting
and standing.
I put the text as a whole to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The amended drafi recommendation rs
adopted unanimously t.
The General Affairs Committee has tabled a
draft order in Document 1012.
Before proceeding to vote on this draft order
we have to consider Amendment 2 tabled by Mr.
Blaauw which reads:
2. In the draft order, leave out paragraph 3 and
insert:
" REquEsrs
The Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments, the General Affairs Committee
and the Committee on Scientific, Technolo-
gical and Aerospace Questions to consider
inviting observers from this delegation to
attend their meetings. "
I call Mr. Blaauw to support the amendment.
Mr. BLAAUW (Naherlands). 
- 
This is only a
kind of technical amendment because in the
original draft order the presidency is instructed
to invite the committees to do something. In
my opinion 
- 
and, I hope, in the opinion of the
majority of the Assembly 
- 
it is the Assembly
itself which requests the committees to do
something.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Does any-
one wish to speak against the amendment?...
What is the committee's view?
Mr. van der SANDEN (Netherlands) (Trans-
lation). 
- 
Mr. President, the committee has no
objection to this amendment, because it really
concerns a technicality. It is quite content for
the Assembly to decide.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I now put
Amendment 2 to the vote, the committee
leaving this to the Assembly to decide.
(A vote wds then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 2 is agteed to.
We shall now vote on the whole of the draft
order as amended.
No one has asked for a vote by roll call.
The Assembly will therefore vote by sitting
and standing.
I now put the text as a whole to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The amended draft order is agreed to2.
l. Seepage 37.
2. See page 39.
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The Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments has tabled a draft recommendation
in Document 1019.
I have received four amendments to this draft
recommendation. They will be taken in the
order in which they refer to the text. They are
Amendments I to 4 tabled by Mr. Verdon.
Amendment I reads:
l. In paragraph 2 of the draft recommendation
proper, leave out from " attaching " to the end of ,
the paragraph, and insert:
" underlining the importance the Council
attaches to respect of commitments under
existing bilateral treaties and endorsing the
determination of the countries participating in
the CSCE to bring about an East-West rappro-
chement in the long term so that the WEU
member countries adopt a co-ordinated reac-
tion to: "
Amendment 2 reads:
2. I-eave out paragraph 2(a) of the draft
recommendation proper and insert:
" (a) President Reagan's strategic defence ini-
tiative in response to the invitation from
Mr. Weinberger, Secretary of Defence, to
take 
. 
part,. while confirming that the
growing importance of technology
should lead to Europe's own capa-
bility being strengthened, with a view
to creating a European technological
community; ".
Amendment 3 reads:
3. Leave out paragraph 2(c) of the draft
recommendation proper.
Amendment 4 reads:
4. I-eave out paragraph 2(A of the draft
recommendation proper.
Mr. Verdon, do you wish to present your
amendments all together?
Mr. VERDON (France) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I have tabled
these four amendments on behalf of the French
Delegation.
Amendment I relates to paragraph 2 of the
recommendation. Its purpose is to distinguish
between commitments under bilateral treaties
and those entered into in a multilateral frame-
work. The point is that, without wishing to
minimise the efforts the two superpowers may
make to reduce tension, it seems to me that the
context is always that of negotiations between
the two blocs. It was therefore necessary to
underline the contribution of other countries,
including those of WEU, in the efforts to reduce
tension. That is why I proposed this amend-
ment which states that we endorse the determi-
nation of the countries participating in the CSCE
to bring about an East-West rapprochement in
the long term so that WEU member countries
adopt a co-ordinated reaction.
Amendment 2 refers to the strategic defence
initiative and the response we should give. I
indicated a moment ago the importance that
France attaches to a concerted approach by
Europeans and the need to develop Europe's
own capabilities in order to create a European
technological community. I shall not go over
that again, because it is the basis of the
amendment I propose.
Amendment 3 relates to paragraph2 (c) which
alludes to General Secretary Gorbachev's decla-
ration regarding a six-month unilateral freeze.
We all know the fictional nature of this freeze
which, in reality, would result in holding the
balance of forces at a level favourable to the
Soviet Union, so that it is largely a propaganda
maneuvre. In my view this is not something
that the ministers concerned should have perma-
nently present in their mind.
Amendment 4 would delete paragraph 2 (O.
We cannot agree to a total ban on nuclear tests.
Actually, as I argued in the general debate, we
believe that in the new situation created by the
American strategic defence initiative proposal
we should continue to imprpve our deterrent
capability and particularly its power of pene-
tration. We cannot drop ouf guard in the face
of the Soviet threat which remains as real as
ever.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - Does any-
one wish to speak against Amendment I tabled
by Mr. Verdon?...
What is the committee's viow?
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Mr. President, I propose that I
should say one or two sentences about each
amendment and that a vote should be taken
before passing on to the next. The procedure
will 
.not take any longer, and will be more
conc$e.
I recommend that Amendfnent I be rejected
because the conference on confidence-building
measures in Europe is considered elsewhere in
this report and because the deletion of multi-
national negotiations would $ubstantially negate
the efforts of the forty-ndtion disarmament
conference in Geneva where, for example,
France has tabled a draft treaty banning an
active arms build-up in spacp. I frankly fail to
understand why this amendment has been tabled
by a French delegate.
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Furthermore, the matter would also have to be
discussed in committee. This is the same
argument as Mr. van der Sanden's.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I put
Amendment I to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment I is negatived.
Does anyone wish to speak against Amend-
ment 2?...
What is the committee's view?
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Again, I recommend rejection
because the amendment is badly worded. I
personally share the basic objective of an
avowedly European effort in the technological
field, but the wording of the amendment is
misleading. It contains the expression " to takepart', and as far as the SDI is concerned this
conflicts with the remaining text of the amend-
ment. The matter needs to be discussed in
greater depth in committee.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call Mr.
Verdon on a point of order.
Mr. VERDON (France) (Translation). 
- 
No-
where does it read 'to take part " but * with a
view to creating ".
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
We note
the comment made by the author of the amend-
ment.
I put Amendment 2 to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 2 is negatived.
Does anyone wish to speak against Amend-
ment 3?...
What is the committee's view?
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation).- Mr. President, I once more
recommend rejection, because the reference to
Mr. Gorbachev's declaration 
- 
like references to
other matters such as the SDI and so on 
- 
in no
way implies acceptance of his proposal. The
plain fact is that we should not always allow the
Soviets to keep the initiative while we stand
virtually mute and let the other side score
propaganda successes. What we have to do is
come up with some counter-proposals, and sub-
paragraph (c) says just that, which is why I
recommend rejection.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I put
Amendment 3 to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 3 is negatived.
Does anyone wish to speak against Amend-
ment 4?...
What is the committee's view?
Mr. SCHEER (Federal Republic of Germany)(Translation). 
- 
Again, I recommend rejection
because it has always been the position of all
WEU countries except France to support a
comprehensive test ban agreement. Such an
agreement is called for here in connection with
6th August 1945 and the fortieth anniversary of
the Hiroshima bomb. Furthermore, the word-
ing takes account ofthe French position in thatit is primarily addressed to the two nuclear
superpowers. If they were to agree on a
comprehensive test ban, all the statements makeit quite clear that this would have automatic
consequences for the other nuclear powers.
Those addressed are the two nuclear super-
powers, and I therefore move that the amend-
ment be rejected.
The PRESIDENT (Translation).- I put
Amendment 4 to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment 4 is negatived.
We shall now vote on the whole of the draft
recommendation in Document 1019.
No one has requested a vote by roll call.
The Assembly will therefore vote by sitting
and standing.
I put the text as a whole to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by silting and standing)
The drafi recommendation is adoptedt.
I call Mr. Pignion.
Mr. PIGNION (.France) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, at the close of this debate I have a
duty to perform on Mr. Michel's behalf and for
myself and it is to compliment the Rapporteur,
which I do most sincerely.
I suppose my attitude must have surprised
some members. As a Frenchman it was difli-
cult for me not to approve the amendments
tabled by Mr. Verdon, but as Chairman and
since 
- 
as you know Mr. President 
- 
1985 is
Victor Hugo Year, I have just, like him, expe-
rienced the * storms of soul-searching ". I have
glown in stature, not perhaps by the way I have
voted, but I wanted to explain why so that Mr.
Scheer should know I wholly approve his work.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you
Mr. Pignion. Against that kind of " storm " the
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President's duties are sometimes an excellent
lightning conductor.
5. Withdrawal of a report from the agenda
(Motbnlor an order tabled by
Dr. Millcr aad otherc, Du. 1021)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
The next
order of the day is a motion for an order on the
withdrawal of a report from the agenda tabled by
Dr. Miller and others, Document 1021.
I remind members that, in accordance with
Rule 30 of the Rules of Procedure, this motion
can be voted on without prior reference to the
committee.
As Dr. Miller is not here, I call Mr. Brown, his
substitute, to give the reasons for the motion.
Mr. BROWN (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
Before I
speak to the motion, Mr. President, may I make
a brief personal statement?
When I went to that delightful reception at the
Eiffel Tower on Monday night, I decided to
support the French economy, paid twelve francs
and took the lift to the top of the tower. When
I arrived, a colleague, Sir John Page, was there,
and I said to John: * I suppose that this is the
nearest I shall ever be to heaven. " Having
suffered for three days in this chamber, I hope
that this is the nearest I shall ever be to hell.
But in case it is not, I want to make a pledge
now that I shall leave Paris this week to lead a
purer life, in case hell is hotter than this
chamber, because I could never live there.
Therefore, may I make a serious plea to you,
Mr. President, on behalf of my colleagues, to do
something about the heating before we come
here for the next session, because it has been all
but unbearable.
The motion in Document l02l stands in the
name of my colleague Dr. Miller and others. I
greatly regret the need for the motion. The
facts are that the report on emerying technology
and military strategy, prepared by Mr. van den
Bergh, should have given rise this week to the
key debate of our proceedings. With great res-
pect to the authors ofother reports, there can be
no matter of greater importance to the members
of the Assembly than the issues raised in
Mr. van den Bergh's report, not least that
relating to star wars or President Reagan's stra-
tegic defence initiative.
This paper had been extensively debated in
the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments, and it was further debated in two
sessions of the committee on Monday of this
week when, regrettably, a majority of members
in the committee, for reasons best known to
themselves, refused to provide the necessary
majority which would have given the Assembly
the right to debate the report.
We have all complained from time to time of
the lateness of delivery of papers for debate
here. In the case ofthe paper under discussion,
the committee met many wepks ago to finalise
the paper. Regrettably, because a quorum was
not maintained, the paper could not be circu-
lated to all members of the Assembly.
Having said that, I feel it to be an outrage that
a majority on the Defence Committee have
deprived this Assembly of an opportunity for
discussion. Ifthis session had decided that the
issue was too important to hold a debate because
of the short time for which the paper had been
available, that would have been understandable
and acceptable. But for two handfuls of mem-
bers to deprive us of the right to debate is clearly
scandalous, not least at a time when we talk of a
reactivation of this Assembly.
Indeed, in the draft reoommendations in
Document l0l2 
- 
Mr. van der Sanden's report 
-
there is a reference to:
* welcoming the initiative taken by the Com-
mittee for Relations with Parliaments for
making the consequences for the reactivation
of WEU better known in the parliaments of
member countries ",
and to
* welcoming the endeavours to reactivate
WEU because they promise to provide a
forum for European countries to discuss
among themselves matters affecting their own
security and defence ".
In paragraph 5 of this excellent document, we
read:
" This being so, your Rapporteur wonders why
the Assembly should continue to work on
reports on subjects extending well outside the
defence and security areas. The direct poli-
tical influence of the Assembly would be
enhanced if it produced less recommendations
and otherwise worked harder to reactivate
WEU as an organisation oriented towards
defence policy. "
I support that fully.
These are all fine-sounding phrases, to which
we are all happy to subscribe. Yet, when we
have an outstanding opportunity to have a
debate with purpose this week, we are, as I have
said, denied the right to do so. We have lost a
superb opportunity to put some flesh on the
bones ofreactivation.
I feel particularly annoyed by the events of
this week, since the one committee of this orga-
nisation which is not duplicated in the Council
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of Europe is the Committee on Defence Ques-
tions and Armaments - none more impofiant,
and none more justiffing our existence as an
organisation.
The Chairman-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers, in reply to a question this afternoon,
intimated to this Assembly that he felt that
WEU should be the opinion leader in strategic
events. kt us take up the torch. I hope that
the motion will be carried enthusiastically,
without dissent. I commend it to you in that
spirit.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call Sir
Geoffrey Finsberg to speak against the motion
for an order.
Sir Geoftey FINSBERG (United Kingdom\. -I should like to begin by supporting the first
words of Mr. Brown. I hope that the secretariat
witl take notice of them. It would have been
easy to hire twelve fans for the three days that
we have been sweltering here. A bit of
common sense could have led to that being
done. I hope that proper note will be taken of
that, because we have been asked to work in the
most intolerable conditions.
I deal with the motion as an individual. I
could have got my colleagues together and
arranged for a roll call to be called, in which case
there would have been no quorum.
There are grcater rights than the right of
debate in this Assembly. The greater right is for
the membership to have documents on such a
desperately important subject as this in plenty of
time. I am not concerned that a quorum was
not possible in the Committee on Defence Ques-
tions and Armaments. That happens in other
committees. Indeed, it may call for a change in
the rules.
The fact is that those who are not privileged to
serve on the Committee on Defence Questions
and Armaments have not yet seen this docu-
ment. However, I observe that somebody has
given a copy of it to the press. I do not know
what is in the document. I do not know
whether it is true that the author had views and
wrote his report to fit those views. I would
have been opposed to having this document
inscribed on the order ofbusiness, because it had
not been circulated or even frnalised before this
part-session started.
The reason why I object to Dr. Miller's
motion is simple. In the motion, which has
been signed by others, Dr. Miller is asking the
committee to report without fail to the second
part of the thirty-first session. I regard the
motion as foolishly worded. If the signatories
to the motion fail to get a quorum again they
cannot report to the Assembly. Had Dr. Miller
said that every effort should be made to report
to the next part-session and, at the same time,
said that they would comply with the precedents
and courtesies of this oryanisation, I would have
supported the motion. However, the motion as
it is is impossible. If there is not a quorum,
Dr. Miller will put down another motion like
this, because it will be wholly inoperative to
achieve what he wants.
I sympathise with Dr. Miller. I, too, would
have liked to discuss the matter. However, we
must be realistic. We must remember that
some of us would have liked to know the views
of our governments on this matter. [t was
monstrous of Mr. Hardy yesterday to make that
snide remark to Baroness Young, assuming that
the government knew all about the report, when
members of the Assembly had not even had the
opportunity to read it. I should have liked to
know my government's view on Mr. van den
Bergh's report.
Mr. BROWN (United Kingdom). 
- 
On a point
oforder.
Sir Geoftey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). -
I should have liked to take into account...
Mr. BROWN (United Kingdom). 
- 
On a point
oforder.
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). -
I did not intemrpt Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN (United Kingdom). - On a point
oforder.
Sir Geofhey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). -
Perhaps Mr. Brown will wait until the end to
make his point of order.
I should have liked to know the views of my
government on the report, which I have not
seen. That is why I object to the motion.
That is why I could have arranged for four
others to be present and to have a roll call to
defeat the whole thing. I did not want to do
that. I wanted to show that I genuinely feel that
the members of this Assembly have a right to
documentation in plenty of time to considerit. I shall vote against the motion. I do not
mind if others do not. However, it is a point of
principle which is an even E;reater point of prin-
ciple than the right to debate. It is the right to
debate on adequate documentation.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). - I call
Mr. Brown on a point of order.
Mr. BROWN (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
On a point
of order, Mr. President. Is it not cant and
hypocrisy for a member of the Conservative
Group to talk in such terms when an American
general, working on the star wars project, arrived
in the lobby of this Assembly on Monday, intro-
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duced himself to me, and said, " I have read
with interest Mr. van den Bergh's report ", and
then went on to discuss the issue from an
American point of view? That general also
arrived to speak to the Conservative and CDU
Group last night.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Hardy on a point of order.
Mr. HARDY (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
On another
point of order, Mr. President. I think it should
be on record that I made my point to Baroness
Young 
- 
I hope I did not do it with discourtesy 
-
because the Foreign Oflice had seen that report
and issued an advice note on it and because
conservative members, who were opposed to us
considering Mr. van den Bergh's report this
week, had been airing the same subject in public.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I call
Mr. Woodall on a point of order.
Mr. WOODALL (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
Further
to that point of order, Mr. President. Will you
take the problem of committees not being able
to raise and maintain a quorum to the Presi-
dential Committee? Will you recommend to
that committee that it instruct the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges to consider
that problem because the procedure is open to
abuse? Members can stop a report from going
through by walking out of the committee.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I will reply
to the speakers after the vote has been taken on
the motion for an order in Document 1021.
Sir Geoffrey FINSBERG (United Kingdom). 
-
On a point of order, Mr. President. Has the
bell been rung for the vote, because I did not
hear it?
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
No one has
asked for a vote by roll call.
The Assembly will therefore vote by sitting
and standing.
I put the text as a whole to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The motionfor an order is adoptedt.
First of all, I would answer Sir Geoffrey
Finsberg that the bell was indeed rung. Kindly
accept my reply, Sir Geoffrey.
On the other points, the presidency has been
concerned, from the start of this session, about
the major problem created for the Assembly by
the late arrival of documents, on which a debate
has to be held and a vote taken and of the late
transmission of documents to the Council. We
have to remember that the work of the Assembly
is not solely for our own purposes but should
also contribute to maximum effectiveness in our
working relations with the Council.
As President, I cannot imagine that satis-
factory work can be done on the basis of an
agenda that includes a number of documents not
yet approved by the committees when the
session opens. Documents not prepared in
advance 
- 
and that is the basic problem - can
only be dealt with under the urgent procedure.
I very much regret that deadlines were not met
because then we would not have the confusion
that seems to have arisen, at least in certain
minds, with some of us protesting in their
speeches about the lateness and others speaking
on the substance ofthe issue.
Throughout the session, there has been a
mixture of the two lines of argument and that is
not a sound way for us to work.
I shall therefore give my second reply which
will close this incident, hoping that we shall do
better the next time.
As has been said, I attended the meeting of the
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges
on this subject and, as you know, this morning
we agreed to the Bureau's proposal seeking to
put an end to situations of this kind. We shall
therefore be holding a session of committee
meetings all in the same week, one month before
the next Assembly session in December which
will help to make sure there is a quorum and
also to make sure which documents will be ready
for distribution within the set timeJimit of a
fortnight in advance. Failing which, documents
supposedly on the agenda will be purely and
simply withdrawn so that the Assembly's deci-
sions are logical and any repetition ofthe events
like those we have just experienced is prevented.
I would once again appedl to the wisdom of
the Assembly. I know the affair is political and
important but, as we are all interested in the
reactivation of the Assembly of Western Euro-
pean Union, the responsibility of each of its
members is involved.
I do not see why we must constantly be
compelled to have stricter rules when a number
ofsituations reveal the unfortunate absence ofa
quorum in committee meetings which, for the
Assembly's sake, I very much regret.
I must tell you that the Presidential Com-
mittee 
- 
you have all this in writing - has
requested the General Aflhirs Committee to
present a report on national representation in
this Assembly in time for the next session in
order to offer some useful advice on achieving
better attendance and participation, possibly
with nomination procedures we will have tol. Seepage4l.
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discuss together and on which the national par-
liaments alone have the power of decision.
The set of problems before us is fairly
complex. I hope that, in its wisdom, the
Assembly will tolerate the incidents it encoun-
ters in the course of its work.
The incident is therefore closed.
6. Situation in lzbanon
(Pruentation of the rcpoa
of the General Allatus Committea
and vote oa thc drafi reomrmdatioa, Doc. 1025)
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- The next
order ofthe day is the presentation ofthe report
of the General Affahs Committee on the situa-
tion in Lebanon and vote on the draft recom-
mendation, Document 1025.
In accordance with the decision taken by the
Assembly this morning, the General Alfairs
Committee met in the early afternoon and
agreed to a draft recommendation on the situa-
tion in Lebanon.
I call Mr. Martino, Rapporteur of the General
Affairs Committee.
Mr. MARTINO (Italy) (Translation).
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, to my
mind there is a potential problem in the time it
takes Assembly committees to deal with issues
which the turn of events makes or may make
urgent. This applies to this draft recommenda-
tion on the present situation in Lebanon. The
presentation of the request in the Assembly, the
debate and decision on urgent procedure, the
referral to the General Affairs Committee, the
debate in that committee and the discussion that
has now begun in this chamber were all pushed
through with maximum speed.
Speed: with your permission, Mr. President,
and that of the members here, I shall keep what I
have to say to the minimum, not merely to
reinforce my point. Let me say above all that I
have too great a regard for the efforts made by
everyone in these rounds of work to trespass
further on their patience and I have too great a
regard for their intelligence to recount what is
now going on in kbanon with which we are all
familiar. This may be unusual but in the Gen-
eral Affairs Committee the text that has now
reached the Assembly was approved unani-
mously so why waste further words, particularly
on my part? The General Affairs Committee
has presented a text to which we can all
agree. In it we make an appeal for good
will. We cannot believe naively in political
* certainties " but we want, more strongly than
ever, to preserve firm, human hope.
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
Thank you,
Mr. Martino, for the brevity of your statement.
Does anyone wish to speak?...
In that case we shall vote on the draft recom-
mendation as a whole.
No one has requested a vote by roll call.
The Assembly will therefore vote by sitting
and standing.
I put the text as a whole to the vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The drafi recommendation is adopted unani-
mouslyt.
7. Date, time and orders of the day
of the next sitting
The PRESIDENT (Translation). 
- 
I propose
that the Assembly hold its next public sitting
tomorrow morning, Thursday, 23rd May, at
l0 a.m. with the following orders of the day:
l. Revision and interpretation of the Rules of
Procedure 
- 
Terms of reference of the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments
(Debate on the report of the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and Privileges and vote
on the draft resolution, Document 1020).
2. State of European security 
- the central
region (Presentation of and debate on the
report of the Committee on Defence Ques-
tions and Armaments and vote on the draft
recommendation, Document l0l8 and
amendment).
3. Activities of the Committee for Relations
with Parliaments 
- 
parliamentary debates
on the evolution of WEU (Presentation of
and debate on the report of the Committee
for Relations with Parliaments, Document
l0l0).
Are there any objections?...
The orders of the day of the next sitting are
therefore agreed to.
Does anyone wish to speak?...
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 7.20 p.m.)
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Srnaueny
l. Adoption of the minutes.
2. Attendance register.
3. Revision and interpretation of the Rules of procedure 
-Terms of reference of the Committee for Relations with
Parliaments (Debate on the report of the Committee on
Rules of Procedure and priviliges and vote on the draft
resolution, Doc. 1020).
SpeakeJs:.Mrs. Knight, Mr. Schulte (Chairman of the
commifiee).
4. 
-S1ate of. Euro-pean security - the central region(Presentation of the report of the Committee on Defence
Questions 
.and Armaments and vote on the - draft
recommendation, Doc. l0 I 8 and amendment).
Speakers: Dr. Miller (Rappotteur), Mr. pignion(Chairman ofthe committee), Dr. Millei.
5. Activities of the Committee for Relations with parlia-
ments 
- 
parliamentary debates on the evolution of WEU(Presentation of and debate on the report of the Committee
{or Relations with Parliamen s, Doc.-1010).
lpeaken: Mr. Giust (Rapporteut), Mr. Eysink, Mrs.
Y:night (C h a i r m a n of t he c o m m i t t e d).
6. Institutional connection of the ,A,ssembly with other
organs 
.of WEU (Motion for an order tabled by Mr. Spiis
von Billlesheim and others, Doc. 1026).
$Oeg.kers; Mr. Eysink, Mr. Ferrari Aggradi, Mr. Rauti(point oforder).
7. Adjournment of the session.
The sitting was opened at l0 a.m. with Sir Frederic Bennett,
Chair.
Vice-President of the Assembly, in the
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. Adoption of the minutes
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
In accordance with Rule2l of the Rules of Procedure, the minutes of
proceedings of the pre\rious sitting have been
distributed.
Are there any comments ?...
The minutes are agreed to.
2. Attendance rcgistet
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The names of the
substitutes attending this sitting which have
been notified to the President will be published
with the list of representatives appended to the
minutes of proceedings r.
It is appropriate at this moment to mention
the need to have a quorum if our proceedings
are to continue satisfactorily today. As mem-
bers of the Assembly are aware, the quorum
depends on the number of signatures rather than
on the numhr of members present in the
hemicycle- Therefore, I appeal to members,
whether they are present or outside, to sign the
register, or the time will come when we shill not
be able to take our decisions.
i. Revision and inter1tretation
of the Rulcs of Procedure 
-
Terms of reference of the Committee
for Relations with Parliaments
(Debate on the report oltlu Committe
on Rulcs of Procedure aad Prit@q
arrd ,orc on the draft resolutba, Doc. 1020)
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The orders of the day
now provide for the debate on the report ofthe
Committee on Rules of Procedure and Privileges
on the revision and interpretation of the Rules
of Procedure 
- terms of reference of the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments and
vote on the draft resolution, Document 1020.
Members will recall that on Tuesday after-
noon Mr. Jessel, Rapporteur of the Committee
on Rules of Procedure and Privileges, presented
his report on the revision and interpretation of
the Rules of Procedure, Document 1020. The
debate and vote on the draft resolution were
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deferred until the beginning of this morning's
sitting.
The debate is now open.
I call Mrs. Knlght.
Mrs. KNIGHT (United Kingdom). - I felt
that it was important to make a brief statement
about the change of name of my committee from
the " Committee for Relations with Parlia-
ments " to the " Committee for Parliamentary
and Public Relations ".
It is generally understood and recognised that
for WEU to be wholly and properly revitalised
there must be greater knowledge outside of the
work of our Assembly. It is no use working in a
cupboard; we have to work on a stage. But
unless there are people attending the show,
perhaps even working on a stage will not help
very much.
Many excellent reports are written with great
care and attention to detail but they are hardly
ever heard of outside this Assembly. It is
important for us to have relations with parlia-
ments and our committee has embarked on a
positive campaign to extend the knowledge of
WEU within the parliaments of member coun-
tries. But it is also important to extend
knowledge of WEU to the public as a whole. If
that can be done, it will be to the benefit of every
member of the Assembly.
Some budgetary anxieties have been ex-
pressed. We do not have to do anything that
would cost money. If we wished to spend
money, it would have to be approved by the
Committee on Budgetary Affairs and Adminis-
tration. That committee could reject any sug-
gestion that our committee mlght make. The
change in name is permissive rather than
mandatory. We are glad that the Committee on
Budgetary Affairs has permitted us, as a special
experiment, to have the advice, guidance and
help of a trained press man, particularly at the
end ofthis year and the beginning ofnext year,
to help us in our duties.
I welcome the report and hope that the
Assembly will accept it.
The PRESIDENT. - Does the Chairman of
the committee wish to speak ?
Mr. SCHULTE (Federal Republic of Ger-
many) (Translation). - Mr. President, Ladies
and Gentlemen, as Chairman of the Committee
on Rules of Procedure and Privileges I have no
cause to ampliff or add anything to Mr. Jessel's
very good, comprehensive and detailed report.I must, however, make it clear that this
subject aroused critical and controversial discus-
sion in committee. We all took the view that
public relations work was of great importance to
our Assembly and to WEU as a whole, particu-
larly if we intend to increase public awareness of
WEU.
The question was whether a committee could
do this. I believe a few critical remarks are in
order here, especially if we want to communicate
with the press and the public in the member
countries and not simply to make contact with
their parliaments. This presents an enormous
linguistic problem. As far as the Federal
German press is concerned, for example, I can
state that it will take no notice of any document
which is not presented in German, and I can
imagine that the same goes for Italy and the
Netherlands. Texts are not normally available
to us, and I am therefore afraid that if the
committee wishes to take action in this area
there will be financial implications. This was
why the Presidential Committee asked for
another consultation with the Committee on
Budgetary Affairs and Administration before
proceeding to alter the Rules of Procedure and
to change the name, and hence the functions, of
the committee. That did not happen, and the
committee therefore decided by a large majority
that a decision should be reached today. The
report and recommendation now await your
decision, I-adies and Gentlemen.
I think it will be important to read the text
correctly, and I am quite certain that Mrs.
Knlght will give due attention to this point.
The wording is: "... make all necessary proposals
with a view to bringing the work of the
Assembly to the attention of the public and the
press in member countries. " The word " pro-
posals " in this context is very important. It
will then be a question of how this change in the
Rules of Procedure operates in practice.
The PRESIDENT. - The Chairman of the
committee having spoken and there being no
other speakers - the Rapporteur has already left
for London, as I made clear - the debate is
closed.
We shall no\r vote on the draft resolution
contained in Document 1020.
Under Rule 34 of the Rules of Procedure, as
amended on 29th November 1982, if ten or
more representatives or substitutes present in
the chamber so desire, the Assembly shall vote
by roll<all on a draft resolution.
Does any member wish to propose a vote by
roll-call ?
That is not the case. We will vote by
sitting and standing.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The drafi resolution is adoptedt.
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4. State of European security -
the ceiltral region
(Preseatatioa ofthe repon olthe
Committec oa Deleace Questbns and Amaments
aad vote oa the druft recommendation,
Doc. 101E and uneadment)
The PRESIDENT. 
- The orders of the day
now provide for the presentation ofthe report of
the Committee on Defence Questions and
Armaments on the state of European security 
-
the central region with debate and vote on the
draft recommendation, Document l0l8 and
amendment.
I call Dr. Miller, Rapporteur of the committee,
to present the report.
Dr. MILLER (United Kingdom). 
- 
I shall not
detain the Assembly for too long at this
somewhat late stage in our proceedings this
week. We would not be part of this organ-
isation if we were not conrrinced of the need to
be prepared to defend ourselves in this imperfect
world. None of us is ashamed of our stated
intention to do so if we are attacked. While I
believe that it is perfectly feasible and, indeed,
necessary to make constant judgments if and
when risks occur, part of that assessment is to be
prepared for an attack upon us.
The report, which is not highly controversial,
deals with what we all perceive as the factual
situation of European security in the central
region. It draws together a few matters of
considerable importance.
The first main point deals with the continued
numerical superiority of Warsaw Pact countries.
Secondly, there is a reference to the maldeploy-
ment of allied forces. Thirdly, the report
emphasises what I term the European input.
Fourthly, it deals with the French position.
Last, but not least, it mentions the need for a
European defence industry.
Comparisons continue to show a two to one
advantage in favour of the Warsaw Pact in air
forces and about the same in land forces. That
advantage would increase initially in the event
of hostilities until United States reinforcements
could arrive or until the possible deployment of
French forces. But Warsaw Pact superiority 
-
numerically, at any rate 
- 
is even more marked
in tanks, armoured personnel carriers and artil-
lery. Paragraph 2.9 is an indication of that.
Section III of the report details the disposition
of allied forces in the central region. I draw
attention to the fact that the concentration of
ground and air forces on each side of the NATO-
Warsaw Pact boundary is far greater in the
central region than in any other part of that
boundary. The forces of more allied countries
are stationed in West Germany than in any
other NATO country. I do not say that those
countries are different in outlook. Section III
of the report describes the forces of the Nether-
lands, Belgium, the United Kingdom, the United
States, Canada, France and Germany. There is
no great difficulty about assimilating the statis-
tics in this section.
I come now to maldeployment 
- 
in other
words, the locations of forcesi The peacetime
locations of forces assigned to NATO in the
central region are somewhat unsatisfactory.
They still largely reflect the locations that they
occupied when the defence of NATO was based
on the Rhine in a period before the German
armed forces had joined their allies in NATO.
The present NATO strategy of forward defence
requires those forces to take up defence positionsin a period of alert close to the East-West
boundary. Apparently, with the exception of
the first United States armoured division and
another United States regiment, today only
elements of the various Gorman corps are
located in forward positions in peacetime. That
is partly for historical reasons, because when the
German forces were created all appropriate
accommodation for military units in areas
further west was already occupied by the forces
of other allies. The committee believes that
allied forces on the central front should be
relocated.
European input is the third subject. There is
no doubt that United States forces make an
invaluable contribution to defence in the central
region. We are indebted to the United States
for that. One would think, according to some
United States sources, that that was the major
input into the area, but the major input is from
European allies.
European forces account for 90% of the
ground forces, 80% of the combat aircraft, and
80% of the tanks in the area and 70% of the
ships in European waters. To summarise, 7l%
of the ground and air forces stationed in the
territory of the Federal Republic of Germany in
peacetime are provided by the European coun-
tries. That is a figure that we should remember
when we discuss our defences with our Ame-
rican allies.
I wish to say just a word about the Frenchposition. Although France is not part of the
integrated military structure of NATO, the
committee is in no doubt of the willingness of
French forces, not just those stationed in
Germany in peacetime, to be available for allied
defence in the event of hostilities or even in the
period of tension immediately before hostilities
could commence. No doubt the Soviet Union
also sees French forces in that light. Those
French forces would add to the deterrent. They
could provide useful reserve forces for NATO
commanders because of their geographical loca-
tion. The Committee on Defence Questions
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and Armaments welcomes the contingency
plans that would enable French forces to act
under the operational control of NATO com-
manders. Paragraphs 3.22 to 3.24 show that.
The last point that the report mentions 
- 
it is
not why it was put last 
- 
relates to one of the
most important aspects of our defence on that
front, which is, I believe, and the committee
believes, the need to develop a meaningful
defence industry. We know that for years we
have been bogged down by our inability to
develop a system whereby we would have either
interoperability or standardisation of all the
various essentials in the event of attack.
Standardisation is an almost impossible aim. Itis something that gives the Warsaw Pact
countries an enonnous advantage, for obvious
reasons. Most of its arms are provided by the
Soviet Union and therefore there is no problem
with standardisation. Our forces do not have
that.
One further difficulty that \ve have encoun-
tered 
- 
I do not believe that we have solved it 
-
is the possibility of a two-way street between
Europe and the United States. We do not have
a two-way street. I do not blame our American
allies. It is up to us to push for a greater input
of material in the other direction, but that has
not worked. There is no point in pretending
that there is an effective two-way street when
there is not.
We have tried to produce at least some kind of
interoperability of our systems, but even that is
difEcult. It would be possible to do repairs on
aircraft and some other essential work, although
not the main aspects of defending ourselves, on
an international basis between ourselves in
Europe and the United States. I commend the
recommendation that we should seriously consi-
der the possibility of a European industry in that
respect.
It is not a big report. It brings together the
available information. It is a factual account.
The committee is indebted to the French first
army in Strasbourg and the French forces in
Germany for the visit that it paid to the head-
quarters of both. I draw attention to that in
paragraphs 3.15 and 3.16 ofthe report. It was
the first such visit to French forces since France
withdrew from the military structure in
1966. The committee was well briefed and I
was impressed by the steps that the French
forces have taken to make themselves ready tojoin their allies if difficulties occur. We are
indebted to them and we are grateful to the
French Minister of Defence for arranging visits.
I wish to express the committee's sincere
thanks to Mr. Whyte without whom the report
would not have been possible. The committee
accepted the report unanimously. There were
no abstentions.
On behalf of the Committee on Defence
Questions and Armaments, I commend the
report to the Assembly. I hope that it will be
adopted with as little dissension as possible.
Thank you.
The PRESIDENT. - Thank you, Dr. Miller,
for your objective and informative introduction.
Three other speakers are listed. The first is
Mr. Bianco, but I do not see him in the Assem-
bly. It would be only fair therefore to go to the
second speaker. As there are so few speakers,
Mr. Bianco can speak if he comes in. I there-
fore call the next speaker, Mr. Gianotti. He is
not here either. The third speaker is Mr. Cava-
liere, but I do not see him.
I do not imagine that the Rapporteur wishes
to reply to himself, and I therefore ask the
Chairman whether he wishes to comment.
There is one amendment, which I shall call in
due course.
I call Mr. Pignion.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). - On
behalf of the committee, I should like to congra-
tulate our Rapporteur and our counsellor, Mr.
Whyte, on the quality of this report. I feel thatI should almost apologise for pointing out to
you, Mr. President and members of the Assem-
bly, that the Committee on Defence Questions
and Armaments has aimed at a measure of unity
in the reports it had to present at the session,
comprising the reports by Mr. van der Sanden,
who was assisted by Mr. Scheer, by Mr. van den
Bergh and Dr. Miller. In their treatment of the
facts and their evaluation ofneeds they could be
regarded as complementing each other.
Dr. Miller's introduction was completely in
line with the committee's discussions. Like the
report, his comments were concise and to the
point. For this he has my thanks.
However, even though the draft recommend-
ation does not call for many reserves or
comments, I must now step down as chairman
in order to speak for Mr. Verdon who is at a
committee meeting and has not yet been able to
JOrn us.
I regret that such a draft and debate should be
ignored to this extent and that there have been
no criticisms or further explanations, particu-
larly as the Committee on Defence Questions
and Armaments will now be quite logically
taking up the problems of security in the
Mediterranean.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you, Mr. Pignion.
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The committee has produced Document l0lg
and a draft recommendation to which one
amendment has been tabled. I shall, of course,
call the Chairman to speak to that amendment,
but I am advised that someone must first move
it to enable the Chairman to speak to it.
Does anyone else wish to move Amendment
l, submitted by Mr. Verdon ?...
It states:
l. Leave out paragraph 3 of the draft recom-
mendation proper.
I call Mr. Pignion.
Mr. PIGNION (France) (Translation). 
- 
I am
sorry that we were unable to discuss this amend-
ment in committee, because I am almost sure 
-
everyone is entitled to have illusions 
- that I
could perhaps have had it withdrawn. I even
said to the other members of the commit-
tee: " You are making me suffer, because I am
Freggh and you are aware of France's special
position on this issue. "
We are for ever reiterating and justifring that
special position, if any justification is ndeded. I
admit that I am not very happy about the inclu-
sion of paragraph 3 in the recommendation,
because the request did not come jointly from
the United States and the Soviet Union in the
course of the negotiations.
I hope therefore that Mr. Verdon's request for
the deletion of paragraph 3 will be approved. It
adds almost nothing to the preamblt. It may
please enemies and not friends.
If we wish to remain united, in spite of such
attitudes, our Rapporteur should, Mi. President,
accep! this argument, or alternatively we might
consider tabling an amendment to the amend-
ment because I do not think that the British
position on this point differs so greatly from the
French, at least in official statements.
However that may be, as the deletion of this
paragraph in no way destroys the unity of the
recommendation, I would like Mr. Verdon's
amendment to be accepted. In any case, I
would ask my fellow members of the Cbmmittee
on Defence Questions and Armaments to excuse
this intervention by their Chairman in a debate
from which he would have preferred to abstain,
but events sometimes make such action neces-
sary.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I appreciate your difli-
culty Mr. Pignion, but I must now ask whether
anyone wishes to speak against the amendment.
If that is not the case, I call the Rapporteur for
his comments.
Dr. MILLER (Uniled Kingdom). 
- 
I can
appreciate the difficulty of our French col-
leagues. However, the paragnaph does not refer
only to French forces, because in due course it
will apply to Spanish forces. While our French
colleagues can speak for themselves, they should
not speak for our Spanish allies when they join
us.
Ig uny case, the committee, as I have already
said, was most impressed by the obvious inten-
tion of the French forces to be involved. The
recommendation does not make any kind of
commitment, other than to publish what we
already know.
The document " Force comparisons: NATO
and the Warsaw Pact ", produced by the NATO
information service, does not publish these
figures, and it seems logical 
- 
grven that France
is an important component of our defence 
- 
that
French forces allotted to the area, and Spanish
forces in due course, should be taken into
account and included.
The Chairman of the committee hit the nail
on the head when he said that this was part of
the deterrent. It would be some consolation,
for what it was worth, to our potential enemies iiit wgre thought that there was any kind of
division of opinion between France and the rest
of our NATO allies. Frankly, I see no problem
whatever in including these figures in our
document, which the rest of the world can see
when we give permission to release it to thepress. I really do not believe that any problem
or even embarrassment will be caused to
France. As I have already said, the French
forces know that this is the situation, and we
should make it clear that we accept what they
say and include that in the document before us.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you, Dr. Miller.
^First, no question arises about confidentialityof this report, because once it was passed by thL
commifiee it became, as was pointed out yester-
day, public property.
Dr. MILLER (United Kingdom). 
- 
May I add
one point ? The recommendation is that the
French force details should be published and
they should appear eventually in the NATO
publication.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I appreciate the point. I
was dealing with the other point you made about
when permission is given to distribute the
document. It has already existed from the
moment when it was passed by the Committee
on Defence Questions and Armaments. It does
not arise from our sitting here today.
As regards the point in quostion, this is not
particularly easy for the Chair because I have to
take Mr. Pignion as speaking for the amendment
and Dr. Miller as speaking against it. It is on
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that basis that I shall have to ask for a vote by
sitting and standing.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
Amendment I is negatived.
Now we have to vote on the draft recommen-
dation contained in Document 1018. Under
Rule 34 of the Rules of Procedure, as amended
on 29th November 1982, if five or more repre-
sentatives or substitutes present in the chamber
so desire, the Assembly shall vote by roll-call on
a draft recommendation.
Does any member wish to propose a vote by
roll+all ?
It would not appear so. We shall therefore
now proceed to vote by sitting and standing.
(A vote was then taken by siuing and standing)
The draft recommendation is adoptedt.
I congratulate the Rapporteur.
5. Aaivitics of the Committeefor Relations
with Parliontents - parliamentary debates
on the evolution of WEU
(Pre"senrarioa of atd dafutc
oa the rcprt olthc Comminalor Relatioas
with Parlianeats, Du. 1010)
The PRESIDENT. - The orders of the day
now provide for the presentation ofand debate
on the report of the Committee for Relations
with Parliaments on the activities of the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments -
parliamentary debates on the evolution of WEU,
Document 1010.
I call Mr. Giust, Rapporteur of the committee,
to present the report.
Mr. GIUST (Italy) (Translation). - I shall
divide this presentation of my report into two
parts, the first dealing with the activities of the
committee and the second gving a first analysis
of the debates in national parliaments on the
evolution of WEU following the Rome Decla-
ration of October 1984 on the occasion of the
thirtieth anniversary of the organisation.
As regards the activities of the committee,
under Rule 42 bis, paragraph 3, of the Rules of
Procedure, the committee selected from the texts
adopted by the Assembly Recommendation 413
on the military use of space, Recommendation
415 on the control of armaments and disarma-
ment, and Recommendation 416 on WEU,
European union and the Atlantic Alliance to be
transmitted officially to the national parliaments
in the hope that they would provide subject
matter foi debate, questions or speeches. The
committee also asked that the conversion of the
texts adopted by the WEU Assembly into
questions or speeches in the various national
parliaments should be done as quigkly as
possible so as to enhance relations between
WnU and the individual parliaments, thus
making the work of our organisation better
known- and, as a consequence, enabling the
positions of individual governments on these
iubjects of such importance to be more effec-
tively compared.
Particular efforts under this heading were
made by Senators Masciadri and Frasca in the
Italian parliament and by Mrs. Hennicot-
Schoepges and Mr. Hengel in the Luxembourg
parliament.
Replying to a question by Mr. Hengel on
Recommendation 416 relating to Senator Mas-
ciadri's report on WEU, European union and the
Atlantic Alliance, Mr. Poos, Luxembourg Minis-
ter for Foreign Affails, addressed the problem of
the r6le of the WEU Secretary-General and
stated that a special working group of experts
from the various WEU member states was in the
process of preparing firm proposals on the
overall operation of the oryanisation and its
specialised agencies and also concerning the
future r6le of the Secretary-General.
Enhancement of relations between WEU and
the national parliaments depends upon the
reactivation of the organisation. The Commit-
tee for Relations with Parliaments decided to
work for the reactivation of WEU through a
series of information meetings in member
countries to be attended by representatives of
the national parliament and the press, in the
course of which committee members would
explain the work of WEU.
The first information meeting was held in the
French Senate in Paris on 17th April 1985 when
the committee met representatives of both
chambers of the French parliament and of the
press. At this meeting, briefings were given by
members of the committee on the following
subjects: the revival of Western European
Union, the WEU organs and their duties, the
activities of the Assembly and how they are
followed up in parliaments, the present activities
of the Assembly and relations between Western
European Union, NATO and other Western
European organisations and countries.
This first meeting was a success, attracting
considerable attention and being attended, as I
said, by prominent parliamentarians from the
French Government and our own Assembly
including our President, Mr. Caro, and the
President ofthe French Senate.l. Seepage4T.
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On the future of WEU, the Council and
Assembly are now at the discussion and
reflection stage. This subject has been fully
discussed both positively and critically during
our present session. I need only recall the
report by the Vice-President, Mr. Ferrari
Aggradi, and the clarifications he gave and
yesterday's speech to this Assembly by Mr.
Genscher, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Federal Republic of Germany.
The President of the Assembly, Mr. Caro, sent
a memorandum to the Council and the govern-
ments of the member states containing specific
proposals on the future of the Council and its
organs. As for the Council, the Rome Declara-
tion of 27th October 1984 summarises its posi-
tion. During our committee's meeting on 6th
November 1984, Mrs. Ifuight, our Chairman,
asked members of the committee to put ques-
tions to their own governments on this declara-
tion. It will be the task of our committee to
inform the Assembly on the position of the
individual governments with regard to this
document of vital importance for the future of
WEU.
I now move on to the analysis of parlia-
mentary debates on the evolution of WEU.
With regard to the follow-up to the Rome
decisions in the individual parliaments I shall
take each member country in turn.
In the Netherlands, a written report in the
form of a letter was sent by the Minister for
Foreign Affairs to the Second Chamber of the
States-General on l6th November 1984. This
document was published by the States-General.In addition, the Ministers of Defence and
Forergn Atrairs took the opportunity of inform-
ing the Second Chamber of the States-General
of their position on 5th and 6th March 1985
following the tabling of motions on Netherlands
membership of WEU, establishing a joint WEU
naval patrol and a joint European position
towards the SDI.
In Germany, the Minister for Foreign Affairs
made an oral report to the Bundestag on 8th
November 1984 which was follou,*ed by speeches
by parliamentarians, all members of the German
Delegation.
In the United Kingdom parliament, Baroness
Young, Minister of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs, was particularly active,
glving an oral report in the House of Lords on
29th October 1984 which was followed by a
debate in the House of Commons in the
presence of Sir Geoffrey Howe. There was also
a large number of written and oral questions.
In Belgium the main debate was in the
Chamber of Representatives when the 1985
budget was discussed.
In France, too, the debate was mainly associa-
ted with a discussion of the 1985 Finance Bill,
speeches being made by Mr. Cheysson, then
Minister for External Relations, Mr. Hernu,
Minister of Defence, and other members of par-
liament. Questions were also put.
In Italy, considerable activity was shown by
parliamentarians in the form of questions and a
resolution adopted by the Defence Committee of
the Chamber of Deputies urglng the Italian
Government to promote, with other members of
WEU, various concrete steps in security policy.
In Luxembourg a number of questions were
put.
I will now deal with the various positions
taken by the governments of member countries
on the evolution of WEU.
The French Government was one of those
giving the most significant details on the
prospect and future of WEU, stating that it
should be better used for discussing Europe's
security problems. Mr. Hetrnu, Minister of
Defence, also said that WEU could not be a
forum for military decisions nor a body for
defence planning or co-ordination. The Minis-
ter for External Relations had earlier stated that
strategic discussions were not confined to
conventional armament but necessarily embra-
ced nuclear weapons and had recalled that
France did not belong to the integrated NATO
system. Mr. Cheysson, then Minister for Exter-
nal Relations, had also said that WEU could not
discuss global strategy because the Federal
Republic of Germany could not and did not at
present wish to have responsibilities in this area.
The United Kingdom Government also made
significant statements, stressintg that reactivation
of WEU could not change two essential realities:
British national defence was assured through
NATO, and Eurogroup and IEPG were the best
forums for European defence co-operation and
for strengthening the European pillar of the
Atlantic Alliance.
NATO, however, remained the foundation of
Europe's security, having its own general staff
and armed forces. The United Kingdom view
was that WEU had three essential features: it
was bound to the North Atlantic Treaty, it pro-
vided the legal basis for the British commitment
to station substantial land and air forces on the
mainland of Europe as a vital element in joint
European defence and it had the only European
parliamentary forum empowered by treaty to
discuss security and defence questions.
The Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany, too, referred to the close relations,
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stemming from the treaty, between WEU and
NATO which it said were essential for Europe's
security and defence. The Luxembourg
Government urged that there be closer links
between WEU and NATO member countries.
The German Government reiterated that the
Council's decision to remove the last controls on
conventional weapons had no connection with
any firm plans of the Federal Republic of
Germany which had no intention of producing
or exporting long-range missiles or strategic
bombers. The German Government repeated
its proposal that a European research institute be
set up to study security policy. This proposal
was criticised by Mr. Vogt who called for the
creation of a European disarmament agency.
In Italy, in the resolution approved on 24th
October 1984, the Defence Committee of the
Chamber of Deputies uryed the government to
set up a " European agency responsible for
security and defence industrial policy " which,
under the direction of the Council of Ministers
and in consultation with the WEU parliamen-
tary Assembly, would promote the co-ordination
of the policies of WEU governments in research,
development and production of defence means
and in procurement and sales, possibly in
relation with other similar European or NATO
bodies.
In November 1984, Mr. Cheysson, then
French Minister for External Relations, said that
the Agency for the Control of Armaments would
need to reflect on the major problems of the
limitation and control of armaments. German
parliamentarians made proposals for the conver-
sion ofthe agency into an organ responsible for
the control of disarmament and arms exports.
Relations between the Council and the Assem-
bly were dealt with more particularly by Mr.
Genscher, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Federal Republic of Germany, who, on many
occasions, reiterated the need for closer collabo-
ration between Assembly and Council.
On l2th December 1984, Mr. De Ruiter,
Netherlands Minister of Defence, also said that
all European frameworks should be taken at
their own value and used according to their own
possibilities. This was true for European poli-
tical co-operation as well as for the Eurogroup of
NATO.
The important problems of the status of the
Secretary-General of WEU, the seat of the orga-
nisation and the dual representation of parlia-
mentarians in the Council of Europe and WEU
were raised in certain parliaments. No specific
answers were given by governments to these
questions.
The problem of the enlargement of WEU was
considered, in particular in Italy, in connection
with the resolution of the Chamber of Deputies
already referred to, urying the Italian Govern-
ment to promote the accession to WEU of all the
other Community countries or European mem-
bers of NATO or at least an appropriate form of
co-operation.
Conversely, Mr. Hernu, French Minister of
Defence, said it was not desirable to enlarye
WEU for the time being.
A similarly reserved position was taken by
Lord Reay in the House of Iords.
The same resolution of the Italian Chamber of
Deputies includes a proposal that WEU coun-
tries study possibilities of setting up military
combat units under integrated command.
Overall I have to find that Ministers of
Defence still play too minor a r6le in these
debates on WEU in the national parliaments.
It is interesting to observe, however, that parlia-
mentarians who are not members of the national
delegations are also beginning to take an interest
in WEU.
The governments have not yet taken up
definite positions on the reactivation of WEU.
This should be no surprise in view of the fact
that the results arrived at by the working parties
set up following the Rome Declaration have not
yet been submitted to or assessed by the
Council. It is also necessary for governments to
inform their own parliamentarians more fully by
means of regular reports on the activities of the
Council and its organs. These reports should
clarifu the positions of individlal governments
on present WEU problems. At the moment, it
would seem that the German Government is the
only one to present tra1flyearlV reports to its
parliament on the activities of WEU and its
organs. All delegations should recommend that
their own governments follow suit.
As regards the extent to which members and
non-members of the Assembly participate in
national debates on matters relating to WEU,
our committee's meetings with parliamentarians
from member countries will provide an opportu-
nity for encouraging non-members to increase
their participation. I should also stress the
importance of the resolution approved by the
Defence Committee of the Italian Chamber of
Deputies on 24th October 1984 to which I have
referred several times. It is to be hoped that
this example will be followed and also that there
will be an increase in questions and speeches in
the national parliaments on the subject of the
texts adopted by WEU.
It is also extremely important to stimulate
public interest in the evolution of WEU.
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Every parliamentarian who is a member of the
WEU Assembly has a highly important task toperform. Some subjects wliich ieem to me to
merit particular interest and on which it would
be highly useful to ask the various governments
to give 4!ir opinion are the following. Doesthe modified Brussels Treaty allow WEU to
conduct strategic or conclusive discussions on
defence ? Can it address nuclear problems ?
How can the WEU Assembly perform a more
siglifisaal r6le if it remains a purely cdnsul-
tative body ? Horu can Council mebtings be
prevented from being no more than an exchange
of views with no specific commitment at tfie
end ?
I would like to conclude by stressing the r6le
of our Assembly and therefore its need of the
neoessary financial resoruces. On this point we
need to ask the governments for explanations
about the Council's position, namely its exces-
sive restrictions on Assembly expenditure which
are completely incompatible with the Assembly's
increased responsibilities. There also needs to
be greater collaboration between Council and
Assembly in terms of subject matter.
With reg;ard to the future activities of the
Committee for Relations with Parliaments, the
importance of making European public opinion
aware of security problems means thal this
committee has to be given commensurate
powers for fulfilling its new tasks falling in the
context of the revival of WEU. That 1s why,
Mr. President, I put before you the committee;s
suggestion, included in my report, regarding a
change in its name. The request ii thai it
should be called Committee for Relations with
Parliaments and the Public, so that it can
discharge its duties in a more effective manner.
To carry out these new tasks, it is desirable or
rather essential, that the Committee for Rela-
tions with Parliaments be kept fully informed of
developments in WEU at all times. Here, Sir
John Page underlined that it is desirable for the
Chairman of this committee to be made apermanent member of the committee for
Relations with the Council set up by the presi-
dential Committee on 19th February 1985 to
maintain regular contacts with the Corincil.
It also se€ms to me that the relevant WEU
committees should make an in-depth study of
two proposals put forward by the Defence
Committee of the Italian Chamber of Deputies,
namely that a European agency be set up to
study security and defence industrial policy and
qhat another study be made on the possibility of
forming military units under integrated com-
mand among WEU countries.
As regards the first proposal, the European
agency responsible for security and defence
industrial policy would have to act in accor-
dance with the Council's instructions and in
close liaison with the Asseurbly in order to
facilitate co-ordination of the policies of WEU
governments in the area of research, develop-
ment and production of defence means and in
procurement and sales, possibly in relation with
other similar European or NATO bodies. It
would be useful for the relevant committee to
look into the possibility of harmonising these
proposals, and perhaps combining them, with
the German proposal for the setting up of a
European research institute to study security
policy.
Mr. President, I-adies and Gentlemen, that is
the report on the activities of the Committee for
Relations with Parliaments. It is my duty, in
conclusion, to thank the Chairman of the
committee, Mrs. Knight, for the sensitivity of
her approach to the problem and the close atten-
tion she has paid to it. In particular I would
like to thank the Secretary, Mr. Burchard, for his
great help in the drafting of the report.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you, Mr. Giust,
for a comprehensive introduction to the report.
I have only one speaker on my list, Mr.
Eysink. I have pleasure in calling him.
Mr. EYSINK (Netherlands) (Translation). 
-Mr. President, I would like to congratulate the
Rapporteur on two counts: first on his report,
and second on his summary which matches the
report in both content and presentation.
Tasks of the kind undertaken by the Rappor-
teur ar€ often highly disagreeable, involving as
they do the enumeration of facts about -the
debates in the various parliaments, leading tothe conclusion that WEU has made little
progress in this area. This year the Rapporteuris in luck because things have been better.
There has been more reaction, and the commit-
tee has taken some new initiatives, including in
particular the establishment of a direct inior-
mation link with the French parliament. The
intention is to introduce a similar link with the
Italian parliament next year and then pursue the
policy further. This can be regarded as a means
of bringing members of the WEU Assembly and
members of parliament of the member states
face to face, in the interests of improved, open
and direct information, which must have the
effect of enhancing both the depth of our work
and its breadth in terms of the public.
Mr. President, I shall make no attempt to
summarise the report for a third time. I have
already mentioned how well the Rapporteur has
done this on two occasions. A third would be
superfluous.
However, there is one thing I wish to mention
specifically and that is the good example set by
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the Federal Republic of Germany in submitting
a half-yearly report to the Bundestag on the
activities of WEU, so as to initiate discussion of
the work and potential of WEU. In his conclu-
sions the Rapporteur has made it quite clear that
this example deserves to be emulated. It would
be a good idea to take this matter up directly and
ask governments to follow suit.
Mr. President, the Rapporteur could not have
chosen a better moment to present his report.
Mr. Genscher yesterday made the following
remark, repeated twice in his address and four
times in his replies to interventions: 'What do
you expect ? Go to your own parliaments and
put your questions there ! ' Our Rapporteur
could not have asked for better support !
I still have one more remark and one
question. From politeness, I shall start with the
remark. I wish to congratulate the committee
Chairman on expanding not only the name but
also the function of the committee. However, I
support the view of the Rapporteur and Mr.
Schulte that, while this is all very significant, we
must also ensure that funds are available to
carry out these activities. After all, what's in a
name 
- 
an empty title - if the resources are not
there to fund the activities of the organisation
and the committee itself ?
If we really propose to do something on two
fronts, that is, awaken interest in our work and
bring home to the public what we are doing on
its behdf and for European security, then the
appropriate resources must be made available.
Mr. President, this morning we were talking
about the simplification of the penal code, the
reduction of the range of punitive measures in
France. I would like to mount a modest * puni-
tive expedition " in the form of a question to the
Rapporteur. Could he not suggest to the
committee that a future report, to be presented
at the end of next year, should contain some
statistics indicating the questions asked in the
various partaments and the answers given by
governments. Perhaps that would help !
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you, Mr. Eysink.
As there are no other speakers on the list, I do
not imagine that the Rapporteur will wish to
reply. As he does not, it is only courteous to
ask the Chairman whether she would like to say
something to end the debate.
Mrs. KMGHT (United Kingdom). 
- 
I can do
that in one sentence, Mr. President, by express-
ing my full support and that of my committee
for the Rapporteur who has been most pains-
taking in all that he has done and all that he has
said.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you, Mrs. Knlght.
There are no amendments.
Apparenfly, we do not vote on a * Take note ",
unlike our parliament. The Assembly has taken
note of the excellent work done by the Rappor-
teur.
6. Institutional conneclion of the Assembly with
other organs of WEU
(Motba lor an order tabled
by Mr. Spics von Bllleslaim and others,
Doc.102A
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
The next order of the day
is a motion for an order on the institutional
connection of the Assembly with other organs of
WEU tabled by Mr. Spies von Bfillesheim and
others, Document 1026.
The motion is in order.
Rule 30 provides that such motions may be
put to the vote without being referred to a
committee.
I call Mr. Eysink to move the motion for an
order.
Mr. EYSINK (Netherlands) (Translation). -
Mr. President, as Mr. Spies von Bullesheim
unfortunately had to leave, he asked me not only
to move this motion for an order but also to ask
you to give it your wholehearted support. As
the request was made by a German, a Dutchman
naturally presents it in German.
Mr. President, this is not just something old in
new wrapping; it represents a fresh attempt to
explore every possibility for developing and
strengthening the position of WEU. The order
asks for a report and discussion in committee to
discuss all the possibilities open to WEU.
As you can see, the whole idea enjoys very
wide support, and only three names are now
missing, those of Mr. Ahrens, Sir Frederic
Bennett and Lord Reay. They too are signa-
tories to this motion for an order as officially
shown on the document. Thank you, Mr.
President.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you, Mr. Eysink.
Does anyone present wish to speak against the
motion?...
I call Mr. Ferrari Aggradi.
Mr. FERRARI AGGRADI (Italy) (Trans-
lation). 
- 
Mr. President, I asked to speak in
order to express my view about the problems
that are set out but also to make a recommenda-
tion. I consider that the problems raised need
to be tackled responsibly so as to arrive at
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definite conclusions. I must say frankly that I
would not want any hasty assumption to be
drawn that guidelines are being laid down
because I have serious misgivings on a number
of points.
So if what is said here constitutes a recom-
mendation that the question be studied I agree
and am grateful but if it is to be interpreted as a
set of predetermined solutions I really think
that, for the type of work we are doing, we
cannot decide here. A single headquarters and
a single budget are very important issues that
need careful ftsrrght. I therefore believe that
we should study them in depth and should
refrain, for the moment, from laying down any
guidelines. In the case of a complex problem
like this we have to know that the level of debate
will match the importance of the subject.
Mr. President, I hope that my remarks have
helped to make the seriousness of our task quite
clear.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
Thank you, Mr. Ferrari
Aggradi.
Much as I should like to call you, Mr.
Rauti, under the rules... Will you kindly hold
on for a moment ? Not for the first time I have
received conflicting advice. Initially I was told
that there could be only one speaker for and one
against, but I now happily call you on a point of
order.
Mr. RAUTI (Italy) (Translation). 
- 
Mr.
President, I would like to raise a point of order
because I think that, given the extreme impor-
tance and sensitivity ofthe subjects raised in the
document, we cannot 
- 
and to my mind should
not 
- 
enter into the substance ofthe debate for
three reasons: the number present in the Assem-
bly is very small, this document has been tabled
at a very late stage in our present proceedings
and lastly, the vote, whether for or against,
could prejudge the subsequent study of the
problems raised. I therefore propose that the
document be referred, as it is, to the Presidential
Committee which should decide, on the basis of
the arguments set out, where it should go from
there.
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
I share that view, but I
must formally put the motion to a vote. If it is
carried, the document will go to the Presidential
Committee for examination. That will happen
if there is now a favourable vote, but I musf first
Blt tle agreement of the Assembly to its going to
the Presidential Committee. It is on that, and
not on the merits of the document, that we shall
vote.
(A vote was then taken by sitting and standing)
The motionfor an order is agreed to t.
7, Adjournment of tlw sasion
The PRESIDENT. 
- 
We have now reached
the end of our business, and I thank you all for
your attendance and help this morning.
I declare the thirty-first ordinary session of the
Assembly of Western European Union adjour-
ned.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at I L 25 a.m.)
l. Seepage4S.
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